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1982 SURVEY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 1982 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPA'82) inter..

viewed more than 17,000 respondents across the country. This extensive na-

tional survey was conducted across the full 12 months of the calendar year

1982, with separate national samples of about 1500 respondent, each month.

The SPA '82 data were collected by the United States Bureau of the

Census to ensure that they met rigorous scientific standards of sample

design, respondent cooperation and interview standardization. This aleo

ensured that the arts participation estimates from the survey could be pro-

jected to the national population with unprecedented confidence.

SOME MAJOR FINDINGS

Attendance at Live Arts Performances: Extensive data were collected on the

public's reported attendance at seven types of live arts performances and

events. Almost 40% of all SPA '82 respondents reported attending at least

one of these seven types of live arts performances in the previous 12

months.

Annual participation rates across the seven types of arts performances

ranged as follows:

Opera 3%
Ballet 4%

Jazz music 10%
Non-musical stage play 12%

Classical music 13%
Musical stage play 19%
Art gallery/museums 22%

4

In addition, more than 3% of the sample, representing almost 5 million
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American adults, reported that they themselves had appeared in a public

performance of one of these types of arts events in the previous year.

Audience Characteristics: Attendance at these seven types of arts events

mainly related to a person's educational background. Thus, people who had

graduated from college were 4 to 20 times more likely to attend one of

these arts events than were persons with only a grammar school education.

While notable differences in participation were found by certain other

background factors in the survey (e.g. age, income), most of these differ-

ences could be linked to the effects of educational background and other

variables. Thus, without taking education and these other factors into

account, attendance at live arts events was:

. Related to a person's socio-economic background
in terms of occupation and income;

. Higher among women than among men, being particularly
high among unmarried women with no children;

. Higher among middle-aged and younger adults than among
older people;

. Lower among rural residents than among people living in urban
or suburban areas; lower also among residents of the South
than other regions;

. Slightly higher among unmarried adults than among married
people and slightly higher among adults with no children
living in their household (as compared to adults with children
in the household);

. Lower among respondents who were not in the labor force
(full-time homemakers, retired, unemployed, etc.) vs.
those who were employed in a paid job;

. Higher among white respondents than among blacks or other
racial groups.

After education and other factors were controlled statistically, however,

only the differences in arts participation by gender held up.

Thus, while lower than average participation was found among residents

5
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Of more rural (non-SMSA) areas, among blue-collar workers, among blacks and

other non-white racial groups, among those over 75 years of age, among

full-time homemakers and the unemployed, and among people with a pre-school

child in the household, reported participation levels among these groups

was only slightly below average after adjustment for other background fac-

tors. Considerable caution, therefore, needs to be taken in considering

these background factors as important determinants or predictors of arts

participation.

Other Arts Activities: The SPA '82 data also provided baseline information

on several other arts-related activities. For example:

. Over half of respondents in the survey (56%) reported they had
read a novel, short story, poem or play in the previous 12
months; an even larger proportion (84%) said they had read
any bof)k or magazine over that period.

. A fifth of respondents (20%) reporting reading poetry or
listening to a poetry reading.

. Some 39% of respondents said they had attended an art or
craft fair in the previous year.

. Some 37% of respondents reported visiting An historic site for
its historic or design value.

In addition, substantial proportions of respondents (representing

between 10 and 18 million American adults) reported participating more

directly in arts-related activity. Some 11% of SPA respondents reported

making photographs, movies or video tapes as an artistic activity; 10%

reported painting, drawing, sculpting or printmaking; and 7% reported hav-

ing done creative writing in the form of stories, poems or plays. In addi-

tion, 11% of respondents said they had taken a lesson in some arts-related

activity (e.g. literature, music) in the previous 12 months, and over 3%

reported doing some form of "backstage" work (lighting, sets, promotion) in



connection with a live arts performance.

It might be thought that participation in these other arts-related

activities might take time away from or otherwise interfere with attendance

at the seven types of arts events noted above. However, the SPA survey

found exactly the opposite. The more particular individuals participate in

these other arts-related activities (e.g. painting, taking lessons, visit-

ing historic sites, making photographs), the more they attended arts per-

formances and events.

This pattern, referred to as "the more, the more" principle, charac-

terized almost all the topic areas (e.g. use of mass media for arts con-

tent; barriers to participation) examined in SPA'82. The more-more pattern

is thus a recurrent and dominant theme in this report, applying to the sur-

vey questions related to mass media usage for arts-related content, to the

survey questions ?'elated to prior lessons or other "socialization" experi-

ences in music or the arts, to the survey questions related to preference

for more s2rious types of music and to the survey questions related to

expressed interest in attending more arts performances and events. The

more respondents experienced or took part in these activities, the greater

their attendance at the seven types of arts performances.

The principle applied to many non-arts activities as well: the more

actie and extensive a person's leisure activities and interests are, the

more likely that person is to attend arts events and performances.

These other SPA '82 survey topic areas are discussed in more detail in

answers to main policy issues that the study sought t3 address.
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TEN POLICY QUESTIONS

SPA '82 was mainly designed to answer ten major policy questions of concern

to the National Endowment for the Arts:

1) How large is the current audience for individual arts and for the
arts as a whole? As noted above, almost 40% of the SPA'82 sample
reported attending at least one live arts performance in the
preceding year, and the participation figure rises to 65% if read-
ing literature is included. These figures represent between 64
million and 110 million American adults, respectively.

In terms of specific arts activities, the relevant audience
sizes translate as follows to the nearly 165 million American
adults in 1982:

Opera 5 million adults
Ballet 7 million adults
Jazz music 16 million adults
Stage plays 20 million adults
Classical music 21 million adults
Musicals 31 million adults
Art gallery/museums 36 million adults
Reading novels, etc. 93 million adults

Follow-up survey questions indicated that jazz performances
and art gallery /museum visits were attended more frequently per
participant than were the other five activities; ballet and musi-
cal theatre, on the other hand, were attended less frequently than
average. Thus the above figures need to be adjusted slightly to
represent total numbers of persons attending these types of live
arts performances, rather than proportions who attended at all.

Consistent with the more-more principle, considerable overlap
was found across the audience for their various arts forms. Peo-
ple who attended one type of arts performance were 2 to 10 times
more likely to attend another. For example, people who attended
opera were more than 3 times more likely to attend a classical
music performance than were non opera - goers. Few distinctive
clusterings of arts participation were found. Thus, the idea of
segmented arts audiences was not supported by the SPA data.

2) For the performing arts, what is the relationship between atten-
dance st live leerformances and participation via television,
radio, and recordings? Consistent again with the more-more prin.
ciple, respondents who reported watching or listening to arts-
related programs in the mass media were also more likely to attend
live arts performances. For example, 28% of respondents who
reported watching a jazz program on television attended a live
jazz performance compared to only a 6% jazz attendance rate among
people who said they had not seen a TV jazz program; people who
listened to jazz on radio and recordings reported similarly high



attendance rates.

This was true for watching programs of classical music or
stage plays on television. An., the more media used, the greater
likelihood of attendance: thus, the attendance rate for jazz rose
to 44% among respondents who listened to jazz music on all three
media (TV, radio and recordings).

Far higher proportions of respondents watched or listened to
arts-related programs in the mass media than attended parallel
arts performances in person. Thus, 32% of respondents watched or
listened to a media program of jazz music compared to the 10% wI o
attended a live jazz performance. Some 38% attended to classical
music on one of the media, 18% to opera, 37% to musical theatre,
and 27% to plays. Some 16% watched a ballet performance on telev-
ision and 23% a TV program on the visual arts.

1) Does the extent and nature of arts participation vary with .122,
graphic region and wih community au and size? While respon-
dents living in rural (non-SMSA) areas of the country and in the
South did report lower arts participation than those in the other
areas, these region differences were not large. These attendance
rates came even closer to the national average after adjustment
was made for the different demographic backgrounds of residents of
those areas.

In general, there were few sharp regional or urban-rural
differences in the relative ordering of arts audiences. Thus art
gallery/Mtseum attendance was highest, and opera attendance
lowest, in virtually all parts of the country.

SMSA vs. non-SMSA differences were slightly larger for opera
and ballet and smaller for classical music than for other arts
activities. Regional differences seemel greatest for mut:teal

theatre and were minimal for visiting art galleries and museums.

4) What is the relationship between an individual's social, economic
and demographic charateristics and the individual's participation
in the arts? As noted above, education was the major predictor of
arts participation. Once the factor of education was controlled,
initial differences found by income and occupation were reduced
considerably,

There was still some tendency, however, for the top (over
$50,000) annual income group to be clearly higher in arts partici-
pation than lower income groups, even after effects of education
were controlled. The magnitude of these differences and the rela-
tively small size of this group, however, would not seem to jus-
tify characterization of the arts as "elitist" or of main benefit
to the affluent.

5) What effect does family backjround have on participation in the
arts? After adjustment for education and other factors, the major
predictors of arts participation are gender and race, with women
and white people being more active arts participants. Single

9
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responses to this "arts barrier" question results were remarkably
similar. For both attenders and non-attenders and across the
seven arts forms, the major barrier respondents described for not
attending more was "lack of time". Such responses stand in con-
trast to findinr ;s regarding the objective factors (work hours,
children) that mainly restrict the tree time people seem to have
available.

The second and third most important barriers respondents
cited were cost factors and accessibility factors. The latter
factor was a particularly important reason for not visiting arts
museums more often. Additional barriers included arts perfor-
mances being "too far to go", having no one to go with and lack of
personal motivation.

9) Now is amateur participation related to attendance? 4s we noted
when first introducing more-more principle, amateur participation
was related to more, not less, arts participation. The same is
true for visiting science museums, art/craft fairs, historic sites
and for doing "backstage work" for arts performances.

Respondents who reported such amateur and spectator arts
activities were from 50% to 200% more likely to attend arts events
tha were people who did not.

10) Now does formal instruction and training in the arts and early
exposure 4while growing a effect later participation? Several
common forms of arts "socialization" were reported in the survey,
the main ones being music lessons (47%) and parental encouragement
of non-school-required reading (67%). In addition, nearly a third
of the sample (31%) reported having taken lessons in some craft
(such as pottery or weaving) at some time in their life, and
nearly a quarter (24%) reported taking a class in one of the
visual arts; one in five (20%) reported having taken art apprecia-
tion classes.

In all, only 17% of the sample said they had not experienced
any of these forms of arts socialization.

Consistent once again with the more-more principle, respon-
dents who report more socialization experiences also report higher
attendance at related arts events. For example, respondents who
had taken music lessons, who had taken music appreciation classes,
or who had parents who listened to classical music were about
three times more likely to report attending a live jazz perfor-
mance (or a live classical music performance) as were respondents
who reported not having grown up with such experiences; such peo-
ple were also much more likely to attend operas and musical
theater.

People who had taken both music lessons and music apprecia-
tion classes are more likely to attend live classical music per-
formances than are people who have taken only one nr the other.

But while it is clear that prior socialization experience
relates to present attendance at related arts events, these fig-
ures may provide a misleading picture of the nature and extent of
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women with no children were particularly active arts participants.
Otherwise differences by family characteristics (marital

status, presence of young children) were surprisingly small, as
were differences by the length of the respondent's workweek.

While older people tend to participate less than middle aged
or younger adults, age differences are largely confined to the
over age 75 -- after other factors were controlled.

6) Are there patterns of non-arts activities which are associated
with arts activities? The SPA'82 study identified many other lei-
sure activities that were more popular than the arts. For exam-
ple, 84% of SPA respondents reported reading any book or magazine
in the previous 12 months, 65% played cards or other board games,
63% went out to the movies, 60% did some form of gardening and 59%
did repairs and home improvements.

However, such activities do not appear to be directly cam-
petitive with arts participation. In fact, the more active people
generally participated in leisure activities, the more active they
are in arts activities again consistent with the more-more
principle. The one exception is general television viewing, where
heavier viewers attend fewer arts performances than people who
view less TV.

While certain of these individual non-arts activities corre-
lated moderately well with particular arts activities (e.g. movie
attendance with jazz and with ballet; volunteer work with ballet
and clasgical music performances), clear life -style clusters of
activities that predict arts participation have yet to be found in
the data. The straightforward more-more principle remains both
the simplest and the most appropriate way to describe how o.her
leisure activity patterns relate to arts participation.

7) What are the extent and nature of unsatisfied demand for arts
individualli and as a whole? There seems to be a large "unmet"
audience for arts performances. The proportion of respondents
saying they would like to participate wore in arts activities is
from 40% to 200% higher than the proportion who reported attending
the same type of arts events over the same survey period. Con..

sistent again with the more-more theme, the proportion of those
Who say they want to attend more arts events is far higher among
current attenders than among non-attenders.

However, it is usually the case that there are far larger
numbers of people who currently do not attend who say they want to
participate more. For example, 55% of the current attenders of
classical music performances say they want to attend more such
performances, compared to only a 14% rate among non-attenders.
However, that first figure represents 11 million attenders, while
the second represents 20 million non-attenders.

8) What reasons do those who al they would like to attend arts acti-
vities more often give for not doll"' so? When asked for reasons
Why they did not attend more arts performances, the pattern of
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that relationship. First, it may be the case that people who
attend current arts performances are better able to recall their
socir ization experiences than those who do not attend; they may
also be more tempted to exaggerate their early arts exposure.
Secondly, both socialization and attendance are related to common
demographic factors, like education and age.

Thus, when these factors are controlled statistically, the
differences between socialized respondents and non-socialized
respondents diminish considerably..generally to about half the
differentials noted above.



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The 1982 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPA '82)

represented an important advance in our understanding of the nature and ex-

tent of the role of the arts in American daily life. While several nation-

al and regional surveys had been conducted on public participation in, and

attitudes about the arts in American life prior to SPA '82, they were sub-

ject to several limitations. The studies conducted up to 1980 had not ade-

quately articulated a standard definition of arts participation for partic-

ular arts activities (e.g. opera, jazz). Nor had they fully or consistent-

ly examined various modes of arts participation as performer, audience

member or user of the mass media. The incompatibility of question wording

and of procedures employed in data collection across the various studies

prior to 1980 limited their use in identifying trends in arts participation

over time.

In addition, most of these studies depended upon telephone surveys,

which, compared with personal interviews, tend to overrepresent the more

affluent portion of the population. These problems were compounded by un-

certainties about the response rates that could be obtained in such stu-

dies. They indicate the necessity then, for a more systematic and defini-

tive collection of arts participation data that could be generalized to the

American population with suitable confidence and replicated regularly to

track trends in participation.

13



PURPOSES OF THE SURVEY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

The Survey of Public Participation in the Arts establishes for the

first time the extent of public participation in specific arts activities

in the United States. Such data can be used for several policy-making pur-

poses in addition to estimating the number of arts participants. These in-

clude: (1) establishing a benchmark against which to compare future levels

of arts participation; (2) identifying segments of the population that are

more or ices active in the arts; (3) determining factors that seem to

stimulate or inhibit arts participation; and (4) identifying various types

of arts participation. The data then will be used as a basis for identify-

ing trends in arts-related behavior in the United States. Accordingly, we

have designated the 1982 study with the acronym SPA '82 to distinguish it

from future studies.

The data were collected in household surveys conducted by the U.S.

Bureau of the Census, involving mainly personal interviews with a'large

cross-section sample of adult Americans (over age 18) as part of a larger

social indicator study of the American population. The recognized quality

and care of the Bureau's work is the major attractive feature of this data

collection method. The Bureau's ability to collect standarized data with

minimal distortion due to respondent noncooperation and sampling bias is

unsurpassed.

The Census Bureau interviewed approximately 1500 respondents per month

in 1982, so that arts participation data are available for over 17,000

respondents. The Survey Research Center of the University of Maryland con-

sulted on the design and execution of the study and supervised the prepara-

tion of the data tapes, the subsequent analysis of the data and the

14



preparation of this report.
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

Material in subsequent analyses in this report is organized into nine

chapters: Chapter 2 examines in detail the field procedures and methodology

used in the study, with further details given in Appendix A. chapter 2 and

Appendix A examine not only the field work and snmpling aspects of the

study, but also tt's quescilrIlaire design, the procedures for coding and

data processing and the basic analysis methods emplord. Detailed examples

are given of how the tecnniques of cross-tabulation, factor analysis, and

the regression technique called "Multiple Classification Analysis" can be

applied to the arts-related questions examined it this study. These ana-

'"c techniques at he main ones employed in Chapters 3 through 9.

Chapter 3 examines the participation questions of attendance at

seven types of lice arts performances and events: jazz, classical MUSIC,

opera, musicals, plays ballet, and art galleries and museums; in addition,

the reeling of mart serious forml r' literature (i.e. novel:., short

stLfies, poems, plas. is included In this se': of core questions. Each of

these eight core questions was asked in each cf the 12 months of the survey

and are thus available for all 17,254 respondents in the survey. (The

"core" questions will be a ,prase used throughout this report to refer to

measurements of participation in these eigt.; arts-related activities.) In

addition, questions were included on participation as a performer in

several of these types of activities.

Chapter 4 examines certain methodological features and more detailed

specialized analyses of these Chapter 3 data on core question participa-

tion. Among the methodological questions addressed are: What seasonal or

month-to-month variations can be found in arts-related activities? How

16



internally consistent are respondent reports of monthly participation with

their reports of annual participation? How consistent are audience atten-

dance data from arts organizations, with other American surveys of arts

participation conducted in this country, and with surveys of arts partici-

pation conducted in other countries? In addition, more detailed analysis

of differences in participation is provided by the respondent's occupation

and by the arts participation of the other members in the respondent's

household.

Chapter 4 also briefly examines the various types of facilities or lo-

catiors at whioh arts performances a e attended, that is whether arts per-

formances are seen in public or private facilities, in theaters, or in re-

ligious or educational institutions.

Chapter 5 is Cie first of the five chapters dealing with "non-core"

survey questions,. which were asked only in certain months of the survey

(the schedule of these non-core items was r3tated month by month, as shown

in Table 2 of Chapter 2). Chapter 5 deals with more general questions

about leisure: namely items that asked respondents to describe their parti-

cipation in other leisure and recreational activities. Some of these items

were general activities (e.g., movies, gardening) and others were more cul..

tural in orientation (e.g., poetry readings, visiting science museums).

Answers to these items therefore, put each respondent's arts-related ac-

tivities into the context of general everyday activity patterns, and allow

one to examine the extent to which these activities seem either to stimu-

late or to inhibit arts participation.

Chapter 6 examines the extent to which the public uses the mass media

for arts-related content. How many American adults watch theater or ballet

on television? Do they listen to jazz or classical music on the radio, or



on pre-recorded tapes and records? Response to those media questions make

it possible to measure the great extent of arts exposure and participation

that takes place outside of attendance at live performances, as well as in-

dicating how use of these media relates to attendance at live performances.

Chapter 7 examines the extent of the respondents' prior "socializa-

tion" into the arts. Socialization questions include having taken lessons

or classes in music or other art forms, courses in music or art apprecia-

tion, and parental exposure to and encouragement of arts-related activi-

ties. These questions make it possible to examine the extent to which pub-

lic participation is a reflection of this prior exposure to the arts. How

much of the arts audience is made up of people who have had such prior ex-

perience with the arts, for example?

Chapter 8 deals with the respondents' interests in increased arts par-

ticipation, and awith the perceived barriers that respondents feel inhibit

increased arts participation on their part. Barriers examined include not

only external problems, such as cost or distance factors, but internal fac-

tors as well, e.g. lack of personal interest and motivation. These ques-

tions therefore, reflect the "untapped" markccs for arts exposure, and the

factors that limit these potential arts audiences.

Chapter 9 is devoted to examining respondents' music preferences.

What proportions of the public enjoy listening to classical music, to

opera, or to jazz, rock or country-western music? How do these music

preferences cluster together, and what is the demographic make-up of the

audience for a particular type of music or music cluster? What is the re-

lation of these music preferences to attendance at live arts performances?

As described further in Chapter 2, the exposition of survey material

in Chapters 5 through 9 (and to a large extent Chapter 3) is organized in
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the following order of presentation:

1) Exact question wordings and the number of responses to each
response alternative for each focal question for that chapter;

2) Percentages of the responses to each question;

3) Cross-tabulations of responses by basic demographic factors;

4) Adjusted cross-tabulation for these demographic factors by
Multiple Classification Analysis;

5) Factor analyses of how these questions are mutually related
in potential clusters of more strongly correlated variables;

6) Indices to summarize these variable interrelationships, as
well as the demographic differences in these indices;

7) Relation of the responses to the individual questions in each
chapter to the core arts participation questions (as reported
in Chapter 3);

8) Relation of these indices (in each chapter) to the core
participation questions.

Detailed informatiOn on the survey methodology is given in the next

chapter, with fuller details provided in Appendix A. Readers interested in

the survey results can proceed directly on to Chapter 3, although they may

need to refer back to Chapter 2 for further explanation of the methodologi-

cal techniques and conventions used in this report.



Chapter 2

FIELD PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY FOR SPA '82

The 1982 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPA) interviewed

a national sample of 17,254 persons representing the adult public aged 18

and over in the United States about their participation in the arts, their

arts experiences, and their preferences. Interviews were conducted mainly

in person in 12 separate months: from January, 1982 through December, 1982.

Each month's sample was made up of a separate national cross-section sample

of about 1,450 respondents each.

The sample consisted of supplemental interviews in randomly selected

households in a continuous omnibus survey conducted by the Bureau of the

Census for various federal agencies. That panel study has been conducted

regularly since July 1972. In the national sample of the National Crime

Survey, 72,000 households are visited over a three and a half year period,

with new units replacing expired ones at the end of that period. It is a

sample of housing units and not individuals. Respondents in these omnibus

survey households are interviewed every six months over a three and a half

year period for a total of seven interviews.

In order to have minimal impact on the responses to other parts of the

survey, the SPA sample consisted solely of respondents in households in

the final (seventh) round of the panel -- called the "exit rotation." That

meant that most respondents had been interviewed before (up to six times

over the previous three and a half years). The SPA survey questions thus

came at the end of the seventh round of interviewing. Interviewing took

place each month at approximately 10,000 households, of which about one-
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seventh were administered the SPA.

The same rules for confidentiality were applied to the SPA as are used

for the larger survey. In each eligible household, all members who were 18

years of age or older were to be included in the SPA sample, thus making

the sample self-weighted in terms of adult household composition. The SPA

questions were asked immediately after the NCS questions were completed.

If the eligible respondent could not complete the SPA in person, it was

completed by telephone.

It is unclear whether, or how much, responses to the SPA questions

were affected by their being asked in this context of a sixth survey round

with repeated questions about other topic areas. Respondents might have

underreported participation in order to complete the survey more quickly

(having learned that "yes" responses lead to further questions in the other

parts of the survey) or because they saw these questions as some follow-up

check on these questions. On the other hand they might have overreported

participation because they had little activity to report, they wanted to

please or impress the announced sponsors of the survey (the National Endow-

ment for the Arts), or to portray themselves to interviewers as cultural,

literate or sophisticated individuals. (Although no experimental survey

evidence was collected to verify the extent of any such biases in report-

ing, a follow-up telephone survey conducted at the University of Maryland

produced activity estimates -hat were close to those in the SPA, suggesting

no major biasing effect of the field procedures used in the SPA.)
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Outline of the Questionnaire

The SPA questionnaire was divided into two types of questions: a set

of core items on annual arts participation, and a set of rotating items

that surveyed correlated activity patterns and predictors of that partici-

pation. Table 1 shows the core participation items, which include ques-

tions both on participation at arts performances or events as an attendee

(questions 1-7) and on participating in these same activities as a perform-

er (questions 8 and 9). More detail on the extent of attendance at arts

events was collected for the previous month as well as for the year (see

Table 2 fcr the survey question sequence for each month).

Because the sample was chosen to be representative of the entire popu-

lation of the country with a maximal response rate, the results of the sur-

vey can be extrapolated to produce fairly precise projections of the number

of participants in each of several arts-related activities. It was

designed to generate* precise sample estimates of the number of people who

have visited an art museum, who have attended an opera, or who themselves

have taken part in stage performances. Moreover, because of the size of

the sample, it is possible to derive useful estimates from them for certain

participation rates for the arts-- the proportion of arts participants in

particular locations (e.g. more rural areas, New York City, the South), or

from particular population groups (certain minority groups, less affluent

segments, the retired). These analyses can identify patterns of participa-

tion on each of these factors. Cyclical'patterns across the year can also

be examined.

Second, it becomes possible to examine the interrelation between vari

ous forms of arts participation to answer the question of whether partici-
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potion in one form of arts activity appears to have an ."feet on participa-

tion in other forms. Is attending an opera performance related to attend-

ing classical music concerts? Or does the reverse hold true? Or are they

unrelated? Multidimensional analyses of prior studies of arts participa-

tion (for example, Reed and Marsden 1980; Peterson and Hughes 1982) have

identified several patterns of arts participaton. The SPA data make it

possible to verify whether these earlier clusterings hold for a very large

and representative national sample. The SPA patterns can also be used to

better organize and to simplify subsequent multivariate analyses that at-

tempt to identify the factors that determine arts participation.

Subsequent sections of this chapter deal in more detail with:

I) The sample design and procedures for the larger omnibus survey;

II) Measuring sampling error;
III) General data collection organization;
IV) Interviewing procedures for the National Crime Survey;

V) Field procedures for the SPA;
VI) SPA quetions and rationale;

VII) Coding and data entry;
VIII) Weighting procedures;

IX) Methods of statistical analysis;
X) Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA);

XI) Factor analysis;
XII) Index construction.
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Table 2: Question Sequence in SPA'82

CATEGORY

(1) Barriers to
participation

(II) Socialization
experiences

(III) Recreational
lifestyle

(IV) Performance
locations/

favorite music

(V) Other artsrelated
participatiom.

(VI) Mass media
participation

QUESTIONS AND CONTENT

13 reasons preventing
participation (e.g., cost,
distance, time).

Lessons taken in music, visual
arts, theatre, writing, crafts,
art appreciation, music
appreciation. Parental escort
to music/opera, museums, dance,
reading.

Participation in any of 14
recreational sports (hobby,
spectator, etc.) activities

over the prior year.

Attendance at any of 11 types
of arts facilities. Like to
listen to 14 types of music.

Attendance at art festivities,
monuments, museums, experiences
involving arts; take part in
crafts, staging or artistic
activities.

Television, radio and recor
dings related to Jazz, classical
music, opera, musicals, plays,
ballet, and art galleries.

25

ASKED IN THESE
MONTHS IN 1982

January, July,
November, December

February, August,
November, December

March, September,

November, December

April, October
November, December

May, November,
December

June, November,

December



T. SAMPLE DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
The larger Census Bureau project consists of irterviews conducted each

month at a sample of households selected by scientific sampling methods

from 376 sample areas throughout the United States.

1. Sample Design

a. Sample areas, called Primary Sampling Units (PSU's), were

established as follows:

. All of the counties in the United States were classified

either singularly or in combinations with other counties.

Those with similar characteristics such as growth, population,

principal industry, and type of agriculture, were grouped

together.

. From each group, one or more counties, or combinations of

counties, was selected to represent that group. These

reOmesentative counties (or combinations) are called PSU's.

b. Within each PSU:

. A sample of Census Enumeration Districts (ED's)

was selectvd from the 1970 Decennial Census.

. The selected ED's were divided into small groups of addresses

called segments.

. Each segment consists of a group of addresses which are

assigned for interview.

c. There are five types of segments: area, address, special place,

permit, and census supplementary (CenSup). In all segments,

the sample is of addresses, not persons or families.

d. The sample also includes housing units constructed since the

most recent census.



. In places where building permits are issued for new

construction (Permit Areas), a sample of building permits

issued since the last Decennial Censu: is selected. These

addresses are assigned as permit ?7agments.

. In places where no building permits are required (Non-Permit

Areas), newly constructed units are listed and interviewed in

area segments.

In Non-Permit Areas, only area segments are assigned.

e. Some sample units are located in special places, with special

living arrangements, such as dormitories, institutions, convents,

or mobile home parks. Units from the 1970 Census which were

identified as belonging to a special place are designated as

special place segments.

Specill places which were not identified as such in the 1970

Census may appear in area and address segments.

Further details on sampling procedures are given in Section I of Appendix A

to this report.
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II. MEASURING SAMPLING ERROR

1. Sample:

Since survey estimates are based on a sample, they may differ somewhat

from the figures that would have been obtained if a complete census had

been taken using the same schedules, instructions, and enumerators. As in

any survey work, the results are also subject to errors of response and of

reporting, as well as being subject to sampling variability.

The estimates of standard error produced from the sample data are pri-

marily a measure of sampling variability, that is, of the variations that

occur by chance because a sample rather than the whole of the population is

surveyed. The estimates of standard error also partially measure the ef-

fect of response and enumeration errors, but they do not measure, as such,

any systematic biases in the data.

Each estimatelhade from the survey prncess has its own variance and

resulting standard error. It is, however, impractical to compute an esti-

mate of the variance for every sample estimate. Therefore, variances are

estimated for a small subset of the sample estimates. These variancet are

then generalized to be applicable to all estimates from each of the vari-

ous aggregate estimates (e.g. percentage attending jazz performances, per-

centage watching classical music performances on television, percentage

liking rack music).

The total error of an estimate involves a component, in addition to

the variability due to sampling and that is called non- sampling error.

This component is called the bias of the estimate. The bias is the differ-

ence between the average of all possible samples (this average is conceptu-

al since only one sample is used) and the attempted value to be estimated.
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This is the result of:

a le tipes of estimates being produced (e.g., ratio estimate).

These are known to be biased but are preferable to certain other

unbiased estimates, because of the amount of reduction they bring

to the variance of the estimates.

b. Systematic errors in response. These can result from recall

problems, interviewer effect, questionnaire wording, etc.

c. Processing errors. These can result from duplication or

omission of units in the sampling frame, methods of adjusting

'for nonresponse, coding, classification, and edit errors, etc.

The amount of bias cannot be directly observed and estimated. It is

known to exist, ?ought and during the survey process, efforts are made

through design and control operations to limit its effect.

2. Variances and Sample Errors for the SPA:

With respect to the sampling errors for the SPA portion of the sample,

Table 3 shows first the theoretical sampling error for this size sample and

then the actual observed variation. These are shown for the main core of

ten questions in the SPA along with other selected activity questions in

the SPA. As shown in this table, for example, the proportion of respon-

dents who said they attended a live jazz performance in the previous 12

months was 9.6% -- which is rounded to the nearest whole percentage (10.0%)

in Chapter 3. Using the theoretical mathematical formula to compute sam-

OP errors, one standard error for this size sample is:
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Table 3: Sampling Error Calculations

Estimated Theoretical Theoretical

At Leant Once in Participation Sampling Error Sampling Error

Observed
Sampling Error Design

the Last 12 Months Rate (n=13.254) (n= 8.627) (ns8.627)

Attended:

Jazz .096 .0022 A032 .0044 1.35

Classical Music .130 .0025 .0036 .0055 1,52

Opera .031 .0013 .0019 .0027 1.42

Musical Plays .186 .0028 .0040 .0056 1.41

Non-Musical Plays .119 .0021 .0030. .0042 1.39

Ballet Performances .041 .0015 .0021 .0026 1.23
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.904)

17,254

The population bounds for these questions for 95% confidence is obtained by

roughly doubling this interval of This means that the 95% confidence inter-

val falls .4% above and below ".he average estimate, i.e., between 9.6%-0.4%

and 9.6%4-0.4%, or between 9.2% and 10.0%.

But that is the theoretical proportion for a completely random sample,

and SPA respondents were chosen by clustered random sample. As noted above

in Section 1, that means that clusters or segments of households (about 4)

in a neighborhood were chosen. Since people in neighborhoods may tend to

share certain characteristics (such as going to jazz Gr .lassical music

performances), that raises the possibility that the effective after-sample

size is lower because of this clustering due to the homogeneity of people

who live close to one another or in the same area.

Further clustering was introduced in the SPA by interviewing more than

one member in a household, since persons who live together also share and

determine each others' actt:ities to a greater extent than do people who

share space in the same neighborhood.

Methods for measuring the effect of this clustering (described as the

design effect) are: (1) to treat the total sample as a series of random

samples of half the size of the total sample; and (2) to observe how much

larger the sampling variance for this half-sample is than the theoretical

figure described here. In other words, the 17,254 respondents are randomly

divided into half-samples of about 8,600 respondents each, and the varia-

tions in estimates for these half-samples are compared to the variation ex-

pected theoretically.

1111/

For the present study, 16 such half-samples were generated. In the

-10-

= .0022 or .22%
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case of jazz performances, the first halfsample of 8,600 chosen at random

produced an estimate of 9.55 attendance of jazz performances, or 0.1% less

than the overall average; (its complementary sample of 8600 produced a fig.

ure of 9.7%; that was of course equivalently 0.1% above the overall average

for t total of 17,254). The second half- sample produced an estimate of

10.5%, the third 9.1%, the fourth 9.4% and the remaining 12 halfsamples

produced figures of 9.9, 9.8, 9.4, 9.0, 9.2, 9.7, 9.9, 9.4. 9.6, 9.6, 10.2

and 10.1. These 12 estimates are clearly rather close to the overall ob.

served average of 9.6%. But are they as close as the theoretical sampling

formulas for this size sample would predict?

That is estimated from the sum of each of the half samples. There the

deviation from the overall average for the first half sample is 0.1%, as

noted above, 0.9% for the second, 0.5% for the third, 0.2% for the fourth

and then 0.3, 0.), 0.2, 0.6, 0.4, 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0, 0, 0.6 and 0.5. The

average deviation for these 16 figures is about .5%; the standard deviation

from the statistical formulas is closer to 0.4%.-- 0.0044 to be exact. In

contrast, the theoretical figure for a completely random sample of size

8,627 is:

..\11 .096(.904)
malmism .0032

86 27

which is about threequarters as large as the .0044 figure that is ob

served.

Therefore, we estimate that the overall design effect due to sample

clustering is the ratio of .0044/.0032, or 1.35. This means that the sam

ple 35% less efficient than an unclustered random sample and that the

effective sample is only three quarters as large as the number of people
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actually interviewed. The design effects shown for other questions in

Table 3 also indicates a sample effectiveness ratio of about the same meg.

nitude.
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III. GENERAL DATA COLLECTION ORGANIZATION

1. Regional Offices

There are 12 permanent Census Regional Offices Whose combined territo-

ry includes 011 50 states and the District of Columbia. Each Regional Of-

fice is staffed with one supervisor and one clerk who works on the project

on a full-time basis. The field staff consists of about 60 senior inter-

viewers who assist the supervisors in conducting observation and reinter-

views, and about 500 interviewers. For purposes of operating the offices

and training the field personnel, there are several manuals, training

guides and control forms in use.

2. Interviewer Selection and Training

Potential interviewers are recruited and given a written standard ap-

titude test of 35 questions. Twenty -three or more correct responses is an

acceptable score. Interviewers then complete the initial self -study pack-

age on the larger survey and attend a two-day classroom training session

conducted by supervisors. Subsequent to classroom training, each inter-

viewer is observed during the first one or two days of actual interviewing.

Each new interviewer is again observed for one day during the second month

of interviewing. Observations are conducted either by a supervisor or a

senior interviewer. In addition to the basic training, all supervisors and

interviewers receive regular monthly instructions to reinforce previously

learned concepts and techniques or to present new material.

1. Enumeration and Checks

Each interviewer is assigned about 30 households to interview in vari-

ous segments as close as possible to his/her residence. Enumeration is

completed within the first two weeks of every month. The quality of inter-

viewing is maintained through (1) direct observation of all interviewers at
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least once a year; (2) office editing of completed work to ensure that in-

structions have been followed, entries are consistent and required items

are filled; (3) verification of interviewing by reinterview. Five percent

per month of all households are assigned for reinterview. Reinterviewing

helps to evaluate the impact of errors on variations in response. It also

measures errors in coverage of the sample arising from incorrect listing,

and detects failure to conduct interviews at the correct address, noninter-

view misclassifications, and missed units or incorrect application of de-

finitions of housing units and household members.

4. !reparation for Interviewing

Each month interviewers receive Control Cards for each sample unit in

their assigned area from their regional office. Those with only the head-

ing filled in show that the sample unit is to be interviewed for the first

time. This card is the basic record for each sample unit. The front part

contains the address of the unit and basic household data such as the

names, ages, race, education, and other demographic:: of every person living

in the household if the household has been contacted before.

The interviewers also receive a supply of basic "Screen Question-

naires" which contain identification items, personal characteristics,

household screen items and individual screen items. In addition, the inter..

viewers are given an Information Card Booklet to be used in completing the

interview.

Further details on general data collection, organization, and pro-

cedures are given in Section III of Appendix A.

3
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IV. INTERVIEWING PROCEDURES FOR THE LARGER NATIONAL SURVEY

As explained above, the Survey of Public Participation in the Arts was

a supplement to the omnibus national survey which was conducted first.

This section describes the procedures for conducting this omnibus survey,

and the following section describes the procedures for the specific ques

tions.

1. "Dear Friend" Letter

Before the scheduled field interviews, a "Dear Friend" letter inform

ing each household about the survey is sent to the sample household before

the first enumeration. A differently worded "Dear Friend" letter is sent

before each subsequent enumeration. An example of the letter is shown on

the following page. Note that the introductory letter informs the house

hold of the interviewer's impending visit and provides information required

by the Privacy Act of 1974.

2. Interview Method

The first step in the interview itself is the introduction, in which

the interviewer introduces himself or herself, states that the U.S, Bureau

of the Census is conducting the survey, and shows the respondent an iden

tification card. An explanation of the nature of the survey is given, and

it is verified that the respondent ha' received the introductory letter

which provides information required Li , t.

If the respondent requires more information, tht )9t= riewer explains

why the particular respondent was chosen and provides an explanation of the

survey's confidentiality; that all information about individuals is held

strictly confidential by law; that the name and other information that

would permit personal identification of the respondent is not available to
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persons other than those involved in the survey; and that the information

from all respondents is combined to obtain statistical totals for publica

tion.

If possible, each respondent is interviewed privately to keep unau

thorized persons from listening to an interview. Special arrangements can

be made if an interpreter is needed. Each question is asked exactly as in

structed, in the same order and with the same wording. The interviewers

follow the standard procedures for good interviewing and then record the

answers on the survey form. If any of the household members 14 years old

or older are not present at the time of the initial interview, callbacks to

interview the remaining members are made by telephone for the general sur

vey. For the SPA, this was the case for all household members 18 or older.

The initial contact with the household is a personal visit, in which

interviews are to be obtained for as many household members 12 years or

older as possible. Subsequent to the initial personal interviews, however,

in order to save time and money, the interviewers are allowed to make tele

phone callbacks to obtain interviews with the remaining eligible household

members. The following criteria are used to decide whether or not to tele

phone:

a. The size of the assignment, since a telephone interview is
quicker than a visit in terms of travel time to the sample
unit.

b. The distance of the sample household from the interviewer's
home.

c. Whether it would be cheaper to telephone or visit the
household.

d. A respondent's preference for either the telephone interview
or the personal interview.

1. Persons Interviewed
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a. Household Respondent:
OUsetions pertaining to the entire household-including
int stion about household composition- are asked only
on. . Almost any adult is technically eligible to answer
household questions. Such questions include the Control
Card items and Household Screen Questions. The interviewer is
instructed to interview the most knowledgeable household
member; that is, the one Who appears to know.or who could
reasonably be expected to know--the answers to the household
questions. Most frequently, this is the head of the household
or the spouse. If it becomes apparent that the particular
household member being interviewed for the household information
is unable to answer the questions, a more knowledgeable
respondent is found, or arrangements are made to call back when
a knowledgeable respondent is available.

b. Self Respondent:
Questions on the basic questionnaire pertaining to individuals
are asked as many times as there are household members 12 years
of age or alder. Information about each household member 14
years and over is obtained by self-response; that is, each of
these persons provides information about himself.

c. Proxy Respondents:
Information about each household member aged 12 and 13 is
obtained by a proxy; that is, the general survey questions for these persor
are asked of the household respondent or some other knowledgeable
household member.

Proxy interviews are also taken if a particular respondent is
physically or mentally unable to answer the individual questions
or if a household member 14 or older is temporarily absent and
is not expected to return before the enumeration closeout date.

4. Noninterviews

Occasionally, an interview for a sample unit is not obtained and the

unit is classified as a noninterview. Reasons for noninterviews include

the following:

a. The unit is not occupied.

b. The unit is occupied only by persons not eligible for interview.

c. The unit is occupied by eligible persons, but an interview is

not obtained.

d. The unit had been demolished or is no longer used as living

quarters.



Household noninterviews are classified into three groups.Types A, B, and C.

a. The Type A noninterviews consist of households occupied by

persons eligible for interview, but from whom no interviews are

obtained. These noninterviews arise under the following

circumstances:

. No one is found at home in spite of repeated visits.

. The entire household is temporarily away during the entire

interview period.

. The household refuses to give any information.

. The unit, although occupied, cannot be reached because of

impassable roads.

. An interview is not conducted with any household member

because of serious illness or death in the family.

. The interviewer is unable to locate the sample unit.

Under most circumstances, Type A noninterviews are considered

avoidable noninterviews, and every effort is made to convert

them to interviews. Interviewers are trained to explain fully

the purposes of the survey to reluctant respondents. If no one

is at home, the interviewer leaves a note attempting to have the

respondent contact him/her, or calls back at various hours in

attempts to find someone in the household at home.

It is considered important to keep Type A noninterviews

to a minimum in order to avoid losing information from these

households and to maintain a sampc representative of the

population.
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b. The Typs I noninterviews result from units which are either

unoccupied or which are occupied solely by persons not eligible

to be interviewed. These noninterviews arise under the following

circumstances:

The unit is a vacant regular housing unit.

The unit is vacant and used for storage of household

fOrniture.

The unit is temporarily occupied by persons who usually reside

elsewhere.

The unit is unfit for habitation or is to be demolished.

The unit is under construction, but is not ready to be

occupied.

The unit has been temporarily converted to business or

storage.

The sample address identifies an unoccupied tent or trailer

site.

. A building permit has been graisted, but construction hes

not started.

c. Type C noainterviews result from ineligible units for sample.

Reasons for Type C noninterviews are:

An unused line of the listing sheet; i.e., no address was

listed on a line previously designated for the general sample.

The unit has been demolished by the time of enumeration.

The house or trailer has moved.

The unit has been converted to permanent business or is used
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for storage.

. The unit has merged with another unit.

When a unit is classified as a noninterview, only few items are

filled on the Control Card and a Noninterview Record is filled out.

Occasionally, the interviewer is unable to obtain an interview for a

particular household member in an otherwise interviewed household. This

person is classified as a Type Z noninterview. For a Type Z noninterview,

only a few personal characteristics items are filled on the control card.

The noninterview rates in certain categories for the 12 months of the

Survey of Public Participation in the Arts are shown in Table 4:
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Table

Type As

4:

Jan.
immrNIP

Nci-Ierviews
Survey of

Feb. March.
in

Public

April

TWelve Months of
Participation in

May June July

the 1982
the Arts

April Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec..
(households) 5.0% 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0:

Noninterview
Rate
(preliminary
person) 6.3% 8.7 7.4 6.3 6.5 8.3 12.0 9.2 13.0 6.3 13.2 11.7:

Noninterviews
1

Type Iss 37 47 61 34 35 27 46 44 26 37 47 47:
Proxy's' 32 45 32 36 35 43 71 52 17 28 39 301
Refusal SPA 22 47 36 24 34 46 53 48 53 36 96 90:
Others*** 0 11 5 5 7 10 28 '4 101 5 14 201

1...
TOTAL 91 150 134 99 111 126 198 148 197 106 196 187:

I

Completed SPA
Interviews 1435 1572 1803 1475 1593 1385 1405 1460 135 1570 1283 14081

!OWN. IMPOINIM M14111NIM !IMMO . ,
TOTAL SPA
CASES 1526 1722 1937 1574 1704 1511 1603 1608 1512 1676 1479 1595!

NCS Type A- An occupied sample unit for which no data were obtained
because no one was home, the occupants were temporarily away during the
entire interview period, the household refused to be interviewed, or
another reason such as impassable mods, unable to locate, illness or
death in the family.

AO NCS Type Z. A household member is a person- noninterview in an otherwise
interviewed household. (If all persons in a household are not inter.
viewed, tne household is a Type A noninterview.)

es NCS Proxy- NCS interview for an individual obtained by proxy (from
household respondent or another knowledgeable household member) because
individual was mentally or physically unable to respond or becawie
individual was temporarily absent during the interview period.

le" Includes Type A Households.
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In general Table 4 shows that Type A noninterviews (unoccupied units,

general study referrals, etc.) were fairly evenly scattered across the 12

months and represent a loss of about 5% of all eligible housing units.

Other types of non-interviews averaged about 10% for the entire survey and

varied more widely by monthfrom just over 15% in January, April, May and

October to over 11% in July, September, November and December.

The higher noninterview rates in September occurred due to difficul-

ties in locating respondents who were chosen using a different sampling

procedure than the one used for other months. September respondents were

originally in the exit rotation for August, but. were not administered the

SPA until the following month. Their sixth interview consisted of the NCS

only. Those respondents were then contacted again to complete the SPA, in

September. Because the SPA was their seventh interview, it was more diffi-

cult to obtain their cooperation than was true for respondents in other

months even though the interview was shorter.

The reasons for the high noninterview rate for July are less clear,

although this was a vacation month people were; away from home and there was

an unusually large number of proxy interviewers that month.

5. General Interviewing Sequence

The general interview sequence for NCS is: (1) complete a Control

Card on the unit; (2) ask all appropriate personal characteristics and

screen questions (including Household Screen Questions) on the Basic Screen

Questionnaire of the household respondent; (3) provide detailed reports on

the Incident Report of any incidents of crime mentioned by the household

respondent in the Basic Screen Questionnaire; and (4) ask all appropriate

personal characteristics and screen questions and complete Incident Re-
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ports, if any, for each subsequent eligible household member. An entire

general survey interview was completed for each household member before

proceeding to the next person. Thus, none of the SPA questions were asked

during the general survey interviews to ensure that SPA *.ould not impact on

the NCS victimization questions. Instead selected survey respondents were

asked the SPA questions following the general questions. The SPA selection

procedures and questions, which were designated to take about 20 minutes of

interviewing time, are described in the next section.
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V. FIELD PROCEDURES FOR THE SURVEY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS (SPA)

Once each respondent aged 18 and over had completed the general survey

questions, they were read an introductory statement about the purpose of

the SPA, its sponsoring agency, and its voluntary confidential nature. The

statement also attempted to establish that the survey pertained to the

respondent's situation only and not to that of any other members of the

houehold (as was the case for some of the general survey interview ques-

tions). The introductory statement for both personal and telephone inter-

views is shown in Table 5. Further details on selection procedures are

given in Section V of Appendix A.
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VI. SPA QUESTIONS AND RATIONALE

The Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPA) consists of

several series of questons dealing with various aspects of arts participa-

tion. These include: the common set if 10 core activity items (shown in

Table 1) and a rotated series of six different questions dealing with:

1. Participation in 36 other specific leisure activities;

2. Use of mass media for arts participation;

3. Socialization experiences and lessons/classes taken in
arts - related activities;

4. Interval in increased levels of participation and perceived
"barriers" that prevent fuller participation;

5. Liking of 13 types of music and favorite type of music;

6. Detailed information on the types of places at which the
core arts participation took place.

A. Pretest

The SPA underwent several rounds of pretesting prior to the January

1982 survey.

First, questions had to be developed and refined concerning several

new topic areas. There were complicated issues surrounding the phrasing,

format and sequence of core activity questions: What time frame to employ

(yearly, biannually, monthly, weekly); how to define activities and

separate them from each other; how to handle amateur and school produc-

tions, etc.

Recommendations from a series of pilot tests conducted by Census

Bureau field staff resulted is a draft questionnaire in 1980. These recces-

mendations were then operationalized according to Census Bureau formats and

procedures. It was determined from these pilot tests, for example, that
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the term "modern dance" had little clear meaning to respondents and was apt

to lead to much confusion in interpretation.

The SPA was fully pretested in the summer of 1980 with sample of ap-

proximately 200 respondents selected to eliminate the need for callbacks

(to addresses where the occupants were not at home, were temporarily se.

sent, or refused to participate) . The addresses came from test census

tracts for District Heights, Maryland, and for Alexandria and Arlington,

Virginia, which were not used in other Census Bureau surveys. To save time

and travel costs, all available household members 18 years and older were

interviewed during the pretest.

Interviewing teams (of one observer and one interviewer) consisted of

Census Bureau interviewers and staff from the Bureau and the sponsoring

agencies. Approximately five teams were used, each team receiving approxi-

mately 30 addresses. Observation forms were completed for each SPA Inter-

view and upon completion of the pretest interviewing, both Observers and

interviewers were debriefed in a group session. The questionnaires and ob-

servation forms were reviewed to detect problems with the interviewer in-

structions or with the questionnaire. As a result of these pretests, cer-

tain modifications were undertaken.

The final pretest interview questionnaire was in fact, almost identi-

cal to the 20 minute questionnaire used in the November and December 1982

surveys. As the survey was about to begin, however, funding conftraints

resulted in the need for revised field procedures. Funds were only avail-

able for five minutes instead of 20 minutes of interviewing per month.

Therefore, the questionnaires for each of the first 10 months (January-

October, 1982) were subdivided into two parts: (1) two minutes of core

questions and (2) approximately three minutes of rotating questions from

4?
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the remaining 18 minutes of questions in the original questionnaire.

Thus, the SPA first provided measures of participation in and atten-

dance at the core arts activities (e.g. jazz, opera). Then, depending on

the month of the survey, it examined either participation in other leisure

activities; use of mass media for arts-related activities; socialization

experiences; barriers to participation; music preferences; or the types of

locations at which the arts attendance took place.

The questions dealing with core participation first asked about parti-

cipation in the previous year, and if this response was positive, then

questions were asked about participation in the previous month, and the

number of occasions of participation in that month.

Listed below are the more specific data objectives for the various

groups of non-core, or rotating, questions administered in the SPA.

1. Life- Style:

These data were intlnded to put the participation/attendance items in

clearer behavioral perspective. To what extent was attendance at arts

events more or less prevalent than for other leisure activities, such as

sports or hobbies? To what extent do types of activities compete with or

supplement each other? What "life-style" patterns were evident in these

data and how did these relate to arts participation? The items themselves

introduced a wide variety of leisure behaviors that encompassed both indoor

and outdoor activities, those done at have rather away from at home, and

those with minimal artistic connection and those having some connection

(e.g. crafts, poetry, music lessons); thus these latter items represented

expanded list of art-related activities.

2. Mass Media:

4 6
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These data also extend the arts exposure of the American public to in-

clude not only those arts events experienced "live," but those seen/heard

on television, radio and recordings. These data provide insight into

several questions: Is 110180 of the public reached by arts through the media

or through live events? Do the media reach larger audiences for certain

art forms but not others? Are arts performances via certain media likely

to stimulate or compete with attendance at live performances? Regarding

television in general, are the heavy viewers of this most time-consuming

medium more or less likely to attend arts performances?

3. Barriers to Participation:

This was the most ambitious set of questions in the survey and yet the

most important for identifying the potential or the "untapped" audience_

for the arts. It first asked respondents whether they had attended each of

the seven types of arts events as often as they would have liked in the

past year. This was asked of both those who had attended in the past year

and those who had not attended. Those respondents who said that they would

like to attend more events were then asked about their reasons for not at-

tending more. Their open-ended responses were coded by interviewers into

15 categories. These categories included both "external" reasons, i.e.

cost of tickets too high, tickets sold out, transportation or parking prob-

lems; and "internal" reasons, i.e. lack of interest, preference for televi-

sion, or feeling too uncomfortable to attend.

These questions provide not only an examination of what arts perfor-

mances Americans do attend, but of what they would like to attend if cer-

tain internal or external barriers were removed. Might there be a larger

audience for events that presently draw small audiences or for those al-

ready drawing large audiences? Is there more desire to increase attendance

4y
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among those who already attend arts performances or among those who

presently do not attend? Are those who want to attend more events concen-

trated in certain demographic segments of the population?

Using these data, it is possible to treat the total U.S. population as

being subdivided into four segments:

a) Those who presently attend arts preformances and want to
attend more;

b) Those who presently attend arts performances but do not
want to attend more;

c) Those who do not presently attend performances yet want to attend,
but cannot for various (internal and external) reasons; and

d) Those who do not presently attend and also do not want to attend.

These questions also make it possible to see whether attenders and

non-attenders who want to attend more (segments 1 and 3) differ in the bar-

riers which they perceive prevent participation. Are those who do not at-

tend, for example, more likely to say arts performances are not available

to them?

4. Socialization into the Arts:

Many Americans receive firsthand exposure to the arts either through

taking lessons and classes (e.g. in musical training or music appreciation)

or by their parents having taken them to arts performances. These ques-

tions allow one to examine how many American adults have ever been exposed

to these socialization experiences, and whether these experiences are re-

lated to current arts participation. Is it the case, for example, that the

current audiences at arts performances are largely confined to those people

whose parents took them to arts performances or to those who took formal

lessons ih some art form? Are younger adults more likely to have received

this type of exposure than older adults; and does this prior exposure have



any relation to different attendance patterns that occur among different

age groups?

These socialization questions provide information on classes or lessons

for six types of arts and crafts and for both art appreciation and music

appreciation. These questions also asked about how often respondents

remembered their parents having taken them to arts performances and how

much parental encouragement they received for independent reading. Respon-

dents also were asked about their parents' level of formal education in

order to examine whether parental education per se may have had an indirect

effect on current arts participation. These questions have obvious

rel.vance to questions now being raised about how to enhance arts education

effc, is in public and private schools.

5. Music Preferences:

In order to determine more closely the full extent of public interest

in certain forms of music, for example, jazz, opera, musical theatre and

classical music, respondents were asked whether they liked to listen to

these type of music. In order to put these responses in clearer prespec-

tive, responc.ents were also asked whether they liked to listen to several

other types of music--e.g. rock, country - western, and easy listening. In

order to gauge tt,1 intensity of these preferences, respondents were also

asked which of these types of music they liked best.

Such questions allow one to observe the extent of overlap between

preferences for various forms of music. Are people who like classical

music or jazz more or less likely to enjoy country music or rock music?

Are there clusterings of different music fans or musical styles, such that

people are more likely to "migrate" from one style to another? How do

these clusters differ from one demographic segment to another? What pro-
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portion of those who say they like a type of music also claim it to be

their favorite type of music?

Moving to a slightly different set of questions, how do music prefer-

ences relate to attendance at performances of that type of music? What

prov,:tion of those who attend jazz or opera performances say that they ac-

tually do not like such music? Converse!'" of those who like a type of

music, how many manage to attend a performance? In other words, how much

can be inferred about the numbers of those who actually "like" a form of

music from the numbers of those who attend live performances of that music?

6. Location of Arts Performances:

Arts performances take place in several different types of locations.

People may attend in private facilities (theatres, nightclubs. etc.) or

public facilities (schools, parks, etc.), in religious facilities

(churches, YMCA's, aetc.) or in arts facilities (concert halls, opera

houses, etc.). Therefore, those respondents who had attended any arts per-

formances in the previous year were asked in what types of facilities they

had seen these performances. Ten types of facilities were categorized into

which the interviewer could code responses to these questions. Responses

provide some perspective on the extent to which types of artistic perfor-

mances take place in private, public, religious, cultural, etc. facilities.

It is also possible to examine those responses for differences in type of

facility by the types of arts performances attended, by the different

demographic/geographic segments of the population, and so forth.

To summarize certain applications of the data from the six sets of ro-

tating items the SPA, they are each noted in Table 5, according to their

applicability to seven different issues or questions that can be addressed.
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Table 5: General Issues and Questions Addressed by the Non-Core

Rotating Items in SPA '82

1. Determine exposure beyond

Life-Style Media Barriers Socialization Music Locatioe

M=IMPIMWOOMMINM, IMMINONNIIPMM INNIIIMEMMOIMMOI g 111111101111011101111

live performances last year XX XX XX

2. Infer meaning/relevance
of attending performances X X XX X XX

3. Compare to other audiences
and activities XX X XX

4. Identify potential markets X X XX X X

5. Indicate factors that may
determine attendance XX XX XX XX XX

6. Relate to she -run arts
policy questions X X XX XX X

7. Relate to long-run arts
policy questions X XX XX XX X

The various X marks in Table 5 are intended to highlight the major

questions that can be addressed with each set of questions in the SPA. Two

X's indicate that those survey questions are more directly related to that

major question. A single X indicates that those questions are less gen-

erally or indirectly related to the major question.
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4. Identify Potential Markets Segments for the Arts:

In order to increase the audience reach for the arts, certain aspects

of the potential arts audiences need to be identified. The questions that

most directly perform this function are the barrier questions, which iden-

tify reasons why people do not attend more arts performances. The media

and life-style questions indirectly perform this function by identifying

segments of the audience that are reached by media programs or that are er.

gaged in other types of relevant activities. The socialization and must'

questions perform the function less directly by providing links to other

experiential, attitudinal or psychographic characteristics of the various

arts audiences.

5. Indicate Factors That ay Determine Attendance:

What factors determine whether a person will attend an arts perfor-

mance or not? Almost all of the rotating questions on the SPA can be used

to address this question. The life-style factors can indicate whether en-

gaging in certain leisure activities stimulates or inhibits attendance at

some types of arts performances more than at others. The media questions

indicate whether people who watch an arts-related program on television are

more or less likely to attend. The question of perceived barriers provides

first-hand responses on why people do not attend more arts performances.

The socialization responses can address the issues of whether those who

have taken lessons or those whose parents provided contact or encouragement

with the arts are more likely to attend. The music responses indicate how

much perference for a type of music predicts attendance at a performance of

that type of music.

6. Relate to Present or Specific (Short -Run) Policy Questions:

At the present time there are several specific policy questions being
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raised about government policy toward the arts. The question of how exten-

sive or valuable various forms of arts education or instruction are is ad-

dressed by the socialization responses. The questions of whether touring

programs are reaching people in areas with fewer live arts events or in

less accessible parts of the country are addressed by the barriers and lo-

cation questions. Insights into how adequately potential audiences for

the arts are being reached can be drawn from the music preference and

life-style questions. The music questions are also of directly relevant to

specific program interests within the National Endowment for the Arts, as

are specific aspects of media, barriers and socialization questions to pro-

grams in theatre and dance.

7. Relate to 1211-Run Policy Questions:

The responses on location can be used for examining whether there is

an adequate distribution of facilities that are available for arts perfor-

mances, and for providing guidance in achieving an optimal mix of public

and private facilities. The socialization questions can be used to guide

decisions about whether present forms of private and public instruction can

reach an adequate segment of the public, or whether to encourage parents to

provide arts instruction or support for their children. The barriers ques-

tians provide insight into whether the public is being adequately served or

whether the public's arts needs may be met or more efficiently supplement-

ed, by supporting arts programs via mass media rather than by directly sup-

porting performing groups. Less directly, the music and preference and

life-style questions put the issues of the proper ratio of arts to non-arts

activity into clearer perspective.

These represent only a few of the possible questions that can be
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answered with the SPA, and uses to which the data can be put. We have

dealt briefly with the relation of the rotating items to demographic fee-

tors and to the core attendance questions. Yet there are many interesting

relations that need to be explored between the rotating items themselves.

For example, how do socialization patterns relate to music preferences, or

to reliance on the media for autistic activities, or to leisure life-style

patterns? Do people who are more active in away - from -home activities per-

ceive different barriers to attending arts performances than those people

who are less active or spend more time at home or who watch more or less

television? Do people who perceive more barriers to art; performances par-

ticipate in alternative forms of leisure activities?

Thus, the possible list of interrelations is almost limitless. Since

the preliminary data have become available, they have been explored to

answer several types of policy and theoretical questions. In this report,

we cannot hope to examine all possible interconnections. Instead, we ain-

ly confine our analysis within the limits of the general analysis model

outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1 first divides the variables -- survey questions--into three

broad categories. First are those factors that temporarily precede the

time period of core attendance, namely the respondent's background (age,

sex, etc.) and socialization experiences. The second set of variables can

be conceived of as those that provide intervening experiences between the

background variables and arts attendance --such as mass media exposure to

arts content, leisure life-style patterns, and music preferences. Finally,

we have the arts attendance questions themselves, together with the bar-

riers questions that suggest why people do not attend and the location

questions that indicate what types of facilities are used for arts perfor-
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manes. The solid arrows Indicate the processes we examine most closell

and the lotted arrows indicate the interrelations we examine only occasion.

ally.

We expect that other researchers will be exploring other models and

issues in the near future when the data tapes and manuals are available for

secondary analysis, and they will examine those models and processes in

closer detail. Like the similar study of recreational participation that

the Census Bureau conducted for tae National Park Service in 1982 and 1983,

data tapes and manuals will be available through the major university ar.

chival center in the United States -- namely the Roper Center at the

University of Connecticut and the Institute for Social ..!search's ICPSR at

the University of Michigan.
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PRESENT BEHAVIOR

DEMOGRAPHIC
BACKGROUND
. Age
. Gender
. Income
. etc.

SOCIALIZATION
FACTORS
. Lessons/
classes

. Appreciation
classes

. Parental em...

souragement
. Parental ed-
ucation

LIFE- STYLE

FACTORS
General- Away

. General- Home
. Cultural

MASS MEDIA
PARTICIPATION

Tv
. Radio
. Recordings

MUSIC

PRFFERENCES
Arts-related
Popular

. etc.

ARTS - RELATED ACTIVITY

BARRIERS TO
PARTICIPATION
. Internal
. External

ATTENDANCE AT
ARTS PERFORMANCES

Jazz
O pera

. etc.

LOCATION OF
PERFORMANCES

Figure 1: NEA Multivariate Model Showing Major Interrelations
Between Variables Investigated in the Report
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Additionally, it should be noted that a major factor limiting analysis

of these sets of rotating items was that for the most part they were rotat-

ing items, i.e. they were not asked on the same survey for all respondents.

In fact, the full model can only be examined for the nearly 2700 interviews

conducted in the November and December surveys, which were 20 minutes in

length. Otherwise, the schedule of rotation questions (as shown in Table

2) limits the degree to which the above questions can be addressed, or the

model applied.

Thus, the seven general topic areas in the SPA varied considerably in

terms of purpose, segments of the population of interest, and policy con-

siderations addressed. A very detailed set of interview instructions was

prepared and sent to interviewers to read prior to conducting their first

interview. Those instructions, presented in question-by-question sequence,

are given in Section VI of Appendix A.

In order to ensure that interviewers understood the purpose and inten-

tion of each set of questions, an interviewer quiz was prepared for the

January 1982 survey.
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VII. CODING AND DATA ENTRY
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After the interviewing and field staff had finished the data collec.

tion, the questionnaires were sent to the Census Bureau's main office for

clerical checks and to prepare the data for computer processing. The cler-

ical processing of the large survey and SPA data consists of two major

operations: the clerical edit and the keying of the data to magnetic tape.

The main purpose of the clerical edit is to locate and correct any in-

terviewer errors and, when possible, correct areas of respondent misunder-

standing or inconsistencies in order to improve the accuracy and quality of

the data. A statistical quality control plan was employed in order to en-

sure an acceptable level of quality of the editing and coding operation.

Initially, each clerk's work is completed and verified until it is shown

that the clerk is capable of performing acceptable work. Subsequently, a

random sample of the documents in each work unit is verified to ensure that

the quality of the work does not deteriorate. Keying was verified 100%,

with the entire workload rekeyed by another keyer, compered to the original

with all keying errors corrected.

With a few exceptions, the questions on the Survey of Public Partici-

pation in the Arts were 'closed-ended questions of the "yes-no" type. Some

open-ended follow-up questions were asked, e.g. on reasons for not attend-

ing certain types of performances, but responses to these questions were

immediately coded by the interviewer; those few responses (less than 500

total) that did not fit into these categories were subsequently coded into

existing or new categories at the Census Bureau by Survey Research Center

(University of Maryland) coders.

Once these supplemental codings were completed, all forms were sent to
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the Census Bureau for keypunching and verification. They were then

transferred to computer tape with appropriate weighting (see Section V

below) and demographic background information for each respondent; the tape

was then sent to the University of Maryland for initial tabulations and

analyses.

One piece of information not on the University of Maryland tape was

the geographic region in which the respondent lived. The reason for this

omission was that inclusion of such data could make it possible to provide

information on specific respondents in the survey a situation which

violated the strict rules on respondent confidentiality which the Census

Bureau is required to follow as a government data collection agency.

Therefore special computer runs had to be conducted at the Census Bureau

for variations in responses by geographical factors. Weightings were for

age, gender and race categories to ensure each of these groups were

represented in their true population proportions.

1. Coding Open.Ended Responses

After the 1982 interviewing was completed and the questionnaires were

sent from the field service to the Census Bureau in Suitland, Maryland,

personnel from the University of Maryland were sworn in as special employ.

ees of the Census Bureau to examine the questionnaires and listed open -

ended responses in the questions dealing with music preferences, participa-

tion barriers, and locations of arts performances. While a few new

categories were formed from these open-ended responses (e.g., music of par.

tic ular ethnic groups), most could be fit into the existing categories.

For example, in the music preference question Dixieland music or "fusion"

was coded as jazz (category 4). In the barrier questions lack of interest

6
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in an arts form was coded ss lack of motivation (code 14), and lack of mo-

ney as cost (code 2). In the locations questions, listening to music at a

music camp was coded as park or open-air facility (code 10).

The University of Maryland coders also made decisions about ambiguous

responses or situations encountered by interviewers in the closed-ended

questions (for example, when respondents said they had attended a high

school play that included some professional performers, or when they heard

a popular musical group that played some classical music or some jazz).

After the twelve months of interviews were coded and rechecked for ac-

curacy, the questionnaires were sent to the Census Bureau's data processing

facility in Jeffersonville, Indiana, in the early months of 1983.

2. Data Keying

The coded data were keyed on a key-to-disk device. For control and

quality control purposes, work units of approximately one hundred question-

naires each were keyed. A statistical quality control plan was employed in

order to ensure an acceptable level of quality of keying. Initially, each

keyer's work was verified completely until it was shown that the keyer was

capable of performing acceptable work. All keyed responses were 100% veri-

fied.

- Computer Processing

Upon completion of keying end verification, the data for each work

unit was ready to be put on tape for computer processing. With the receipt

of the tape file of keyed questionnaires, computer processing was initiat-

ed. This processing was divided into four stages:

1) A pre-edit or correction stage in which significant
interviewer and clerical errors were detected and corrected;
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2) A secondary edit stage, which checked the data for plausibility
and conformity to questionnaire skip patterns;

3) Weighting tape preparation, to show all weighting and recording
necessary to produce the final tabulations;

4) Creation of the final tapes

Once the SPA data were keyed, they were merged with the relevant

household data from the larger survey on the demographic factors, excepting

geography, and that tope was sent to the Survey Research Center at the

University of Maryland in College Park. Personnel at the Center then:

1) Unblocked the tape to match UNIVAC machine language; and

2) Created an SPSS program to:

. match the format of the data to SPSS format,
. write descriptive titles for each variable,
. designate missing values for each variable, and
. transform the program into systems files.

Since more than 500 variables were involved, the file had to be divid-

ed (archived) to enable the University's SPSS system to process it.
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VIII. WEIGHTING PROCEDURES

The data for each month of the Survey of Public Participation in the

Arts have been weighted to reflect the civilian-noninstitutionalized popu-

lation 18 years old or older. Use of the weights is important because

weighted data provide more accurate estimates than the unweighted counts of

the population sampled, especially when the modest sample sizes of the SPA

are considered.

There is a large variation in the lowest and the highest weights as-

signed to the sample cases. For example, the September SPA weights for in-

dividual respondents range from representing approximately 5,500 people to

724,300 people. As shown by these ranges, estimates derived from the un-

weighted data can be significantly different from those derived from the

weighted data and could lead to erroneous conclusions.

The cases for he SPA survey are also weighted to the entire U.S. po-

pulation (civilian and noninstitutionalized) by month'.

The weight assigned to a person in SPA for a single month is equal to the
following product:

(BASIC WEIGHT) X (ADJUSTMENT FACTORS WITHIN X (SECOND-STAGE RATIO
SPA NONINTERVIEW) ESTIMATE FACTOR)

where the:

1. BASIC WEIGHT OF A PERSON i Final survey weight for the person
X 36 (Since SPA is only 1/36 of
full sample for the larger survey)

and the:

2. WITHIN SPA NONINTERVIEW ADJUSTMENT FACTOR for the SPA sample persons is
computed for persons interviewed in the larger survey who were not
interviewed for the SPA.

and the:

3. SECOND-STAGE RATIO ESTIMATION FACTOR is also the sole as for the large

survey.

1 ;
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Thus, each month's SPA data can be used to examine between -month differ-

ences in common data items and for estimation of portions of the data that

were only collected for several months.

The weights assigned to the SPA cases are based on several factors.

The first of these is the final larger survey person weight. This weight

is the reciprocal of the sampling rate of the monthly larger survey popula-

tion, adjusted for nonresponse, and aligned to population estimates by age,

race, and sex. This adjusted weight is then multiplied by the reciprocal

of the subsampling rates for the SPA, as applicable, since only part of

each month's larger survey sample was used. At this point, the weighting

procedure is tailored to the SPA survey.

The SPA person noninterview weights are used to modify the weights in

the same manner as with the larger survey. These weights are again adjust-

ed to age, race and sex population controls. Additionally, the same basic

procedure is used for the SPA household weight which is derived from the

final larger survey household weight. Because the SPA household weight is

assigned to all SPA person records for a particular larger survey house-

hold, a separate variable must be used in conjunction with the household

weight to avoid multiple counting of the household weights.**

0* This variable is labelled "Household Counter" in the tape documentation

and is located in word 15, digit 2 of each SPA record. The variable's

three possible values are "0", "1", and "2". Only one person's SPA record

in each NCS interviewed household contains a "1", with all other SPA

records for that NCS household, if present, containing a value of "0". SPA

records for large survey Type A noninterview households contain a value of

"2" for the variable. Thus, if SPA household estimates are desired, only

records with a value of "1" in the "Household Counter" variable should be.

This value of "1" is assigned to the first person processed within each

household and is not determined by the person's relationship within the

household.
Also, one must divide the weights assigned if analysis of more than

one month's SPA data is desired. The factor used to divide the weights is
always the number of months for which data are being combined for analysis.
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1. Determine Exposure to Arts Beyond Attendance of Live Performances:

What is the number of people (or percent of the population) who

watched an arts performance on television, or who attended a poetry read-

ing, or did creative writing or Whose parents ever took them to an arts

performance? These are the issues mainly addressed by the media, life-

style and socialization questions, as is indicated by the double checks in

the first row of Table 5 for these question areas.

2. Infer the Weaning or Relevance of Attending Performances:

These arse the survey questions that provide insights into, or other

additional information about, arts performances themselves, such as the low.

cation at which it took place or the potential audience that might have

been reached. Thus the major questions that perform this function are the

location, music and barrier questions; the barrier questions also provide

information on the reasons people who did not attend gave for non-

4
attendance. The life-style, media and socialization questions also give

indirect information on the meaning of alternative data by comparing these

levels to other levels of activities or to levels in other time periods.

3. Compare Arts Audiences to Non-Arts Audiences and Activities:

Here one can contrast arts audiences with other audiences, or contrast

the number of participants at arts performances with the number of partici-

pants in other leisure activites. One can compare not only the size of

these audiences, but their demographic composition as well. The major

questions that perform this function are those dealing with life-style and

music preferences, which allow researchers to compare the audience for jazz

with the audience for rock music, or with the population of movie-goers.

The media questions also do this indirectly by comparing all TV viewers

with those viewers who use television for arts content.



The use of the SPSS package for the analysis of the SPA data puts a

restriction on the use of the assigned weights on the public use tapes.

The restriction occurs when printing the output from any SPSS procedure.

Since SPSS output only allows nine significant digits, one must first round

the weights to the nearest whole number before using the SPSS programs.

This rounding occurred immediately following division by the factor for the

appropriate number of months, or in place of this division if only one

month's data were analyzed.



II. METHODS Of STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The arts participation data collected in the Survey of Public Partici-

pation in the Arts were subjected to several types of statistical analyses.

These ranged from simple tabulations to complex multivariate analyses.

Among the techniques employed were:

1. Simple tabulation of the number of responses to each question.

How many of the 17,254 respondents in the survey said they attended an

opera? Or, of those asked how many said they liked to listen to jazz or

had taken music lessons?

2. Simple percentages of respondents giving various responses to each

question. What percentage of respondents said they went to an opera or had

ever taken a music lesson? Simple tabulations of responses are of limited

value, without reference to some base figure or denominator. The most com-

mon and useful baseols the percentage, calculated as the number of respon-

dents going to the opera divided by the total number of respondents. Per-

centages make it possible to compare responses to questions across groups

or across surveys. In the present survey, for example, some questions were

asked of all 17,254 respondents, while Qthers were only asked of a third or

a quarter of these respondents; these responses can only be compared on the

basis of percentages.

3. Weighted percentages of responses to each question. What percen-

tages of respondents - weighted to be representative of the entire popula-

tion -- went to an opera or took a music lesson? In the present sample, it

was not possible to ensure that precisely correct proportions of males,

blacks, or elderly people were included. If the proportion of males in-

cluded were only 44% and the Census Bureau estimates that OH of the popu-



lotion is male, then the male responses need to be weighted by 48/44 = 1.09

to be sure that males are included in their true proportion. Such weight-

ings were performed on the present sample by attaching a group weight to

each respondent in the sample.

4. Sampling errors for responses. All surveys are subject to varia-

bility simply because only a maple and not a population is interviewed.

It is possible (but not probable if the sample is large) that a sample

could, by random fluctuation contain too many opera-goers or people who

like jazz music than is true in the population as a whole. Some error

statement needs to be attached to population proportions to reflect this

margin of uncertainty. These error factors are calculated using statisti-

cal formulas and calculations from the sample itself namely by dividing

tho ;APT!, in half at random several times and observing how much propor.

ti, ,-y Across these different samplings.

. Population projections of responses to each question. How many

million people in the United States' overall population say they attend

operas or enjoy jazz music? This can be ca.culated (with appropriate sam-

piing errors attached) simply by multiplying the weighted percentages by

the adult population figure for the entire U.S., namely the 164+ million

adults who were estimated to be living 'n this country in 1982. These pro-

jections are subject to the same sampling errors noted above.

6. Cross-tabulations (weighted) of arts-related responses with other

survey variables. This allows one to see whether respondents who say they

have been to an opera are more likely to be male or female, or young or

old, or more or less likely to attend other types of arts performances.

The approach involves a different level of anlysis since two variables are

being examined, not just one. In eArineo t can be seen that what is in-

6:)



volved is a separate set of frequencies or percentages for each demographic

group, e.g., one set for males, one set for females. In order to state

whether the two variables are related to one another, several options are

available: comparison of percentages, depiction of these percentage

differences by bar charts or other graphic forms of comparison, or use of

summary measures of association or correlation between the two variables

(see point 8 below). Cross-tabulation allows the policy maker to locate

segments of the population that are high or low in arts attendance or to

see whether groups participating in one arts activity also participate in

another.

7. Adjusted cross-tabulations take into account the fact that other

variables may affect the two-variable cross-tabulation. This approach al-

lows one to examine whether any differences between men and women, say in

attending the opera, are, in turn, due to other factors that differentiate

men and women -- age, income, occupation, etc. A descriptive example of

statistical technique that provides such adjusted figures, called Multiple

Classification Anaylsis is given in Section XI of this chapter. The value

of these adjusted numbers is that unadjusted numbers give an oversimplified

picture of actual situations. It makes limited sense, for example, to talk

of general differences between blacks and whites (or men and women) in

America, when the two groups differ so widely on socio-economic or age fac-

tors. Adjusted figures convey that meaning much more clearly.

8. Measures of association, correlation or "overlap*. Measures of

association or correlation attempt to convey the strength of a relation

between two variables in a cross-tabulation in a single standardized

number, ranging between 0 (no association) and 1.0 (perfect association).*

If, for example, 31 of men and 3% of women attended opera, then the



correlation measures between sex and attendance should be 0, or close to O.

If 100% of men and 0% of women attended opera, then the correlation would

usually be 1.0 or close to 1.0. Very few associations in survey data come

close to 1.0, or even exceed coefficients of .25.

These correlation measures thus offer a useful perspective on the de-

gree of "overlap" between arts attendance variables. In the same way that

we examined the overlap between sex and attendance in the above paragraph,

we can use these coefficients to gauge the extent of overlap between atten-

dance variables. If 3% of the opera goers go to jazz performances and 3%

of the non-opera goers also go, then the overlap between opera and jazz at-

tendance is only what would be expected by chance and so the correlation is

zero. On the other hand, if 100% of the opera-goers go to jazz perfor-

mances and 0% of non-opera goers go, then the overlap is perfect and the

correlation is +1.0. If no opera goers go to jazz concerts and 100% of

non-opera goers go, then there is no overlap in attendance and the correla-

tion is -1.0.

.IIW.W.M.MP.!.W4MmmWmllPmMmftmw...s.......ime.Im.w....m.N.wml.WOO.MMMPMD.WIWPVMMM.OPWM

'These coefficients are given or - signs depending on whether the two

variables both increase together (positive sign) or go in oppo- site direc-
tions (negative sign). It should be noted that there are several correla-

tion coefficients, each with different assumptions.and formulas, and some

of these are discussed below.

71
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There are alternatives to the correlation coefficient, based on the

"odds ratios" that are coming into increasing statistical usage. These

odds ratios are calculated simply by dividing one set of odds by another.

If, in the above example, 3% of the men and 3% of the women go to the

opera, an odds ratio of 1.0 (3 divided by 3) is obtained; if 1% men and 50%

women go, an odds ratio of 50.0 is obtained. Odds ratios are simpler to

calculate and understand than correlation coefficients, but they are less

familiar and standardized for statistical analysis. They cannot be used

with well-developed techniques for clustering large sets of variables (as

in this study), such as for the factor analysis method described in the

next section.

9. Clustering and Factor Analysis (Multidimensional Scaling) of

correlation coefficients. Several analytic techniques for making it easier

to examine the relationship (clustering) between several sets of variables

come under the title multidimensional scaling. If one is examining 10

variables, for example, the number of cross-tabulations involved is 145.

That means that an analyst would be required to sort through 45 separate

cross-tabulations, comparing and cross-clustering each of them to summarize

the results. If the number of variables is 20, the number of cross-

tabulations involved is 190; for 40 variables, 780 cross-tabulations are

needed. There is no simple or effective way to deal meaningfully with such

quantities of data simply by using cross-tabulations.

Perhaps the most widely-used technique for reducing large numbers of

variables to a 'Animal number of basic factors, dimensions, or typologies

is factor analysis. Factor analysis was developed to generate such basic

dimensions using the correlation coefficients as the basic measure of the

strength of the relation between variables. A detailed example of how the



technique can be employed and the dimensions or clusters it generates is

given in the next section.

Factor analysis results can be used in several ways. One can examine

graphic plots of the variables in the "space" that is generated and pick

out clusters of variables that go together. Or, more traditionally, one

can use the factors or dimensions that are suggested to group related vari-

ables on that basis. If the factor analysis were, for example, to show

opera and classical music on the same factor and jazz, rock, and big band

music on another factor, then one has some justification in creating sum-

mary measures (or indices) of two separate music factors -- one for tradi-

tional (or enduring) music and one for popular (or more up-tempo, louder,

or more current) music.

10. Constructing indices that summarize several related variables.

Once one has identified sets of questions or variables that can be related,

there are efficiencies to be gained in creating an index to summarize those

variables. The simplest method of indexing is to assign one "point" for

each variable on the dimension which the the respondent gives a positive

response. For example, if a respondent says she lik..s rock and big band

music, she receives a score of two on the index of "popular" music; if

another respondent says he attended a classical music concert and a ballet,

he would receive a two on an index of arts attendance. More precise in-

dices could be constructed by using the factor weights for each variable

prescribed by the factor analysis or by using the weighting schemes.

The value of indices is that they summarise responses to several ques-

tions with a single score. In Chapter 3, for example, we create a single

index of arts attendance based on responses to seven separate questions.

Instead of having to examine seven different questions, this allows us to

7j
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examine one score to obtain a clear overall perspective on all facets of

attending arts events; e.g. what groups in the population (or areas of the

country) are more or less active in arts participation in general? What

groups are more or less interested in traditional or popular music?

11. Multiple regression analysis to construct predictive models of

participation or other indices. As an overall summary statement of the

results of the above procedures, multiple regression answers the question,

"What are the most important factors in predicting whether one goes to the

opera or likes jazz music?" Or if one projects a particular age distribu-

tion or income distribution in the future, what effect might that have on

opera attendance?

Unlike factor analysis, regression analysis requires the analyst to

focus on one particular "dependent" variable, be it arts attendance, media

usage, or liking music. It is especially efficient to conduct such regres-

sion models with a summary index of some set of variables as the focal

point.

In Chapters 5 to 9, index measures of mass media participation and so-

cialization experiences are used to predict an index of arts attendance

constructed in Chapter 3. In other words, it becomes possible, with re..

gression analysis, to reduce an almost unlimited set of possible cross-

tabulations to a few summary tables that allow one to gauge, almost in one

handy format, whether a particular factor is likely to make much of a

difference in arts participation.



X. MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS (MCA)

There is a very large number of variables in the Survey of Public Par-

ticipation in the Arts: the ten core attendance items (Chapter 3), the 26

life-style participation items (Chapter 5), the 17 media participation

items (Chapter 6), the 14 socialization items (Chapter 7), the seven parti-

cipation barriers items (Chapter 8), the 13 music preference items (Chapter

9) and the performance location items (Chapter 10). In addition there are

well over 20 variables related to each respondent's general social and

demographic background.

Cross-tabulation is the most straightforward and traditional way of

showing the interrelation of such items in a social survey. However, in

the case of the over 100 variables in the Survey of Public Participation in

the Arts, that would involve over 5,000 of these cross-tabulations -- an

extraordinary number both to process and to display. Moreover, it is an

inordinate number to comprehend or to put into larger perspective, particu-

larly since many of the variables are closely or subtly tied together,

(e.g. attending concerts is related to attending the ballet; education is

tied to annual income or geographical area).

To put these data in a clearer and broader perspective, we have em-

ployed a statistical technique called Multiple Classification Analysis

(MCA), which was developed by Andrews, et al.(1973). MCA was developed for

efficient analysis of multiple variable data sets like that collected in

the SPA. It can show the interrelations between variables as effectively

as a single cross-tabulation, and it can further show the results of

cross-tabulations with related variables at the same time. It can convey

the same incisive conclusions as multiple regression analysis or analysis-

of-variance (ANOVA) techniques, but in a way that can be easily comprehend-



ed by anyone familiar with the logic of a cross-tabulation.

An Example:

The example provided in Tables 6 to 8 is intended to illustrate the

logic and power of MCA. The example uses attendance at musicals as the

variable to be predicted (called the "dependent" variable), and it examines

how well the respondent's education and race (the "independent" variables)

can be used to predict such attendance. As shown in Chapter 3, some 19% of

the respondents in the SPA reported attending musical stage play in the

previous 12 months. The cross-tabulation of attending musicals by educa-

tion as given in Table 6 shows that such attendance varies widely by that

factor: only 4% of those with a grade school education reported attending a

musical (i.e. 96% did not attend) and only 6% with some high school educa-

tion attended. Yet attendance was about 9 times as high (45%) at the other

end of the education spectrum -- those with graduate school education. In

other words, respondents with graduate school education are almost 9 times

as likely to say they attend musicals (45%) as those with less than a high

school degree (about 6%).

There are also large differences in attending musicals by race, as

shown in the bottom (second) cross-tabulation in Table b. Some 20% of all

white respondents reported attending musicals in the last 12 months, com-

pared to 10% among blacks and 13% among respondents of other minority ra-

cial backgrounds (Asian Americans, Hispanics, etc.). Thus, white atten-

dance exceeded black attendance by 10% and "other" racial group attendance

by 7%.

Table 6, then, contains two independent cross-tabulations, one for

education and one for race. However, the two predictor variables of race

a'



Table 6: The Relationship of Musicals Participation Rate
to Education and Race

a) Education:

Grade School (2,067)
Some High School (2,238)

Attend

45
6

Not Attend

96%
94 =

Total

100%

100

High School (6,494) 14 86 = 100

Some College (3,348) 27 73 100

College Graduate (1,795) 37 63 = 100

Graduate School (1,300) 115 55 = 100

TOTAL SAMPLE 19%

ilM4111.

81% 100%

b) Race:
Attend Not Attend Total

White (15,167) 20% 80% = 100%

Black (1,673) 10 90 100

Other (403) 13 87 100

TOTAL SAMPLE 19% 81% = 100%

it



and education are not independent of each another. Both blacks and other

minority racial groups in the country have less formal education than the

white population. That raises the question of how much of the racial

differences in attending musicals are indeed tied to race and how much

these are a byproduct of the educational differences that exist between

these racial groups.

One toy to examine this question is to cross-tabulate attendance at

musicals by education separately for each racial group. These separate ta-

bulations are shown in the last three columns of Table 7. The first column

in parentheses shows the same overall differences by education presented in

Table 6a. The second column shows these same differences but only for the

white respondents in the survey; the third column shows results only for

black respondents and the fourth column for respondents of "other" racial

backgrounds. Note the percentages at the bottom of each of the last three

columns: they equal the 20% white attendance 10% blacks attendance end 13%

"others" attendance, found in Table 6b.

The racial comparisons between columns 2 and 3 of Table 7 are now more

precise because they contrast whites and blacks with the same educational

level. Grade school educated blacks are compared -ith grade school educat-

ed whites, and grade school educated persons in "other" racial groups, and

so on for each educational level.

As might be expected, the overall racial differences of ten percentage

points between whites and blacks is reduced considerably within most

categories of education. Some 3% of grade school educated blacks attended

musicals compared to 4% of grade school educated whites, a point difference

of only 1 point, not 10 points. Similarly for high school graduates, the

difference is only 5 percentage points, and not 10 points. The racial



Table 7: Cross-tabulation of Musicals Participation Rate by Education
for Each Racial Group

Education:

(All Respondents)
Attended NOS/C013

Whites Blacks Other
Differences

White - Black
% of

Sample
UP 41111MMIIMOM !IMpM1111.1 wow moommpimp

Grade School ( 4%) (4) 4 3 4 + 1 X .12% 2 .12

Some High School ( 6 ) (6) 7 3 0 + 4 X .13% 2 .52

High School (14 ) (14) 14 9 8 . 5 X .38% : 1.90
Some College (27 ) (27) 28 19 16 + 9 X .19% 11 1.71

College Graduate (37 ) (37) 39 29 20 .10 X .10% a 1.00
Graduate School (45 ) (45) 46 33 22 .14 X .08% a 1.12

1./TAL (19%) i 20% 10% 13% 100% 6.37



differences for the six education groups in order are 1, 4, 5, 9, 10, and

14 percentage points. These differences average 6 percentage points after

weighting for the different size of each educational group (shown in the

second to last column of Table 7).

In other words, when we take the step of comparing racial groups with

the same educational level, the original 10 point gap between whites and

blacks in Table 6 reduces to an average of only 6 points. (When calculated

the same way, the difference between whites and "other" races increrses

rather than decreases, with whites averaging a 10% higher participation

than persons in other racial groups when education is controlled for, com-

pared to the original, unadjusted differences of 7%.)

That is the same analytical logic and approach that is employed in

Multiple Classification Analysis. While the MCA procedure does not show

the inner details of the separate Table 7 breakdowns, it does show the same

end results -.. the 10 percentage point difference (20% white vs. 10% black)

in Table 6 is reduced to an average of 6 points (20% white vs. 14% black)

after controlling for differing educational levels among blacks and whites.

Results of an MCA analysis are generally presented in the format appearing

in Table 8.

The analyses in Table 8 represent a very simple application of MCA to

only two variables (race and education). However, the world of arts parti-

cipation and attendance, like other forms of human behavior, involves far

more than two or three variables. The unique value of MCA is realized when

one uses the technique to separate the effects of not just two but three,

five or ten factors that affect participation.

Adding a third independent variable:



Table 8: Display of MCA Results for Musicals Participation Rate
for Education and Race

Before After

Adjustment Adjustment

Overall Attendance

Education:
Grade School
Some High School

1111=4=01.
19%

4%
6

19%

5%
6

High School 14 14

Some College 27 27
College Graduate 37 38
Graduate School 45 45

Race:
White 20% 20

Black 10 14

Other 13 10
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Take, for example, the factor of income. Attending musical perfor-

mances, particularly musicals, can cost 10, 20 or even 50 dollars. Obvi-

ously people with higher incomes can find it much easier to attend outlays

of discretionary money than less affluent individuals do. How much does

income account for the educational or racial differences in Table 6? Table

9 shows the separate two-way cross-tabulation for income and education,

like the Table 7 cross-tabulation of race and education.

The bottom of Table 9 shows that there are substantial differences in

attendance at musicals. These differences by income level are almost as

large as the differences by educational level shown in Table 6 from 4$

of grade school graduates to 45% for those who had graduate school educa-

tion from 10% attendance for these with less than $10,000 annual income

to 44% among those with $50,000 or more annual income.

But the entries in the body of Table 9 show that within separate edu-

cational categories these income differences are not as great as they are

overall. For example, in the first row of Table 9, we find that only 6% of

the grade school educated with $50,000 annual income attend musicals, com-

pared to 5% for all grade school only educated. Similarly, only 7% of

those in the "some high school/ $30-49,000" category attended musicals,

compared to 6% of all respondents with some high school. In fact, the only

income group that attends musicals well above average for each educational

category is that over $50,000. Increasing income up to this point does not

seem to predispose attendance at musicals.

At the same time, the education differences within each column of in-

come categories remain very substantial. That indicates that it is the

higher education of those with higher incomes that accounts for the large

income differences in Table 9, and not something about income itself that



Table 9: Cross-tabulation of Musicals Participation Rate by Education
for Each Income Category

Education:

TOTAL FAMILY
(All :

Respon- 1 Under $10,000-
d vnts) ;$10,000 14,999

INCOME

$15,000-
19,999

$20,000-
29,999

$30,000-
49,999

$50,000
.

Grade School ( 4%) 1 3 5 7 10 6

Some High School ( 6 ) 4 3 8 7 7 25
High School Graduate (14 ) 6 8 12 13 19 26
Some College (27 ) 30 22 17 24 30 50
College Graduate (37 ) 40 ., 34 27 43 49
Graduate School (45 ) 37 34 29 41 46 58

M. II=1 as----- as
TOTAL (19%) 10% 9% 13% 17% 28% 414%

53



predicts attendance at musicals.

The same difference between the predictive power of the income and

education factors can be observed moret concisely in the income differences

shown in Table 10. The differences b" income level are reduced consider-

ably after MCA adjustment. The differences by educational level are not.

As in Table 9, education emerges as the most prominent predictor of attend-

ing musicals, even after taking both income and racial differences into ac-

count.

Graphic Portrayal cif MCA Results:

Many of the MCA results like those in Table 10 have been presented in

this report in graphic form. An illustration of these graphics is given in

Figure 1 to show the relation between attending musicals and education,

race and income. The bar chart shows the sample (unadjusted) increases in

attending these performances by education, from 4% attendance for those

with grade school education to 6% of those with some high school to 141

among high school graduates to 27% of those with some college to 37% of

college graduates to 45% of those with graduate school education. That is

the increase we find with education before adjustment, as shown by the

height of the bars in Figure 1.

However, higher-educated people differ on demographic factors besides

their formal education: having generally higher incomes than less educated

people and having access to higher paying jobs, for example. College ,du-

cation is also related to race, so one might well expect that the increases

in musical attendance reflect the lower likelihood of college educated peo-

ple being black.

Adjusting tie, education differences in the Figure 5 bar chart to con-



Table 10: Display of MCA Musicals Attendance by Education, Race and Income

Before After
Adjustment Adjustment

Overall Participation Rate 19% 19%

Education:
Grade School 4% 7

Some High School 6 9

High School 14 14

Some College 27 26

College Graduate 37 34

Graduate School 45 31

Race:

White 20 20

Black 10 15

Other 13 8

Income:
Under $10,000 10 16

$10 14,999 9 14

$15 19,999 13 16

$20 29,999 17 17

$30 49,99? 28 24

$50,000 44 35



trol for the influence of these other related factors results in the (ad-

jutted) values shown with a dot :e:, in each bar in Figure 1. These ad-

justed values reflect what the percentage attending musicals for each group

would be if each education group were equivalent in terms of income and

race. The :o: in Figure 1 for the grade school educated, for example, is

slightly higher (75 - 4% 3%) than prior to adjustment. That indicates

that grade school educated are still less likely to attend musicals than

higher educated people, even taking into account their lower income, or

greater likelihood of being black. The figure for those with graduate

school education is similarly lower (316, vs. 45% ) than it was prior to

adjustment. We have also already noted how the raised differences decline

after adjustment.

The same is true for the factor of income. Note how flat the distri-

bution of dots cluster around the 16 - 17% figure after adjustment, indi-

eating that income below 130,000 per year has virtually no relation to at-

tendance. There is some increase for the 630,000 - $49,999 category to 24%

and then a larger climb to 35% for those with over $50,000 reported annual

income. But for the majority of the population earning less money, income

per se seems unrelated to attendance.

How MCA is Used in This Report:

The use of MCA in this report is generally for global descriptive pur-

poses rather than for in-depth analysis. That is, we use MCA to identify

those factors that remain the most important predictors of arts participa-

tion after other factors are taken into account. It is also used to iden-

tify factors whose relation to participation may be "suppressed" by other

factors, as in the c.se, for example, when women have lower participation
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because they are older or have less education than men.

The present analysis is intended to identify effective predictors of

arts participation, but it will not determine Az various results change

after adjustment. While it is possible to use MCA to analyze such dynam-

ics, the large number of arts participation variables of interest in the

SPA make such an ambitious and time-consuming effort beyond the scope of

the present report.

Another technical aspect of the MCA analysis presented in the report

concerns the reporting of statistical significance. As of this writing,

there is no acceptable, straightforward method of arriving at the complex

sampling error figures necessary to conduct tests of statistical signift-

cince for MCA results properly. Calculations are provided in the analysis

of what the overall significance of particular variables are, but there nre

two problems with these significance ..gures:

1) Because the SPA sample sizes involved are large (particularly

after the data are weighted to project population estimates),

virtually all (or well over 90% of the variat:es emerge as

statistically significant beyond the .001 level of chance.

2) These figures refer only to the overall variable and not to

particular categories within that variable. For example, we

may find that age is a significant predictor, but we do not

know if that is because of the differences for the older ;lie

category, the younger age category or the middle age category;

in the case of race, we do not know if it is the white sample or

or the black sample or the other sample that is significantly

different.
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Nonetheless, with the MCA results we can identify the specific

categories that are high or low before and after adjustment -- and those

that are on the sane comparative scale. These statistics can be immediate-

ly understood by non-statistician. These are communicable features that

are not available on other regression or multivariate analysis programs of

which we are aware.



XI. FACTOR ANALYSIS (CLUSTERING)

The process of discovering basic dimensions or clusters of variables

is accomplished in a very straightforward manner by factor analysis. Fee

tor analysis provides an objective basis to construct indices or summary

measures. The mathematical foundations of factor analysis are too compli

cated and technical to be described in this report. The interested reader

can find such exposition in several textbooks that have been devoted to the

topic (Harman 1965; Russett et al. 1972). But the main values and outputs

from factor analysis for policy analysis purposes can be described briefly

as follows.

Factor analysis basically assumes that each variable exists in a posi

tion in a space of many dimensions. Factor analysis attempts then to dis

cover and map the dimensions of that space and where the variables fit in

that space according to the available observed data. With no other infor

mation other than the correlation of each variable with every other vari

ble, and with no indication of what these variables are or how they logi

cally should cluster together, factor analysis programs generate a series

of dimensions that seem to best describe the multidimensional space in

which these survey variables are located.

For example, assume we had the simple case of four variables related

to jazz vs. classical music and listening to that music either on radio vs.

watching it on TV. That leads to four basic variables: 1) watching jazz on

TV, 2) listening to jazz on the radio, 3) watching classical music concerts

on TV, and Al) listening to classical music on the radio. There are several

possible ways these variables could be clustered in reality: by type of

music, by type of media, or by some other criteria. What factor analysis

n )



can do is to uncover the criteria or dimensions on which they do cluster,

given the pattern of correlations that are observed between the four vari-

ables.

As one example, assume that the music-liking population basically

divides itself into those who like jazz and those who like classical music,

both of whom follow their favorite forms of music avidly on both radio and

television. In other words, there is strong correlation (overlap)

between enjoying jazz programs on television and on radio; and a strong

correlation between enjoying classic music on radio and on television .

That high correlation means that watching jazz on TV and listening to jazz

on the radio are relatively close to each other in the multidimensional

space and watching music performances on TV and listening to classical

music on the radio are also relatively close. But neither of these two

music clusters is close to each other.

Assume further that people who like jazz don't like classical music

and vice-versa. That would lead to the four variablesisbeing described in

the following single dimension:

.TV TV

DON'T LIKE JAll Classical Jazz LIKE JAll

AND
AND

LIKE CLASSICAL .Radio .Radio DON'T LIKE CLASSICAL

Classical Jazz

To construct an index to represent this single dimension, one could con-

struct a four item index with respondents given one point for each

response: 1) Watch classical on TV, 2) Listen to classical on radio, 3)

Don't watch jazz on TV, 4) Don't linen to jazz on the radio. The more

points on the scale, the closer the person is to the left-hand end of the

scale (LIKE CLASSICAL AND DON'T LIKE JAll); the fewer the points, the more
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the person is at the righthand end of the scale (LIKE JAll AND DON'T LIKE

CLASSICAL). Here, then, only one index or dimension is required to sum up

variations in response to these four questions.

But, as second example, suppose instead that the correlation coeffi

cients show that liking jazz and liking classical is are not polar oppo

sites, but are almost unrelated to one another. In other words, there is

no correlation or association between liking jazz and liking classical

music. Here the factor analysis is likely to generate a twodimensional

solution that could well take the following form in spatial terms:

LIKE
CLASSICAL

.Classical .Classical

TV Radio
.Jazz
TV

--.---.----.)LIKE JAll

Radio

4

(Here the intersection point is arbitrarily defined to denote the presence

of a second dimension.) Such a configuration suggests the need for two di

mensions to describe the data, one dimension for classical music and one

dimension for jazz. That indicates the need for two indices of two items

each, a classical one scored 0, 1, or 2 depending on whether the person

watched or listened to no classical music (0), enjoyed classical music ei

ther on radio or on TV (1), or on both radio and TV (2). The two item jazz

index would be scored in the same way. When there are two dimensions, use

of two indices makes more sense.

The same logic applies when there are three dimensions in the data.

This would be the case if, for example, listening to jazz on rplio and

1;
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watching jazz on television were related (as above), but that was not true

for classical atiSic. so that listening to classical music on the radio was

unrelated both to watching classical music programs on TV and to listening

and watching jazz. In that case, we might have:

. Radio Classical

TV
.Classical

.M.M11.01. en
.TV Jazz

-------------> LIKE JAll
.Radio Jazz

where the position of the TV classical variable needs to be visualized as

being located on a right angle from the page in a third dimension. Here

three indices seem called for: one for jazz (on either radio or TV), one

for classical music on TV, and one for classical music on radio.

Thus, as noted above, factor analysis has the ability to discover

which of these or other patterns best describes the relations between vari-

ables. We might well discover that the variables are more organized around

the types of mass media than around the types of music as portrayed above.

In that case, it would be more appropriate to construct our indices on that

basis. If, for example, the factor analysis generated a two- dimensWnal

space like the following:

LISTEN TO
RADIO

.Radio .Radio

Jazz : Classical

.TV

Classical
ATC H TV

.TV

Jazz



then it would seem that the most losical indices are a two-item measure of

TV users and another two-item measure of radio users.

Another possibility is that all four variables cluster ,together on one

dimension, but not apart from each other on that single line as in our

first examples. Visually, this would look like:

.TV .Radio
Jazz Jazz

OINEMMNOW11.0 4POPMN=.11.1.M.POO,... )MEDIA

.Radio .TV MUSIC
Classical Classical

Since all four ,arlabl's cluster together, this suggests people's media

behavior is organized around one type of music on any type of mass medium.

The appropriate index here would be based on four items -- a person answer-

ing "yes" to all four questions scoring a four, "yes" to three scoring a

three, etc. down to zero.

All these examines should make these five points about factor analysis

clear:

1) It generates different dimensions depending on the pattern of

correlations that are observed.

2) Interi -tation of these resulting dimensions is dependent solely

on the investigator's (human) judgement of what it is that leads

to the clustering of variables in that space--even though the

dimensions are derived by mathematical formulas.

3) Factor analysis depends solely on statistical correlation or

association between variables and employs no prior logic about



how the variables ought to be related. It has no ideas or

assumptions of what association makes sense.

$) It thus attempts uncover or discover "specfts" rather than to

fit any preconceived pattern of how variables ought to be situated

in that space.

5) It suggests variables that ought to go together to form indices,

but the actual index construction is a separate process.

With regard to the latter point, it will be noted that we do not be

lieve in slavishly following the factor analytic results. That is because

the factor analysis may well group variables together that make minimal or

no analytic sense when lumped together into a single index. For that rea

son, we have leavened the factor analysis results in chapters 5 to 9 with

our own "common sense" indices that summarize variables that should be ad

ded together to understand and clarify how the study variables relate to

one another.

It might be well to illustrate the complexities and ambiguities in

herent in most factor analyses with a specific "real life" example from the

present study.. In FigIn.e 6, we have presented the results of a factor

analysis for SPA media variables alluded to in the above illustration. The

12 variables involve three types of mass media (television, radio, and

recordings) and four types of music (jazz, classical, opera, and musicals).

The basic question for the factor analysis, again, is: Are people's

behaviors with regard to music consumption via the mass media more depen

dent on the music or more dependent on the medium?

The array of points in Figure 6 indicates a mixture of both. The
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main, horizontal, dimension that runs from left to right, separates certain

TV responses (for classical items (4), for opera (7), and for musicals

(10)) from their counterparts on radio and records (items 5 + 6, 8 + 9, and

10 + 11). That suggests that the medium is the major dimension involved,

but only for these three types of music, and not for jazz.

On the other hand, the second factor shown on the vertical (up-down)

dimension is a music dimension. That dimension clerrly separates the

(clustered) jazz responses (items 1, 2, and 3) from the responses to tne

other three types of music (items 4 through 12).

In the same way, the third dimension (which is circled and must be

visualized as coming up straight from the page) once again indicates a

medium-oriented factor since it groups the four items related to watching

music programs on TV (items 1, 4, 7, and 10).

Thus, of all the possible ways one might find that the 12 variables

might be organized, this factor analysis suggests responses to these ques-

tions organize themselves around three dimensions:

1) Radio/recordings of classical music, opera, and operetta/musicals

2) Jazz (on radio, TV, and recordings)

3) TV music

Three indices that are thus suggested are a six -item one for

radio/recordings, a three -item one for jazz, and a four-item one for TV

music. This does not suggest that it would not be worthwhile to create

other dimensions, say for classical music, for listening to music on radio,

or for all 12 items together. It suggests that the three dimensions on

Figure 1 have the strength of at least some statistical or empirical logic

behind them.



XII. INDEX CONSTRUCTION

There are two major reasons for attempting to analyze survey data by

index construction. They are to increase reliability and to increase effi

ciency.

Reliability is increased because one does not have to depend on indi

vidual responses to A single item. On any given item, respondents may

misinterpret the question, be misled by a single word, or give an incorrect

answer in any nmlber of ways. Having responses to additional questions,

which have varied wording and varied perspectives allows the researcher to

be more sure that respondents are, for example, more active in the arts, or

more active users of mass media for artsrelated activities.

Efficiency is increased because instead of analyzing 5, 10, or 20

items separately and encountering possibly numerous idiosyncrasies in each,

one can lump these items together in a single variable. As we have seen,

factor analysis is a very useful tool for identifying 1) which items to put

into an index, and 2) how many indices to create.

In order to keep the analyses in this report at the least complicated

and most understandable level, we have used a very simple method of con

structing indices once they have been defined. That method is tc, assign a

single point to be given for each appropriate response in that index, e.g.

one point for each arts activity, or one point for each type of mass media

employed. While more sophisticated index construction schemes can be dev

ised, this one has the value of maximum Limplicity, interpretation and

comprehensibility.



Chapter 3

ARTS PARTICIPATION

The SPA '82 began with a series of "core" questions designed to

describe participation in certain arts related activities in the United

States. These core questions were asked of all respondents in the survey

and measured their participation in the arts during the previous twelve

months. "Participation" included being either in the audience for some

live arts performance or a performer in a live arts event. Participation

also included reading certain types of literature, such as novels, short

stories, poems or plays. Arts participation, then, was defined in this

study to include attending live performances or art displays, reading %:er

tain forms of literature, and performing in a public artistic event.

This chapter examines these questions and the tabulL uns of respon

dents' answers to them, aggregated for all 12 months of the survey. The

analysis, in this chapter transforws these responses into several formats

for analysis and consideration:

1) Estimates of the participation rate and the number

of participants for various art forms--these

estimates indicate the relative amount of

public activity in each of the art activities.

For instance, how many Americans attend opera or

attend ballet/ Whkt proportion of Americans

performed in a live public arts event, or read

novels, short stories, poetry or plays?



2) Differential participation rates within several

demographic groups--this analysis examines

differences :n the participation among people

with different backgrounds and major predictive

variables for each arts activit ;; e.g., are blacks

more likely than whites to attend jazz performances?

3) Differential participation by each demographic

group when the associated influences of other

demographic variables are controlled statistically- -

this analysis suggests the reasons why differences

occur among subgroups within a demographic variable.

For example, are the differential participation

rates among whites and blacks attributable to ether

factors associated with race, such as education

and income? Is it the higher educational level

of whites that accounts for their greater arts

participation?

4) The extent of overlapping audiences of art forms

indicated by correlations between pairs of arts

activities--these correlations show which art

forms have more "overlap" across audiences. Are

people who attend jazz performances, for example,

more likely to read literature or to attend musicals

as well?

5) An i)dex of overall cultural participation in these
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art forms by demographic groups--this analysis allows

prediction of a broader spectrum participation based on

background factors. For example, do blacks or whites

tend to participate in a greater number of types of

arts activities?

1)CORE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

The core questions ask about attendance at seven types of live perfor-

mances or art displays:

- jazz
- classical music
- opera
- musical stage plays or operettas
- stage plays (non-musical)
- ballet
- art galleries nd museums

Questions 8 and 9 ask whether tte respondents had themselves performed in

(or rehearsed for) such public performances, by playing a musical Instru-

ment, by acting, singing, or dancing. The final core question, question

10, asks about reading novels, short stories, poetry, or plays. All ten

qv ,lions ask about participation in the last 12 months. Table 3.1 shows

the exact wording and format of the core questions.

As Table 3.1 shows, if respondents answered "yes" to the initial ques-

tions on participation, follow-up questions were asked about the number of

times he/sL- had participated during the previous month. For the next two

questions on performing and rehearsing, those who reported participating in

the last 12 months were asked only about their type of performance or

rehearsal activities during that 12-month period. Thus, while the time

frame for follow-up questions to the first seven questions is the previous

1r
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month, the time frame for the follow-up questions to Questions 8 and 9 is

the previous year.

Responses for each of the core questions in Table 3.1 show the number

of respondents falling into each response category. For instance,

responses to Question 1 on attendance of jazz performances indicates that

of the total of the 17,254 respondents (see top of Table 3.1), 15,601 said

they had not attended a live jazz performance during the previous year.

The remaining 1,053 respondents fall into two categories: the 1,622 (the

sum of all respondents reporting some attendance for the previous month or

1111 + 351 + 122 + 22 + 16) who reported going to a jazz performance in the

last 12 months and the 31 respondents who did not give a codable response.

The first set of numbers is a breakdown of the number of respondents who

reported different frequencies of attendance for the last month. For exam-

ple, of the 1622 who had attended a jazz performance in the last year,

1,111 said they had not attended a jazz performance in the previous month,

while 511 had. Of those 351 had attended over in the previous month, 122

two or three times, 22 four or five times and 16 six or more times.

responses tc questions 2 through 7 follow the same format as Question 1.

The exact wordings of the questions in Table 3.1 provides further

details about the survey's operational definition of arts participation.

The survey's definition of attendance at musical and non-musical stage

plays, for example, excludes grade school and high school productions.

While the raw tabulations in Table 3.1 suggest certain differences across

activities, substantive conclusions from the Table 3.1 data require further

analysis involving weighting, percentaging, and other statistical manipula-

tions of these data.

The



POPULATION ESTIMATES OF ARTS PARTICIPATION

An important result of this national sample is its ability provide

estimates of the extent of public participation in each type of arts

activity. Since a certain amount of sampling error can be expected in even

the most rigorously developed sample, certain groups may not have been

included in their true proportions in the population, The raw data shown

in Table 3.2a are thus weighted by gender, age, and race groups in order to

make projections to the entire U.S. adult population -- the nearly 165 mil-

lion of these adults, 18 years or older. If, for example, the propor".ion

of white males aged 18-29 in a particular sample category were only half as

large as the national proportion indicated in Census Bureau figures, data

from such respondents in the sample would have been given a weight of two.

If it were three times as large, then a weight of one-third would be

applied, and so forth. See Chapter 2 for more details about weighting.

When such weighting procedures were applied to the data in Table 3.1, the

results are as shown in Table 3.2a.

Thus, the weighted data indicate that 22% of the American public

visited an art museum or gallery in the last 12 months. This percentage

translates into 36,000 visitors at art displays in the country as a whole.

Note that these population and percentage estimates should not be read with

a false sense of precision because a small percentage of error can equal a

large number of people. The final column in Table 3.2a indicates 3 +I-

6.2% margin of error in the estimate of attenders of art museums or nearly

a million persons.

The range of attendance estimates in Table 3.2a is broad, spanning

approximately 5 million for opera to 36 million for art museums. Atten-

I no



dance at art museums and galleries as well as musicals is estimated to be

in the range of over 30 million; attendance at classical music, plays, and

jazz performances fall into an intermediate range of 16-22 million; atten-

dance at ballet and opera occupy a relatively low range of 5-7 million. In

comparison, the reading of novels, short stories, poetry, and plays is the

only type of arts participation in which over half of the population was

involved during the previous year. Over 90 million Americans, according to

our estimate, read such literature in the prior year.

Table 3.2b presents parallel figures for performing or rehearsing for

a public performance during the past year. The estimates are again

weighted tc correct for any disproportionate representation of certain

groups in the sample. The estimates for performance or rehearsal for a

public performance tend to fall into the same order of ar lated activi-

ties as the attendance data. Playing classical must nd singing in a

musical play are both in the high range (representing nearly 1.5 million

adults), playing jazz and acting in a non-musical play are in a somewhat

lower range (of nearly 1.3 million adults) and dancing in a ballet and

singing in an opera are in a much lower range, but still in the hundreds of

thousands.

When art forms are rank ordered by the number of people attending per-

formances and by the number of people performing in them, they fall in

nearly the same order. This relationship is shown in Table 3.2c, which

presents both sets of estimates for six art forms arrayed from left to

right from highest to 1Lwest number in terms of attenders. In terms of

performances, the first and second ranks are reversed with performers in

musicals ranking second to performers of classical music. The third and

fourth ranks also switch, with actors in plays ranking slightly below peo-



ple who play jazz music in terms of performers. The final ranks remain the

same with ballet performers being larger than the number who perform in an

opera. Thus, art forms with greater numbers of attenders tend also to have

larger numbers of performers.

While the number of performers generally declines as attenders

decrease, this does not occur at a uniform rate as demonstrated in the

ratio figures in Table 3.2e. The two important exceptions are musicals and

jazz. Whereas musicals have the largest audience of the six art forms stu-

died, the ratio of performers to attenders is nearly half the ratio for the

jazz audience which has the highest performer-to-attender ratio in the

table.

In sum, comparison of the estimates of arts participation reveals

differing patterns in attendance and performance forms of participation.

Musicals have a relatively high level of attenders and performers, but only

an intermediate ratio of performers to attenders. Classical music has a

high level of performers, an intermediate level of attenders, and a

moderately high ratio of performers to attenders. 'lays have a moderately

high level of performers and ratio or performers to attenders and an inter-

mediate level of attenders. Jazz has a moderately high level of perform-

ers, a low intermediate level of attenders, and the highest ratio of per-

formers to attenders. Finally, ballet and opera have low levels of both

performers and attenders as well as the lowest ratios of performers to

attenders. These figures suggest jazz to be the most "accessible" art form

to the public in terms of public performance, with ballet and opera being

least accessible.
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Table 3.2a: Weighted Participation Rate Estimates for Arts Activities
During the Previous 12 Month;

Galleries/Museums

Percentage
Attending

22%

Estimated U.S.
Population

(% x 164 million)

36,000

Error
Factor*

+.4-1.14%

Musicals 19% 30,000 +/- .79%

Classical Music 13% 21,000 +/- .76%

Plays 12% 20,000 +1- .61%
Jazz 10% 16,000 +1- .62%
Ballet 4% 7,000 +/- .37%

Opera 3% 5,000 +1- .37%
Reading 56% 93,000 +/ -1.04

NOTE: 'The error factor is at 95% confidence and takes design effects
into account.



Table 3.2b: Weighted Population Est, atee for Appearing in
At."Related Performance

Previous

Year

Estimated U.S.
Population

Error
Factor

Classical Music .9% 1,476,000 4.115
Musicals .9% 1,468,000 +/.115
Jazz .8% 1,281,000 +/.115
Plays .8% 1,270,000 4.075
Ballet .1% 207,000 +/.031!

Opera .1% 134,000 +/.055



Table 3.2c: Ratio of Performers to Attenders Based on
Population Estimates (in thousands)

Classical
Musicals Music Plays Jazz E:,11et Opera

Performers 1,468 1,476 1,270 1,281 207 134

Attenders 30,664 21,398 19,579 15,815 6,901 4,996

Ratio of .048 .069 .065 .081 .030 .027

Performers
to Attenders
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2)ARTS PARTICIPATION AND BACKGROUND FACTORS

The 1982 survey of arts participation allows examination of arts par-

ticipation by a variety of measured background variables. The larger sur-

vey included questions on the following background variables:

A. Geography

1. Urban

2. Rural

3. Npulation Size of Place

4. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA)

5. S'%ate

6. County

B. Demography

1. Race

2. National Origin

3. Age

4. Marital Status

5. Relationship in Household

6. Gender

7. Education

8. Household Income

9. Number of Children

C. Mousing

1. Type of Unit

2. Access to Automobile



3. Kitchen Facilities

4. Telephone

5. Number of Units

6. Year Built

7. Tenure of Living Quarters

8. Length of Time at. Address

9. Number of Moves in the Last Five Years

D. Occupation aA Employment

1. Employment Status

2. Reason for Unemployment

3. Ex f Job Search E. ;rts

4. OCC%Ap. _on

5. Type Employing Organization

The analyses in this chapter, hc.weve,', at limiter' to eleven bocground

variables (in this :ist ald in fig,17. s that flllow): cze, gender, race,

education, income, SMSA, 'egion, marital status, work NJ. -s, occupation,

and number of children. These variables were selectee: to represent the

most salient dimensions of geography, demography, ..nd occupati.;

abler related to housing and to origin are examined in Chapter 4.

In the following analyses of background variables and their impact on

arts participation, it is important to distinguish between the useiolnes3

of these variables in yredictinE par,,cipation, and their vaefulness in

explaininE that same participation. An understanding of that distinction

will help the reader decide whether to devote more of his attention to the

unadjusted data or the adjusted dats, depending on his needs and interests.

If a factor is a useful predictor of arts participation, then it effi-

Vari-
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ciently characterizes groups of people who are more likely to participate

than other groups. At face value, this knowledge serves to predict atten

dance, a:though the factor cannot be said to cause the different rates of

participation, and might only succeed as a predictor because of its associ

ation with other related factors which have a more direct or stronger

influence on participation behavior. For readers interested in efficient

prediction of arts participation, without examining the underlying and

perhaps more complex: relationship between background factors and participa

tion, the unadjusted statistics 4n this chapter will provide the needed

information.

However, for those readers interested in explaining why participation

differs across groups of people with different background characteristics,

it is necessary to analyze the web of inflbences on arts participation and

identify factors with the greatest explanatory power. The adjusted statis

tics in this chapter, which separate out a given background factor's expla

natory power from all other factors studied, will be more informative to

readers attempting to explain arts participation behavior.

The followin: ..nalyses of background factors are organiLed into two

parts. The first part exEmir.es each of 11 demographic factors to see how

they affect participation rates across eight different arts activities.

The second part examines each of the eight arta activities to see which

background factors predict attendance, using both unadjusted and adjusted

data.

Across different arts activities, some background factors are gen

erally useful predictors of participation. These patterns can be seen by

reading across rows of Tables 3.3 and 3.4 which present respectively the

unadjusted and adjusted figures or participation rates by background fac-

1 3.(
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tors. (Discussion of the adjusted figures will be pi-,stponed until the ana-

lyses within art activities.) The general impact of each of eleven back-

ground factors on participation in various arts activities is summarized

below.
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BACKGROUND VARIABLES: DIFFERENCES IN PARTICIPATION RATES BEFORE ADJUSTMENT

For any, of these background factors, an indicator of its usefulness is

the range of variation, the difference between the highest and lowest par

ticipation rates of individuals who differ in this background characteris

tic. When this range is large, the factor can be used to predict greater

differences in the likelihood of arts participation. Conversely, when the

range is small, the factor is less useful in distinguishing groups of high

and low attendees. (The range of variation across the arts activities can

be gauged in Table 3.3 or Table 3.4 by subtracting the maximum and minimum

participation rates for each background factor and then comparing the vari

ations down the columns of arts activities.)

Although the most important factors associated with participation show

some fluctuation across art activities, some trends can be discerned. Gen

erally, education, occupation, and income are respectively the first,

second, and third best predictors.

Age

Arts participation declines among the older segments of the popula

tion, but the watershed point for this decline varies across activities.

Opera attendance has the oldest peak point (45-55 years); the peak point

for attendance of classical music, musicals, plays, ballet, and art museums

is the next younger group (35-44 years); the peak point for those reading

literature is younger still (25-34); while for jazz attendance has the

youngest mode (18-24). Thus, the audiences of the various arts activities

are drawn in varying degrees from different age groups, although least

likely in oldest groups of the population.

44
5
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Gender

Females have a higher participation rate tian males for most arts

activities: attending live performances of classical music, musical and

nonmusical plays, and ballet; visiting at art museums or galleries; and

reading literature. The one exception is attending jazz performances- -

males are noticeably more likely than females to attend jazz performances.

Race

The most commcn Wtern by race is that whites tend to have the

highest participation rate, blacks thr lowest rate, and "other" races an

intermediate rate. This holds for attendance of classical music, musicals,

plays, and ballet, as well as for reading literature. However, "other"

races attend opera at a level almost equal that of whites, and report a

higher rate for visiting art galleries and museums. Jazz attendance is the

one type of live performance for which blacks' rate is the highest (or

above the national average); whites and "other" races have roughly equal

rates of attending jazz performances.

Education

For each art activity, participation rates (attendance and reading)

increase markkedly with educational levels. Except for jazz attendance,

the point at which the population average rate for the sample is exceeded

occurs among those with some college education.

Income

Household income is positively related to arts attendance and reading

literature. The minor qualification is that for attending some live per

formances (jazz, classical music, musicals, plays, and ballet) those earn-

4



ing below $10,000 are a little more likely to attend than are those earning

$10,000-$14,999.

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)

The typical pattern in this case is for residents of central cities

within SMSA's to have the highest rates, for residents of SMSA's outside of

central cities to have slightly lower rates, and for those outside of

SMSA's to have the lowest rates. In two cases (attendance of musicals and

reading literature), the participation rates of those living in an SMSA,

but outside of the central city, are the highest.

Region

People residing in the South have the lowest participation rates for

all of the arts activities, while those living in the West typically have

the highest participation rates. Participation rates in most cases tend to

be relatively high in the Northeast (jazz performances are the exception).

The participation rates for those in the North Central area tend to be

intermediate relative to the other regions, but relatively high for jazz

and classical music and low for ballet.

Marital Status

The divorced and never married are more likely than average to attend

any of the art events, or to read literature. Married, widowed, and

separated respondents attend and read at less than average rates, one

exception being that separated individuals attend jazz performances at a

rate greater than average.

Work Hours

Those not working attend all art forms and read literature at rates

.3
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below average; part-time workers participate consistently at rates above

average. Those working 40 hours attend jazz performances, musicals, plays,

ballet, and art displays at slightly above average rates, other arts

activities at slightly below average. Those who work more than 40 hours a

week generally participate in most arts events at gre,ter than average

rates. (There are a few exceptions to this, e.g. attending non-musical

stage plays for those who work 41-49 hours.)

Occupation

Professionals, managers, and students and to a lesser extent sales-

clerical personnel -- are more likely than average to participate in arts

activities. Other types of workers only rarely exceed the average partici-

pation rate for any of the art forms. Exceptions include service workers

for attending jazz performances and reading literature, those not employed

in attending jazz performances, and the retired in attending opera.

Presence and Number of Children

Individuals with fewer child care responsibilities consistently have

participation rates slightly greater than average. Parents with younger

children generally show participation rates below the average. Parents

with older children are both above and below the average for different art

forms.

IL)
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3) RELATIVE DIFFERENCES AFTER ADJUSTMENT

The second part of our analysis identifies the most important predic-

tors of participation for each art form after the adjustment for other fac-

tors described in detail in Chapter 2. The unadjusted associations serve

to predict the likelihood of participation among different groups categor-

ized by a single background variable (e.g. age, or education), without tak-

ing into account all the other background factors. On the other hand, the

adjusted figures show the association between participation and each back-

ground factor, when all the other background variables are controlled.

This latter procedure isolates the effect of each variable, thus, aiding

explanation, rather than simple prediction, of participation rates. For

example, the differences or "effect" of income may be partially due to the

association between income and education; the adjusted figures show the net

effect of income when education effec s are removed.

When compared to the unadjusted figures, the adjusted figures will be

higher, lower, or show no significant change. If the adjusted figure shows

higher attendance, then the actual attendance rate (the unadjusted figure)

has been suppressed because associated background factors are related to

lower participation. In the case of gender, for example, women's partici-

pation may be supressed by the fact that women generally have less formal

education, or income, or are older than men. Once these suppression

effects of education, income, age, etc. are controlled, their participation

relative to men is increased.

On the other hand, if the adjusted figure is lower than the unadjusted

figure, then the actual attendance rate by that factor has been inflated by

the associated effects of other background factors, This was the case in
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Chapter 2 when .e controlled differences in attendance levels by race (and

income) for differences by education. If the adjusted and the unadjusted

figures are about equal, however, the background variables do not have a

systematic influence on the association between the factor and p, ticipa

tion rates. As noted in Chapter 2, this adjustment procedure isolates the

effect of each variable, but does not identify which background variable(s)

intervene in the association between the unadjustment variable partici

pation rates. It should also be noted that the adjusted or control does

not extend beyond those 10 variables specifically included in Table 3.3.

The relationships between participation and each background factor are

described below as well as being represented graphi ally. The graphs are a

useful way to perceive the trends at a glance but exact figures are

better extracted from Tables 3.3 and 3.4. In the graphs which follow , the

unadjusted figures are represented by bars, the adjusted figures by dots,

and the national average by a horizontal line. In the accompanying text

for each figure, the first paragraph summarizes unadjusted data, and the

second examines the effects of isolating the influence of a given back

ground variable from those of the 10 other factors studied.
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The best predictors of attendance rates for jazz performances are

occupation, education, marital status, and age, in that order tvariationz

of 23.1-16.1%). After controlling for the effects of other background fac

tors, the most important predictors are education, race, and age (var.a

tions of 12. 7-11.1%).
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ATTEND JAZZ BY AGE
ADJUSTED

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54

AGE

55-64 65-74 75 -96

Attending jazz performances declines with age. Those aged 18-34 are

at least twice as likely to attend a jazz performance as people aged 45-54,

and participation continues to drop with increasing age, until among those

aged 65 and over, less than 2% attend.

These age differences are reduced somewhat when other background fac-

tors are taken into account (as shown by the differences between the dots,

the adjusted figures, and the bars in the graph) . This is probably due to

such age-related factors as education and work status. This probably means

that other age-related background factors like work status and education

tend to decrease participation by olde people. Nevertheless, when these

and other factors are held constant, the general trend remains the same- -

the attendance rates for jazz performances decline with age.



ATTEND JAZZ BY GENDER
*ADJUSTED

PERCENT
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MALE

GENDER

FEMALE

Men are slightly more likely to report attending jazz performances

than are women.
After adjustments for the impact of other background factors, these

small differences almost completely disappear. Gender is not a useful fac-

tor in either predicting or explaining attendance at jazz performances.
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ATTEND JAZZ BY RACE
ADJUSTED

UHITE BLACK

RACE

OTHER

Greater jazz attendance was reperted among black respondents than

among either whites cr respondents with "other" racial backgrounds.

Controlling for other background variables only slightly affects par

ticipation rates for blacks and whites, but the attendance rate for "ether"

races declined after statistical adjustment, and apparently had been in
flated by related background factors. Race, in and of itself, is a useful

far!tor in explaining attendance at jazz performances.

11111
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ATTEND JAZZ BY EDUCATION
ADJUSTED

El TO S 9 TO 11 12 13 TO IS

YEARS OF EDUCATION

16 OVER 16

The college educated are more likely to attend jazz performances than

those with less education. Attendance of jazz performances is ten times
more likely among those who attended graduate school tnan among those
only a grade school education.

While differences decline somewhat when other background factors are

taken into consideration, especially for those with only a grade school
education, the significant trend -- increasing jazz attendance with in
creasing education--remains strong. Education proves to be a useful fLotor
in explaining attendance at live jazz performances.
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ATTEND JAZZ BY INCOME
PIIJUSTIID

119-5K 115-10K 111-15K 115-25K

ANNUAL INCOME

$475-51K WOK

Persons from wealthier househelcs are somewhat more likely to attend
jazz performances, but the tendency is marked only for the wealthiest in
come bracket.

When other factors are held constant, these modest differences are
further diminished. This is probably due to the close association between
income and education; when the effect of education is removed, income is a

relatively weak predictor of Jazz attendance (see Chapter 2), but probably
helps to predict attendance because of its underlying association with edu
cational level.
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ATTEND JAZZ BY SMSA
ADJUSTED

SMSA CITY SMSA OTHE R

SMSA

NON SMSA

FecplE living in tne central cities of SMSA's are slightly more like

ly tc attend jazz performances than those living in less concentrated loca

tions in SMSA's (such as suburbs), but are twice as likely to attend as

those living outside cr SMSA's.
These differences were reduced slightly after adjustment. Even when

other background factcrs are held constant, however, SMSA residents cf cen

tral cities are still somewhat more likely to attend jazz performances than

these residing in SMSA's outside of central cities, who, in turn, are more

likely tc attend than these residing outside of SMSA's. These other back

ground factcrs act to discourage attendance by non. SVSA residents, while

they slightly elevate attendance by people living in other locations.
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ATTEND JAZZ BY REGION

0
NORTHEAST

ADJUSTED

NORTH
CENTRAL

REGION

WEST

Slightly higher attendance at jazz performances was reported in the

Ncrthcentral and West than in the Northeast or South.
After adjustment for other factors, these regional differences

lessened, with participation in the South and West approaching the national
average. The adjustments made nc change in the Northeast rate of atten
dance, but indicated that other factors had slightly suppressed Northcen
tral participation in the unadjusted figures.
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ATTEND -.JAZZ BY MARITAL STATUS
ADJUSTSD

MARRIED WIDOUED DIVORCED SEPARATED

MARITAL STATUS

NEVER
MARRIED

Narried people and especially widowed people have lower than average

attendance rates for jazz performances. Those divorced and those separated

have higher than average rates. Those never married are twice as likely to

attend as the average person is.
When other factors are held constant, however, the two groups with

the lowest and the highest attendance rates (the widowed and the never mar

ried respectively) snow much more average participation rates. One impor

tant underlying factor here might be the effect of age; the youthfulness of

the jazz audience might have underrepresented attendance by widowed people

and overrepresented attendance by people who never married, until a sta

tistical control for age was applied. Still, even after such adjustments,

married people and the widowed are less likely than other groups to attend

jazz performances.
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The "not working" group is the only category falling below the na-

tional average. The other categories of hours worked have fairly similar
rates, but the 4C hours a week group has the lowest rate among employed

people. The over 5C hours group has the highest rate of jazz attendance.
The adjusted figures show an interesting reversal--"the not working"

category now is the only group above the national average and all other
groups show less attendance. It may be that adjustment for race and age

account for this reversal. For example, youthful blacks, who tend to be
either unemployed or students, may attend jazz more frequently.
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Professionals and students have the highest attendance rates, approx-

imately two to three times the national average, while the retired and

housemakers have the lowest rates.
These extremes in participation rates are considerably moderated

after controlling the impact of other background factors. For example, age

and education might have suppressed retired participation, while inflating

student attendance.
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(7) 2+ children under 6; none over 6
(8) 2+ children under 6; one over 6
(9) 2+ children under 6; 2+ over 6
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Generally, people with no children under 11 years of age are more

likely to attend jazz performances than people with children of this age.

One exception is those with one child less than six, who are equally as

likely to attend as those with no children; both groups exceed the national

average.
With other factors held constant, however, the effect of children is

uniformly associated with lower than average attendance rates. Moreover,

very young children appear to particularly inhibit attendance. One likely

reason for the adjustment toward lower rates, particularly for those with a

single child under six, is the opposing effects of age--younger people are

more likely both to attend jazz performances but also to have young chil-

dren who inhibit their attendance.



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Education, occupation, and income are the most important factors for

predicting attendance of classical music performances (variations of 36.6.-

12.1%) . After adjusting for other factors, education and occupation are.-r

the most important predictors for explaining attendance (variations of

34,5-11.2%).
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The attendance rates for classical fflusic performances rise with age

until the age category cf 35-44, and then steadily decline with increasing
age, until the oldest group attends half as often as the 35-44 group.

After adjustment for the influence of other background factors, this

curvilinear relationship of age and attendance no longer holds. Instead,

attendance rates rise with age, but fall among the oldest age group. This

suggests that it is the other factors associated with age (e.g., educa-
tion), not age per se, which deflate attendance rates for older groups.
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Females are more likely to attend classical music performances than
are males, but tne difference is not large.

1,nen other background variables are equal, the difference is a little
larger, indicating some associated factcr(s) suppressed the unadjusted as
sociation between participation and gender (e.g. lower income and/or educa
tion among females). Thus, gender seems to be a moderately important ex
planatory factor in explaining attendance at classical music performances.
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Among racial groups, whites attend at a rate slightly above the na
tional average; blacks and "other" races attend at rates somewhat below the

average.
When other factors are held constant, whites' attendance rate stays

essentially the same, but blacks' rate now ranks above "other" races' rate

and "other" race participation drops further. In other words, background

factors like education (lower among blacks) and age (lower in "ether"

races) suppress blacks', but J1ate "other" races', attendance of classi

cal music performances.
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fttendance cf classical music performances is strongly and positively
asseciattc with increased education. The watershed point is attending some
collegethese never taking college courses are considerably less likely to
attend performances than the average person; those with at least some col
lege are much mere likely than the average to attend (up to three times as

likely for those who attended graduate school).
The 7attern is fundamentally unchanged after controlling for other

background factors, indicating education is both an effective predictor of

attendance at classical music performances and a strong explanatory vari
able independent of the other background factors studied.
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Attendance of classical music performances also rises with income

levels. Starting with the category of $30,000449,999, the attendance rate
climbs steeply above the national average.

If other background factors are held constant, however, the range of

differences is considerably lessened. Attendance hardly varies among the
lower income brackets, but still climbs steeply though not as steeply as

before adjustment - -with the $30,000$490999 bracket. Thus, income explains
little of the variation below the highest income brackets, once the influ
ence of more powerful factors (like educational differences between income
groups) has been removed.
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Those living in an SMSA, whether inside or outside of a central city,

are slightly more likely to attend classical performances than the national

average; those residing outside cf an SMSA are lower than average in atten-

dance.
Controlling for other background factors affects the attendance rates

of central city residents very little. For these two latter categories,

then, location at. se does not seem to be a primary factor that explains

differences in participation rates. Probably differential (i.e., higher)

education among those in the suburbs accounts for the original unadjusted

rate. However, the rate of those in an SMSA outside of the cent-al city

falls below the national average, approximating the rate of those residing

outside of SYSAis.
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People residing in the South fall below the neional attendance rate
for classical music performances, while those living in the West are most
likely to attend, and Northeastern and Northcentral residents are slightly
above the national average.

Statistical control of other background factors shows they generally
inflate the actual differences in participation rates between regions.
Western participation falls and Southern participation rises slightly when
other factors like education are considered. The actual rate for the
Northcentral regions, however, is slightly deflated by other background
factors. The lower rate in the South is only partially attributable to the
other background factors, since it remains below average even after these
adjustments.
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Those divorced and those never married attend classical music perfor-

mances at rates above the national average. Those married are somewhat

less likely than average to attend, while those widowed or separated arc

least likely to attend.
When other background factors are held constant, both those widowed

and those separated attend at levels close to the national average, while

attendance in other categories hardly changes at all. Age, income, and

type of work may be the major factors suppressing participation by widowed

and separated people.
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Those not working and those working 40 hours per week are less likely

than average to attend classical music performances, while those who work

both more and less than 40 hours per week are mere likely to attend.
Interestingly, when all ether background factors are held equal, all

categories fall below the national average with one exception: those not

working attend mere than the national average. Age may be a factor here,

as older groups who tend to attend more are also likely to be retired from

work.
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Attendance rates vary greatly by type of work. Professionals attend

at over twice the national average; students and managers also attend at

rates well above average; craftsmen, operatives, and laborers at rates less

than half the national average.
After adjusting for the other background variables, this variation is

considerably reduced. All categories rise above the national average ex

cept those not working, those keeping house, students and the retired.

Much of this fluctuation is probably due to controlling the effects of in

come and education which are closely associated with occupation.
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NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 12

(1) No children
(2) One child, over age-6
(3) 2+ children, over age 6
(4) one child under 6
(5) one child under 6, one over 6

(6) one child under 6; 2+ over 6

(7) 2+ children under 6; none over 6

(8) 2+ children under 6; one over 6

(9) 2+ children under 6; 2+ over 6

People without children at home are slightly more 1
to attend classical music performances. Generally, the
less likely than average to attend with two exceptions:
more children aged 6-11, and those with two children
one under 6.

When other factors are held constant, the pattern remains the same ex-
cept for a rise in attendance among those with children and moreso in
categories of people with very young children.

S 9

ikely than average
se with children are
people with two or

, one child 6-11 and
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OPERA

The most important predictors of opera attendance are education,

income, work hours, and occupation (variation of 9.3-7.37). When other

factors are controlled, the factors that account for the most variation are

education, occupation, and age (8.5-3.9%).
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As age increases, opera attendance also rises, reaching peak atten-

dance rates in the 45-54 age categcty, slowly dropping in the 55-74 age

group and then falling considerably below the national average in the

over-75 group. Attendance rates definitely skew toward the older popula-

tion.
When other factors are controlled for, the positive relationship

between age and attendance is strengthened. Those over 35 are more than

twice as likely tc attend as those 1E-24. Increasing age increases the

likelihood of attendance, and attendance doesn't really drop off until t`le

highest age category of people over 75. Even in this age category, parti-

cipation remains above the national average, when factors like education,

and work hours are taken into consideration.
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Females are mere likely tc attend opera than are males.
If the effects of other background variables like education are re

moved, differences between male and female attendance rates become even

greater. Since females tend tc have less education than males, and educa
tion is positively associated with attending the opera, education might be
an imccrtant explanatory factor in these findings.
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Blacks attend opera at less than the average national rate, while
whites and "ether" races attend slightly above the national average.

When the other background factors are held equal, black participation
is increased and whites' rate is essentially unchanged, but "'other" races'
rate drops below average and is equal to blacks' rate. Thus, race has an

effect independent of the other background factors for comparisons between
blacks and whites, but nct for comparisons between blacks and "other"
races.
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educated persons are more likely to attend opera performances.

These witn less than a nigh school education attend at less than a third of

the average rate; those with education beyond high school attend at rates

progressively greater than the national average, until those with graduate

school education attend at a rate three times the national average.
The pattern cf rising attendance with increased levels of education

remains fundamentally unchanged after adjusting for the effects of the oth
er background variables. The linear relationship between education and at

tendance at the opera makes education an important explanatory factor.
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While these hc are wealthier are more likely to attend operas, only
these in the highest income bracket attend at a markedly higher rate.

The general trend, though somewhat diminished in range, is the same
after adjustment. The close association between education and income prcb
abk accounts for these weaker results after the effects of income are iso
lated from those of ether background factors.
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Opera attendance is slightly greater than the national average among

those living within an SMSA, whether inside or outside a central city.
Outside of Sto..SA' s, residents attend at a rate of about half of the national
average. These differences might reflect the greater availability of opera
performance in urban areas compared to nonurban areas.

After equalizing the other factors, the pattern is essentially the

same.
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Those living in the Northeast cr the West are slightly more likely to

attend opera than those living in the Northcentral or the South, and atten
dance in the south falls slightly below the national average.

Wnen the impact of other background factors is removed, the participa
tion rates in all regions are almost equal.4 This means the unadjusted
differences in attendance are almost totally accounted for by differences

in the other factors, and region has little value in explaining attendance
at the opera. One crucial underlying factor might be the urbanrural di
mension, since South and Northcentral regions tend to be mere rural and

rural areas have less opera available.
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Those never married, divrced, or widowed are more likely to attend

ope,a than tPe average individual, while married or separated individuals

attend at slightly less than average rates.

Adjustment for the effects of the other background variables notably

increases the never married rate and the separated rate, moving the latter

to above the national average and slightly decreases married and divrced

participation. Age, for example, might have suppressed participation in

the never married category, as income might have for the separated

category.
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Those not working cr people working 40 hours a week attend at below

the national average. Those working either less or more than 40 hours are

more likely than average to attend opera.
Other factors being equal, however, attendance rates drop in every

category cf working people, while they rise among people not employed. Ad
justed attendance rates show only this category and people working 30 to 39

hours attending at rates above the average.
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Among occupational groups, professionals and managers stand out as

disproportionately more likely to attend opera, at rates roughly twice the

average. Cn the other hand, operatives, laborers, and craftsmen attend at

rates notably below the average.
After other background factors are held equal, all paid occupations

attend at rates matching or exceeding the national average, whereas unpaid

categories - -not working, keeping house, student, retired-- are below aver

age. The higher education level of professionals and managers might have

inflated their unadjusted attendance rates, although occupation itself has

some explanatory power.
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In contrast to childless individuals, those with children generally
attend opera at less than the national average. The one exception is
households with tuc or more children in each age category measured (0-6
years and 6-11 years) .

When adjustments are made for the impact of the other background fac-
tors, the attendance rates rise for those with children (particularly with
older children) while the rate for those without children in the household
falls to approximate the average. Thus, much of the variation in partici-
pation is due to other fact:rs, such as age. For example, people with old-
er children tend to be older and age is positively related to attendance.



MUSICAL PLAYS AND OPERETTAS

The best predictors of attending musicals are education, occupation,

and income (variations of 40.7-21.3%). When other factors are held equal,

the same predictors as well as race are the best explanatory factors (vari-

ations of 32.1-10.4%).
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Attendance rates fcr musicals rises tc a peak among those aged 35-44,

and then falls for older age groups.
The same pattern holds in attenuated form after controlling fcr the

influence cf ether factors. Much cf the lower rates for the oldest groups

is net due to age per se, but to other factors like education and income

whicr, may to loner in the highest age categories.
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A greater percentage of females than males gc to musicals.
When ether factors are equalized, the differences between male and fe-

male attendance grew more proncuneed. The lower education and income lev
els cf females might be important factors in explaining sex differences in

attending opera.
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Whites are slightly more likely than average to attend musicals, while
blacks and "ether" races' attendance rates are lower than the national
average.

After adjustinE for the effects of other background factors, the most
noticeable change is a reversal cf the rankings cf blacks and "ether"
races. The attendance rates cf blacks and "other" races are strongly ex-
plained then by ether factors (possibly education and income), whereas the
attendance rates of whites are largely independent of the influence of the
other factors.
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Education is a strong predictor of attendance at musical fetter
educated persons are much more likely to attend. The rate croOtS

-
the na-

tional average witn exposure tc cellege education.
The pattern is essentially the same after equalizing ether Atkground

factors. Education retains its linear relationship to attendance at
cal performances and remains an important explanatory factor in and of it-
self.
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Attendance of musicals rises with income, crossing the national aver
age with the category of $3C,000$49,999. Compared to persons in the
lowest income brackets, these in the highest brackets are two to three

times more likely to attend.
The same pattern generally holds after adjustment for the impact of

ether factors, although the relationship between income and attendance is
less strong after underlying factors like education and occupation have
been taken into consideration,
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Residents cf L,rEA's, both inside and cutside of central cities, attend
musicals at a considerably higher rate than those residing outside cf
SMSA's

After adjusting for the effects cf other factors, residents of central
cities cf SMSA's are slightly more likely tc attend than are residents cf

nct within a central city, residents in ncn SMSA areas show in
creased attendance but still fall below the national average. Since musi
cal theater is mcst often found in urban centers, less access to musical

perfcrmances might influence this pattern.
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SOUTH WEST

The Northeast and the West have higher than average attendance rates
for musicals. The Ncrthcentral has an about average rate, while the South
has a fewer than ay..rage rate.

Adjustment fcr tne impact of other factors moves all rates toward the
average. Fcr example, over half of the difference in rates between the
South and the West is due to the impact of other factors. Still, residents
of the South have the lcwwst attendance rate even when the effects of other
background factors are removed. Differential regional educational levels
as well as varying availability cf musicals are liely to be important fac
tcrs here.
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Tne married, never married, and divorced are more likely to attend mu
sicals tnan the average person. People widowed and separated attend less
tnan the national average.

When other factors-are held equal, all groups, except for those mar
ried, demonstrate roughly the same above average rate of attendance. The

low unadjusted rates for widowed and separated people were probably due to

related factors like income, age and education.
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Employed people with long work hours are no less likely to attend
musicals than those who work less than 40 hours per week. People with no
work hours are least likely to attend musicals.

However, after adjustment for other factors (such as education and
age), people with no work hours are most likely to attend musicals.
Those with longest work hours are also slightly above average in attending
musicals; working an overall Ushaped or curivilinear relation between
work hours and attending musicals.
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Managers, prcfessicnals, salespersons and clerks, and students have
the nignest rates for attending musicals; all other occupational groups
nave below average rates of attendance.

When ether background factors are taken into consideration, these
differences between occupational groups lessen. Professionals, managers
and students show lower rates of attendance, and all other groups, except
those not working and homemakers, rise to approximate the average.
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These with no children tend to have higher attendance rates for musi
cals than these with children, particularly younger children.

Adjustments for the effects of the other factors only marginally
change the overall pattern. Clearly, presence of children inhibits atten
dance at musical performances.



NONMUSICAL PLAYS

Education and occupation are the most important predictors of attend

ing plays (variations of 34.6-23.4%). After adjustments for the influence

of other factors, education is by far the best predictor (variation of

29.ES).
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Middle aged persons, those in the 35-44 age category, are most likely
to attend plays. The rate rises above the national average among the 25-24
year grc up and falls below average in the 65-74 category.

However, if the effects of the other background factors are removed,
the ;attendance rate is considerably higher among the cider segments of the
popuiLtion, and the earlier curvilinear relationship between age and atten-
dance disappears. This effect is probably a result of taking the often
lower incert and eucaticn of older people into account.
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Females are mcrt. likely to attend plays than are males.

When ether factcrs are Meld ccnstant, females are even mere likely tc

attend than are males. Cnce again, differential inccme and educaticn may

nave suppressed the criginal relationship between gender and play atten

dance in the unadjusted figures.
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White5 attend plays at a rate slightly higher than the national aver-
age, while blacks and "other" races attend at respectively one-half and
two-thirds of the national average.

Wren other factors are held equal, however, the positions of blacks
and "other" races are reversed, although both remain below the ational
average. The white attendance rate is only slightly decreased. Attendance
rates of blacks and people of "other" races are more strongly influenced by
background factors than white attendance rates are.
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YEARS OF EDUCATION

16 OVER 16

Attendance rates rise sharply with education. A large increase occurs
between high school g-aduates and these with some college. The strength of
education as a predictor is evident by comparing the extremes: those with
a grade school education participate at about one-sixth the national rate;
those who attended graduate school participate at over three times the na-
tional average.

This pattern is essentially the same after controlling for the effects
of other factors, and education maintains its linear relationship with at-
tendance at plays. Education is a strong factor in explaining such atten-
dance, independent cf other background factors.



ATTEND PLAYS BY INCOME
ADJUSTED

PERCENT
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10 -5K 1S-10K 110-15K 115 -25K

ANNUAL INCOME

$25SOK

Although these with incomes under $10,000 attend at a slightly higher
rate than those earning $10,OCC-$14,999, the overall trend is one of in-
creased attendance as household income rises. However, only income brack-
ets over $3C,000 are associated with above average attendance rates.

A small yet noticeable change after adjusting for the other factors is
that these earring less than $1C,C0O have a higher attendance rate than tre
next two higher income brackets. The next three income categories also
show higher rates of attendance, indicating that other factors were
suppressing attendance in these categories in the unadjusted figures. Only
the top income category showed less attendance when other factors were con-
sidered.
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ATTEND PLAYS BY SMSA
ADJUSTLD

0

SMSA CITY SMSA OTHER

SMSA

NON PISA

Residents of :YSA's attend at a rate about 1-21 above the national

average; residents outside of SMSA's, where performances may be less avail-

able, attend at a rate abcut 3% below the national average.

After adjustments for other factors, the rankings are unchanged, but

differences between the three categories decrease, until. residents outside

SPEA's attend slightly mere than residents within an S?v!SA but nct in a cen-

tral city. Eackgrcund factors affect attendance in these two groups, but

leave city attendance unchanged.
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ATTEND PLAYS BY REGION
ADJUSTED

NORTHEAST NORTH
CEtrRAL.

REGION

SOUTH LEST

The highest rates fcr attending plays are in the Northeast and West.
An apprcximately average rate is fcund in the Nc-thcentral area, while the
icest rate is fcund in tne Zouth.

After adjustments fcr ether background factors, the difference between
the vest and Ecuth diminishes, suggesting that the initial difference was
at least partially due tc ether factors, possibly differential educational
achievement.



ATTEND PLAYS BY MARITAL STATUS
ADJUSTED

PERCENT
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MARRIED UIDOUED DIVORCED SEPARATED

MARITAL STATUS

MEIJER
MARRIED

Divorced and never married persons are most i`_3 to attend play.

Co the othe:- nznd. separated spcL';es and widowed people attend at telcw

average rates.
After adjusting for the irr.pact c: other factors, widows and separated

spouses havE much higher rates. Their originally lower rates were ap

parently suppresseC. ty other factors like age and income.
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ATTEND PLAYS BY HOURS WORKED

NONE

ADJUSTED

1101000100
'1%'

1 TO 29 30 TO 39 40 HOURS 41 TO 49

NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK

OVER 49

Those not working show the lowest attendance rates. These working
fewer hours anc those working more than 50 hours had higher 2ttendoncf
rates for

ctr,er :actors an held constant, the curvilinear relation per
sists, but tnesc not working any hours become the category most likely tc
attend, unlit: all ctne: group; show decreased attendance.



ATTEND PLAYS BY OCCUPATION
ADJUSTED

PERCENT
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PROFESSION MANAGER CLERICAL SKILLED OPERATIVE LABORER SERVICE

OCCUPATION

PrcfessionJls, managers, salespersons and clerks, and students are

overrepresented in the audiences of plays and :11 ether groups attend at

belc1,4 average -ates.
After ad:ustment fcr ether background variables, tricse differences di

minlsn as all groups cluster around the national average. It is likely

tnat diffe..ential inccme and education among occupational groups accounts

for mur:n cf the original (unadjusted) association.



ATTEND PLAYS BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN

111/1
PERCENT
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48
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ADJUSTE1

. .. N
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NID

2 3 4 5 6 7

NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 12

(1) No children
(2) One child, over age.6
(3) 2+ children, over age 6
(4) one child under 6
(5) one child under 6, one over 6
(6) one child under 6; 2+ over 6
(7) 2+ children under 6; none over 6
(8) 2+ children under 6; one over 6
(9) 2+ children under 6; 2+ over 6

8 9

Ccmpared to people withcsut children in their households, pecple with

children are generally less likely to attend plays. The one excepticn is
the categcry of people with two children under 6 years of age and one cider
child; this grcup exceeds the attendance rate of people without children at
nome and shows the highest attendance rate of any category.

When other 'actors are controlled, the differences between individuals
without children at home and those with children are considerably lessened
(except fcr the category with two younger children and one older one).

This means other factors like age were suppressing attendance of individu
als with children at home in the original figures.
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BALLET

The best predictors of attendance of ballet performances are education

and occupation (variations of 12.8- 8.8 %). When other factors are held con

stant, education (11,C %) is still the most important predictor; sex, occu

pation, and number of children form a second tier of important predictors

(4.7-4.1%).
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ATTEND BALLETS BY AGE
ADJUSTED

PERCENT

15

12

13-24 25-34 35-44 45-54

AGE

55-64 65-74 75-96

The at' ane2e rate for ballet performances rises with age to almost
ene-and-a-n"i times the national average for these aged 35-44, then falls
belt,' the national average for older groups.

After aejustments for the impact of the other factors, these differ-
ences between age groups are lessened and, except for the highest age
categcrv, match or exceed the national average. The lower educational and
income levels of the eldest categories might have suppressed their atten-
dance in the original unadjusted rates.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY GENDER
ADJUSTED

MALE

GENDER

:!\
FEMALE

Women attend ballet at a much higher rate than men, with men attending
at about one-half the national average and women attending at about one-
and-one-quarter the national average.

When other factors ere controlled, gender becomes an even stronger
predictor of attendance. Indeed, it moves from the eighth tc the second
best predictor of ballet attendance. The lower education and income levels
of women may have suppressed attendance, and statistical controls demon-
strate the strengtn cf the association between sex and attendance at the

ballet.



ATTEND BALLETS BY RACE

PERCENT

15

12

6

3

WHITE

ADJUSTED

BLACK

RACE

OTHER

1,hites and nctner" races are respectively somewhat above and Lelow
average in attending ballet, whereas blacks attend at less than half tne
national average.

The most dramatic shift when ether factors are held equal is that the

attendance rates of "ether" races is cut by roughly two thirds, falling
below blacks' rate which was slightly raised by the statistical adjustment.
Cther factors evidently play a large part in explaining the attendance rate
for "ether" races.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY EDUCATION
ADJUSTED

12 13 TO 15

YEARS OF EDUCATION

c!- ballet performances occurs at progressively higher rates
with increasing education. The extreme categories show great differences;
these with only a grade schccl education attend at a tenth cf the national
average rate, while those who attended graduate school participate at a
rate of three times the national average.

The trend is essentially the same after adjustment for the influence
of the ether factors, although the attendance rate for people with some
college is considerably increased. Education again proves itself a power-
ful explanatory variable.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY INCOME
ADJUSTED

PERCENT
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15-10K 110-15K 115-25K

ANNUAL INCOME

1125-59K

The attendance rates for ballet performances generally rise arrcng

rA.Er;E7 income brackets. These earning $10,C00-$14,999 attend at half cf

the national average rate, while these earning $50,000 and ever attend at

about cne-and-a-half times the average rate.
Except fcr the highest income bracket, after the effects cf the ether

factors are statistically removed, attendance rates are similar fcr all in-

come brackets. Cther factors somewhat suppress the attendance rate cf

those with lower incomes and, conversely, inflate the attendance rate of

those with higher incomes. Education and its close association with income

probably accounted for much of the apparent relationship between income and

attendance. In general, income is only a good explanation of attendance

when contrasting the highest bracket with all others.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY SMSA

PERCENT

15

12

I

91

ADJUSTZD

SNSA CITY SNSA OTHER

SNSA

NON SRSA

Residents '1 SYEA's partilipate at about 1-2: above the national aver
age. Tncse residing outside cf SMEA's attend at about 2% below the nation
al average.

When ctner factors are taken into account, these differences lessen.

These residing cutside cf central cities within St4.5A's and those residing

outside of SMSA's mcve closer tc the national average. Nevertheless, those

living cutside cf SMEA's attend ballet at clearly lower rates, which sug
gests that lccaticn has an effect cn attendance that is independent of oth
er background factors. As with opera, the availability of ballet perfor
mances is probably much greater in urban than in rural areas.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY REGION
ADJUSTED

NORTHEAST NORTH
CENTRAL

REGION

s

SOUTH VEST

The P.crtheast and the West have higher attendance rates for ballet

than the Northcentral area and Sol.,th, which have almost equal rates slight

ly below the national average.
The influence of other factors accounts for much of the difference in

rates between the South and the West, whose adjusted rates match the na

tional average. In these regions, education or income might really account

for different rates of participation, not region per se. Cn the other

t.rnd, in the Northeast and Northcentral regions, region itself still helps

explain differences in attendance rates.



ATTEND BALLETS BY MARITAL STATUS

PERCENT

1S

12

ADJUSTED

MARRIED WIDOWED DIVORCED SEPARATED

MARITAL STATUS

NEVER
MARRIED

These divorced and tmcse never married are markedly more likely to at
tend ballet performances than these having ether marital statuses, where

attendance is slightly below the national average.
6men ether factors are held ccns:;ant, the widowed and separated attend

at rates apprcaching the national average, indicating that other factors
like income and age may have accounted for their initial low rates of at
tendance.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY HOURS WORKED

PERCENT

15

12

9

6

NONE

ADJUSTED

1 TO 29 30 TO 39 40 HOURS 41 TO 49

NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK

OVER 49

These working no hours are less likely than the average person tc at
teno ballet performances; thoL working less than 4C hours are more likely
than average to attend, while those working 4C hours or more attend at

abut overage rates.
If ether factors are equalized, however, those working nc hours would

attend at the highest rate. Possibly, this group's lower income was acting
to suppress their attendance before statistical adjustments were made.
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ATTEND BALLETS BY OCCUPATION
ADJUSTED

PERCENT

15 1

12

k
PROFESSION MANAGER CLERICAL SKILLED OPERATIVE LABORER SERVICE

OCCUPATION

Among professionals, managers, salespersons and clerks, and students,
attendance at the ballet occurs at the highest rates. On the ether hand,
blue-collar occupational groups and those not in naid occupations attend at
below average rates.

However, when other background factors are controlled for, profession-
als, managers, and students show lesler attendance rates, while blue-collar
employees, se -vice workers, and retired pecple rise tc meet or exceed the
national average. Cnly the unemployed and homemakers remain below average
after statistical adjustments are made. Income and education are likely ta
account for this pattern of findings.



ATTEND BALLETS BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN

PERCENT
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ADJUSTED

2 3 4 5 6 7

NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 12

(1) No children
.(2) One child, over age- 6
(3) 2+ children, over age 6
(4) one child under 6
(5) one child nder 6, one over 6
(6) one child ur.7.,:r 6; 2+ over 6

(7) 2+ children under 6; none over 6
(8) 2+ children under 6; one over 6
(9) 2+ children under 6; 2+ over 6

8 9

Those with Tie children have an average attendance rate. Although

those with children show great variation above and below the average rate,
those persons with very young children tend to have the lowest rates.

If other factors are held constant, the same general pattern appears

although the attendance rates for those with children tend to increase re-

lative to the average. Presence of children generally inhibits attendance

at the ballet, although this relationship is complex and other background
factors like sex and occupation also influence attendance,
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ART GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS

The best predictors of attendance of art museums are education, occu-

pation, and income (variations of 53.2-35.4%) . After adjustment for other

factors, the best predictors are education and occupation (variations of

43.9-14.6%'.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY AGE
ADJUSTED

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54

AGE

55-64 65-74 75-96

People between the ages cf 25 and 44 are most likely to visit art

museur:s or galleries, while persons over the age cf 55 years are least

likely.
When the influence cf other factors is removed, the curvilinear trend

persists, but in an attenuated form. Much of the attendance rate differ
ences between age groups is then attributable to other background factors,

:uch as differential education and income.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY GENDER
ADJUSTED

MALE

GENDER

FEMALE

eilthough females attend at a higher rate than males, the difference is

nct great.
When other background factors are held constant, the c Terence in

creases tc a 51 greater attendance by females. This means that the reasons

behind women's greater likelihood of visiting art museums are independent

cf (indeed, Suppressed by) other factors associated with gender, such as

income and education.



VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY RACE
ADJUSTED

PERCENT

60

50

UNITE BLACK

RACE

OTHER

Whites attend museums at about the national average; blacks at approx-
imately half cf the national average; "other" races attend at the highest
rate, about 5: above the national average.

When the effects of the other factors are removed, the race for "oth-

er" races falls slightly oelcw the national average, a drop which suggests
that their high rate is explained by other factors.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY EDUCATION
ADJUSTED

PERCENT
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9 TO 8 9 TO 11 12 13 TO 15

YEARS OF EDUCATION

16 OVER 16

With increasing educatirl, the attendance rates at museums rise shar-

ply. The rates rise from a low (about one-seventh of the average) for

those with only a grade school education to a high with those who attended

graduate school (approximately two-and-one-half times the national aver-

age).
The overall pattern is essentially the same after adjusting for the

effects of other factors. Thus, education is both a strong predictor and

an explanatory factor in art museum attendance an important.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY INCOME
ADJUST=
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ANNUAL INCOME
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Attendance rates climb with income. The relationship is strong, with
those earning under S1C,OCC attending at a rate of roughly one-half of the
national average and these earning $50,000 at one-and-a-half times the
average rate. There is an especially large increase with the $50,COC+
caLegcry.

however, much of this variation is attributable tc ether associated
factors, as the adjustment for other background factors reveals. Neverthe-
less, the positive relationship remains after controlling for these fac-
tors, although it is considerably weaker.



VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY SMSA
ADJUMD

SMSA CITY SMSA OTHER

SMSA

Within SMSA's, the attendance rates for these living within versus
outside cf the central city differ little. Those residing outside cf
SrSA's, however, attend at a considerably lower rate, probably due to dif-

ficulty of acces3 to art museums and galleries.
When the ether factors are held constant, the attendance rate of these

living in SVSA's but outside of central cities falls slightly below the na-
tional average, while the rate cf these living outside of SMSA's mcves no-

ticeably toward the average.
This means that some of the apparent differences between urban and

nonurban attendance are attributable to other factors like income and edu-
cation which tend tc be higher in suburban areas.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY REGION
ADJUSTED

NORTHEAST NORTH
CENTRAL

REGION

SOUTH LEST

The i;est has a markedly high visitation rate for art displays. The
Northeast and the Ncrthcentral have rates that roughly approximate the
average rate, while the South has a lower than average rate.

Eowever, when other factors are held constant, the attendance rates
for the three recicns are quite similar, while the Western rate remains re
latively high. The high rate cf attendance in the West isn't attributable
to other other factors and living in the West seems to have some explanato
ry power cf its awn.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY MARITAL STATUS

PERCENT
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MARRIED MOVED DIVORCED SEPARATED

MARITAL STATUS

NEVER
MARRIED

These divorced and these never married n'..ve the highest attendance

rates for art displays. At the ether extreme, those widowed or separated

are censideratly less likely than average to attend.

The impact of ether factors accounts for much of the lower rates for

the widowed and separated, as shown by considerably higher rates after ad

justment. Lower income, for example, might at least partially account for

the originally low rates for these two groups.



VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY HOURS WORKED

PERCENT
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NUMBER OF HOURS UORKED PER WEEK

OVER 49

Fart-time workers have the highest rates of attendance; those wcrking

4C hours meet the national average, but have the lowest rate among all

wcrking grcups. Only these not working attend at less than the national.

overage.
However, after controlling for ether factors, this pattern changes.

Attendance fcr non-workers rises sharply, indicating factors like income

might suppress attendance in the unadjusted figures, while rates fall for

all other grcups.
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VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY OCCUPATION

PERCENT
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ADJUSTED

PROFESSION MANAGER CLERICAL SKILLED OPERATIVE LABORER SERVICE

OCCUPATION

Professionals, managers, and students visit art museums and galleries

at markedly higher rates than other occupational categories. However,

bluecollar workers, housewives and students fall considerably below the

national average.
Adjustments for the effects of other background factors noticeably de

creases these occupational differences, although homemakers and retired

people still fall below the national average. The original occupational

differences were probably- mo:.e directly related to income and education

levels than to occupation itself.



VISIT ART MUSEUMS BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN
ADJUSTED

1 2 3 4

NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 12

(1) No children
(2) One child, over age6
(3) 2+ children, over age 6
(4) one child under 6
(5) one child under 6, one over 6
(6) one child under 6; 2+ over 6
(7) 2+ children under 6; none over 6
(8) 2+ children under 6; one over 6
(9) 2+ children under 6; 2+ over 6

8 9

People without children in the household go to art displays at an
average rate, while those with children under six tend to show a slightly
lower rate of attendance. Even in homes with very young children, however,
the tate of attendance does not drop dramatically.

Controlling for other factors leaves this pattern largely unchanged,
with only small ,lifferences between categories and the presence of children
generally having only a slightly inhibiting effect on attendance.
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READING OF NOVELS, SHORT STORIES, POETRY, OR PLAYS

Education, occupation, and income are the most important predictors of

reading literature (variations of 614.1-29.5%). When other factors are held

constant, education remains the single best predictor (variation of 58.2%);

occupation, gender, and race become a second tier of important predictors

( 16.3-14.7%) .
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READING LITERATURE 13Y AGE
I ADJUSTED

18 25-34 35- 45-54 55-64

AGE

65-74 75 -SIE

The readir:, of novels, _ncrt itcries, poet' y, or plas generally de-

creases with age, but is v:st pre Talent prIong tho5;e age 25_34. After age

45, reading levelF progressIvely drop, until nearly 201, fewer people in the
oldest group real literature in the past year.

Cther associated factors tend to suppress the k.ctual attendance rates

of older individuals, and inflate the actual rates of younger persons.
When these factors are controlled, age differences in reading literature

appear slight, with most groups at or near the national average. 10st

likely, higher educational levels in younger groups accounted for tne ini-

tial differences. Age itself offers a less direct explanation for reading
habits.
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PERCENT
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READING LITERATURE BY GENDER
ADJUSTED

PALE

:ENDER

Females are mere likely than males to read literature.
Adjustment for the impact of other background factc-s does net sub

stantially --ange the figurEs. The effect of gender on reading is rela
tively independent cf the effects of the other background factors like edu
cation, income and cccup4ticn. Gender itself helps explain reading habits.
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r ADJUSTED
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RACE
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The percentage of whites reading literature is slightly above average;
tne percentage of blacks is 147 below the national average; the percentage
of "other" races is intermediate, 4% below the national average.

When associated background factors are held constant, the rate for
blacks rises, while "other" races show a decrease. Education is probably
the crucial factcr in deflating the unadjcsted rate for blacks.

Adjusting for the impact cf other background factors does not substan
tially change the white reading rate, but the black rate rises and "other"
races show a decrease. Education might have been suppressing the unadjust
ed rate for blacks.



READING LITERATURE BY EDUCATION

PERCENT
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ADJUSTED
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YEARS OF EDUCATION
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Reading rate is strongly affected by level cf education. rising rapid
ly witn higner levels of education. Those who have only a grade school
education are less than half as likely as the average person to read

literature. In contrast, the proportion of literature readers among those
who attended graduate school is oneandahalf times the national average.

The pattern is little changed after adjusting for the effects of the

other background factors. The linear relationship between education and
reading persists, and education proves a strong factor in explaining rates

of reading literature.
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READING LITERATURE BY INCOME
ADJUSTED

SO -SK 15-10K 110-15K 115-25X

ANNUAL INCOME

i25-5K

The percentage cf the population who read literature rises with in-
come, crossing the national average with those earning $30,000- $491999.
The differences for the income brackets is large, spanning 38%.

Adjustments for the influence of other factors moves the attendance
rates considerably closer tc the average, demonstrating that other related
factors like gender and education underlie some of the original income
differences. Income itself, however, still provides some explanation of
reading rates.
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READING LITERATURE BY SMSA
ADJUSTEri

VISA CITY VISA OTHER

PISA

NO14 PISA

Within SMSAis, the percentage of residents outside of the central city

who reaC literature is greater than among people living in the central

city. Those who reside outside of 5M A's have the lowest rate, but the

differences between the three groups are nct large.
These differences grow even smaller when other factors are controlled

for. Educational levels (usually highest in the suburbs) probably account-

ed for the initial differences.
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READING LITERATURE BY REGION
4' ADJUSTED

O
NORTHEAST NORTH

CENTRAL
REGION

SOUTH VEST

Northeast and Northcentral residents are slightly above the national

average. Those in the West are considerably more likely than average tc
read literature, while those in the South are less likely, and fall below

the national average.
About half cf the difference in reading literature between residents

of the West and of the South is due to the influence of other factors, but
a clear regional difference remains evident even if these factors are held

constant.
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READING LITERATURE BY MARITAL STATUS

PERCENT

100
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ADJUSTZD

MARRIED WIDOW) DIVORCED SEPARATED

MARITAL STATUS

NEVER
MARRIED

Those divorced and those never married have the highest reading rates;
those widowed and those separated have lower than average rates; married
individuals have an about average rate.

After adjustments for other factors, differences among marital sta-

tuses grow smaller, suggesting that other factors, such as income, may have
accounted for the original variations.
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READING LITERATURE BY OCCUPATION

PERCENT
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ADJUSTED

PROFESSION MANAGER CLERICAL SKILLED OPERATIVE LABORER SERVICE

OCCUPATION

students and white-cellar workers (professionals, managers, salesper-
sons and clerks and, to a lesser extent, service workers) have reading
rates well above the average. On the other hand, blue-collar workers and
retired people read at levels below the national average.

Removing the effects of associated factors considerably reduces this
variation acrcss occupational categories, until most hover around the na-
tional average. It's likely that education and sex accounted for some cf
the original occupational differences shown in the unadjusted rates.
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READING LITERATURE BY HOURS WORKED

PERCENT
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ADJUSTED

NONE 1 TO 29 30 TO 39 40 HOURS 41 TO 49

NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK

OVER 49

Parttime workers (under 40 hours per week) tend to read literature
mere than any other group.

However, this changes when other background factors are controlled.
Those nct working now show the highest rate for reading literature; other
factors were apparently suppressing their unadjusted reading rate. Cn the

ether hand, these factors were increasing apparent differences between
working groups who now show little difference in participation after these
factors are taken into account.
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READING LITERATURE BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN

PERCENT

100

89

49

ADJUSTED

awa
N .., -

I

\
Z \

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

NUMBER OF CHILDREN UHDER 12

(1) No children
(2) One child, over age6
(3) 2+ children, over age 6

(4) one child under 6
(5) one child under 6, one over 6

(6) one child under 6; 2+ over 6

(7) 2+ children under 6; none over 6

(8) 2+ children under 6; one over 6

(9) 2+ children under 6; 2+ over 6

9

Reading literature varies very little in relation to the number of

children in the household. Only the group with two or more younger chil-

dren and two cr more cider children reads at a rate noticeably below the

national average.
After controlling for the influence of other factors, there is little

change in this finding and presence of children seems to have little impact

on reading levels.
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INTERPRETATIONS OF PARTICIPATTON IN THE ARTS

Do audiences for art performances, visitors at art galleries and muse-

ums, and readers of literature constitute separate or overlappiAg groups?

If they overlap, can we predict attendance at a partiCular art event from

participation in another type of art event? (If the overlap between two

art events is no greater than average public attendance, thwn attendance at

one event will not aid in predicting attendance at the second type of art

event.) Does multiple participation form a complex pattern in which parti-

cipation in one art event is associated with participation in a set of

other art events? Finally, do particular background characteristics

explain participation in multiple art events better than others?

Table 3.5 presents data on the degree of overlap between attendance at

pairs of art events. Reading down the columns indicates what percentage of

the art audience .cited at the top of the column also has been part of the

audience of the art event in the row. For example, 34% of those who had

attended a jazz performance had also attended a classical music concert in

the last 12 months; this compares to the 13% attendance rate for live clas-

sical performances for the sample as a whole. Note that the percentage

overlap between two arts audiences is not symmetrical because the audiences

for these eight arts formi differ in size. For instance, while 78% of

those attending a jazz performance also read a form of literature in the

last 12 months so did 56% of the sample as a whole; on the other hand, only

13% of those who read literature in the past 12 months also attended a jazz

performance compared to 10% for the entire sample.

Because of the large number of visiters to art galleries and museums

(22% of the sample), over 50% of the audiences for each of the other arts



are comprised of those who have visited art museums; the same is true for

reading literature. About a third of the audience for jazz performances

also attend performances of classical music, musicals, and plays. A larger

proportion of the audiegce for classical music (40-55%) are also part of

the audience for musicals and plays. A still larger proportion of the

audieice fe'r opera (50-65%) also attend performances of classical music,

musicals, and plays. About 60% percentage of the audience for musicals

attend plays. Approximately two-fifths of of the audience for plays are

attendees of performances of classical music and musicals. About 50-651 of

the audience for ballet overlaps with ( e audiences for plays, classical

music, and musicals.

Table 3.5 shows particularly strong overlaps between the following

pairs of audiences in percentage terms (40% and over):

Jazz and musicals, literature and museums

Classical music and musicals, museums and literature

Opera and classical music, plays, musicals, museums and literature

a Musicals and plays, museums and literature

Plays and classical music, museums and literature

Ballet and classical music, musicals, museums and literature

Museums and musicals and literature

As noted above, each art form shows high overlap with museums and

literature, which have relatively high participation, although the .reverse

is not true (e.g. museums overlap only weakly with other art forms because

of their much smaller audiences.)

2 2 (1



Table 3.5: Overlapping Aur --ices for Arts Participation (Percentages of

Respondents P .11g Being Part of the Combined Audience
For Two "Cor Arts in the Last 12 Months).

Reference Audience

Percent Also
Attending:

Classical
Jazz Music Opera Musicals Plays Ballet Museums Literature

Jazz X 25% 27% 21% 25% 32% 22% 13%

Clas.Music 34 X 63 38 44 58 37 20

Opera 9 15 X 10 13 23 10 5

Musicals 41 54 64 X 39 64 44 27

Plays '.,i 41 51 62 X 50 13 18

Ballet 14 19 32 14 18 X 13 7

Museums 51 62 69 52 60 L8 X 33

Literature 78 86 88 82 87 88 84 X

X = 100% (ty definition)
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The degree to which participators in a second art form can be

predicted from participation in a first art form can also be statistically

expressed in terms of correlation coefficient. This coefficient, which

varies between -1 and +1, represents the improvement in predicting atten-

dance at one event that is gained by knowing whether a person attends

another art event. If the coefficient equals -1, then if a person partici-

pates in the first activity, we can always correctly predict that the per-

son does not participate in the second activity. If the coefficient equals

0, then no systematic pattern exists--if we know that a person participates

in a first art form, we are no better able to predict his/her participation

in a second art form. On the other hand, if the coefficient equals 1, then

the relationship is perfect-- if someone attends the first art form, then

he/she attends the second.

Table 3.6 presents the correlations between each pair of arts audi-

ences. The correlations are all positive and range from +.10 to +.39; To

measure predictability (hov much attendance at one arts activity predicts

attendance at a second), we use the square of the correlation coefficient.

Thus, the highest correlation, .39, between stage plays and musicals, means

that only 15% (.39-squared) of the variance in play attendance is accounted

for by attendance at musicals. In brief, knowing whether a person partici-

pates in one arts activity provides a useful but still modest improvement

in predicting his/her participation in a second activity compared to the

average attendance figures.

The correlations suggest that the overlap is greater between some art

forms than others. The largest correlations, indicating more audience

overlap, are found between:

1) Classical music and musicals (.32)



2) Classical music and plays .2)

3) Classical music and art museums/galleries (.36)

4) Plays and art museums/galleries (.33)

5) Plays and musicals (.20)

Conversely, the lowest correlations are round between:

1) Jazz and opera (.10)

2) Jazz and reading (.12)

3) Opera and reading (.10)

4) Ballet and reading (.12)

These lower correlations suggest that these pairs of arts activities have

relatively smaller degree o: overlap across audiences.



Table 3.6: Correlations Between Arts Audiences

Jazz
Classical
Opera
Musicals
Plays
Ballet
Gallery/Museums
Reading

`sZZ

.21

.10

.17

.19

.16

.23

.12

Classical
Music

.28

.32

.32

.28

.36

.20

Opera

.2C

.21

.22

.21

.10

Musicals

.39

.24

.29

.20

Plays

.23

.33

.21

Ballet

.24

.12

Art

Museums

.26
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As noted in Chapter 2, we can use these measures of overlap and corre

lation in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 to identify clusters of audiences to simplify

these complex patterns of overlapping participation. For example, partici

pation in a specific activity may be closely related to paricipation in a

cluster of other art activities, while participation in a second activity

might be associated with another cluster of activities. Onc approach to

such clustering comes through factor analysis, which identifies clusters or

groups of variables united by underlying factors.

In the case of the matrix of correlations of Table 3.6, only one fac

tor emerges, as indicated in Table 3.7.*

I As noted in Chapter 2, factor analysis simply identifies (through corre

lational analysis) those variables which are interrelated through some

hypothetical underlying factor. The interrelationships are indicated

through "loadings" (figures in Table 3.7); the higher the loading, the

stronger the as:,,ciation with the hypothetical factor. However, factor

analysis does nwt identify what the factor is, merely that it exists.

Identification of the factor is a theoretical, rather than a statistical

issue. Nor does factor analysis identify what the crossing point, or

intersectio, between two factors is, except generally to identify objects

(here activities) in the analyses that are unrelated to the hypothetical

factors.
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Table 3.7: Clusters of Multiple Participation in the Arts.

Factor 1

Jazz .428

Classical Music .684

Opera .474

Musicals .671

Plays .666

Ballet .528

Museums .672

Literature .492



Table 3.7 identifies only a single factor underlying participation in

all the art forms. There is no indication that participation separates

into separate clusters; rather, participation in all the art forms is

interrelated. The strongest associations are found among classical music,

musicals, plays and museums, as indicated by their high loadings (values

over .66) in all four cases. The activity that is least related to general

participation, and to the other arts activities, is attending live jazz

performances.

We can use the Table 3.7 evidence, then, to jurtify construction of a

single index of arts participation. We do that by giving one point to each

respondent for each arts activity in which the respondent reported partici

pating. Scores can thus range from 0 (participation in no activities) to 8

(participation in all eight activities). Some 35% of respondents reported

no such activities, 31% one activity, 14% two activities, 8% three, 5%

four, 3% five, 2% six, and 0.7% seven; only .2% of respondents reported

participating in all eight arts forms in the previous year.

22"
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BACKGROUND FACTORS RELATED TO THE ARTS PARTICIPATION INDEX

Overall participation in arts activities tends to be influenced by the

same background factors that are consistently associated with participation

in individual arts activities. Table 3.8 presents the association between

the arts participation index and our eleven indes scores in the columns

indicate the average number of arts activities in which participation

(jazz, classical music, opera, musicals, plays, ballet, art displays or

reading literature) is found across categories of these ten factors.

The first column presents the unadjusted figures, considering, as in

Table 3.3, each background factor independently of all others. The second

column (adjusted figures) shows the association between multiple arts par

ticipation and each background factor, controlling on all these other back

ground variables. It is parallel to the entries in Table 3.4.

To illustrate, the average individual participated in 1.39 typrs of

arts activities in the last 12 months (as shown in the Grand Mean). For

persons with household incomes of $25,000 and over, the rate rises to 1.98

types of arts activities in the last year. However, when other factors are

controlled (adjusted column), the participation rates for this group falls

to 1.62, still above the national average but well below the 1.98 figure

for that group prior to MCA adjustment. The indications are again that

other factors associated with in ,
st; ',cation and occupation,

account for at least part of the high participatit)u

22.))
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Table 3.8 Index of Multiple Arts Participation by Demographic Factors,
Unadjusted and Adjusted for Other Factors.

Grand Mean

Income:

Unadjusted

1.39

Adjusted

1.39

Under $5000 .83 1.19

$5000-59,999 .93 1.23

$10,000414,999 1.14 1.30
$15,000-$19,999 1.21 1.29
$20, 000 -$24, 999 1.41 1.39

$25,000 and over 1.98 1.62
not ascertained 1.42 1.41

SMSA:
Cent City of SMSA 1.54 1.56

SMSA, Not Cent City 1.54 1.39

Non SMSA 1.08 1.25

Age:

18-24 1.44 1.33
25-34 1.56 1.36
35-44 1.59 1.45

45-54 1.41 1.45

55-64 1.27 1.45

65-74 1.06 1.42

75-96 .75 1.20

Marital Status:
Married 1.32 1.31

Widowed 1.00 1.43

Divorced 1.66 1.61

Separated 1.18 1.44

Never Married 1.69 1.56

Race:
White 1.45 1.44

Black .96 1.18

Other 1.23 .88

Gender:
Male 1.24 1.16

Female 1.52 1.59

Education:
Grade School .34 .53

Some High School .67 .75

High School Graduate 1.09 1.11

Some College 1.89 1.80

College Graduate 2.53 2.38
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Graduate School

Hours of Wor er Week:

3.04 2.83

None 1.24 1.65

1-29 1.69 1.35

30-39 1.59 1.27
40 1.39 1.09

41-49 1.46 1.15

50 or more 1.51 1.32

Occupation:
Professional 2.54 1.81

Managerial 2.00 1.73

Sales, Clerical 1.70 1.52

Craftsman .93 1.46

Operatives .71 1.34

Laborers .81 1.40

Service Workers 1.34 1.51
Not Working 1.29 1.20

Keeping House 1.15 1.04

Student 2.16 1.55

Retired .96 1.23

Number of Children:
No Children 1.43 1.43

One 6-11 1.38 1.36

Two or > 6-11 1.42 1.40

One G-5 1.23 1.20

One 6-11 & one 0-5 1.23. 1.25

Two or > 0-5 1.14 1.25

1 6-11 & 2 or > 0-5 1.20 1.16

2 or > 6-11 & 1.38 1.31

2 or > j-5 1.05 1.15

Region:
Northern 1.50 1.44

North Central 1.40 1.43

West 1.67 1.47

South 1.17 1.27
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The apparent influence of each of the background variables on overall

arts participation is as follows:

Income

People in higher income brackets tend to participate in more types of

arts activities. In part, this trend is attributable to the effects of

associated background factors, such as education. That is, variations by

income are diminished consistently by holding other factors equal.

SMSA

Respondents living in SMSA's tend to participate in more types of

activities than those residing outside of SMSA's. Other background factors

account for much of the difference between people living outside SMSA's and

those living within an SMSA (but not its central city). These factors may

be differential educational and income levels of people who live in the

suburbs of cities.

Age

Multiple participation increases with age until a decline in the 45-54

age group. Most of these age differences (except for the two oldest

categories) decrease when the influerce of other variables is removed, sug-

gesting that other factors (possibly income, marital status and education)

explain some of this variation across age groups.

Marital Status

Widowed and separated individuals are less likely to participate in

multiple arts than are the married, divorced or never married. These

differences decrease when other factors are controlled, indicating the

influence of other factors such as age or income.
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Race

Blacks are less likely to participate in the arts than whites or

"other" races. However, when other background factors are taken into

account, blacks are more likely than "other" races to participate in the

arts.

Gender

Women participate in more types of arts activities than do males,

whether other factors are equal or not.

Education

The variety of arts activities attended is most strongly related to

educational level, regardless of the impact of other background factors.

Working Hours

Those working parttime are most likely to participate in a variety of

arts activities, while people not in the labor force are least likely to

participate. Generally, both those working less than 40 hours and those

working 50 or more hours are higher than average in multiple arts partici

pation. However, when the effects of associated factors are controlled,

the nonworking show the highest rate of arts participation, indicating

that other factors (e.g. age, education) suppressed their general r, of

participation.

Occupation

Professionals, students, managers, and sales/clerical workers tend to

have the most variety in their arts participation. Much, but not all, of

their greater participation is attributable to the influence of other fac

tors (as shown by rates moving toward the mean after adjustment for these
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factors). Probably, differential education and income are the major fac-

tors involved.

Number of Children

Individuals without children at home are most likely to manifest mul-

tiple arts participation; generally, those with children under six show

lower than average participation. This overall pattern shows little change

after adjustment for the impact of other background factors.

Region

Respondents in the West tend to participate more in the arts and

respondents in the South participate least. After adjustment for the other

background factors, arts participation is only slightly above the Northeast

and North Central, while participation in the South comes closer to average

as well, being only about 10% less than the other regions.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter presented basic data relating to public participation in

eight different art forms: jazz, classical music, opera, musicals, plays,

ballet, art galleries and museums, and reading literature. A series of ten

questions asked in every month of SPA'82 recorded both attendance and

direct performance in each of these arts. Estimates of participation (i.e.

attendance) range between 3-4% of the population for ballet and opera, to

over 20% for musicals, to a high of over 50% for those who read some form

of literature. Although less than 1% of the sample had directly partici

p ted in a public performance of one of these arts forms, this is still a

sizeable segment of the population (over a million people) appearing in a

public performance.

These data describe participation in general. We are also interested

in arts participation among different subgroups of the population. Thus,

we examined 11 demographic variables (age, gender, race, education, income,

SMSA, region, marital status, work hours, occupation and number of chil

dren) to identify consistent differences among subcategories of each v2ri

able. Two types of association are analyzed: participation by each demo

graphic variable considered separately (unadjusted), and after all the

other variables are hel,' constant (adjusted).

Education emerges as the strongest demographic predictor of arts par

ticipation either considered independently or after adjusiment of the other

demographic variables. Occupation and income are also strong predictors;

however, their predictive power is weakened considerably when other back

ground factors are taken into account. (The single exception is the over

$50,000 income group whose participation is higher than that of any other
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income group.) Both income and occupation are associated with education;

thus, when education is held constant, income and occupation differences in

participation tend to diminish. Education thus remains the strongest

explanatory variable in arts participation.

Differences in participation are related to certain age, gender, work

hours, marita? status, BMSA and race categories. However, differences

among most of these subcategories are weakened considerably when other

background variables are taken into account (i.e. in the adjusted figures).

In examining overlapping arts audiences, certain pairings of activi

ties show more overlap than other pairings. However, factor analysi3

reveals a general pattern of interassociation across all the art forms, and

thus did not reveal distinct clusters of arts participation. index of

multiple arts participation was constructed, and here again education was

the most important variable in explaining scores on this index statisti

cally.



Chapter 4

METHODOLOGICAL AND CONTEXTUAL FACTORS IN SURVEY RESPONSES

The responses to th. core attendance questions in Chapter 3 raise

several methodological issues in terms of their reliability and validity.

Six methodological questions in particular are raised in this chapter:

1) How consistent are the overall sample responses from month-
to-month, since each month was a separate random sample that
should yield approximately the same annual estimates?

2) How internally consistent are reported monthly attendance
and reported annual attendance responses?

3) How consistent are these data with aggregate level data
collected from arts organizations and performing companies?

4) How closely do these data seem to compare with other national
and regional surveys of arts participation?

5) How closely do the 1982 O.S. data compare with data from
parallel surveys in other countries?

6) Do logit-probit analyses suggest a different pattern of results
from the Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA) results
analyzed in Chapter 3?

An answer to the first question involves a separate tabulation of SPA

responses for each of the 12 survey months. These tabulations are con-

trolled for the monthly sample differences in respondent characteristics.

The second question involves analyzing a specific set of more detailed

and specially designed questions pertaining to attendance in the 11 months

preceding the target survey month; these detailed questions were developed

according to a statistical model that allowed for comparison of the con-

sistency between monthly and yearly estimates.

The third question involves some difficult and somewhat arbitrary com-

parisons with aggregate data from arts organizations about actual atten-
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dance patterns at certain types of perforMances. These comparisons are

less than ideal because of the problems in the methodologies employed in

recording attendance from box office figures which are the basis of the of-

ficial aggregate attendance figures.

The fourth question involves comparisons of SPA responses to other

surveys that have also estimated proportions of Americans who attend arts

performances. Some of these comparisons are also hampered by different

measurement procedures and by the variations in the phrasing of attendance

questions.

The fifth question also involves methodological problems of comparing

questions, including language differences when certain international com-

parisons are attempted. Nonetheless, some surprising cross-national paral-

lels in responses were found.

The sixth question involves a separate statistical analysis program,

called "logit-probit" analysis of the attendance data in Chapter 3. This

analysis may be more appropriate for percentage attendance data, particu-

larly for those attendance questions in the survey that were answered posi-

tively by 10% or less of those interviewed.

A further methodological question to be examined in a subsequent re-

port deals with how valid the general attendance responses appear to be in

terms of the specific performances that respondents had in mind when

answering the arts participation questions. That report represents ana-

lyses of a collection of open-ended "follow-up" responses in separate na-

tional telephone surveys of arts participation conducted by the University

of Maryland in June of 1983 and January of 1984. In this survey, respon-

dents who said they had attended arts performances in the last year were

asked specific questions about their most recent attendance at such a per-
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formance: its location, the names of the performance and performers, and

whether the performance was an amateur or professional production. The ex-

tent to which respondents can provide appropriate answers to these ques-

tions affects one's confidence in these questions as valid indicators of

arts attendance.

Contextual Questions:

In addition to these questions which centered largely on method, this

chapter also contains five additional analyses that elaborate the analysis

of arts participation data in Chapter 3. These involve:

7) Analysis of "locational" or "facility" differences in the types
of performances attended. What proportion of jazz, classical,
opera, etc. performances were seen at different types of facilities
(e.g. college campuses, in parks, in churches)?

8) Analysis of attendance patterns by more fine-grained geographical
factors than the five regions or three urban-rural categories
examined in Chapter 3. For this purpose a special 24-category
geography variable was created whict- subdivides the country
into the four regions, but further examines the larger metropolitian
areas in each region. These areas include New York City,
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Detroit, Chicago,
St. Louis, Los Angelas and the San Francisco bay area. In addition
certain Southern cities are combined in this analysis:
Atlanta, Miami, Houston, Dallas, and New Orleans.

9) Analysis of arts attendance by very detailed occupational categories,
to note important variations in attendance among those within the
broad range of "professional" (or "service") occupations, for example.

10) Analysis of arts attendance by other background variables collected
in the survey that seem of less central relevance to arts attendance,
but may affect it nonetheless. These background variables include
overall size of the household, types of housing unit (house,
apartment, trailer, etc.), and presence of telephones or automobiles
in the household.

11) Analysis of arts attendance according to whether other individuals in
the respondent's household attended. Is it the case, for example,
that one is more likely to attend performances if one's spouse also
attends, or are the dynamics of attendance more complementary,
i.e. if one goes, the other stays home or does something else?
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This latter question involves a very complex analysis of the present data

collected on a household basis, by using attendance infcrmation obtained

from spouses and other household members as predictor variables for the

respondent's attendance. Such analyses are beyond the scope of the present

report, but will be reported in subsequent reports.
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1) MONTHLY DIFFERENCES IN ARTS ATTENDANCE

As noted in Chapter 2, data collection was conducted in separate, re-

latively equal, samples for each of the 12 months of the calendar year

1982. This monthly sampling makes it possible to examine attendance

differences at arts performances both on a monthly and on a seasonal basis.

These monthly differences are shown in Table 4.1 in two parts: a) reported

attendance in the prior month and b) reported attendance in the prior 12

months. Flgure 4.1 graphically portrays the differences in monthly differ-

ences.

With regard to participation in the prior month (remembering that

January 1982 respondents were reporting on December, 1981 attendance,

February respondents on January, 1982 attendance, etc.), we find the fol-

lowing monthly peaks and vallys:

Highest attendance months: Lowest attendance months:

Jazz:

Classical Music:
Opera:
Musicals:
Plays:
Ballet:

Museums:

April to August
March to July
January and February
April and May
February and May
May and June
April to August

December and January
September to November
September and October
September to November
August to November
August to November
November to February

In general, these patterns cf reported arts attendance tend to indicate

higher participation rates in the spring and summer months and lower parti-

cipation in the fall an:' winter months. The main exceptions to this pat-

tern are for opera (peaking in January and February), and for stage plays

(peaking in February).

Month-to-month variations for yearly attendance are far lower than for

monthly attendance. One reason for this greater year round stability is

that the reporting period is longer, that is the seasonal and month-to-
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month variations become averaged for the annual reporting period and al

ready aggregated into the rate of attendance. Moreover, the proportions

being estimated are much higher (e.g. over three times as many respondents

reported going to jazz in the previous year as those reporting going in the

previous month). Nonetheless, there are some substantial differences in

reported yearly attendance (Table 4.1b), such as the high proportions of

classical music, opera and play attendance in the February survey, the low

proportions of classical music, musical, play performance and museum atten

dance in the December survey, and the low proportion of museum attendance

in the March survey. Otherwise the differences across months are within 1

or 2 percentage points of the overall proportion for the entire survey.

The smallest monthly variation is found for reading. Outside of the

high reading levels for February and November and the low reading levels

for December, the estimates are within 1 percentage point for the entire

survey year.
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Table 4.1: Monthly Percentages in Reported Arts Attendance

A. Attendance in Prior Month
% who Went at least once

1982

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Roy Dec TOTAL

Jazz 1.6 2.3 3.1 2.6 4.1 4.7 2.6 4.3 4.2 2.5 2.9 2.5 3.0

classical 4.9 4.1 4.1 5.0 5.5 6.7 4.1 5.2 3.8 3.3 3.7 3.0 4.4

Opera .6 1.2 1.3 .8 .7 1.0 .9 .6 .8 .6 .4 .9 .8

Musicals 5.1 4.9 5.0 4.4 6.6 6.5 4.3 6.0 5.7 4.3 4.3 3.3 5.0

Plays 3.7 2.9 4.2 3.3 3.4 4.0 3.1 3.3 2.0 2.1 3.1 2.1 3.0

Ballet 1.1 1.1 1.0 .9 1.1 1.9 2.0 1.4 .5 .6 .4 .7 1.1

Museums 7.1 6.3 6.0 7.1 6.4 8.8 8.9 8.5 8.2 .47.9 7.5 6.5 7.5

B. Attendance in Prior Year

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec TOTAL

Jazz 8.8 10.6 8.6 9.7 9.1 10.6 9.8 9.8 9.5 9.4 10.3 9.2 9.5

Classical 12.1 17.4 12.4 14.3 13.7 13.7 12.8 13.8 12.0 12.4 12.0 9.5 13.0

Opera 2.5 4.6 4.2 3.0 3.4 3.5 2.9 2.3 3.7 3.0 1.4 2.0 3.0

Musicals 16.8 19.4 18.0 16.5 20.2 20.3 18.6 18.2 19.1 18.4 20.2 16.0 18.6

Plays 11.8 13.7 13.1 11.8 12.1 12.1 12.7 11.0 11.8 11.6 12.7 8.6 11.9

Ballet ,2.5 4.7 4.9 5.6 3.7 5.6 4.9 3.6 4.0 4.0 3.2 3.5 4.2

Museums 22.7 22.8 19.4 24.4 23.3 22.9 22.2 20.2 23.2 21.6 23.6 19.3 22.1

Read 53.8 60.0 56.0 56.4 56.3 56.9 56.2 55.3 55.4 57.4 59.9 53.6 56.4

Novels,
'etc.
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Figure 4.1: Monthly Variations in Arts Participation
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2) EXAMINING THE CONSISTENCY BETWEEN YEARLY MONTHLY ESTIMATES:
A STATISTICAL MODEL

Our second methodological question is: Are the monthly estimates con

sistent with the yearly estimates in terms of some basic assumptions and

principles from mathematical probability theory? We can explore this ques

tion by examining the structured properties of the respondent's yearly es

timate of particiation in terms of the respondent's monthly estimate of

participation.

To do this:

Let M = proportion of respondents participating each month and
let m = the complement proportion not participating that
month (thus, M+m = 1)

O = proportion of respondents participating in other months and
let o = t!le complement proportion not participating in other
months (0+o = 1)

Theoretically these two questions separate four possible

"types" of resondents:

MO = proportion participating both in the prior month and also
participating the preceding (11) months of the year,

Mo = proportion participating in the prior month but not
participating in preceding months,

m0 = proportion not participating in that month but participating
in preceding months, and

mo 7.: proportion not participating in that month and also not
participating in other months.

Thus, 1 mo = total proportion participating in the course of a year

(where MO + Mo + m0 +mo = 1).

From the general SPA questions (see Table 2.1), we have estimates both

of mO, and of the sum of (MO and Mo) together. Our problem is to untangle

these variables and get separate estimates of MO and of Mo. Therefore, a

set of questions was inserted in the November and December surveys asking
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about participation in the prior 11 months; the purpose of these questions

was to generate separate figures for MO and Mo.

Adding MO to mO, provides an independent estimate of 0 (since MO + m0

:0). Subtracting this value of 0 from 1 provides an independent value of o

and this value is entered into the equation for yearly participation, which

is 1 mo.

This independent "theoretical" estimate (1-mo) can then be compared

with actual responses to the survey question "Did you participate. in the

last year?"

As shown in the last column of Table 4.2, the estimated ratio from

these monthly data indicate about a 20% higher attendance rate for jazz

performances for the year than was actually obtained, indicating that

respondents may exaggerate their reported monthly participation, or under-

report their yearly participation, in response to the initial attendance

questions in the survey. The final columns in Table 4.2 show inflated

monthly estimates of at.out the same magnitude for the other basic arts

questions examined in Chapter 3.

Another way of examining these findings is to show the overlap

(between the prior month and the 11 months before that month) proportions

that would be consistent with the monthly and annual estimates and to com-

pare these with the actual overlap estimates from respondents. According-

ly, if it were the case that 9.5% of the population went to a jazz perfor-

mance in the last year and 3.0% went in the last month, the necessary con-

dition for this to hold (according to probability theory) would be for only

10% of those who attended in the prior month to have also attended in the

prior 11 months. However, as can be seen in Table 4.2, among those respon-

dents who said they had attended a jazz performance in the prior month, al-
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most three-quarter (73$) said they had attended in the prior 11 months.

That is over 7 times the likelihood allowable within the constraints of the

probability model.

The theoretical figures are equally divergent for the other core ac-

tivities: 9% allowable for classical performance (vs. 75% respondent esti-

mate), 10% for opera (vs. 64%) , 14% for musicals (vs. 79%), 10% for plays

(vs. 77%), 3% for ballet (vs. 69%), and 16% for art galleries and museums

(vs. 79%). These discrepancies are consistent with the view of dramatic

"telescoping" of respondent estimates to recent periods, i.e., the report-

ing of earlier attendance as having occurred in the prior month, thus

creating a severe inflation of the participation rate for the month. At

the same time, they would also be consistent with a model that treated the

annual estimates as underreporting actual participation over the year.

This problem is especially unfortunate because it leaves ambiguous the

use of the estimates of frequency of attendance for the prior month, which

followed the monthly participation question. These frequency questions are

the only source from the present data for estimating total volume of parti-

cipation, i.e. taking account not only of the proportion of participants,

but also of the number of times each participant attends. That is,

theoretically at least, the only way in which survey figures could be com-

pared with aggregate ticket sales or other audience data from institutions,

since such aggregate data wt,.ich do not L:istinguish between two attenders

and a single attender who attends twice.*

41.11.1111

* In terms of translating the monthly frequency data into "head count" fig-
ures, the following tabulation provides frequencies of monthly atten-
dance per number of participants -- using the weights in parentheses.

2 4 7
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Answer Categot r: One 2-3 4-5 6 or more Month
Weight- (1) (2.5) (4.5) (8)

Jazz 351 122 22 16 1.55

Classical 569 162 29 22 1.64

Opera 113 20 4 4 1.51

Musicals 715 145 11 A 1.36
Plays 437 93 6 6 1.37

Ballet 157 27 2 0 1.25
Art Gallery/Museums 893 312 56 43 1.74

In other words, not only was attending art galleries and museums mentined
by more respondents than other activities, but those who reported part_<;i-
pating in that activity reported participating more often (1.74 times per
participant per month) than participants in other activities. Attending
classical concerts was also higher on a per participant basis (1.64 times
per participant per month) while attending ballet (1.25 times per partici-
pant) was at the lower end of the frequency range.

.2,1s
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e 4.2: Consistency of Annual and Monthly Estimates

a c d e
. MIP /..

YEARLY - MONTHLY = YR-M0 + MOxESTIMATE(0) =0
(m+0) (m) (m)

f

0

g
41.1.M

0 x M

h

-
= 1 -om

INFLATION

h - a
Jazz .095 .030 .065 +.030 x .73 :.087 .913 .913 x.970 .114 +20%
Classical .130 .044 .086 +.044 x .75 1.119 .881 .881 x.956 .158 +22%
Opera .030 .008 .022 +.008 x .64 :.027 .973 .973 x.992 .035 +17%
Musicals .186 .050 .136 +.050 x .79 1.176 .824 .824 x.950 .217 +17%
Plays .119 .030 .089 +.030 x .77 :.112 .888 .888 x.970 .139 +17%
Ballet .042 .011 .031 +.011 x .69 ;.039 .961 .961 x.989 .050 +19%
Galleries/ .221 .075 .146 +.075 x .79 :.205 .795 .795 x.925 .265 +20%
Museums

EXAMPLE:

For Jazz: the YEARLY ESTIMATE is .095 and the MONTHLY ESTIMATE is .030.
This means that the proportion not attending last month is .970
The proportion attending only in the prior 11 months is
o=[.095 - .030 = .065]
which should be added to EST [0] for the preceding 11 months; or
.065 + .030 C.73] = .087, which leads to the:
Estimat: proportion not attending in the prior 11 months, which is o= .913

The ESTIMATED YEARLY attendance is 1-M0 = 1- [.970] [.913]= 1-.886
which is .114 or an 11.4% ESTIMATED PARTICIPATION in the last year.
r- mpared to the 9.5% survey response in straightforward question in
Table 3.2, this is a 20% overreporting ratio.

2 P,)
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3) COMPARISONS WITH AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE DATA

Perhaps the most appropriate comparison of the core attendance data in

Chapter 3 would be with the audience "head count" attendance data compiled

by arts organizations. However, this is perhaps the most difficult of com

parisons to make with much statistical confidence, as has been noted by

several observers (e.g. Toffler 1965; Ennis 1972; Robinson 1976).

First, the "head count" or "tickets sold" data are collected and main

tained differently across organizations. These may include tickets sold

rather than persons attending, thus inflating the actual attendance rate.

These may or may not include complimentary tickets given to reviewers, per

formers or other associates. More fundamentally, ticket sales do not re

flect multiple attendance by the same individual. One individual who at

tends five opera performances is not distinguishable from five separate in

dividuals attending once. Moreover, what is being considered an opera per

formance? What if the opera organization presents an operetta, or two

leading performers simply singing duets and arias? Are head counts for

summertime outdoor performances included? The methodological problems be

come increasingly complex when other forms of art performances (e.g. dance

or theatre) are considered.

In fact, one of the main reasons for conducting a survey such as the

SPA was to put these relative attendance figures in somewhat clearer pc

spective, by making the individual the unit of analysis rather than at

tempting to resolve the diverse methods various arts organizations use to

measure their audiences. Therefore one should not be surprised to find

arts attendance figures in Table 4.3 that diverge significantly from data

in the SPA.

Such aggregate figures for five types of arts performances (symphony,
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opera, theater, art museums and other museums) examined in the SPA are

given in Table 4.3. They show certain parallels and certain discrepancies.

While there are some differences in the time periods being considered,

these do not seem responsible for those discrepancies that are found.

The figures that appear most congruent are those for symphony orches

tras and for art museums. In the SPA, 13% of respondents reported they had

attended classical music performances, which translates to about 21 million

people in the population at large. That is very close to the 22.8 million

attendances reported in the Statistical Abstract for 1981 (even though this

figure may not include much or any chamber music). That may mean that the

attendance figures could be too high -- although taking into account multi

ple attendances per participant would show lower attendance than the SPA

figures.

The official figures for opera attendance, on the other hand, appear

high, and would only be consistent if one were to assume each attender went

to two opera performances (an assumption that does not seem unreasonable).

Moreover, if the SPA figures are accurate, the two to one ratio of symphony

to opera attendance in the official data exaggerates the relative number of

opera attenders in relation to symphony attenders.

Theater attendance measured by tickets sold is lower than the reported

attendance found by the SPA, particularly without taking multiple atten

dances into account. It appears that these Broadwaybased official figures

may underestimate national theater attendance by at least 50%.

On the other hand, the official figures for museum attendance appear

to be too high. While the SPA attendance estimates for art museums would

b.: 36 million who visited at least once in the last year, and with multiple

attendance could easily come within reach of the official figure of 49.8
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million, the SPA question also includes attendance at art galleries as well

as at art museums.

A mare serious overestimate suggested in Table 4.3, however, is for

science and historical museums. These are almost four times as high as the

number of SPA respondents reporting visiting such museums. Some of this

four-fold difference could be due to multiple attendance. However, it is

the ratio of arts museums to science-history museums that is most

discrepant. The SPA data suggest at most a two to one ratio of visiting

non-art museums to art museums; the official figures suggest a ratio of

over four non-art museums to one art museum.

Once again, it should be noted that these discrepancies are due to ob-

serving different definitions and units of analysis. If measurements of

the two behaviors were more closely coordinated, closer figures from those

in Table 4.3 would undoubtedly be found. That would seem a worthwhile goal

for further research.
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Table 4.3: Comparisons of Aggregate Figures with SPA Estimates
(Source: 1983 U.S. Statistical Abstract p.296)

Symphony Orchestras
Opera
Theatre (tickets sold)

Broadway
Road Shows

THEATRE COMBINED

Museums Total

Art

History
Science

1981 Attendance

22.8 million
11.1 million

10.0 million
11.3 million*

23.3 million

1979

347.8 million.1.4.
49.8 million
85.6 million
150.3 million

SPA (1982) Population Projection1
13%** 21.4 million"
3% 5.0 million

19.9% musicals
+12.0% non

musicalsMivr
26.0% Total

(excluding
respondents
attending both)

22.0%
NOT ASKED

37.0%

30.7 million
+19.6 million

11.11141...10
42.7 million

(excluding
overlap)

36.3 million

60.8 million

* Projected estimate (from SPA) based on ratio of box office receipts to
attendance for Broadway shows

* Includes chamber music
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4) COMPARISONS TO ATTENDANCE DATA FROM OTHER SURVEYS

The Survey of Public Participation in the Arts was not the first or

the only national survey to obtain data on the extent of attendance at arts

performances. The Louis Harris Organization conducted perhaps the first

national survey of arts participation in 1973. A second large scale survey

was conducted by HUMRRO in the Southern part of the U.S. in 1977, as re

ported in Johnston (1984), Reed and Marsden (1981) and Orend (1979).

A comparison of these various survey estimates is given in Table 4.4.

It can be seen that the SPA data tend to be consistently lower than those

obtained in these earlier surveys. First, the Harris survey obtained a 28%

figure for attendance at either concerts or opera; combining the SPA data

for these art forms gave an estimate of only about half that figure --

about 15%. Similarly, for attendance at ballet and modern dance, arts

museums, science museums and historic buildings, the Harris figure -- col

lected 10 years previously from a national population with less formal edu

cation -- are almost twice as high. The figures for live theater are rela

tively close (33% vs. 26%), but the Harris data are still higher.

The Harris Organization has completed three subsequent network stu

dies, beginning in 1975, repeated in 1980 and repeated most recently in

1985. A comparison of the 1980 and 1984 surveys provides an ideal com

parison since the SPA'82 was done midway between these two survey years.

That comparison, as described in much more detail in Appendix B, also shows

the Harris attendance and participation figures to be significantly higher

than those in the SPA.

Estimated attendance in the South is also higher in the 1977 study of

Arts Participation in the South than was found among Southern respondents

in the SPA'82. But the variations with that study are not as large as

25,1
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those with the Harris data -- between between 3 and 6 percentage points for

six of the seven items, and under 15 percentage points for the seventh item

(painting, art exhibits). Moreover, this latter figure may be lower in the

SPA, because of definitional differences: the SPA data do not include

paintings or art exhibits attended outside of museums or galleries, and

that may account for the lower figures.

25
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Table 4.4: Comparisons to Other Surveys
(Percentages Reporting Attendance in the Prior Year)

A) Harris (1973) SPA'82

Concerts or Opera 28% 15%
Live Theatre 33% 26%'
Ballet or Modern Dance 9% 5%**

Art Museums 50% 22%
Science Museums 51% 23%
Historic Buildings/Museum 58% 37%

Includes musicals and non-musicals from the SPA
le Estimate indicates data from University of Maryland follow-up study

on attendance at modern dance performances.

B) Arts Participation in the South (1977) SPA'82
South

(National)

Jazz Performance 13 9 (10)

Symphony or Chamber Music 17 11 (13)
Opera 6 3 ( 3)
Go to Theatre 26 23 (26)
Ballet or Modern Dance 9 4 ( 5)
Painting, Art Exhibit 34 201 (22)
Tour Buildings/Museum 48 43**** (39)

"4 In art galleries or museums only
* " ** Includes two questions in the SPA, one on visits to science, natural

history and other museums and one on visits to historic places.

2t)F.
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V. COMPARISONS WITH ARTS SURVEYS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

National surveys examining the extent of public participation in the

arts have been conducted in several other countries. Some of these surveys

(e.g. France, Great Britain and Canada) have been repeated across time mak-

ing it possible to track trends in reported participation and attendance

patterns.

The data presented in Table 4.5 represent a sample of more recent and

"comparable" survey results. Here, of course, more serious problems of

comparability are possible than those with prior U.S. studies, since cul-

tural differences arise in terms used to describe different types of arts

performances -- as well as the language and terms to describe them. For

example, cabaret and certain musical theatre performances in France are

unique to that culture, as are certain jazz performances in the U.S. con-

text. Nevertheless, Table 4.5 indicates several interesting parallels, as

well as differences, from the U.S. results.

Although the music questions in other countries differ (e.g. the

French and Dutch questions on jazz include popular as well as jazz con-

certs), the results seem to indicate that American adults attend more music

concerts of all types. Americans report 13% attendance at classical music

performances in the last year (compared to 8% in France and less than 13%

attendance in the Netherlands), and the U.S. monthly rate of 4.4% atten-

dance at classical concerts far exceeds the British rate of less than 1%.

While the figures for jazz performances are lower than in France and the

Netherlands, the U.S. data do not include popular music concerts, which

have a consistently higher attendance rate in the U.S. (according to the

supplementary national survey of the University of Maryland to be described
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in a subsequent report).

The differences in attending opera and theatrical performances do not

seem as large. The 3% annual attendance rate at opera in the U.S., for ex-

c.ple, compares to a 2% rate in France, and in the figures for non-musical

thea'ne (and musicals) are also similar. The combined figures for musical

and non-musical theatre for the Netherlands also appear close to those

which would be found for such (combined) theatre figures for the U.S. and

France. However, the combined monthly figures for the theatre-opera-ballet

performances in Great Britain do appear to be somewhat lower than would be

the case for the U.S. The U.S. figures for attending ballet are slightly

lower than reported in the French survey, but higher than that reported in

the Netherlands.

The reported rate of visiting art museums and galleries in the U.S.

sample is lower than that reported in the French and Dutch samples, but is

again higher than that reported in the British samples.

In general, then, these survey figures indicate that the American re-

port has similar arts participation and attendance rates similar to those

found in other Western European countries. Attendance at music performance

appears to be somewhat higher on a per capita basis in the U.S. data, but

attendance at art galleries and museums appears lower -- at least in com-

parison to such attendance in France and the Netherlands. In general, re-

ported monthly attendance rates in the U.S. sample for all arts activities

do seem to be higher than those in Great Britain -- although as noted in

Section 2 of this chapter the monthly U.S. figures may be somewhat inflat-

ed.

2 5:3
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Table 4.5: Comparison of SPA Data With Responses to Arts Survey
Questions in Other Countries

Attended performances of

In Last Year

USA France
1982 1981-82

Nether-
lands
1979

In Last Month00.1.1.
Great

USA Britain
1982 1980

Jazz 9.5% 10.0%* 13.0%* 3.0% NA
Classical 13.0 8.0 13.0 4.4
Opera 3.1 2.0 13.0 .7 5.0%
Operetta,

musicals
18.6 13.0 23.0 5.0 5.0

Drama 11.9 11.0 23.0 3.0 5.0
Ballet 4.1 5.0** 2.0 1.1 5.0
Art galleries!

museums
22.1 28.0 32.0 7.5 3.0

Reading 56.0 NA NA NA NA

/ Less than 0.5 percent
* Jazz and Pop music concerts combined
41 Professional performances only
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6) ALTERNATIVE SIGNIFICANCE TESTS OF DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS RELATIONS
TO ATTENDANCE (LOGITPROBIT ANALYSIS)

In order to test properly for the significance levels of the "elation

of background factors and attendance, a special multiple regression program

called Probit Analysis was conducted. Probit analysis is especially

designed for situations in which the dependent (predicted) variable has

only two categories (such as attendees vs. nonattendees) and has values

above .90 or below .10. That means it would be particularly appropriate

for dependent variables such as opera or ballet attendance, for which less

than 5S of the SPA respondents said they had attended; and it may be useful

as well as for jazz, classical music and play attendance for which only

about 10% .)f the sample reported attended.

Table 4.6 sh",a the tstatistic values for the probit analysis on the

basic attendance data in comparison to the usual significance test via or

dinary least squares (OLS). An obtained value of t of greater than about

.2.0 is significant at the .05 level of chance, about 2.5 at the .01 level,

7.0 at the .0000000001 level and 15 the .1 x 10 30 level. Several con

clusions from the table emerge:

1) Education continues to be far and away the most statistically
significant predictor of all forms of arts attendance.

2) Age is a significant predictor of attendance at jazz, classical
music, opera, musicals and play performances; probit analysis,
(but not OLS) suggests it is important for art museum attendance
as well.

3) Gender is a significant predictor, except for jazz performances.

4) Race is a significant predictor, although least so for opera
performances.

5) Income is a significant predictor for musicals, less so for plays
and art museums; it is barely so for classical music and for ballet,
and not a significant predictor at all for opera or for jazz.

2
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Virtually the same conclusions are reached by this probit analysis,

the, as by the usual OLS procedures. The main exceptions are that the pro

bit analysis suggests that income is a significant predictor of ballet

tendance while OLS does not, and that age is a significant predictor of art

museum attendance, while OLS does not. On the other hand, probit analysis

suggests that income is not a significant predictor of jazz attendance and

race is not a significant predictor of opera attendance -- while OLS sug

gested both are statistically significant predictors.

In relation to the Table 3.4 analysis, probit analysis indicates that

the slight income effects of jazz attendance are not significant, but that

income effects are significant for classical music, opera, ballet and art

museum atter' It confirms the significance of t:Je modest differences

by age, ml by race, many of which show up as less than 2 per

centage poinl, _:.lerences in Table 3.3.
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Table 4.6: Results of Probit Analysis of Demographic Factors
on Arts Attendance (Unweighted)

a) Probit Analysis t valuesa
JAll CLASSICAL

Income .3 3**

Age 18*** 6**
Education 21**** 37****
Gender .4 11***
Race 7*** 6**

ART
GALLERY/

OPERA MUSICALS PLAYS BALLET MUSEUM

1.9 12***
7** 5**
18**** 361***

4** 11***
2.4* 7***

7*** 2.7**
5** .1

b) Ordinary Least Squares t values!.....7
21**** 42****
12*** 8***
4** 5**

Income 3** 2.5* 1.8 11*** 6** 1.9 6**
Age 16*** 9*** 7*** 7*** 7*** 1.3 .1

Education 22**** 40**** 19**** 38**** 37**** 22**** 46****
Gender .6 9**N 4** 10*** 8*** 11*** 8***
Race -*** 5*** 1.6 50* 5** 3** 4**

**** Significant beyond .0000000000000001 level
0** Significant beyond .0000000001 level
** Significant beyond .01 level

Significant beyond .05 level
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7) FACILITY DIFFERENCES IN TYPES OF PERFORMANCES

The seven types of performances examined in Chapter 3 take place in

different types of facilities. Some facilityperformance patterns are ob

vious, such as concerts that take place in concert halls, art displays -that

are shown in galleries and museums, and jazz performances that take place

in nightclubs.

Nonetheless, much "blending" of arts performance types occurs across

types of facilities (such as when Jazz is played in concert halls or art is

displayed in churches) and trends in multiple facility use for arts across

time is a situation worth monitoring. Beyond these obvious performance

location patterns, then, there are interesting differences and similarities

in where different performances are held and that was the purpose of in

cluding a specific SPA question on location/facilities of performances in

four of the survey months. Suh data were available, then, for about a

third of the total sample.

These differences and similarities are shown in Table 4.7 in two for

mats. The reason for the two formats is that the location/facility ques

tions for all arts performances each respondent attended were combined,

rather than recorded separately for each type of performance. Thus, if a

respondent went to a jazz performance and to a ballet, it is impossible to

determine aith which location response in the followup facility question

it was matched.

Each type of performance, then, could not be matched with the way the

location question was asked in the survey. Our hypothetical respondent

might have checked "nightclub" and "concert hall", but the analyst cannot

say for certain whether it was the jazz performance or the ballet that took

26J
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place at the nightclub or at the concert hall.

Thus, in the top half of Table 4.7, the data are first arranged on a

facility basis. This answers general questions such as, "What proportion

of all respondents who mentioned attending a jazz performance also men

tioned going to a college facility?" Again, that is not to say that it was

the jazz performance that took place at the college facility for those 31%

of respondents who said "yes" to attending a jazz performance; some of

these respondents also said they had attended an arts performance at a col

lege facility (perhaps to see a ballet or a play, if they had also attended

these arts performances). Thus, the figures for facilities in Table 4.7a

cannot be targeted to specific performances.

The figures in Table 4.7b are more directly tied to specific types of

facilities since they include respondents who only went to jazz perfor

mances, or only a ballet. The limitation of Table 14.6b, then, is that it

excludes respondents who went to more than one type of arts performance in

the previous year (e.g. jazz and ballet; or jazz, opera and visual art

displays). Moreover, the majority (over 80%) of attendees at one type of

performance did mention attending another type of arts activity perfor

mance.

Nonetheless, there are clear convergences in the two sets of numbers.

Thus, both tables agree that the major facilities and locations across all

types of performances/displays are in concert halls (28%), theatres (14%),

openair failities (15%), and ,;ollege campuses (7%); relatively few live

arts performances took place in YMCA's (.1%), libraries (.6%), nightclubs

(3.6%), or churches (2.9%).

When crosstabulated by performance type, the following patterns of

type of arts by facility emerged:
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1) Jazz performances tend to take place in nightclubs, concert halls

and parks--and to a lesser extent college facilities. They

rarely take place in museums or in facilites, such as YMCA's,

libraries and museums.

2) Classical music performances take place mainly in concert halls.

They also frequently take place in educational facilities

(colleges, high schools and grade schools) and in nightclubs.

Like jazz performances they rarely take place in YMCA's,

libraries and museums.

3) To a greater extent than classical music, operas take place in

concert halls and theatres. Unlike classical music performances,

operas less often take place at educational institutions.

4) Musical stage plays, unlike opera. take place more in theatres

than in concert halls and are seen less often in open-air facilities.

5) Non-musical stage plays are also more likely to be seen L

theatres and open-air facilities.

6) In contrast, ballet performances are seen more often in concert

halls and at high school facilities but rarely in theatres. Ballet

is also seen more often in outdoor locations than are musical or

non-musical stage productions.

7) Art displays are of course predominantly viewed in galleries

or museums, but are also viewed to some extent in concert halls

and religious (and YMCA - type) facilities.

2
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Tabulated on the reverse basis (which emphasizes the main types of perfor-

mance that take place at educational facilities, YMCA's, etc.), certain

other patterns appear;

1) College facilities are more frequently a locale for classical
and jazz music than for other arts forms.

2) High schools are main performance areas for ballet; and

grammar schools, main areas for art exhibits.

3) YMCA's are used more for art displays than for other art forms.

4) Concert halls are used more for ballet and for opera than for
other arts forms.

5) Theatres are main types of facilities used for musical and
non-musical plays.

6) Nightclubs are not a major locale for most arts performances,
outside of jazz performances.

7) To the extent libraries are used, they are mainly a site for
classical music performances.

.

8) Open-air and park facilities are most often used for opera and
for jazz performances, and less often for plays, musicals and
art exhibits.

In gene-al, then, there is a good deal of "blending" across these types of

facilities and types of performances, and this blending may well increase

in the years ahead if convenient arts locations become in shorter supply or

people are increasingly attracted to arts facilities serving multiple func-

tions.
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Table 4.7a: Types of Facilities In Which Arts Performances are Attended:
Percent of Attendees (Unweighted) Who Went to Each Type
of Location (Includes Multiple Mentions, therefore figures
add to more than 100 %)

Number of Respondents Attending

n

Location

College facility

Elementary,
high school

Church, other
religion

(397)

Jazz

31%

9

8

(694)

Classical

33%
16

18

(137)

Opera

29%
13

13

(1,033)

Musical

24%

12

10

(636)

Plays

33%
13

12

(239)

Ballet

32%
16

11

(1,251)

Gallery!
Museums

19%

7

9

TOTAL

7%

3

3

YMCA, YWCA, etc. 0.3 0.6 0 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.1
Concert hail,

auditorium
51 58 75 47 49 67 37 28

Theatre, dinner
theatre

36 30 52 58 62 54 33 14

Nightclub,
coffee house

30 42 12 11 14 13 11 4

Library 3 4
. 6 2 3 3 2 0.6

Art Gallery/ 16 17 25 13 16 22 14 3
Museum

Park, openair
facility

31 23 25 18 19 26 15 5

Other 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 4

* Interpretation: Of the 397 respondents who reported attending a jazz
performance, 31% also reported attending some arts performances at
a college facility (not necessarily a jazz performance).
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Table 4.7b: Types of Facilities In Which Performances are Attended:
Percent of Attendees (Weighted) Only At That Type of
Performance at Each Location

Location

College facility
Elementary,

high school

Jazz

12%*

2

Classical

17%

15

Opera

0%
0

Musical

10%

7

Plays

10%

5

Gallery/

Ballet Museums

6% 0%
22+ 0

Church, other
religion

1 10 0 2 6 0 12

YMCA, YWCA, etc. 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

Concert hall,
auditorium

29 30 47 21 20 50+ 17

Theatre, dinner
theatre

10 6 31 47 52 8 0

Nightclub,

coffee house

n.)c 3 0 3 3 0 0

Library 1 4 0 x 1 0 0

Art Gallery/
museum

0 0 0 0 0 0 44

Park, openair
facility

20 13 22 8 4 14 7

Other 3 2 0 1 0 0 9
mm.A.mr.mm MM.

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100: 100%

* Of these respondents who only reported attending a jazz performance,
12% said they attended at a college facility.

x Less than .5%

2 6 S
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8) DIFFERENCES IN ATTENDANCE PATTERNS BY DETAILED GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWNS

Chapter 3 presented differences in attendance patterns by the standard

breakdown of the country into four geographic regions: Northeast, North

Central, West and South. There was a further breakdown of the population

into three categories on the SMSA variable within central cities of SMSA's,

areas outside of central cities in SMSA's (mainly suburban populations) and

non MSA areas.

Because of the strict guarantees of confidentiality observed by the

U.S. Bureau of the Census with regard to respondent information, a special

set of cross-tabulations and MCA's was prepared using the Census Bureau's

comp_ter (to maintain respondent confidentiality). The following 24-

category breakdown by geography and urbanicity is used to show both region-

al and metropolitan differences is:

SMSA

City

Northeast

1 New York
3 Philadelphia

5 Boston area
6 Other cities

SMSA
non-city2 N.Y.suburbs

4 Philadelphia
region

7 Other non-city
Non -

SMSA 8 Non SMSA in
Northeast

In order to fu

North Central

9 Detroit area
10 Chicago area
11 Other city

West

14 San Francisco
-Bay area

15 L.A. area
16 Other city

12 Other non city 17 Other non
city

13 Non SMSA in 18 Non SMSA in
North Central West

South

19 Balt.-Washington
20 Houston-Dallas
21 Atlanta-Miami-

Orlando
22 Other city

23 Other non city

24 Non SMSA in
South

then preserve respondent confidentiality, sample size infor-

mation for each category was not provided by the Bureau of the Census, and

thus it is impossible to say whether the differences observed in Table 4.8b

are statistically significant or not. It also needs to be noted that this

2
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national sample was not designed to be representative of respondents in

these particular regional areas and may include some unknown bias due to

uncontrolled sources of variation for that reason. The MCA controls on the

other hand, are intended to adjust for such disparities in types of people

who live in these different areas.

Simple unadjusted differences in reported attendance percentages for

eac:: type of performance are shown in Table 4.8a. Table 4.8b on the other

hand, shows the differences across these 24 geographical regions after ad-

justment for education, age, sex, income, marital status, number of chil-

dren, race and work hours.

With regard to jazz performances, it can be seen that after adjust-

ments respondents in the Detroit area reported highest attendances, fol-

lowed by the San Francisco Bay area, other cities and suburbs in the West,

smaller cities in the South, suburbs in the Northeast and New York City.

Most of these areas had also shown above average attendance figures prior

to adjustment as well. Areas or regions showing lowest attendance at jazz

performances were the Philadelphia region, the Baltimore-Washington area,

and the non SMSA areas in the West, North Central and South regions. After

adjustment, attendance at jazz performances ranged from almost
, S in the

Detroit area to under 5 S in the Philadelphia region.

After adjustment for other factors, the proportion of respondents re-

porting attendance at classical music performances was highest in Boston

and in the smaller cities in the West and the Midwest, (consistent with the

differences that were apparent before adjustment. Lowest attendance at

classical music performances was reported by residents of the Philadelphia

region, of the New York City suburbs, of the Baltimore-Washington area and

of non SMSA areas in the South. Attendance varied between Plmcst 19% in

2
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the smaller cities in the West and just over 7% in the Philadelphia

suburbs.

Opera attendance was reported at a considerably higher rate among

residents of New York City and in the Houston-Dallas areas than in other

parts of the country; it was also above average in the Detroit, Chicago and

Baltimore-Washington areas. It was below average in the Philadelphia re-

gions and in '.he non SMSA areas of the West and South. Attendance percen-

tages ranged between almost 10% in New York City and 7% in Texas cities and

the San Francisco Bay area to less than 2% in the Philadelphia region.

The attendance rate at operettas and other musical productions is also

far higher for residents of the New York City area than in any of the other

areas. It is also higher among residents of the New York City suburbs, the

Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Francisco Bay areas,

and the Baltimore-Washington area. Attending such musical performances is

lowest in the non SMSA areas in the West and South and in smaller Southern

cities. Attendance figures vary between 33% in New York City and less than

13% in the non SMSA areas in the West and South.

Fates of attending (non-musical) stage plays is once again highest

among residents in New York City and its suburbs, as well as in the Boston

area and in smaller cities in the North Central region. It is lowest in

smaller cites in the Northeast and in the non-SMSA areas of the West and

South -- and in the San Francisco area. Attendance at plays ranges from

over 21% in New York City to just over 5% among residents of smaller

Northeast cities.

New York City residents also report highest rates of attendance at

ballet performances. Residents of the Boston, San Francisco Bay and

Baltimore-Washington areas, and people residing in smaller cities in the
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Northeast and West also report above average ba:_et attendance. Below

average attendance was reported by residents of Philadelphia suburbs, De

troit, and non SMSA areas in the West and South. Attendance varies between

almost 10% in New York City and below 2% in non SMSA areas in the West.

Visiting art galleries and museums is sported at higher rates among

residents in such larger cities as New York, Boston, San Francisco, and

particularly BaltimoreWashington; it is higher in smaller cities in the

Northeast and West as well. It is below average in non SMSA areas in the

South and North Central regions, in Southeastern cities (Atlanta, Miami and

Orlando) and in Detroit and smaller Northeast cities. Attendance at art

museums and galleries varies between 30% in the BaltimoreWashington area

and 16% in non SMSA areas in the South.

Differences in proportions reading novels, poetry, short stories and

plays are relatively smaller than for the attendance data for live perfor

mances. Highest literature reading rates (again adjusted for education and

other factors) were reported by respondents in New York City and Boston --

and in all locations in the West outside of San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Lowest reading rates were reported in HoustonDallasFort Worth, in the

nonSMSA areas in the South, in Northeast suburbs (including Philadelphia

regions). Percentages reading novels, short stories, etc. varied froth 65%

in New York City to 46% in the Texas cities.

Overall, then, the most distinctive area as far as arts participation

was concerned was New York City. New York City residents reported very

high or above average rates for all arts activities; that was least true

for classical music performances. Residents of Detroit reported highest

attendance rates at jazz performances, and were above average attending

opera and musicals, but below average in visits to art galleries/museums

Or'1,0
ti
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and ballet attendance. WashingtonBaltimore residents were highest in art

gallery/museum going, and were also high in rates of attending opera and

musicals; but they were below average in rates of attending jazz and clas

sical music performances. Residents of the Boston and San Francisco Bay

areas also reported notably above average attendance at certain types of

performances (namely jazz, musicals and opera for Bay area residents; clas

sical music, ballet and theatre for Boston; and art galleries/museums in

both).
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Table 4.8a: Attendance of Arts Events and Reading Literature by Regional-Metro-
politan Locations: Percentages of Respondents Reporting Arts
Participation Above and Below the Grand Mean

Art

Classical Gallery/
Jazz Music Opera Musical Plays Ballet Museums Reading

GRAND MEAN: 10% 13% 4% 19% 12S 4% 22% 56%

NORTHEAST
1 N.Y.C. 12 14 10 33 22 10 27 65

2 N.Y.C. suburbs 11 13 6 28 18 6 24 60
3 Philadelphia area 11 14 5 25 12 4 20 55
4 Phil. regions 16 21 6 18 12 2 20 50

5 Boston area 11 18 4 22 16 6 30 63
6 Other NE, CC 10 15 5 20 10 5 17 55
7 Other NE, not CC 11 14 4 19 8 5 20 54

8 Other NE, not 11 15 5 17 12 4 21 60

SMSA
NORTH CENTRAL
9 Detroit 14 16 6 26 13 3 21 57

10 Chicago 12 14 6 23 14 4 25 58
11 Other NC,CC 13 17 3 18 16 4 25 58
12 Other NC,not CC 11 16 3 20 11 6 23 63

13 Other NC,not SMSA 6 11 3 14 10 2 17 56
WEST
14 Bay area 16 14 8 27 13 7 32 64

15 L.A. area 10 12 4 24 15 5 24 59
16 Other West, CC 12 22 5 25 16, 6 32 68

17 Other West,not CC 14 18 4 25 16 6 34 66

18 OtherWcst,not SMSA 6 15 2 13 10 2 26 65

SOUTH
19 Balt-Wash area 9 14 7 27 12 8 36 61

20 Texas cities 11 14 7 18 13 5 23 47

21 Flor-Georgia cities
22 Other South, CC 12 12 5 18 13 5 19 59
23 Other South,nonCC 4 12 3 17 11 6 26 54

24 OtherSouth,notSMSA 9 11 3 14 10 4 22 55

* CC - SMSA city
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Table 4.8b: Attendance of Arts Events and Reading Literature by Regional-Metro-
politan Locations, Adjusted for Background Factors: Percentages of
Respondents Repo-ting Arts Participation Above and Below the Grand Mean

Classical
Jazz Music Opera Musical Plays Ballet

Art

Museums Reading

GRAND MEAN = 10% 13% 4% 19% 12% 4% 22% 56%

NORTHEAST
1 N.Y.0 11 13 10 33 P'. 10 27 66
2 N.Y.C. suburbs 8 10 5 25 15 5 20 56
3 Phil. 8 14 3 25 13 4 21 56
4 Phil. suburbs 7 2 17 11 2 22 52

Boston area 8 l'i 4 21 15 7 29 61
t Other NE,CC 12 12 3 23 '2 6 20 58
7 Other NE,not CC 8 13 3 17 7 5 18 52
3 Other NE, not SMSA1O 15 3 18 13 4 21 60

SMSA
NORTH CENTRAL
9 Detroit 15 15 6 24 11 2 19 55
10 Chicago 11 14 5 22 13 4 24 58
11 Other NC, C 12 17 3 19 16 4 25 58
12 Other NC,not CC 11 15 3 18 10 5 21 60
13 Other NC,not SMSA 8 13 3 16 !2 3 20 58
WEST
14 Bay area 13 11 7 23 9 6 27 58.
15 L.A. area 8 11 4 23 14 5 22 57
16 Other West, CC 14 19 4 22 13 6 29 63
17 Other West,not CC 12 14 4 21 13 4 29 60
18 Other West,notSMSA 7 14 2

, .-,
," 10 2

,,
c_H 63

SOUTH
19 Balt-Wash area 7 10 6 22 13 5 30 57
20 Texas cities 10 14 7 18 14 5 23 248

21 Flor-Georgia
22 Other ,,Juth, CC 11 12 5 19 13 5 18 59
23 Other South,notCC 13 12 3 20 11 6 26 c,,!;

24 Other South, SMSA 10 12 2 15 11 5 23 55

'7 5
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9) DIFFERENCES IN REPORTED PARTICIPATION BY DETAILED OCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORIES: A PRELIMINARY EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS

Occupation was one of the major predictor variables examined in

Chapter 3. However, the 12-category occupational code used in Chapter 3

obviously obscures many important variations within these occupational

categ'- -ies. This would seem especially true within the "professional"

category, which includes occupations as diverse as doctors and engineers or

clergymen and entertainers.

Given this diversity within occupational categories and the unpre-

cedently large sample that made more detailed breakdowns possible, a prel-

iminary study of some of the broader variations in arts participation was

conducted using the detailed occupation Census Bureau code employed in this

survey. In order to keep this exploratory analysis manageable, the 500+

code categories that the Census Bureau employs to code occupation were

recombined at the University of Maryland into 58 rough categories. This

includes 5S detailed occupational groups such as farm owners, office secre-

taries, restaurant managers, etc. plus one residual category for 211

respondents who were not in tne paid labor force; this category thus in-

cludes full-time homemakers, students as well as retired an(' disabled peo-

ple.

The 58 rough groupings were developed around the following general

criteria:

1) Each group should represent a substantial number of
respondents -- at least around 1% of the labor force.

2) Each group should combine individuals in adjacent occupational
categories in the Census Bureau codes (e.g. chemical engineers
with civil engineers, auto mechanics with office machine
repairmen, truck drivers with bus drivers) as these are
grouped in the 500+ detailed occupation code that the Census
Bureau has developed (see Appendix C).
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3) Combinations were made only within the existing 12 broad
Census Bureau master categories; that is, insurance agents and
advertising agents were kept in the same "sales" category, even
though our grouping of occupations separated both of these roles
personnel from retail sales clerks; sales clerks are another
another occupational group in the general sales category of
the Census occupation listing as found in Appendix C

The 58 categories that we developed within these guidelines are shown in

Table 4.9, along with the Census Bureau occupation codes they include.

Our recoding scheme for the original 500+ occupation categories used

by the Census Bureau is also shown in Appendix C. As can be seen in that

Appendix, the following kinds of distributions were maintained in this cod-

ing scheme:

-Within professionals, there are 17 different categories that range
from arts-related professionals (e.g. musicians, artists) to
counseling professionals (e.g.social workers, ministers) to
engineers to accountants; note that social scientists are kept
separate from physical scientists, as are elementary from high
school from college teachers; and health technicians from engineer-
ing technicians from other kinds of technicians.

-Within the managerial ratcgory, administrators and officers are
kept separate from managers, end restaurant managers separate
from other types of managers.

-Within the sales category, retail sales clerks are kept separate
from advertising/insurance/real estate sales workers and from
from other types of sales workers.

-Within the clerical category, separate categories are provided
for secretaries, for receptionists, for communication workers (e.g..
telephone), and for "record-keepers" (e.g. bookkeepers).

-Within the skilled crafts category -- auto mechanics, carpenters,
plumbers, electricians, etc. -- are kept in separate categories,
as are all apprentice categories. A separate category was created
for "artisans" -- jewelers, decorators, sign painters, etc.

-Within the "operative" semi-skilled blue collar category,
precision machine operators are kept separate from textile workers
and from transportation workers, such as cab drivers, truck
drivers or other transp)rt workers.

-Farm laborers are kept separate from farm owners.
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-With regard to service workers, eight different categories are
distinguished; 1) waiters; 2) protective (police, army, etc.);
3) health aides, 4) other food workers (dishwashers, etc.);
5) attendants with minimal training (such as bootblacks or
elevator operatcrs); 6) private houshold; 7) cleaning;
8) "personalized service attendance". In this last category we
have included cooks, bartenders, practical nurses, airline'
stewardesses, hairdressers, etc., or those employed in service
work that seems to involve a greater amount of specialized and
skilled service.

A final category (code 58) includes workers not classified into any of the

above categories.

Arts participation was measured in terms of the straightforward index

of hoer many of the seven types of arts events the respondent attended. A

respondent who went to an opera and to a stage play would obtain a score of

two. Possible scores on the index rannge from zero (which was the score

obtained by 60% of respondents) to seven (if the respondent attended all

seven types of arts performances). As noted at the top of Table 4.9, the

overall average number of performance types attended was less than one

(0.83 to be more precise).

In tne first column, it can be seen that prior to adjustment for edu-

cation, index scores across occupations vary between 2.72 for college

teachers and .11 for operative workers in textile manufacturing. Within

each of the major occupational categories, some further notable differences

are found, before adjustment for other factors.

- Professionals show the most interval variation; index scores
range from 2.72 for college teachers, 2.51 for social scientists
and 2.42 lawyers/judges at the top, down through to the engineering
:,i2chnicians (1.03) and to engineers (1.37).

- Administrators (1.68) were higher on the index than managers
(1.22), and especially restaurant managers (.68).

- More specialized sales workers (in real estage, insurance or
advertising) were higher on the index (1.68) than other sales
workers, especially retail sales clerks (.88).
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-Secretaries were higher (1.17) than other clerical workers on the
index, especially those in clerical jobs involving communication,
such as messengers (.63).

-While mist skilled workers were in the .50 range on the index,
those who were in the artisan category (e.g. decorators, jewelers)
were at 1.64 on the index.

-While most semi-skilled operative workers score in the .30 to
.40 range on the index, textile operators were at .11.

-Only two service worker categories (household and cleaning personnel)
were as low as workers in lower blue collar occupations. Host
service workers fall in the .70 to .90 range, with the score rising
to 1.49 for those service workers providing more personalized
service, such as hairdressers or bartenders.

In general, then, there are importznt wide variations in attendance pat-

terns within the broad occupational categories in Chapter 3. These need to

be considered in assessing the role occupation plays in arts participation.

Not all of these differences remain after controlling for the

respondent's education, as shown in the second column in Table 4.9. After

both factors are controlled simultaneously, the overall differences in arts

paticip3tion explained by occupation drops by almost 75%, while that for

education drops only by about 10%. The larger differences by occupaion

after MCA control can be described as follows:

27i
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(over 1.50)
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Other White Blue Service
Professional Collar Collar Workers

Arts-related MP 110. Artisans
College teachers
Social scientists

High Lawyers Advertising/ II. I. Personalized
Insurance attendants,
Other clerical Waiters

Low Engineers
Technicians

In other- words, most of he variation in blue collar and service categories

is eliminated after controlling for education, with no such groups being

less than about .50 on the index after control. Engineers and engineering

technicians are markedly lower than other professionals, especially academ-

ics in the arts and humanities and social sciences -- and college teachers

in general. Engineers appear more similar to blue collar workers than to

other professionals in terms of their arts participation.

2.)



Table 4.9: Overall Attendance at Arts

Grand Mean

OCCUPATION: (See text and Appendix

Events by Detailed Occupational Codes

0.83 0.83

C)

UNADJUSTED ADJUSTED
Professional

Arts-Related 2.13 1.69
College Teaches 2.72 1.73
Librarians 1.77? 1.02
Physician or Scientist 1.92 1.06
Social Scientists 2.51 1.61
Lawyers, Judges 2.42 1.43
Physicians 2.06 1.02
Secondary School Teachers 2.05 1.16
Primary School Teachers 2.04 1.19
Counseling 1.77 1.12
Nurses 1.48 1.01
Computer Specialists 1.62 1.06
Engineers 1.38 .72
Health Technician 1.44 .96
Engineering Technician 1.03 .79
Other Technicians 1.62 .94

Managerial

Accountants 1.41 1.00
Administrators 1.64 1.06
Managers 1.22 1.00
Restaurant Managers .68 .64

Sales/Clerical

Advertising 1.68 1.23
Other Sales 1.29 1.06
Sales Clerk Retail .88 .87
Supervisors 1.25 1.08
Public Contact .82 .81

Secretarial 1.17 1.12
Communication .63 .64
Record Keepers .91 .89
Machine Operators .91 .93
Other Clerical 1.23 1.12

Skilled

Artisans 1.64 1.50
Foreman .53 .63
Carpenters .49 .67
Painters .45 .55

2S1
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Electricians .67 .69

Plumbers .39 .50

Auto Mechanics .39 .61

Other Mechanics .50 .58

Semi-Skilled (Operative)

Apprentices .39 .57

Precision .36 .61

Textile .11 .49

Other Operatives .34 .63

Cab Drivers .42 .66

Tr'jck Drivers .32 .58
Other Transport .34 .53

Other Laborers .46 .63

Farm

Farmers .38 .48

Farm Labor .42 .65

Service

Waiters .90 .99

Protective .62 1.14

Health Aides .68 .72

Other Food Related .68 .86

Private Household .28 .65

Attendants .74 1.40

Cleaning .41 .68

Personalized Attendants 1.46 .87

All Other Occupations .87 .58

Non-Labor Force .55 .78
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10) DIFFERENCES IN ARTS PARTICIPATION BY OTHER BACKGROUND FACTORS

The larger Census Bureau Survey collects background information from

respondents on a wide variety of topics. Chapter 3 has examined the eleven

factors that seemed most relevant to arts participation, such as education,

age, family composition, etc.. In this chapter, we have so far examined

several other factors: month of survey, geography, and occupation.

This section examines eight additional background variables in the

Census Bureau Survey for which variation in arts participation can be exam-

ined. Most of these have to do with characteristics of the dwelling unit

in which the respondent resides: What is the number of adults living in the

household? Is the household a single-family dwelling unit (house) that

stands alone, or (if not) is it a duplex , row house or part of an apart-

ment complex? Is it a mobile home? Is it being rented or bought?

Other questions ask about household possessions related to the dwel-

ling unit, such as automobiles or telephones. Information is also avail-

able on the size of the municipal unit (not the larger metropolitan area)

in which the respondent lives: Do the boundaries of that municipal unit in-

clude over a million people or less than 200? Most SMSA areas included

several municipal units of varying size. One municipal unit (surburban

areas) ringing a city may have upwards of 100,000 people; it may be adja-

cent to a second municipal unit that has a size of place of less than 100

people. These were not separated in the SMSA code used in Chapter 3.

Other factors include whether the respondent is a member of the armed

forces or not, or whether the interview was conducted over the phone or in

person.

Table 4.10 examines variation in the index of participation in the
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seven core activities by these ten factors -- both before adjustment (Table

4.10a) and after adjustment for five major factors (age, education,

ethnic-racial group, income and urbanicity) in Table 4.10b. The adjusted

figures in Table 4.10b reveal the following patterns:

Household Type: Arts attendance is slightly higher overall among

residents of multiple family units (mainly apartments) than among
residents of "detached single-family units" (i.e. houses) and in

mobile homes than in multiple family units. And there is some ten-
dency for overall attendance to be higher in progressively larger

apartment buildings: from .88 in two-unit structures to .98 in
three-unit structures to 1.06 and 1.00 in four-unit and five-unit

apartment buildings, all the way up to 1.20 for apartment buildings
with more than 10 units. These pattern differences in Table 4.10

once again hold after control for age, income, education, and urban-
rural differences between house and apartment dwellers. Such a sys-

tematic and regular pattern suggests a role that attending arts per-
formances may play in allowing residents of larger apartments to "get
away" from their more uniform residences to attend culture in more
spacious surroundings. (There are too few respondents living in

transient hotels, rooming houses, etc. to suggest whether living in
these types of facilities relate to participation.)

Household Tenure: Individuals who own or are buying their homes at-

tend arts events at about a 10% higher rate on the index than people
who rent. This difference again holds after control for income and

type of household, so it is not simply a result of renters having
lower incr or living in larger apartment buildings.

Automobile Ownership: Ownership of automobiles appears to have no

direct or systematic relation to attending arts performances, after
adjustment for other factorr.

Telephone Ownership: Respondents who had no telephone in their hous-

ing unit reported above a 20% lower participation rate than respon-
dents who had a telephone in their housing unit. Thus, telephrne
ownership seems a more important factor in higher arts attendance
rates than car ownership.

Household Size: Respondents living in households with more adults

(over age 18) report lower participation than those with fewer adults
in the household. After adjustment, the pattern in index scores are

as follows: one adult only (1.15), two to four adults in the house-
hold (.78), five-six adults (.64), seven or more adults (.45). It

would appear therefore that having more adults in the household is an
inhibiting factor on arts participation -- other things being equa'..

Similarly, if one is a child or relative in a housing unit one is
less likely to be an arts atterder. However, if one is a non-

relative in the household, one is more likely to participate in arts
events -- perhaps providing an opportunity to spend time in a more
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spacious environment.

Interview Mode: Respondents interviewed by telephone indicated they
attended more arts performances than those interviewed in person, but
that difference was insignificant after control for other factors.
(People interviewed by phone were also not at home during the times
of the in-home interview, indicating they simply were more likely to
be away from home for other acitvities besides the arts; this is
again consistent with the "more-more" principle.)

Place Size: In general the larger the place, the greater the atten-
dance rates, going from an index score of 1.04 for respondents living
in communities of one million or more inhabitants to .53 for those
(few) respondents who lived in communities of less than 200 inhabi-
tants. A slightly below average index score (.76) was found for
eespondents living in unincorporated areas with no central popula-
tion. It is important to note once again, however, that place size
refers to the local municipal area and not to the metropolitan hub to
which it may be attached. In other words, a sma'.l city of 30,000
residents that stands alone in the middle of a rural area is in the
same category as a suburb of 30,000 which is part of a large city
like New York or San Francisco (which is what is reflected in the 3-
category SMSA variable employed in the Chapter 3 analysis).

Armed Forces: After control for other factors, members of the armed
forces are about 10% less likely to attend arts performances than
members of the civilian population.

Tn general, then, certain of these "minority groups" of indivi-

duals (apartment dwellers, non-relatives, telephone non-owners,

renters, residents of larger areas, armed force members) show pat-

terns of arts participation that deviate above or below the average

participation rates for other individuals in SPA'82 and these differ-

ences deserve further explanation and analysis. They suggest some

potentially important theoretical and practical factors that seem to

enhance or to constrain arts attendance.

25.3
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Table 4.10a: Differences in Arts Participation by Other Backgound Factors
(Before Adjustment)

GRAND MEAN = .83
Unadjusted Unadjusted

Telephone in housing unit Relative
Yes, in the unit .85 Reference person -.01

Yes, outside unit .58 Spouse of ref person .02

No phone connection .31 Own child -.06
Other relative -.35
Nonrelative .50

Automobiles
None .83 Number of Adults Over
One .79 18 Years of Age
Two .82 One 1.01

Three .80 Two .82

Four or more .83 Three .78

Four .76

Housing Units in Building Five .55

One, single-family .80 Six or more .30

Two .90

Three .82

Four 1.04

Five to nine 1.02 Population
Ten or more '.32 Under 200 .39
Mobile home, trailer .25 200 to 499 .50

Only other units 1.55 500 to 999
1,000 to 1,499 .48

Type of Dwelling Unit 1,500 to 1,999 .35

House,apt,flat .85 2,000 to 2,499 .45

Non-transient hotel .82 2,500 to 4,999 .64

Perm hous tr hotel .48 5,000 to 9,999 .77

Rooming house unit 1.70 10,000 to 19,999 .89

Mobile home, trailer .36 20,000 to 24,999 .81

Other housing unit .98 25,000 to 49,999 .96

50,000 to 99,999 1.08

Type of Interview 100,000 to 249,999 .81

Personal .81 250,000 to 499,999 1.14

Telephc,e .89 500,000 to 999,999 .99

1,000,000 or more 1.14

Armed Forces Member Unincorporated area .91

Yes .93
No .88

Not ascertained .49

02S('
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Table 4.10b: Differences in Arts Participation by Other Backgound Factors
(After Adjustment for Background Factors)

GRAND MEAN .83

Unadjusted Unadjusted
Telephone. in housing unit Relative

Yes, in the unit .84 Reference person -.01
Yes, outside unit .82 Spouse of ref person .02
No phone connection .66 Own child -.06

Other relative -.35
Nonrelative .50

Automobiles
None .P3 Number Over 18 '..ears
One .85 One 1.15
Two .82 Two .78
Three .81 Three .80
Four or more .83 Four .77

Five .61
Housing Units in Building Six .66
One, single-family .79 Seven .51
Two .88 Eight .65
Three .96 Nine or more .13
Four 1.04
Five to nine .98 Population
Ten or more 1.18 Under 200 .53
Mobile home, trailer .71 200 to 499 .62
Only other units .97 500 to 999 .75

1,000 to 1,499 .67
Type of Dwelling Unit 1,500 to 1,999 .63
House,apt,flat .83 2,000 to 2,499 .69
Non-transient hotel .86 2,500 to 4,999 .75
Perm hous tr hotel .52 5,000 to 9,999 .84

Rooming house unit 1.50 10,000 to 19,999 .90
Mobile home, trailer .69 20,000 to 24,999 .77
Other housing unit .90 25,000 to 49,999 .92

50,000 to 99,999 .89
Type of Interview 100,000 to 249,999 .74

Personal .82 250,000 'co 499,999 .96
Telephone .85 500,000 to 999,999 .89

1,000,000 or more 1.04
Armed Forces Member Unincorporated area .76

Yes .74

No .84

Not ascertained .74

The background factor!. are age, education, ethnic-racial group, income,
and urbanicity.
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Chapter 5

OTHER CULTURAL AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES

Specific types of r.rts participation are often thought to reflect a

particular type of life-st7le. It it easier to visualize a "cultured"

opera attenderlfor example, RS fixing a gourmet meal rather than as fixing

an automobile carburetor. If such stereotypes have any basis in fact,

then, arts participatir. crnstitutes but one element in a person's overall

style of life. The SPA'82 study included a series of questions on recrea-

tional and leisure-time activities, other than participation in the art

forms discussed in Chapter 3. The objectives of these questions wer? (1)

to compare the rates of participation in these other leisure activities

with arts participation and (2) to classify the general life-styles of

each respondent in terms of responses to these questions.

This chapter examines these questr.yrrs and the tabulations of respoN

dents' answers to iem, aggregated for the months in which they were in

cluded in the survey. Further analysis of this information will address

the following question

1) What is the extent of the public's involvement
in these various recreational activities? The percentage
of the population involved in each recreational activity
can be estimated from the distribution of responses in the
samp.e.

2) How do recreational activities differ among groups with
different backgrounds? For example, what population
groups are most likely to be involved in production work
for plays, what groups are likely to be involved in
gardening?

3) What are the most important factors in explaining
differences in recreational activities? If respondents
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from households with higher incomes are more likely
to visit arts and crafts fairs, for example, is this
tendency attributable to income differences or to
the impact of other associated factors such as eucation?

4) Do recreational Orities form clusters in terms of
of an overall "lit-style" of activity combinations? Is
a person who pursues one type of activity (e.g. camping)
more or less likely to pursue a second and third activity
(e.g., movie-going and jogging)?

5) How does involvement in recreational activities differ
by background factors? lelat are the social character-
istics of people who tend to be more fully engaged in
cultural, intellectual or aesthetic activity or in
various activities at home?
Are the best predictors of wider involvement also the
most important explanatory factors?

6) How do various life-styles incorporate participation in the
arts? Are certain recreational activities associated with
arts participation, or does involvement in particular sets
of recreational activities increase or decrease the
likelihood of participation in the arts?

2 93
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1) RECREATIONAL AC%IVITY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

In addition to the 10 core questions on arts participation discussed

in Chapter 3, respondents in certain months of the survey were asked

whether they were active in a variety of general leisure activities. These

questions were all framed in terms of any involvement during the previous

12 months. One set of 14 questions (questions 23a-23n that were included

in the March, September, and November surveys) asks about a wide range of

general recreational activities:

- Attendance at movies, sports events,
zoos or gardens, amusement parks

- Hobbies: games (card, electronic), collecting
(e.g., stamps), preparing special meals,
gardening

- Physical activities: exercise, sports, or
outdoor recreation (e.g. camping)

- Reading (includes more general reading than reading of
literature which is one of the core questions in Chapter 3)

- VoluntPer work
- Home or vehicle repa....r

A second set of 12 questions (questions 24 -35 asked in the May, November,

and December surveys) concern more cultural activities: visits to non-art

museums and historical sites as well as various arts and crafts activities:

- Visit to a (non-art) museJm, to a historic site, or
to an arts or crafts fair

- Read or listen to poetry
- Lessons in the arts
- Craft activities (including jewelry and sewing)
- Artistic activities (including photography)
- Nonperforming work for live arts performances
- Creative writine,

The exact wording of these recreational activity questions, can be examined

in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 also shows the number of survey respondents who reported

participating in each of these recreational activities. For instance, of

the 5,571 respondents questioned in four survey months, 3,484 said they had

gone to a movie, while 2,076 said Lhev had not. The remaining 11 respon-

dents did not give codeable responses. Note that the size of the sample is

smaller (n L,255) for the second set of questions (24-35), which were

asked during only three of the survey months.
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Table 5.1: Numbers of Respondents Reporting rilau.61.464+Sf.J.vit

in Recreation Life-style Activities

*ICSEATIDN Lift STYLI WHIR PARTICIPATION

23o. Dieing the LAST 12 MONTHS, did TOY go out to the
merries?

o G No 20 76

34 84
NA r. 11

Ir. Oki you is to arty sports ent* at soft WOW, greet
proftheional and emataur WM. Erferfia, millardbola se
whether an mindasion far was charted.

o No 2879

t Yes 2675
17

2s. During the LAST 12 MONTHS, did you visit mimics
issmosunt.1WitIOROI history museum, or the like?

00 No 3270

Yes 971 14
ANIOMMIliMMEImlmomml1

21. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did yeti vied an historic
perk or essouistent, or tow buildings. or neighborhoods
for their New% or design value?

a0 No 2671

yes 1571 13

s. Did yaw rut a mos, areporoomt, M botanical gardees1

o 2 No 3766

vas 1776 29

d. Did you May card games, board games, electronic
gonsee, piebell or any other similar ortmes?

o 0 No 1430

yes 3621 30

211. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did yes read. or listen
to or reeding, of poetry?

o 0 No 3396

v., 846

. During the LAST 12 MONT'. g, ow you go to on or0000.
meet or theme park, a carnival, or similar place of
ordertaininem?

2815

2739

00 No

Yes 17

13

27. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you rigid an art or
croft fob or fosiikral?

o No 2577

0 Yes
1666 12

t. Did yam yosp. lift weights, walk. or participate In any
other asercia program?

No 2693
Yes 2858 20

3S. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you take lessons or
a slam NI literature, tread", writing, en., photography.
omit arta, baSet. steralo, or the like?

o D No 3790

Yes 453 12

g . Did you participate in any ports activity. such as softball,
beeketball, golf, howiirro, skiing. ter nis. or the Him?

oD No 3372

C.] v96 2182 17

29. Muting the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you work with
pottery. ceramics. jeweiry. or do any lerathenvorit,
inetalworit. or similar crafts?

No 3709

0 vim 535 11

h. Did you do any camping, hiking. canoeing, or any other
itinditte eutsicsor activity?
o u No 3532

Yet 2032 16

30. During the LAST 12 MONTHS, did you do any weaving.
srothifilirwS quilting. needlepoint. sewing, or similar
crafts?

No 2836

0 yes 1406 11

i. During the LAST 12 MONTHS, did you mad books or
ntsiostairies7

oC 669
873

-
I t f 4681 17

31. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Did you do any work in
reursion ev lion-wmokal play, on opera, or a ballot

prodiroborat Include working on lights, sets, costumes,
prentedien. etc.. but not performing.

DO No 4123

C] Yes 119
13

J. Did you do voiunuree or charity work?

00 No 3987

v:s 1562

32. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you do env work In a

or Weslaco' mimic performance? Include working on
sets, promegons etc., bid notpurforming.

oQ No 4197

22 Vet 45

k. Did you work on a collection such as stamps, coins,
sheds, or the like?

No 4721

Yes 835 15

I. Did you pre fare special gourmet meals for the pietism"
of dein, it?
00 No 3928

vas 1622 21

13

33. (Owlet§ the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Did yen wore on any
emetlere writings sock as otadoe.10.80100. Owl. and
Os Oka? Sastede sese writing dons as part of a commit

101144.101,06.114.

0 NO 3968

ID 1 es 274 13

in Did you make Hnprovornonta on vow own
hems or auncor reph.)clas?

2245
o No

I Tes 3305 21

34. (Owing the LA 1'12 MONTHS.) Did you mak*
phourtgroodis. orovies, or rides topes as an artistic
stielvite?
a No 3810

Yes 430 15

o. Did y Ail wort with indoor plants or do any gardening for
pleesare?
o0 No 2174

11$,4 13

311. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Did you tie any
pointing. drevehni, osuiptesee, ter Ildithadkble
astiettiest
oD No 3826

ICI Yes 417

291
12
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2) POPULATION ESTIMATES OF INVOLVEMENT IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

After weighting to correct for any disproportionate representation in

the sample by age, sex, or race, the responses shown in Table 5.1 can be

. generalized to population estimates. These estimates, expressed in terms

of percentages and numbers, are found in Tables 5.2a and 5.2b. The esti-

EJtes represent the portion of the U.S. adult population involved in vari-

ous recreational activities.

As shown in Table 512a, the levels of participation vary greatly for

different recreational activities. A majority participates in certain

activities such as movies, while only a small percentage participates in

other activities such as creative writing. The highest levels of partici-

pation (approximately 60-80%) were found for reading books and magazines,

playing games, going to the movies, gardening, and making home or vehicle

repairs. Roughly half of the respondents reported exercising, attending a

sports event, or going to an amusement park. Roughly a third to two-fifths

claimed to have played sports, visited an arts or crafts fair, engaged in

an outdoor activity (e.g., hiking), visited historical sites, engaged in

needle crafts or visited a zoo or garden. About a quarter to a fifth of

the respondents reported doing volunteer work, preparing gourmet meals,

visiting a non-art museum, or reading or listening to poetry, while ten to

fifteen percent said that they worked on collections, engaged in crafts

such as pottery, took art lessons or classes, made photographs or movies,

or engaged in arts activities such as drawing. Finally, less than ten per-

cent of the respondents reported being involved in creative writing or

working in a nonperformance capacity for an arts event.

The distribution of responses in the sample--after weighting for age,
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Table 5.2a: Participation in Various Recreational Activities: Weighted
Percentage Estimates of Adult Participation in 12 Months

23 a) Go to movies 63%

b) Go to sports events 48

c) Visit zoos, arboretums, gardens 32
d) Play cards/board/et al. games 65

&') Go to amusement park, carnival 49

f) Jog, lift weights, exercise 51

g) Sports activities (softball, golf, etc.) 39
h) Camping, hiking, canoeing, etc. 36

i) Read books or magazines 84

j) Do volunteer or charity work 28
k) Work on collections (stamps, coins, etc.) 15

1) Prepare special gourmet meals 29
m) Make repairs or improvements 60

n) Work with indoor plants, gardening 60

24. Visit science, etc. museums 23

25. Visit historic parks, etc. 37

26. Read/listen to poetry 20

27. Visit arts/craft fair 39
28. Lessons in literature, etc. 11

29. Work with pottery, etc. 12

30. Weaving, crocheting, etc. 32
31. Work for theatre/ballet/opera production 3

32. Work for jazz/classical music concert 1

33. Work on creative writing 7

34. make photographs, movies, etc. 11

35. Painting, drawing, sculpture 10
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sex, and

number of

presented

7

race--can be generalized to provide population estimates of the

Americans involved in each activity. These estimates are

in Table 5.2b.

A
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Table 5.2b: Weighted Population Estimates of U.S. Adults Engaged in Selected
Recreational Activities in 12 Months (in millions)

23 a) Go to movies 104
b) Go to sports events 80
c) Visit zoos, arboretums, gardens 53
d) Play cards/board/et al. games 107
e) Co to amusement park, carnival 81
f) Jog, lift weights, exercise 84
g) Sports activities (softball, golf, etc.) 65
h) Camping, hikingt canoeing, etc. 60
i) Read books or magazines 138
j) Do volunteer or charity work 46
k) Work on collections (stamps, coins, etc.) 25
I) Prepare special gourmet meals 47
m) Make repairs or improvements 98
n) Work with indoor plants, gardening 99

24. Visit non-mrt museums 38
25. Visit historic parks, etc. 61

26. Read/listen to poetry 33
27. Visit arts/crafts fair . 65
28. Lessons in literature, etc. 18
29. Work with pottery, etc. 20
30. Weaving, crocheting, etc. 53
31, Work for play /musical /opera /ballet production 5

32. Work for jazz/classical music concert 2
33. Work on creative writing 11
34. Make photographs, movies, video tapes 17

35. Painting, drawing, sculpturing, printmaking 16
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3) BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

People with different demographic characteristics tend to engage in

different recreational and leisure-time activities. Tables 5.3a, 5.3b and

5.3c presents the rates of participation in each recreational activity for

different sub-groups. These rates are presented in terms of their differ-

ence from the average grand mesh for the whole sample.

Thus, over 65% of the population went to a movie in the last year.

But for those in households earning under $10,000, only 39% (65%-26%) had

gone to a movie, a rate considerably below the average for that activity.

In contrast, in households earning $50,000 or more, 86% (65% + 21%) had

gone to a movie, considerably above the average.

Tables 5.4a, 5.4b and 5.4c present the same data after adjustment for

the impact of the other demographic factors listed in the table. In this

case, a comparison of income categories shows an estimated 55% (65% - 10%)

of those in households earning under $10,000, and 77% (65% + 12%) in the

$50,00u and over group attending a movie -- if the impact of other associ-

ated variables is statistically adjusted. Thus, at least part of the

difference between the low and high income groups can be attributed to fac-

tors other than income, e.g. education.

A brief description of the influence of various demographic factors on

each recreational activity, both before and after adjustment for other

background variables is given below. Unless otherwise indicated, the

trends after adjustment remain largely unchanged.

GENERAL LEISURE ACTIVITIES

Attending Movies
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Age is strongly related to movie attendance as young respondents are

much more likely to attend than are older groups. Those with higher income

and educational levels are also more likely to attend, but about half the

variation in both cases can be attributable to other factors. Males are

more likely than females to go to the movies, but most of this difference

disappears when other factors are controlled (Table 5.4a).

Attending Sports Events

Younger respondents are also much more likely to attend sports events.

People with higher levels of income or education attend at higher than

average rates, but this relationship is weakened considerably when other

factors are controlled. Non-whites are notably below average in attending

sports events. On the other hand, males are likely to attend sports events

whether or not other factors are held equal.

Visit Zoo, Arboretum, or Botanical Garden

Older people and those in lower income brackets are generally less

likely to visit zoos, arboretums, or botanical gardens. (Much of the vari-

ation, however, is due to the impact of other factors such as education.)

Non-whites visit more often than the average, with blacks being much more

likely than the average to visit these places. Males are slightly less

likely than females to visit. Those with higher educational levels are

considerably more likely to visit, even after adjustment for other factors.

Playing Cards and Various Games

Playing games such as cards or pinball is strongly related to age --

as younger people are much more likely to participate. Those with higher
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levels of education or income are also more likely to participate, but much

of the variation is due to )they factors. Males are more likely to play

these games than females, while Hispanics, blacks, and other nonwhites

play these games less often than the average.

Go to Amusement Park or Carnival

Visits to an amusement or theme park, a carnival, or similar places

are more common among younger age groups. These visits also tend to be

more likely among those with higher levels of income or educatiOn--except

for the highest levels ($50,000 or more income and graduate education).

Much of the variation for education and income is attributable to the

influence of other factors. Males are slightly more likely than females to

go to such places of amusement, but this reverses after adjustments are

made for other factors; presumably differential income and education

account for these original differences. After adjustment for the impact of

other factors, blacks and members of "other" racial groups are least likely

to visit such places of entertainment.

Jogging, Exercising

People with higher levels of income and education are more likely to

exercise as are younger people. On the other hand, Hispanics and non

whites are the least likely to exercise. Males are more likely to exercise

than females, but this difference is attributable to other background fac

tors, such as inr

Playing Sports

i education.

Involvement in sports tends to be an activity of the young. In addi-



tion, those with higher educational leveiF and, to a lesser extent, those

wiLh higher income levels are rr,-e likely to be active in sports. Hispan-

ics and non-whites are least likely to participate. Females are also less

likely than males to participate in sports activities and this tendency

persists after adjustment for other factors.

Outdoor Activities

The young also are much more likely to engage in outdoor activities

such as camping, hiking, or boating. The likelihood of participation in

outdoor activities rises with income except for the highest income bracket

(perhaps reflecting the older average age in this category), but these

differences by income are mostly attributable to other factors. Hispanics

and non-whites are notably less likely than the average to participate in

outdoor activities. Females are less likely than average to participate.

Those with higher levels of education are more likely to engage in outdoor

activities, but much of this variation is due to other factors.

Reading Books or Magazines

Reading books and magazines is strongly related to higher levels of

education. This type of reading is more common among those who are younger

or earning higher incomes, but these differences decrease when other vari-

ables are taken into account. Females are somewhat more likely to read

above the average. Blacks and Hispanics are less likely than average to

read books and magazines. Education is probably the major variable

explaining differences in reading rates.

Do Volunteer, Charity Work

3'11
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Higher levels of education are associated with participation in

volunteer or charity work. Volunteer work also rises with income but this

is largely due to other associated factors such as education. The likeli-

hood of doing volunteer work increases with age until 35-44 and then

decreases. (However, other factors being equal, the likelihood increases

through the 65-74 group.) Blacks and Hispanics are least likely to do

volunteer work. Males are somewhat'less likely to participate in volunteer

activities than are females and this trend persists after adjustment for

other factors.

Collecting Stamps, etc.

Collectors tend to be better-educated and somewhat younger than aver-

age after control for other factors.

Gourmet Cooking

Those earning $50,000 and more, those with college degrees, and those

of "other ft races are markedly more likely than average to prepare gourmet

meals. On the other hand, , ales and those over the age of 75 are noti ?-

ably less likely than the average to engage in gourmet cooking.

Home or Vehicle Repair

In general, those who are younger or better educated are more likely

to do home or vehicle repairs. Males and those in higher income brackets

are also more likely than average to make such repairs. However, much of

the income and educational differences in making repairs are attributable

to the effects of other factors. Hispanics and non-whites are the less

likely to do such repairs than are whites.

3.r)2
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Gardening, Plant Care

Those with higher levels of income and education are more likely to do

indoor or outdoor gardening. Gardening activities are less common among

those aged 18-24, blacks and Hispanics. Females are considerably more

likely than males tr garden.

CULTURAL RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY

Visit Science and Historical. Museums

Those with higher educational and income levels are more likely to

visit science and natural history museums. Those aged 25-34 are most

likely to attend. Attendance generally decreases with age among those over

45 years of age.

Visit Historic Sites

Those with higher incomes, those aged 25-44, those with higher educa-

tional levels, and whites have higher than average attendance rates at his-

toric sites. Much of the variation by income and age groups seems attri-

butable to the factor of differential education.

Listening to or Reading Poetry

Listening to or reading poetry is more common among those with higher

educational levels. It also tends to be more common among those with

higher incomes, but other factors (particularly education) appear to con-

siderably inflate the rates of those in higher income brackets and suppress

the rates of those in lower income brackets. Younger people, "other"

races, and women are more likely than the average to listen to or read poe-
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-2.0

Mo Cltiaren

One 6-11 Yr4
Two or. 6-11 rrs
004 4444r 6 2.7 2.3 -3.2 6.4 -2.1 1.6 3.3 1.9 -0.1 -1.1 4.0 3.6

On, 0-S. Co. 6-11 2.7 5.1 -4.0 7.4 3.9 1.4 5.4 -1.2 -1.0 .1.2 -3.6 -3.3

Owe 0.5. Two or. 6.11
Two or. 0-5

-9.2
8.0

1.3

10.9

2.4
2.8

12.2

7.3
5.0

-5.0

-5.0
1.0

1.6
3.6

0.3 2.8

-1.6 -1.6

5.7
.1.4

-5.8
7.1

-1.2
0.1

Two or. 0-5. Doe 6 3.8 -6.1 -5.8 4.0 -5.5 1.9 13.8 3.6 1.7 3.1 4.1 3.3

Two or. 0-5. Two or. 6-1 4.7 4.9 .4.0 -3.9 2.3 -1.2 -0.3 -3.8 -1.0 -0.2 .4.9 3.3

r 4)
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Visit Arts or Crafts Fairs

Attendance of arts or craft fairs '.s more common among those with

higher incomes, with more education, those aged 25-44, among whites, and

females. Other factors, however, account for much of the differences in

attendance by income or age, with education once again probably being the

mejor explanatory factor.

Arts-Related Lesson, or Class's

Those with higher incomes are generally more likely to have taken les-

sons or classes in literature, creati.e writing, art, photography, craft

arts, ballet, music, etc. However, those ,larning under $10,000, those aged

18-24, and those with some college education (all typical characteristics

of current college students) are even more likely to have taken such

classes in the last 12 months. In contrast, males, blacks, people without

:-y college education, and adults older than age 35 are less likely than

average to participate in these classes.

Craft Activities

The better-educated, those under 35, and whites are more likely to

have engaged in crafts such as pottery, ceramics, jewelry, leather, metal,

or similar materials. Those earning $10,000-$14,999, males,--and other

factors being equal, those making over $30,000,-- are less likely than the

average to engage in these crafts.

Needle Crafts 395
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11111111Table 5.46-L Culture) Activities Or 04cft4rours0 Feeter4 Adjusted for Inflwence
of Other Facet:rut Pe so of liespomlents Above or Belau the
Tots) Sample.

Visit

Science
mAseum

Visit

Historic
!lies

Weed,

Listen
to Peens

Visit
Art fair

Claseee
In Lit.

Art,Pase

707AL SAMPLE: 221 381 20% 40% 111

Income:

under 110.000 -1.7 3.8 -8.2 2.3
110.000 - $14.999 .4.9 -2.0 -2.1 43.8 -2.0
$15.000 - $19.999 .0.9 0.4 43.5 -0.9
$20.000 - 129.999 1.0 0.0 0.2 2.0 .1.0
$30.000 - $49,999 1.5 5.1 C.7 1.2 2.8
150.000 and over 9.1 3.0 -3.5 5.1 1.2
sot secertaino, 4.7 0.4 .1.9 -3.1 -3.5

WI
I8..211 1.8 0.5 3.4 .2.2 6.0
13-0 0.6 3.7 -2.3 5.2 3.4
35.44 -1.6 1.9 2.5 4.2 4.8
43-34 -3.3 0,4 -0.0 1.6 -2.2
55.04 -3.8 -1.9 -3.2 0.6 .4,

65.74 .1.7 -1,1 0.2 7.9 -4.1
75-90 -8.3 -12.7 -id -19.1 -9.7

EiPm16.41mc*
Wh110. OtM4F Origin 1,4 1.7 -0.2 2.5 0.3
British lilies Waite -2.6 1,9 4.6 0.7 0.6
W. Eropoi White -0.8 1.9 -1.0 6.5 0.1
E. Europe Walt! 4.9 6.6 -0.2 -0.2 3.2
Hispaalo 4,4 -2.9 3.3 .5.9 1.3
Black (em. Hispanic) -5.9 .10.1 -16.5 .2.9
Other Raced .3.2 -9.3 -2.3 .11.8 -3.2
white (unanoth origin) .1.0 .10.7 .2.9 .2.0 .2.0

Set:

Male -2.2 -2.5 -4.9 -8.4 .2.7
Female 1.9 2.1 4.3 7.4 2.4

Education:
rate SC MO 1

111111114" high /Khoo.
-11,5
-9,8

.16.8

.17,1

-18,1

-13.3

.18.0

18.6
-3.,
-5.5

'go liChael *radiate -2.9 -4.6 .2.7 -2.5 -2.7
Some college 1.8 7.5 4.2 7.4 6.7
College graduate 9.9 11.7 12.1 17.4 5.5
Graduate school 24.4 77.9 23.6 23.6 2.:

Pottery
eta. beetle

Grafts Grafts

131 321

4.5

.1.0

0.2
0.5
.0.9

-0.5
-1.3

4.6

3.2

0.3
43.4

.5.7

-2.7
-7.0

0.5
1.0

4.0

-6.9
.1.2
-4.6
-7.1
0.4

.3.8

.1.2
-0.2

1.3
2.2
0.0
3.5

0.1

4.3
0.7

-3.6
2.4
-8.3

1.9
.0.6
1.2
1.9

-6.3
-8.7

1.4

-2.3 -27.0
2.0 23.5

- 4.7

1.3
1.8

2.5
7.:

-7.7
.h.5
1.7

3.0
1.9
2.4

3 f

v. Jet 1.g S.-

Theatre

Welp

Nate
help

Creative

*111146

Art

Mato
4040

141ntini
Sculpting

etc.

3% 11 7% 101 101

1.6 1.8 0.7 .1.1 0.8

.0.2 -0.5 -1.2 -3.0 .2,4

de.) -0.6 0.3 2.6 1.9

0.1 0.1 -0.2 .0.2 C.0

0.1 -0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.1

-0.9 2.1 -1.5 -3.6 -S.2

-1.0 43.4 1.8 .1.9 2.2

0.9 0.7 3.0 1.2 3.6

0.2 -0.2 0.1 4.5 4.2

I.? .0.3 0.1 1,2 -1.4

4.5 .0.1 -0.1 -2.6 -2.6

.I.0 .0.1 -3.0 .8.0 -4.9

-1.0 0.2 -0.3 -4.7 .1.7

-2.0 -0.2 .0.7 -5.6 .4.0

0.0 .0.0 0.5 0.3 0.4

0.4 -0.4 1.3 0.5 -1.1

-0.4 -0.0 -1,2 0.5 1.9

0.6 0.8 .0.4 1.4 0.9

0.9 1.0 -0.3 -0.0

.1.3 0.0 ..1.0 .2.8

.2.9 .0.2 -1.7 -7.6 0.9

6.8 0.8 .3.0 .2.5 -6.6

.1.1 -0.1 -3.4 1.4 -1.)

1.0 0.1 3.0 .1.2 1.7

.1.9
-1.7

-0.6

-0.9

0.1

.3,1

-3.6
-1.9

.4.2

.7.1

.4.7

-1.0

1.3
2.3

0.4
0.2

2.2
4.6

0.9
7.6

2.%
5.0

2.2 0.5 7.7 10.0 5.2
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Males in particular, but also blacks and Hispanics, are markedly less

likely than average to engage in weaving, crocheting, quilting,

needlepoint, sewing or similar crafts. Those with higher incomes are

slightly more likely than the average to be involved in such crafts. These

crafts are also somewhat more common among a younger group aged 25-44, and

the older group aged 65-74, but less common among those without high school

diplomas and those with post-graduate educaton. However after adjustments

for the impact of other factors, all educational level groups past high

school are about equally likely to do needle crafts.

"Backstage" Work for a Play, Opera, or Ballet

Very young adults, those earning under $10,000, or those with higher

levels of education are more likely to have done nonperforming "backstage"

production work for a play, opera, or ballet.

Backstage Work for a Jazz or Classical Music Performance

Very young adults, those earning under $10,000, and those with higher

levels of education are also more likely to have done nonperforming pro-

duction work for a jazz or classical music performance.

Creative Writing

Very young adults and those with at least some college education are

more likely to do creative writing. To a lesser extent, females, the least

or most affluent, and whites are also more likely than the average to pur-

sue creative writing.

Artistic Photography, Videos 3 )7



Younger age groups (18-44), whites, males, those with higher levels of

education, and those earning at least $15,000 are more likely tnan the

average to engage in making photographs, movies, or video tapes. Only the

education factor remains a strong influence after control for other fac-

tors.

Visual Arts Activities

Younger people (aged 18-34), people with intermediate earning levels,

and those with at least some college education are more likely than the

average to engage in painting, drawing, sculpture, or printmaking activi-

ties.

In sum, respondents with certain background characteristics are

noticeably more likely to engage in each of these recreational activities.

The background characteristics of groups with higher rates are often the

same for each activity: higher education, relatively younger age groups and

the more affluent. Nevertheless, these characteristics are not always the

best predictors or explanatory factors. Income in particular is often a

more effective predictor than explanatory factor; education, which is

closely associated with income, is usually the major explanatory variable

-- holding up after factors are controlled.

3n
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4) DIMENSIONS AND CLUSTERS OF LEISURETIME ACTIVITIES

As already noted, one of the purposes of the study was to identify how

recreational and leisuretime activities clustered into particular pat-

-erns. The manner in which the more cultured of these activities formed

into clusters was of particular interest. A factor analysis, therefore,

was performed on all 26 of the items in Table 5.2a.

The result of this factor analysis was the identification of five

separate dimensirms of recreational activity. However, four of these

dimensions were "weak", in the sense that the factor loadings that identi

fied them were in the .3 to .5 or "low" range for such loadings, and only

two to four activities were identified on each. The main result from this

analysis was that all the activities were related positively to each other,

and that one "general activity" factor was a more apt descriptor of the

data than the five dimensions that emerged from the analysis.

Nonetheless, the structure of these five dimensions is shown in Table

5.5. The first dimension in Table 5.5 included going to the movies,

attending sports events, playing games, visiting amusement parks, jogging

(or other exercise programs), engaging in sports activities, camping, read

ing books, improving or repairing the home or vehicles, and (to a lesser

extent) visiting a zoo or arboretum, or an arts and crafts fair. This

cluster represents a lifestyle organized primarily around activities away

from home, many involving physical activity.

A second dimension includes painting/drawing/sculpturing/printmaking,

lessons in the arts, creative writing, and to a lesser extent pottery Cand

similar crafts) and making artistic photographs/movies/video tapes. This

dimension, then, clusters activity directly involving more creative arts
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and crafts.

A third dimension comprises gardening, weaving (and similar needle

crafts), preparing gourmet meals, and (to a lesser extent) visiting arts

and crafts fairs. This cluster reflects involvement in creative domestic

activities that may be considered as traditionally feminine.

A fourth dimension clusters visiting science and history museums, his-

torical sites, zoos or arboretums, and to a lesser extent arts and crafts

fairs. In contrast to the first cluster, this group of activities is

organized around more intellectual and aesthetic appreciation rather than

physically active activities away from home. It also differs from the

emphasis on creation of arts and crafts in the second and third clusters.

A fifth dimension somewhat loosely groups "backstage" production work

-- both for plays, operas, and ballets, and for jazz or classical music

performances. It suggests that people who have the interest and skills to

perform such support activities for one type of performance are more likely

to be interested in, and recruited for, similar work for other kinds of

performances.

Thus, factor analysis suggests five separate groupings of recreational

activities and leisure-time activities. The first cluster largely excludes

arts and crafts activities, except for a somewhat weak association with

attending arts and crafts fairs. The fourth cluster has a stronger associ-

ation with visiting arts and crafts fairs, and seems to represent art spec-

tators rather than creators. The fifth cluster involves a closer, active,

supportive involvement with the svts community, but as a non performer.

The third cluster includes some active involvement in the arts (and

crafts), as well as a weaker association with less active appreciation at

arts and crafts fairs. Finally, the second cluster reflects activities

311)
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involving creation of arts and crafts. In short, this analysis suggests

that patterns of general life-styles do exist and arts and crafts stand in

different relationships--active vs. passive, intellectual v3. manual, and

domestic vs. away-from-home -- with each life-style.

These types of clusters, then, can be cross-tabulated by attendance at

"core" arts events to see whether correlate with arts participation in

terms of the core questions in Chapter 3. At the same time, we also see

value in utilizing a general activity factor -- one involved in any leisure

activity whether at home or away from home, and with or without an

aesthetic character.

A spatial representation of these first two dimensions of the factor

analysis is shown in Figure 5.1. The clustering of more general away-

from-home activities (movies, zoos, etc') is shown at the right hand side

of Figure 1. The clusters of more active cultural activities (photography,

painting, backstage work, etc') is shown more at the top of Figure 1. (The

other three clusters require more than a two dir'ensional representation

that cannot be shown in a diagram like Figure 1.)

31



Table 5.5: Dimensions of Recreational Activities: Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix.

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Attend Movie 6.587 .148 .064 .167 .015
Attend Sports 11.566 .092 .010 .136 .069
Zoo .328 .139 .159 1.439 .023
Games 41.607 .104 .144 .095 .011
Amusement Park 41.510 .062 .137 .152 .063
Exercise 11.507 .204 .131 .083 .059
Do Sports 41.624 .161 ...073 .091 .050
Outdoors ii.446 .141 .055 .182 -.004
Charity .171 .137 .240 .226 .168
Reading .425 .100 .296 .107 .017
Collecting .160 .209 .159 .110 .052
Gourmet Meals .149 .199 7.402 .133 -.003
Improve Home/Caro.445 .086 .174 .104 -.008
Gardening .123 -.001 11.581 .115 -.013
Science Museum .197 .128 .088 41.562 .058
Historical Sites .308 .173 .217 41.570 .021
Listen to Poetry .120 .318 .233 .191 .179
Arts&Crafts Fair .307 .188 .358 .357 .052
Art Classes .144 '.440 .077 .049 .154
Pottery .133 .327 .184 .027 .048
Needle Crafts -.004 .131 0.485 .035 .051
Nonperf. Plays .056 .132 .041 .056 .667
Nonperf. Music. .008 .061 .013 .012 '.399
Creative Writing .064 11.421 .036 .101 .228
Movies/Photo .159 .334 .134 .177 .042
Paint .103 41.531 .095 .063 -.072

312



Figure 5.1: Clustering of Activities in First Two Dimensions

from Factor Analysis
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5) BACKGROUNL DIFFERENCES IN INDICES OF RECREATION AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Our first analysis described how respondents with certain background

characteristics are more likely to engage in particular recreational

activities. We have now just found how these activities tend cluster

into overall dimensions or patterns that make it possible to simplify the

prior analyses, by identifying persons with particular social backgrounds

who may be more likely than others to engage in patterns of activities. In

this section, we will analyze these relationships.

Involvement in patterns of activity is defined operationally through

indices which measure the number of activities wi hin a given set or clus

ter in which a respondent was involved. Thee indic s are based on, but not

strictly dictated by, the results of the factor analysis in the preceding

section. As in Chapter 3, each respondent was given one point for eacn

relevant activity in which they had participated in the previous 12 months.

a,- analysis will treat five such indices: 1) all 26 recreational

activities; 2) nine general activities carried on away from home--going out

to movies, sports events, zoos (or arboretums or gardens), games, amusement

parks, jogging, playing sports, outdoors activities, volunteer activities;

3) five general activities usually carried on at home-- reading books, col

lecting, making gourmet meals, making repairs or improvements, and garden

ing; 4) four cultural awayfromhome activities -- visiting science muse

ums, historical sites, and arts and crafts fairs as well as poetry read

ings; 5) seven arts and crafts activities --lessons such as literature,

pottery work, weaving, production work for play/musical/opera/ballet, pro

duction work for jazz/classical music productions, creative writing,

photography/film, and painting/drawing/sculpting/or printmaking.

31.1
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Table 5.6 examines the associations between ten background factors and

the average index scores on each of these five sets of "life-style" activi-

ties for each group (i.e., the averaz;e number of activities within that

set). Table 5.7 shows the same association for each variable, adjusted for

the impact of the other background variables. These data indicate whether

the factor is still a strong predictor (i.e., a useful explanatory factor)

after controlling for other variables. The more important relationships

will be described below for each of the indices.

i) Index of All Recreational Activities

In Table 5.6 better educated, wealthier, and younger people tend to be

involved in more activities. L contrast, blacks, non-employed men,

housewives, widows, separated spouses; and the non-working engage in fewer

recreational activities than the average individual, as represented by the

grand mean.

When other factors are taken into account in Table 5.7, the relation-

ship between income and the index is considerably lessened, and widows and

se,,arated people also move to about average in their participation as do

those with children. Both age and education seem to be the factors

explaining a large part of these reduced correlations.

ii) Index of Recreational Activities Away from Home

Younger, better educated, wealthier individuals are also more likely

to participate in a broad range of recreational activities away from home.

After adjustment for the influence of other factors, the influence of age

remains strong, but the influences of ircome and, to a lesser extent, edu-

cation are attenuated. Those who have never been married and those with
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TeDie 5.6: Indices of Life-Style Activities by background Factors: Above
or lielsw the Grand Mein of *ober of Activities

All
Activities

Away
From
Nome

At

Nome
Cultural
Visits

Arts
end

Crafts

GUAM) MEAN .9 1.6 1.9 1.2 0.9

Income:
Under $10.000 -2.6 -1.6 -0.6 -0.5 0.0
$100300 - $14,5n9 4.3 -1.3 -0.5 -o.4 -0.3
815.000 819,999 .0.5 .0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.0
$20,000 $29.999 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0
$30,000 - $49.999 2.0 1.1 0.4 0.1 0.1
852,000 and over 2.3 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.1
Not applicable -0.3 .0.4 43.2 0.0 -0.1

SPISA:

"enrral city of SOMA -0.2 0.0 .0.1 0.0 0.0
She!. not control city 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
No. in SKSA .0.7 41.5 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Age:

1$ - 24 years 1.8 1.5 0.1 0.0 0.3
25 - 34 yews 2.1 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.2
35 - 44 years 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0
45 - S4 years -0.7 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.2
55 - 64 years -1.9 -1.4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3
65 - 74 years -3.0 -2.2 .0.4 .0.4 -0.3
75 - 96 years

marital:

-5.4 -3.1 -0.8 -0.7 -0.5

Worried 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1
Widowed -3.6 .2.4 .0.6 1 -0.2
Divorced 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

Separated -1.1 -0.5 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
Never serried 1.2 1.0 -0.2 0.0 0.3

Ethnic /Noce:

White, other origin 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

White, Mritish Isles 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0
White, V. Europe 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
White, E. Europe 0.3 -0.2 0.1 0.1 -0.1
Hispanic -1.2 -0.6 -0.4 .0.2 -0.1
Slack (exclude Hispanic) -2.9 ..1.3 .0.5 -40.5 -0.2
Other races -1.0 -0.5 -0.1 0.1 -0.1

Sex/Work:
Nen employed 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 .0.3
Nen other -1.6 -0.6 -0.3 .0.3 -0.4
Women employed 1.5 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4

Housewife -1.6 -1.3 .0.7 -0.3 0.0
Woman other 0.4 43.1 0.0 0.2 0.6

Education:

Grade School -5.3 -2.8 -1.1 -0.9 -0.6
Attended High School -3.7 -1.6 -0.6 -0.7 -0.4
High School Graduate 0.1 0.2 0.0 4.1 0.0
Attended College 2.0 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
College Graduate 3.2 1.5 0.1 0.8 0.4
Attended Grad School 4.0 1.6 0.7 %I 0.3

Work Hours:
None -1.2 -0.8 -0.2 0.2 0.0
1 - 29 1.6 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4
30 - 39 0.6 0.5 r. 1 0, 1 0.1
40 hours 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.0 -0.1
41 - 49 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.0
50 or more 1.3 0.9 0.3 0.3 -0.2

Number of Children
None 4.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years 1.1 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.0
Two... 6 - 11 rears 1.2 0.7 0.3 .0.) -0.1
One, under 6 0.6 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 1.5 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.0
One, 0 - 5 /Tam., 6 - 11 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1
Two.. 0 - 5 2.1 1.2 0.1 0.d 0.1
Two., 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 1.4 1.2 0.2 0.0 0.2
Two.. 0 - 5/71.0... 6 . 11 0.4 -0.2 0.2 .0.1 0.0
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young children are also more likely to engage in these activities, but both

of these higher rates are attr; able to other factors, such as age or

education.

ili) Index of Recreational Activities at Home

Better educated and wealthier individuals are more likely to engage in

the five selected recreational activities at home. Older persons, blacks,

Hispanics, widows and separated spouses generally participate in fewer of

the domestic recreational activities, but a considerable part of these

lower rates seems attributable to other factors, such as income and educa-

tion.

iv) Index of Visits to Cultural Facilities

The better educated and the wealthier are more likely to visit cul-

tural facilities (science museums, historic sites, etc.) but the associa-

tion with income is largely attributable to the influence of other factors,

probably education. Older persons, Hispanics, blacks, non-employed men,

housewives and widows are less likely than average to engage in this type

of activity. After adjustment, only the differences by education remain

clear and consistent.

v) Index of Arts and Crafts Activities

Better educated and younger persons, women other than housewives, and

never married persons tend to involve themselves in a greater range of arts

and crafts activities. The relatively high rate for the never married

seems largely due to the luence of age.
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Table 5.7: Indices of 'Art-style Activities by Selected Background Factors,
Adjusted for background fiaotors: Above or Slow the Grand Mean

Away Arts
All From At Intellectual or

Activities Home Hose Visits Crafts

GNAW MEAN 8.9 4.e 1.9 1.2 0.9

Income!

Under 810.000 .0.7 -0.6 -0.1 ''.2 0.1
810.000 - 614,988 -0.8 -0.5 -0.2 -0.1
815,000 $151,999 -0.2 -4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
120,000 - 629.999 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
$30,000 - 649,999 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
850.000 and over 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.0 -0.1
Not applicable -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.1

SAS':

Central city of 50134 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
SNSA, sot central city 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
lot in Spas -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Age:

18 - 24 years 1.9 1.5 0.1 0.0 0.2
25 - 34 years 1.4 0.9 0.1 0 ..1 0.2
39 - 44 years 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
as - 54 years -0.7 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.1
55 - 64 years -1.6 -1.2 -0.1 .0.1 -0.3
65 - 74 years -1.8 -1.5 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2
TS - 96 years -3.6 .2.2 -0.5 .0.4 .0.5

Marital:
Married 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
Widowed 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.1
Divorced 0.3 0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Separated -0.2 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0
lever married -0.4 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.1

Ethnic /Use:
Anita, other origin 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
White, Britian Isles 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
Waite, V. Europe 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
White, E. Europe 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
Hispanic -0.7 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.1
Bleck tescludt Hispanic) -2.1 -1.0 .0.3 -0.4 .0.2
Other races -2.2 -1.1 -0.3 -0.2 -0.3

Sea /Yorks
Men employed 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.3
Men other -0.9 -0.4 -0.1 -0.3 -0.3
Mogen employed 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4
Housewife -0.8 -1.0 -0.1 -0.3 0.1

Women other 0.2 -0.7 0.0 0.2 0.5

Education:
Grade School -3.0 -1.3 -0.6 -0.9 -0.4
Attended High School -2.8 -10 -0.5 -0.7 -0.3
High School Graduate -0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1
Attended College 1.1 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2
College Graduate 2.5 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.4
Attended Grad School 3.6 1.1 0.6 1.1 0.4

Mork Mural
None 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.1

1 . 29 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.1 0.1

30 - 39 -0.7 -0.4 -0.1 0.0 4.1
40 hours -0.9 -0.6 -0.1 -0.1 4.2
41 - 49 -1.0 -0.5 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

50 or more -0.5 -4.4 0.0 0.1 -0.1

Member of Children:
hone 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 6 . 11 years 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 -0.1
Two., 6 - 11 years 0.4 0.2 0.1 -0.3 -0.2
One, 04 years -0.9 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 .0.1

04O, 0 3/One, 6 - 11 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 -0.2
One, 0 . 5//ima., 6- 11 0.5 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Two*, 0 - 5 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 .1
Two., 0 . 5/One, 6 - 11 0.3 0.5 0.0 -0.2 0.1

Two., 0 - 5/1Uo., 6 - 11 -0.2 40.4 0.2 .0.1 0.0
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In sum, these indices recapitalute how respondents of certain social

backgrounds tend to be more involved in varying types and dimensions of

recreational activities. Several relationships hold across the sets of

activities, although in varying degrees of strength. They suggest how

these five factors seem more interrelated than istinct from one another,

as one would like to find if the activities were used to construct

hypothetical life-styl.es based on these "'en questions. Thus, we find

younger, wealthier, better educated individuals, workers, residents of

SM$A's outside of central cities, and employed women tend to engage in more

activities within each set (all activities, at-home activities, away-from-

home activities, cultural activities, arts and crafts). Interestingly, the

common assumption that children inhibit recreational activities is not sup-

ported by these data; individuals without children at home do not partici-

pate in a greater number of activities within each set than do individuals

with children. Generally, education is the strongest predictor of wider

involvement in any of these sets of recreational activities, much as it was

for the core arts activities.

Education is also the most powerful explanatory eariable. The pattern

of association between education and each set of activities is generally

maintained after controlling all the other background variables. However,

many of the other background variables are fairly weak explanatory factors.

For example, after adjustment for other factors, income and SMSA account

for little variation in any of the sets of activities.
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6) RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES, LIFE-STYLE AND PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

Single Recreational Activities: A major question in this study involved the

relationship between recreational activities (or patterns of life styles)

and participation in the arts. Table 5.8 shows the core-elations between

each recreational activ1,.j 3nd participation in each of the eight core arts

questions. Table 5.9 shows the same basic type of conditional data except

using a different measure -- the odds ratio. The odds ratio is the ratio

of the probability of a person participating in Activity 2 given they par-

ticipate in Activity 1 divided by the probability of doing Activity 2 if

they do not do Activity 1. The odds ratio, then, has a more directly

interpretable quality to it than the correlation coefficient.

Almost all the correlations are positive in Table 5.8 and above 1.0 in

Table 5.9, suggesting that arts participation is greater among those who

are more active in other recreational and leisure-time activities.

That indicates that the view that involvement in other recreational

activities inhibits arts particip tion is in need of re- examination.

Instead we ore faced with the situation of "the more, the more", or some-

what paradoxically the more one engages in potentially "competing" leisure

activities, the more one attends arts events as well.

However, most of the correlation coefficients are relatively low

(under .20) indicating that recreational activity is not a strong predictor

of arts participation. Some of the stronger predicto"s of arts attendance

are discussed below. (Correlations of 0.20-0.29 will be referred to as

moderate; correlations of 0.30-0.39 as substantial; correlations of 0.40-

0.49 as strong.) At the same time, the odds ratios indicate that while the

correlation between going to movies and going to jazz performances is only
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.17, those who attend movies are more than four times more likely to sttend

jazz performances as those who do not go to movies.
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Table 5.8: Correlations between-Life Style Activities and Core Arts

Activities.

Classical
Jazz Music Opera Musicals Plays

Art

Ballet Museum Reading

Attend Movie .170 .157 .069 .204 .186 .107 .260 .286

Attend Sports .155 .130 .060 .196 .145 .078 .197 .240

Zoo .168 .177 .090 .208 .169 .109 .319 .230

Games .144 .098 .025 .144 .120 .071 .183 .280

Amusement Park .118 .086 .007 .123 .105 .048 .165 .180

Exercise .176 .157 .040 .194 .157 .095 .238 .299

Do Sports .161. .124 .036 .178 .155 .084 .192 .212

Outdoors .118 .103 -..008 .123 .092 .062 .165 .167

1.

$ 1, Q:6 .1.0 .1 .114 .218 .194

Reading (general) .094 .147 .069 .177 .145 .083 .203 .440

Collecting .081 .091 -.002 .105 .093 .089 .199 .171

Gourmet Meals .122 .182 .092 .165 .156 .123 .244 .212

Improve Home/Car .093 .100 .030 .104 .081 .034 .150 .163

hardening .052 .119 .042 .123 .106 .064 .143 .188

Science Museum .141 .266 .129 .265 .232 .114 .471 .239

Historical Sites .161 .249 .085 .266 .245 .154 .401 .302

Listen to Poetry .156 .252 .117 .188 .210 .155 .281 .322

Arts & Crafts Fair.152 .241 .075 .257 .205 .164 .341 .336

Art Class .163 .156 .082 .126 .11-9-----711T--77W----70

Pottery .071 .081 .042 .065 .059 .036 .151 .138

Needle/Fiber Craft.039 .110 .049 .103 .060 .085 .121 .205

Nonperf. Plays .111 .170 .037 .163 .172 .084 .132 .111

Nonperf. Music .153 .122 .045 .058 .061 .072 .058 .058

Creative Writing .208 .161 .044 .117 .159 .131 .202 .176

Movies/Photo .099 .114 .022 .124 .099 .065
.213 .148

Paint .134 .113 .040 .077 .089 .075 .208 .150
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Table 5.9: Odds-Ratios of Participation in Various Relation Activities and Participation in

Arts Participation

Movie
Sports event
Zoos
Games
Amusement park
Jog
Sports Activities
Camping

JAll

4.4s

2.6
2.7
3.2
2.1

3.5
3.2
2.1

CLASSICAL
MUSIC

3.2
2.1
2.6
1.9
1.6

2.5
1.9

1.7

OPERA

2.9
2.0
2.6
1.4
1.1

1.6

1.5
.9

MUSICALS

3.0
2.4
2.3
2.1
1.7
2.4

2.0
1.6

PLATS

4.2
2.3
2.4
2.3
1.7
2.6
2.3
1.6

BALLET

4.4
2.2
2.7
2.3
1.6

2.6
2.3
1.8

ART
MUSEUM

3.8
2.2
3.2
2.3
1.9
1.2

2.0
1.9

READING

1.8
1.5

1.5
1.8
1.4
1.7

1.4

1.3

11MINNIMIIIMIIMIPME.Mommim=41111111MININI.M.11111111.011111M11MNI

Book/Magazine 2.7 4.1 3.3 2.7. 3.7

1107NINNIMMIMall...11.=.101110.11041=1IMM

4.8 3.2 3.2

Charity 1.9 3.1 2.6 2.2 2.8 3.0 1.7 1.4

Collection 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.6 1.8 2.5 2.3 1.4

Gourmet 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 2.5 1.5

Improve 1.9 1.8 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.3

Plants, garden 1.4 2.1 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.3

Science Museum

wO
2.4 2.5 4.7 2.9

A
2.0 3.2 5.1 1.6

Historic 2.7 4.1 2.9 3.0 4.0 5.3 4.6 1.7

Poetry 2.7 3.7 3.9 2.2 3.1 4.3 2.8 1.4

Art Fair 2.6 4.0 2.5 2.9 3.0 6.1 3.6 1.8

Class writing 3.1 2.6 3.2 1.9 2.4 3.3 2.4 1.5

Pottery 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.4 1.5 1.5 2.1 1.4

Weaving 1.2 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.4 2.4 1.6 1.4

Arts backstage 3.3 4.0 2.6 3.1 4.1 4.1 2.4 1.5

Music backstage 6.4 4.3 3.9 2.2 2.8 5.2 2.1 1.6

Creative writing 4.0 3.1 2.1 2.1 3.0 4.1 2.7 1.5

Make movies 2.2 2.2 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 1.5

Paint 2.6 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.9 2.3 2.5 1.4

a Entries can be read as follows: The probability of attending a live jazz
performance among respondents who reported
going out to a movie was 4.4 tines higher
than among respondents tato did not report
going out to a movie.
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Jazz

In general, the recreational activities examined in this study do not

seem very useful in predicting attendance of jazz performances. The best

correlates which have only a moderate relationship with attendance of jazz

performances, are creative writing, going to movies and doing backstage

work at musical performances.

Classical Music

Several recreational activities have a moderate relationship with

attending classical music performances. Those who visit nonart museums,

who listen to or read poetry, who visit historical sites, who visit arts or

crafts fairs, who do volunteer work, or who read books or magazines are

somewhat more likely to attend classical music performances than those who

do not engage in these activities.

Opera

None of the lifestyle activities was even a moderately strong corre

late of opera attendance in Table 5.8. (Although the low correlations may

be a function as well of the low frequency of opera attendance.) The

highest odds ratios for opera are very similar to those found for classical

music, visiting museums, historic sites, ark a, poetry,

doing backstage work and going out to the movies.

Musicals

Several of the recreational activities were moderately strong corre

lates of attending live musicals. Persons who visit either science muse
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urns, arts or crafts fairs, historical sites, zoos, or the movies are some-

what more likely to attend than non-participants in these activities. Much

the same assumptions are suggested by the odds ratio.

Non-Musical Plays

Many of the same recreational activities are moderate correlates of

attendance at stage plays. Again, visiting science museums, historical

sites, and arts and crafts fairs are moderate correlates of attendance at

stage plays, as are reading or listening to poetry. Backstage work, movie

attendnace and creative writing have relatively high odds-ratio relations

with attending non-musical plays.

Ballet

None of the life style activities is a moderate correlate of atten-

dance at ballet performances, although this again may be a function of the

low proportion who go to the ballet. The odds ratios suggest much the same

pattern of correlates for ballet as for the previous activities, but with

associations with volunteer work, gourmet meal preparation and collection

being higher for other arts activities.

Art Museums or Galleries

A number of recreational activities are at least moderate correlates

of attendance at art museums or galleries. While visiting science museums

or historical sites is strongly related to visiting art museums, going to

arts or crafts fairs or visiting a zoo are also substantially related to

such attendance. Other recreational activities that are moderately corre-

lated include: attending the movies, jogging, reading books or magazines,
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doing charity work, preparing gourmet meals, reading or listening to poe-

try, writing literature, m _gig photographs/movies/video tapes, and

painting/drawing/sculpting/ printmaking. Much the same variables are

highlighted by the odds-ratios mean.

Reading Literature

Again, many recreational activities correlate with increased partici-

pation. As might be expected, general reading is a very strong correlate.

Visiting arts and crafts fairs, reading or listening to poetry, and visit-

ing historical sites are also substantial predictors. The moderate predic-

tors are numerous: going to the movies, going to sports events, visiting

the zoo, playing games, jogging, engaging in sports activities, preparing

gourmet meals, visiting science museums, and weaving/sewing. Have the odds

ratios suggested a much lower degree of association with core arts partici-

pation, participants usually being less than twice as likely to read

literature as non-participants.

To summarize, the degree to which recreational activities relate to

arts attendance varies considerably. Virtually all of the recreational

activities correlate positively with all of the core arts participation

items, meaning again that the more one does each of these recreation

activities, the more one participates in the arts. But some recreational

activities correlate more highly than others in both Table 5.8 and Table

5.9. In both tables only one activity correlates with jazz attendance.

The strongest correlates of attendance are visiting science museums, visit-

ing historical sites, general reading, listening to poetry, visiting arts
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or crafts fairs and going out to the movies. While, even these activities

generally have only a moderate correlation with attendance at arts events

or with reading literature, participation is still generally associated

with from two to six times as high a likelihood of arts participation as

non-participation, in general being about three times as high.

In general, the recreational activities that relate least well to arts

participation are going to amusement parks, outdoor activities like camp-

ing, working on stamp or other collections, doing home and auto repairs,

gardening and plant care, potting and similar crafts. Still these recrea-

tional activities are related to up to twice as high levels of arts parti-

cipation, averaging about 50% more participation.

Examined from the other perspective, from which arts activities a "e

related to recreational activity, the one activity that stands out in both

Tables 5.8 and 5.9 is opera, which has the weakest relationship with othe-

recreation activities.

Recreational Dimensions: A second level of analysis examines whether

involvement in our dimensions or clusters of recreational activities is

associated with participation in the arts. In other words, we relate arts

participation to certain combinations of activities suggested in the factor

analysis.

The correlational data relevant to this analysis are presented in

Tables 5.10 and 5.11. As in the previous section, the degree of activity

on each dimension is measured by the simple index of recreational activi-

ties the respondent engaged in within that cluster of activities. T"e four

indices used are those in our earlier analysis: activities at home, activi-

ties away from home, arts and crafts activities, and cultural activities.
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11111 Table 5.10: Arts Participation by Recreation (Life-Style) Indices (number of activities)
(Shown in Percentage of Attenders Above or Below the Average)

Classical
Jazz Music Opera

Non-Musical Art.
Musicals Plays Ballet Museum Reading

Arts
Participation

Index

Grand Mean' 9.5% 11.7% 2.8% 18.6% 11.8% 4.0% 21.9% 56.8% 0.8

Away from Home:
0 -9.1 -11.4 -2.8 -18.3 -11.8 -3.6 -21.5 -52.1 -0.8
1 -8.5 -10.2 -2.7 -16.4 -10.7 -3.1 -19.1 46.2 -0.7
2 -6.1 -8.1 -1.4 -12.7 -8.7 -2.8 -16.2 -19.9 -0.6
3 -6.9 -3.0 -0.3 -7.6 -4.9 -2.7 -11.7 -7.5 -0.4
4 -4.4 -1.8 0.3 -1.3 -1.1 -0.9 -4.5 -0.2 -0.1
5 -0.1 3.0 0.9 4.8 1.9 0.5 0.2 5.4 0.1
6 1.7 1 1.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 5.6 10.4 0.2
7 3.0 4.1 1.0 9.5 6.1 2.5 12.9 15.2 0.4
8 12.1 6.6 0.3 10.9 8.4 3.0 19.2 21.0 0.6
9 15.8 14.1 0.3 18.8 14.2 5.7 22.6 27.5 0.9

At Home:
0 -5.1 -9.9 -2.0 -13.3 -8.7 -3.7 -16.7 -24.3 -0.6
1 -3.7 -6.8 -1.4 -7.6 -5.9 -2.0 -10.8 -12.4 -0.4
2 -1.4 -0.7 0.4 -0.2 -0.1 0.2 -1.6 3.2 -0.0
3 4.4 7.7 0.5 8.1 4.7 0.5 10.6 12.4 0.4
4 7.9 12.8 3.6 17.3 13.7 6.1 26.0 24.9 0.9
5 13.7 19.4 2.4 18.6 17.6 10.6 28.3 28.5 1.1

Grand Mean' 9.7% 11.9% 2.2% 19.1% 11.2% 3.6% 22.2% 57.2% 0.8%

Cultural
Activities:

0 -5.2 -9.9 -1.8 -12.8 -8.2 -3.1 -18.8 -24.1 -0.6
1 -1.7 -3.6 -0.2 -3.2 -3.8 -1.8 -9.2 3.9 -0.2
2 1.4 5.2 0.8 8.3 3.7 1.7 11.5 16.8 0.3
3 8.0 15.1 1.4 21.5 15.0 5.2 34.4 28.8 0.1
4 20.6 32.5 8.4 27.2 26.6 11.5 52.2 35.4 1.8

Arts-
Crafts:

0 -4.1 .5.8 -1.0 -6.3 -4.4 2.1 -10.3 -15.0
1 -0.5 1.3 0.1 3.3 1.2 0.7 2.5 9.7 0.1
2 5.8 8.8 2.0 6.1 5.0 1.2 11.6 17.1 0.4
3 8.3 9.7 1.4 7.2 7.9 3.5 22.9 25.0 0.6
4 22.9 20.7 2.5 24.8 17.7 9.3 47.2 32.5 1.5
5 33.9 24.2 6.0 33.7 18.4 16.4 44.5 40.2 1.8
6 25.3 49.0 13.6 39.2 47.1 25.6 43.6 42.9 2.4
7 37.7 88.1 -2.2 80.9 88.8 43.8 25.2 42.9 3.6

41 Different grand means are due to differing survey months and to rounding error.
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Table 5.10 shows the association between the number of activities on

that dimension and the proportion of participation in each of the arts

activities. Data are presented in terms of deviation from the total pro-

portion for each of the arts. Table 5.11 shows the same associations,

adjusted for nine demographic variables by MCA. These associations indi-

cate to what extent variations in arts participation can be attributed to

background factors, rather than to a particular set of activities. As in

Table 5.11, the data are shown in terms of deviations below and above the

average proportion for the entire sample after adjustment. We will here

confine our discussion to these adjusted figures (which are about one-half

to two-thirds the range of the unadjusted figures). Thus, the -7.2 entry

for jazz in Table 5.10 for the 0 Activity group means that 7.2% sould be

subtracted from the overall 9.5% percentage rate for the entire sample,

leaving the proportion participating in the 0 Activity group as 2.3% -- a

very low rate in comparison to the 12.5 + 9.5 = 22% rate for those doing

all nine away-from-home activities.

Jazz

Attendance at jazz music performances relates positively to greater

involvement in all of the dimensions. In each case (activities away from

home or at home; cultural activities and arts-crafts), the larger the

number of activities, the greater the deviation above the mean in terms of

attendance. Thus, in contrast to those who engage in none of the away-

from-home activities (7.2% below average) were those involved in nine such

activities are 12.5% above the mean in attendance. Other dimensions show

the same pa *' .'-n of association; with the arts and crafts index showing a

stronger association, with a difference of over 25 percentage points
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11111 Table 5.11: Participation in Arts by Life Style (number of activities)
Adjusted for Selected Background Factors:
Percentage of Attenders Above or Below the Average.

Classical

Jazz MUSiO Opera
Non-Musical Art

Musicals Plays Ballet Museum Reading
Participation

Index

Grand Mean' 9.5% 11.7% 2.8% 18.6% 11.8% 4.0% 21.9% 56.8% 0.8

Away from Home:
0 -7.2 -5.3 -1.3 -12.7 -7.3 -0.7 -11.8 -41.4 -0.5
1 -5.4 -5.7 -1.5 -12.2 -6.9 -1.0 -11.7 -19.2 -0.5
2 -3.7 -4.8 -0.7 -9.7 -6.0 -1.3 -11.3 -15.9 -0.4
3 -5.0 -1.7 -0.2 -6.8 -3.6 -2.2 -9.5 -5.9 -0.3
4 -3.3 -1.6 0.1 -1.9 -1.2 -1.1 -4.6 -1.3 I -0.1
5 -0.1 2.4 0.8 4.1 1.9 0.3 -0.6 4.1 0.1
6 0.6 0.4 1.5 0.9 -0.1 -0.7 3.1 7.9 0.1

7 1.0 2.3 0.5 8.1 4.6 1.5 9.5 12.6 0.3
8 9.6 3.4 -0.3 8.5 5.6 1.7 14.1 17.3 0.4

9 12.5 9.1 -0.6 15.2 10.2 3.8 14.9 21.5 0.7

At Home:
0 -1.6 -4.7 -1.0 -3.4 -2.6 -2.2 -6.8 -4.2 -0.2
1 -1.5 -3.9 -0.9 -3.0 -2.7 -0.8 -5.6 -5.4 -0.2
2 -1.4 -0.7 0.4 -0.7 0.2 0.4 -1.9 1.1 -0.0
3 2.0 4.3 -0.2 2.0 0.7 -0.8 4.4 2.5 0.1

4 3.6 7.1 2.6 8.0 7.2 3.8. 15.6 9.0 0.5
5 8.4 11.9 1.3 6.4 8.7 7.8 15.0 9.5 0.6

Grand Mean' 9.7% 11.9% 2.2% 19.1% 11.2% 3.6% 22.2% 57.2% 0.8.

Cultural Activities:
0 -3.1 -6.1 -1.2 -7.9 -4.8 -1.7 -14.2 -15.0 i -0.4
1 -1.1 -2.8 -0.1 -2.7 -2.9 -1.5 -8.7 2.4 -0.2
2 0.1 3.1 0.5 5.1 1.5 1.1 8.6 10.9 0.2

3 5.0 9.9 0.5 14.9 10.1 3.2 28.2 18.5 0.7
4 14.3 21.9 6.4 15.2 17.0 7.3 41.6 19.7 f 1.2

Arts-Crafts:
0 -2.6 -1.8 -0.3 -0.9 -0.7 -0.4 -2.7 -4.8 -0.1

1 0.0 -0.9 -0.3 0.4 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 3.7 -0.2
2 3.4 3.9 1.1 -0.7 0.2 -0.6 1.14 4%4 0.1
3 3.7 3.7 0.6 -0.6 2.0 1.2 9.3 8.8 i 0.2
14 15.3 8.3 0

,
5 8.6 4.6 5.2 21.9 7.9 t 0.7

5 24.2 10,6 3.2 18.4 4.8 11.2 15.1 15.2 0.8

6 16.8 31.8 10.5 20.8 30.0 19.9 13.9 12.5 i 1.4
7 22.6 58.5 -9.6 59.3 64.1 33.5 -23.4 6.9 i 2.0

Control factors are income, SMSA, age, ethnicity, sex and employment,
education, marital status, number of children and number of work hours.
Different grand means are due to differing sampling months and to rounding error.
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between the lowest and highest number of activities.

Classical Music

Attendance at classical music performances is also related to more

involvement on all four indices but in varying degrees of strength. For

the away-from-home recreational activities the range of attendance between

lowest and highest involvement is over 14%; for at-home activities, it is

about 16%. But for cultural activities and arts/crafts, the associations

are much stronger with a spread of 28% and ever 60% respectively between

those with no lowest and highest participation scores on the index.

Opera

The relationships between recreational indices and opera attendance

are generally weaker than for jazz or classical music performances. Both

at-home and away-from-home activities show relatively small deviations from

the mean. Involvement in cultural activities has some association with

attendance while arts/crafts show an association which actually reverses at

the highest leve' (7) of activity, alt.lough there are relatively few

respondents involved.

Musicals or Operettas

More regular and positive associations are found between all four

indices and attendance at musicals. The association is strongest for

arts-crafts which shows a range from 1% below the mean (no activities) to

59% above the mean, for those engaging in seven arts-crafts activities.

The other dimension show similarly consistent patterns but the associa-

tions are not as strong. As will be found with non-musical stage plays
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(below), attendance is more strongly related to away-from-home recreational

activities then to at-home activities.

Stage Plays

Attending non-musical stag:: plays is also associated with each recrea-

tional dimension in varying degrees of strength. The following figures

show the range of deviation from the mean between those with no involvement

and those with highest involvement on each dimension:

Away-from-home 17.5 percentage points
At-home 11.3
Cultural activities 21.8
Arts/crafts 64.8

Once again involvement on the arts-crafts activity index shows the strong-

est association with arts attendance in the case of plays.

Ballet

Once again, the arts/crafts dimension is the major predictor of

attending the ballet with 38% of those reporting all seven arts-crafts

activities going to the ballet compared to less than 4S of those reporting

no arts-crafts activities. For ballet, participation in at-home activities

relates more consistently with attendance than participation in away-from-

home activities, which shows lowest ballet attendance for those with inter-

mediate amounts of away-from-home activities. This pattern stands in con-

trast to musical and non-musical theatre where away-from-home activities

correlated more strongly.

Art Museums or Galleries

Here the relations with the arts-crafts index are lower than for the
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other three dimensions (activities athome, awayfromhome, and cultural

activities). The strongest association is with cultural activities, with a

range of over 55% between those with least and most involvement. It will

be remembered that cultural activities include visits to nonart museums,

suggesting considerable overlap in visits to both art and nonart museums.

Reading Literature

Reading literature is strongly associated with all four recreation

indices, but particularly for the awayfromhome activities -- which is

surprising in the sense that such reading is usually done at home and not

away from home. The relation with the artscrafts index shows some incon

sistencies in the overall relation unlike the case for most other arts

activities.

Briefly, fuller involvement in each recreational dimension (as meas

ured by participation in a greater number of activities on each dimension)

is generally associated with more participation in each of the arts. More

over, this pattern is maintained after controlling for a series of nine

background variables (Table 5.11). People who report themselves as more

active in any cluster of recreational and leisuretime activities are also

more likely to report attending arts events TT and reading serious forms of

literature. The "arts/crafts" dimension (which involves a relatively small

percentage of the population) is a particularly strong predictor of parti

cipation in the arts.

These relations are summarized conveniently in the final columns of

Tables 5.10 and 5.11, which show differences in the overall index of arts

participation (with the average score of .8 as described in Chapter 3) by
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each of the four recreation "life-style" indices. It can be seen in Table

5.11 that arts participation rises quite regularly and consistently for all

four recreation indices. Consistent with the pattern of results noted

above, the differences in participaion are sharpest for the arts-crafts

dimension, then for the cultural visits dimension, then for the away -from-

home and at-home dimensions. In general, the range of adjusted differences

in Table 5.11 is only one-half to two-thirds as large as the range of unad-

justed differences found in Table 5.10. That rough rule-of-thumb probably

should be applied to the otheratadjusted figures we have examined in this

chapter.
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SUMMARY

Several findings ebout recreational and cultural activities have

emerged in this ;:hapter. The extent of adult involvement in a series of 26

separate activities ranged considerably from a high of 84% who read books

or magazines to a low of 1% for those doing "backstage" work for jazz and

classical music performances.

Involvement in these activities varies among sub-groups of the popula-

tion; the better educated, those from wealthier households, and younger

adults are typically most likely to engage in each recreational activity

generally, with education being the single strongest predictor. Even after

adjustment for other demographic variables, education emerges as the

strongest explanatory factor for involvement in recreational and leisure-

time activities -- Much as was true for the core arts participation ques-

tions in Chapter 3.

In addition to considering these activities individually, we deter-

mined how responses formed into dimensions or clusters of activities which

tend to be associated with each other. These were used to construct

indices of leisure "life-styles". Five clusters of activities were identi-

fied and these were classified into four broad categories: activities car-

ried on at home; those occurring away, from home; cultural activities and

arts and crafts activities. An analysis of population sub-groups again

revealed that the better-educated, the more affluent and younger adults

were more likely to participate in each of these life-styles based on sets

of recreational activities.

The final sections of this chapter examined the relationship between

arts participation and each recreational activity and these four dimensions
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of recreational lifestyles. Certain recreational activities emerged as

moderate correlates of arts participation -- particularly visiting (non

art) museums; historic sites and artscrafts fairs; general reading and

readings of poetry; and attending movies. However, almost all recreational

activities were related to more arts participation, and few distinct clus

terings of recreational activities and arts activities were found.

When recreational activities were clustered into general lifestyle

indices, they again emerged as successful predictors of arts participation;

the greater the involvement on all four dimensions (as measured by number

of activities), the greater the likelihood of participation in the arts.

The index of arts and crafts participation was particularly strong in its

predictive ability. These associations were maintained when controls on

background factors are introduced.
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Chapter 6

ARTS PARTICT?ATION VIA THE MASS MEDIA

The mass media make art performances available to the general public

on a scale far beyond that of live performances or art events. Television,

radio, and recordings can transmit the arts from a public setting to more

private settings. Performances in New York, Milan, or New Orleans can be

enjoyed in one's own home or car or even at the beach. In order to assess

the nature and extent of arts participation through the mass media, respon-

dents were asked a series of questions on this subject (Table 6.1).

This chapter examines respondents answers to these mass media ques-

tions (aggregated for the three months -- June, November, and December for

which they were asked) . The following questions are also treated by furth-

er analyses of the responses:

1) What is the extent of public participation in each of
the arts via each of three mass media? What are the
relative sizes of the arts audiences reached through
the mass media? How do the sizes of the audiences
compare to those or attendance of the same arts?

2) Do people with certain background characteristics
have higher rates of participation in the arts via
the mass media?

3) Can patterns be discerned between the use of specific
mass media and participation in particular arts?
Does participation tend to be organized around a
specific medium for a variety of arts or around
a variety of media for a particular art? For example,
are respondents more likely to follow several arts
through recordings or follow jazz through several media?

4) Do people of different backgrounds rely on a broader
range of mass media to participate in a particular art?
Blacks may be more likely to listen to jazz via
the radio, but are blacks or whites several types likely
to follow jazz through more types of media?



Are these differences better accounted for by other factors?

5) Dc people of different backgrounds participate in varying

numbers of arts through televisit7n,
radio, or recordings?

Are these difference better accounted by other factors?

6) How does media exposure influence attendance of public

performances? Pedia exposure could either substitute

for or supplement attendance of live art performances.

7) Are people who participate in the arts through more

media channels also more likely to attend art performances?
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1) MASS MEDIA CUESTIONS Arc RESPONSES

The survey included questions to determine the usage of mass media

during the last 12 months for arts presentation--jazz, classical music,

opera, musicals, non-musical stage plays, ballet, and art displays. The

mass media included television, radio, and audio recordings (tapes or

reccrds). Media participation in non-musical plays was restricted to radio

and television; media participation in ballet and the visual arts was res-

tricted tc television.

In addition these questions about the specific use of the media for

arts participation, an additional question was asked about the extent of

the respondents' dai]y television viewing. This question provides a better

perspective as to whe Ter television viewing facilitates or inhibits atten-

dance at arts performaices. It also makes it possible to see whether

greater viewing of television is related to the use of the medium for arts

events.

Table E.1 shows the exact wording of the questions as well as the

responses for them. For example, of the 4037 respondents, 708 watched a

jazz performance on televisi. and 3315 did not; no data was available for

14 respondents. question 14, which has a unique format indicates that 22E

respondents reported watching television less than half an hour per day,

745 respondents reported watchint one hour per day, 1040 respondents (the

mode) reported watching two hours per day, etc.
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Figure 6.1: Number of Responeents Using Media for

Arts Content
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II, 2) POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MEDIA PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

After the sample is weighted to correct any discrepancies in propor-

tions of age, sex, and race, the distribution of responses can be general-

ized to the U.S. adult population. Table 6.2a presents these estimated

percentages of the population participating in the arts through the media,

while Table 6.2b tran slates these percentages into numbers of adults in the

U.S. population. For purposes of comparison, the population estimates of

those attending live performances are also presented in the first table.

Reading across Table 6.2a provides a comparison of the proportion of

the adult public who use one medium to participate in various arts. Clas-

sical music, plays, and art exhihitt draw the largest audiences on televi-

sion; jazz eld classial music attract the largest audiences via radio as

well as through recordings. (The comparisons are not entirely parallel

since not all art activities are distributed through each of these media.)

On the other hand, reading down the columns of Table 6.2a indicates

the proportion of the public reached by each medium for each art. Each of

the three media reaches a jazz audience of about one-fifth of the adult

public or an audience roughly double that of recent attendees of live Jazz

performances. A fifth to a quarter of U.S. adults participate in classical

music through each of the media (not necessarily the same individuals

through each media), which is also about twice the audience size of recent

attenders of a live performance. The opera audience via either radio or

recordings is about two-thirds that of opera's television audience, which

is four times as large as the audience of recent live performances. Two to

four times as many people follow musicals on television as on radio or

recordings, an audience size which is only somewhat greater than that of



Table 6.2a: Estimated Percentages of U.S. Adults Participating in the

Arts via TV, Radio and Recordings
(Data weighted to Reflect U.S.

Classical
Jazz Music Opera

Adult Population)

Musicals Plays pallet
Art

Museums

Via TV 18.0% 24.8 12.0 20.4 26.0 1.4 22.8

Via Radio 18.0 20.0 7.2 4,4 3.6 NA NA

Via Record s/

tapes
20.0 22.0 7.6 8,4 NA NA . NA

(Attended) (9.6) (13.0) (3.0) (18.7) (11.9) (4.()) (22.1)

Table 6.2b: Estimates of U.S. Adults Participating in the
Arts via TV, Radio and Recordings (in thousands)

(Data weighted to `Reflect U.S. Adult Population)

Jazz
Classical
Music Opera Musicals Plays Pallet

Art

Museums

Via TV 29,724 40,604 19,776 33,3E4 42,568 26,820 37,344

Via Radio 29,740 32,660 11,576 7,096 6,248 NA NA

Via Records/ 32,928 36,100 12,228 13,668 NA NA PA

Tapes
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live musicals. Similarly, a much larger audience follows ballet on televi-

sion than at live performances. Finally, the number of people who visit

art exhibits is approximately equal to the television audience for discus-

sion and presentations of visual art. In short, television usually cap-

tures a larger audience for the arts than do other media or live "core" art

performances.

The percen..age of respondents who estimated the number of hours spent

watcning television is presented in Table 6.2c. (The percentages reflect

corrective weightings for age, sex, and race to approximate the U.E. popu-

lation more accurately.) Eased on the respondents' reports of their view-

ing habits, half of American adults watch twc or fewer hours of television

per day, wLile a sizeable proportion -- almost a thirdwatches four or more

hours per day, and only a very small proportion watch less than a half hour

11111
per day. Television viewing has truly become an ingrained part of the

everyday leisure activities of the American public.



Table 6.2c: Percentage of U.S Adults Watching TV Various Numbers of Hours

on an Average Day

Cumulative

0 hours 5.6% 5.6%
1 18.4 211.0

2 26.0 50.0

3 18.E 68.8
13.E 82.4

5 6.8 89.2

6 4.8 g4.0

7 1.2 95.2
8+ hours r.8 100.0
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3) BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES IL MEDIA USAGE

Media usage varies among sub-grcups based on background factors such

as income, age, ethnit-race, gender, and education. Table 6.3 presents

these variables as predictors of media usage, while Table 6.4 shows the

same associations for each variable after adjustment for the impact of the

other four variables as well as five additional background factors (SMSA

location, marital status, work, number of children, and work hours).

Threur,h comparing the two tables, the most important predictors and expla-

natory factcrs of participation in the arts via the mass media.

The most important predictor of participating in the arts through the

media is typically educationEl level. (The exceptions to this are opera

through all three media and jazz through records.) The ether predictors

fluctuate in iiortance, but gender is almost always the poorest predictor.

The mere important relationships for arts participation through the mass

media are discussed below.

Amount of Television Viewing

The number of hours cf viewing television generally decreases with

hiLne:- age and education levels, but most of the variation within income

can b accounted for by associated background variables. Both younger and

older individuals are likely to spend more time viewing television than

i average, but much of the difference in the higher rate for older individu-

als is attributable to other factors. Males are slightly less likely tc

watch mere hours than females, but this difference essentially disappears

if ether variables are held equal. Elacks are markedly more likely than

the average to watch television, while "other" races are markedly less

likely than average. Cnly half cf the greater than average rate for black
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Table 6.3a: Arts Participation Via Media By Background Factors: Average Number of
TV Hours and Percentages of Respondents Above or Below the Grand Mean.

Watched
Jazz on

TV

Listened
to Jazz
on Radio

Listened
to Jan
on Records

Watched
Class Wis.
on TV

Listened to
Class Mus.
on Radio

Listened to
Class Mus.
on Records

TV Hours
Matched
Per Day

Grand Mean: 18.1% 18.3% 20.25 20.71 20.1$ 22.2$ 2.95

Income:
Under $10,000 -5.3 -2.3 -6.9 -9.50 -8.2 -11.3 .62

$10,000 - 814,399 -6.3 0.3 -5.7 -5.9 -5.5 -8.2 ,41

$15,000 - $19.999 -3.5 -2.2 -3.3 -4.2 -5.5 -3.9 .17

820,000 - $29,999 1.8 0.7 2.0 1.3 0.7 1.5 .07

830,000 - $49.999 3.5 1.1 4.1 5.8 5.1 5.5 -.48

$50,000 and over 8.3 2.1 9.9 15.0 19.5 15.9 ..53

Not ascertained 3.9 0.4 1.6 1.6 3.6 6.5 .35

Age:
1844 0.1 6.8 6.9 -4.5 -7.9 -6.1 .22

25-34 5.0 7.7 8.0 1.3 2.2 3.7 -.09

35-44 -1.0 -2.0 .2.1 .1.1 4.6 3.1 -.51

45-54 0.9 1.5 .0.8 4.4 3.2 3.6 -.19

55-64 1.9 -4.2 -4.5 1.8 2.6 3.8 034

65-74 -5.7 -10.2 -10.2 0.4 .2.8 -5.7 .47

75-96 -14.6 -16.4 -18.8 -3.4 -7.1 -12.7

Ethnic-Race: IMMOIMOMmo...

White, Other Origin -1.8 -2.3 -1.e -1.0 0.1 1.3 -.06

British Isles White 2.1 -1.8 .2.5 4.2 1.5 4.0 .00

V. Europe White .1.3 -3.2 -1.5 1.5 -C.S -2.0 -.16

E. Europe White -2.1 -1.7 1.2 11.9 11.0 12.2 -.03

Hispanic -1.1 0.1 -0.5 -1.9 -0.4 .6.4 .00

Black (ex. Hispanic) 9.9 18.3 16.7 .2.5 .4.2 -10.0 .66

Other Races 41. 3.0 4.7 0.5 -1.4 8.4 8.6 -.58

White (unknown origin) -5.7 -6.8 -17.0 .2.6 -13.4 -6.0 -.06

Sex:
Male 1.6 2.2 1.2 -1.5 0.5 -0.9 -.21

Female .1,4 -1.9 -1.0 1.3 .0.5 0.8 .19

Education:
Grade school .13.1 .10.9 .15.6 .11.4 -11.2 -15.9 .26

Some high school -7.9 -6.6 -8.4 -11.4 -12.1 .77

High school graduate -2.1 -2.9 -2.6 -6.6 -6.3 .25

Some college 3.5 3.w 5.4 5.9 1.1 4.5 -.31

College graduate 8.0 9.1 12.2 9.1 19.7 20.5 -.71

Graduate school 17.8 16.0 18.9 19.5 31.2 33.3 -1.04
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viewing seems due to race der se.

Jazz

Watching jazz on television is more frequent among the better educated

and more affluent. However, most of the differences among income groups is

due to associated background factors such as education. Those aged 25-34

are most likely to watch jazz on television but, when other background fac

tors are controlled, the 5F-64 year group emerge as the most frequent

viewers of jazz on television. Among all ethnicracial groups, blacks are

most likely to watch jazz en television, a rate which is slightly depressed

when other factors arc held equal.

Those with higher incomes are only slightly more likely to listen tc

jczz on the radio. The rate of listening to jazz on the radio increases

fairly strongly with rising education levels, but drops with rising age

levels. lumen are slightly less likely tc listen to jazz on the radio than

are males. The rate of listening to jazz on the radio for blacks is not

ably the highest.

Listening to jazz en recordings increases with higher income and edu

cation levels, but gradually decreases, however, with age. Women and men

do not significantly differ in rate of listening to jazz recordings. A is

the case television and radio, blacks are also the group most likely to

listen to jazz recordings.

Classical Pusic

hatching classical music on television is more prevalent among those

in higher income brackets, but most of the differences are attributable to

other factors, most likely education. Younger groups are least likely to
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Table 6.4a: Arts Participation Via Media By Background Factors, Adjusted for Influence of Other

Background Factors: Average Number of TV Nowa and Percentage of Respondents Above

or Below the Grand Mean,

Watched
Jazz on

TV

Listened
to Jazz
on Radio

Listened
to Jazz
on Records

Watched
Class Hue,
on TV

Listened to
Class Mus.
on Radio

Listened to TV Hours
Class as. Watched
on Records Per Day

Grand Mean: 18.1$ 18.3$ 20.28 20.7% 20.1% 22.21 2.954

Income:
Under $10.000 .4,6 .2.0 .8.4 .3.6 .11

$10.000 - $14,999
.4.0 -1.5 -2.6 .13

815.000 - $19,999 -2.0 -0.8 -1.3 -2.3 -2.5 -0.5 .05

$20,000 - $29,999 1.2 0.2 1.6 1.3 0.6 1.1 .12

$30,000 - 849.999 2.5 .7 3.3 4,2 1.5 0.7 .91

$50,000 and over 4.2 -2.4 6.5 8.1 7.2 3.4 -.OF

Not ascertained 4.0 1.0 1.8 0.9 2.0 4.5 -.25i

Age:
18-24 -2.3 2.9 0.4 -3.5 -7.7 -6.7 .28

25-34 2.0 6.0 7.2 -1.2 -1.2 -0.2 .07

35.44 -2.7 -1.3 -3.9 2.8 1.0 ..30

45-54 1.5 .0.4 .0.4 4.6 3.5 5.0 -.08

55-64 4.2 .1.9 -2.5 3.3 4.6 5.9 -.04

65.74 -0.1 -7.3 -5.6 3.8 1.2 .1.0 -.09

75-96 -6.5 -12.6 -11.3 2.0 -0.2 -5.3

Ethnic- Race: - -- -----

Whitt, Other Origin : -1.8 4.2 -2.0 -1.0 0.2 1.1 -.05

British Isles White 0.9 -1.7 -3.1 1.3 -2.1 0.6 .07

W. Europe White .1.6 -2.8 -1.2 1.3 .0.3 .2.1 -.10

E. Europe White -2.9 -0.5 2.1 8.2 7.A 9.9 -.06
IM.,1110.0110

Hispanic 1.4 -0.3 1.6 1.6 4.5 .1.1

Slack (ex. Hispanic) 11.1 17.6 17.2 0.2 .1.1 -5.5 .48

Other Races -0.9 0.3 -5.6 .6.5 .0.2 -0.2 -.77

White (unknown origin) -2.0 -.2.9 -12.7 2.7 -8.1 -0.3 -.15

Sex:
Male 1.6 2.4 0.3 -2.0 -1.7 -1.8 ..01

Female .1.4 .2,1 1.8 1.5 1.5 .01

Education:
Grade school .11,4 .7.1 -9.3 all.3 .11.1 .13.1 00

Some high school -6.9 -.5.0 .4,5 .10.7 -7.3 -10.6 .53

High school graduate 1,4 .2.1 -3.0 -2.2 -5.8 -6.0 .22

Some college 3.3 1.6 3.0 6.9 2.2 4.4 ..22

College graduate 6.6 7.1 8.8 7.6 17,4 18.4 -.45

Graduate WIWI 16.1 14.2 15.2 15.4 26.2 28.6 ..60
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watch classical muSiC cn television; these aged 45-64 are most likely t-

watch. Gender differences in this case are small, with men slightly higher

than women. Whites cf East European descent are most likely, and blacks

least likely, to watch classical music on television. The rate of watching

rises strongly with educational level.

Ecth increased levels of income and educaticn are associated with

greater likelihood cf listening to classical music on the radio, but much

cf the strength of income as a predictor is due to other associated fac

tors, again, educaicn is the probably explanatory variable. The ycung and

the old are less likely to listen to this music en the radio, but the low

rate for the elderly (ever ( 5) is due largely to other factors. Whites cf

East Eurcpen descent are the most likely, while whites of unknown ethni

city are the least likely, tc listen tc classical Music on the radio.

Just as in radio and television consumption, listening to cl2ssical

music reccrcings has a strong positive relationship to education and, to a

lesser extent, to inccme. Again, in contrast to education, the strength of

income as a predictor is largely attributable tc ether asscciated factors.

Classical reccdinEs are most popular among those aged 25-64, but, ether

Witr; factors held' equal, these recordings gain increased popularity with

dge until there is a drop among those aged 65-74. Males are slightly less

likely than females to listen tc classical recordings. Whites of East

European descent and "ether" races are notably more likely to listen to

Classical recordings, while blacks have a markedly lower rate. Fowever, if

the influence cf ether background factcrs are removed, blacks and whites of

East European descent are the only ethnicracial groups that markedly

diverge from the national average.
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Cpera

atching cpera cn television becomes mere common in groups with higher

inccme, but much cf this difference is due to other related factors. It i3

also mere frequent as age increases, peaking with those aged 45-6L, Vert,

cver, the effect of age i3 diminished by other factcrs-- these ever 45 are

much mcre likely tc watch opera en television than those younger if adjust

ments are made for other background variables. Whites of East European

descent and "ether" races are also mere likely tc watch opera on televi

sicn. Females are only Slightly mere likely tc watch than males. Educa

tion is the strongest of these predictors for watching cpera cn television,

even thcugr; this relationship is somewhat suppressed when adjusting for

ether factcrs. In this case, age, income and education all associated with

each ctner explain mcst cf the variation.

Listening tc cpera on the radii is noticeably mcre commen among these

with inccmes greater than S5C,CCO, but most cf thi3 difference is the tc

ctner factcrs such as age and education. It is alsc mcre frequent among

person; cver 1.44 years cld, whites cf East Eurcpean descent, and adults with

Igner education levels.

Thcse with higher inccmes and educational levels are mere likely tc

listen tc classical music recordings, but once again the differences by

inccme are largely attributable to other factors. The rate of listening tc

these recordings increase until the ages of 55-64, and then drops sharply.

mites cf East Eurcpean descent are considerably more likely than the aver

age tc listen tc classical music recordings, while Hispanics and blacks are

least likely tc listen.

!'usicals
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Table 6.30: Arts Participation Via Media By Background Factors: Percentage of Respondents Above or Below

Grand Mean.

Grand Mean:

Income:
Under $10,000
810,000 - $14,$99

815.000 .. $19.999
620.000 - $29.999
$30,000 .. 849.999
850,000 and over
Mot ascertained

Age:

18-24

25-34
39-44

45-54

55-64
65-74
75-96

Ethnic-Race:
White, Other Origin
British Isles white
W. Europe White
E. Europe White
Hispanic
Black (ex. Hispanic)
Other Races
White (unknown origin)

Sex:
Male
Female

Education:
Grade school
Some high school
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
Graduate school

Watched
Opera
on TV

Listened
to Opera
on Radio

Listened
to Opera

on Records

Watched
Musicals
on TV

Listened
to Musicals
on Radio

Listened
to Musicals
on Records

Watched
Plays
on TV

Listened
to Plays
on Radio

12.1% 7.2% 7.6% 20.6% 4.5% 8.51 26.41 3.8%

-5.0 4.0 -4.3 4.54 -0.9 .4.1 -13.3 4.1
-4.1 .1.9 -3.3 4.8 .0 4.1 -7.7 0.2

-2.7 .0.8 -1.2 .4 .1 -0.6 ..3.7 -5.9 -0.7

1.1 .0.8 0.3 1.3 .0.4 -0.3 1.8 0.3

2.9 0.9 1.7 5.7 0.1 4.1 7.5 0.e

12.0 7.5 5.8 15.1 7.0 11.9 28.3 -1.7

0.8 3.4 4.1 1.8 3.5 2.4 -0.3 -1.0

-6.6 .3.0 -4.5 -4.6 -2.1 -1.7 -4.7 0.7

-3.8 -1.2 -2.3 1.3 -0.1 -1.2 3.0 0.9

0.7 -1.1 1.2 -1.0 0.4 2.2 1.5 -0.5

6.3 4.6 4.0 4.3 3.6 5.4 4.8 0.3

6.5 2.4 4.9 2.0 .0.4 1.2 0.5 -0.7

1.6 0.5 0.1 0.3 -1.1 -3.8 .8 -1.1

1.3 -0.2 -0.6 .3.4 -0.3 .05.6 -9.1 -1.5

-0.1 0.2 -0.1 -0.9 -0.3 0.7 -0.4 0.4

-0.4 -1.6 2.1 3.9 -0.6 3.3 5.6 1.3

-0.2 -0.8 0.8 1.1 .0.3 0.5 3.6 .1.4

14.8 13.8 11.1 12.3 4.4 3.8 19.2 -0.3

-1.8 '4-7 -4.2 -1.6 -0.1 -4.9 -11.2 2.6

-2.7 -1.5 -3.6 -2.6 0.4 -6.4 -7.2 -1.0

7.5 4.9 0.8 -1.3 3.7 0.9 .4.6 -1.6

6.7 -3.7 .2.4 -2.5 0.8 .1.8 -2.6 .2.1

-1.6 0.1 -0.3 -1.5 0.3 -1.2 -0.7 -0.1

1.4 -0.1 0.3 1.3 4.2 1.1 0.6 0.1

-7.8 -3.0 -4.8 -11.4 -3.3 ..6.5 -19.6 -2.9

.4.3 ..2.9 -4.1 .11.5 -1.2 .5.7 .04.7 .1.5

-1.6 -3.0 -1.2 -2.6 -1.6 -3.3 -3.1 4.7

2.1 1.5 0.2 6.0 0.5 0.4 5.8 1.0

6.4 6.4 7.7 9.6 4.7 13.2 17.2 1.6

11.3 1" 10.1 18.8 6.8 15.4 27.3 5.2
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V:atching musicals on television is considerably mere common amcng

these with higher incomes (about half of the variation is due to ether fac-

tors) and among those with higher education levels. The youngest and old-

est groups are least likely to watch,, while these aged 45-54 are most

likely to watch. When ether factors are controlled these over 45 years old

are mere likely than younger groups to watch musicals on television.

Females are slightly mere likely tc watch than are males, particularly when

ether factors are held equal. Whites of East European and British Isles

ancestry alsc watch musicals mere than average; "ether" races would watch

at a much ltwer,rate than the average if it were net for background factors

associated with higher participation.

Few grevps deviate much from the average in terms of listening to

musicals on the radio. These earning ever $50,C0C, these aged 45-54,

whites of East European de.scent and "ether" races are the exceptions- -each

of these groups is clearly mere likely than the average to listen tc musi-

cals cn the radio. (The greater propensity does not held for "ether" races

after adjustments for the impact of ether factors.) Vcrecver, higher levels

of educaticn are clearly associated with higher rates cf listening.

These in nigher income brackets cr educational levels are more likely

to listen tc musicals on recordings. The likelihood of listening tc

reccrdings also rises with age, but begins to drop among those aged 55-64.

Whites of East European origins are most likely to listen to musicals en

records, while Eispanics and blacks (as well as "other" races if other fac-

tcrs are held equal) are the ethnic- racial groups least likely to listen.

Females are slightly mere likely than males to listen to recordings cf

musicals, but genderis not a major factor here.

iti



Table 6.4b: Arts Participetion Via Media By Background Factors, Adjusted for Influence of Other
Background Pastors: Percentages of Respondents Above or Below the Grand Haan.

Watched
Opera
on TT

Lists:tad

to Coors
on Radio

Listened
to Oilers

on Records

Watched
Musicals
on TV

Listened
to Musicals
on Radio

Listened
to Musicals
en Accords

Watched
Plays
on TV

Listened
to Plays
on Radio

Grand Neon: 12.1% 7.21 7.6% 20.6% 4.5% 8.5% 26.4% 3.81

Income:
Under $10,000 -3.7 -0.4 4.1 4.4 .0.2 -0.3 -6.8 0.8

$10,000 - $14.999 -2.6 -0.4 -1.8 -3.7 -1.0 -0.8 -2.7 0.8

$15.000 - $19.999 -0.9 0.8 0.6 -2.2 -0.0 -1.8 -2.7 -0.4

$20,000 - $24.999 1.2 -0.8 0.2 1.2 4.4 -0.4 0.8 0.1

$30,000 - $49.999 1.7 -0.6 -0.2 4.0 -.0.7 1.2 3.0 0.4

$50,000 and over 5.2 2.2 0.4 8.2 3.8 2.7 17.1 -3.7

Not ascertained -0.7 2.5 3.2 1.3 3.3 1.6 -1.5 -1.0

Age:
16-24 4.6 -5.0 -4.5 -3.6 -0.2 -1.6 -5.4 -0.6

25-34 -6.1 -2.9 .4.4 .0.3 .1.0 -3.7 -0.3 0.2

35-44 -1.6 -1.6 41.5 -3.6 .0.0 1.6 .0.7 .0.7

45-54 6.9 5.6 4.7 4.6 .0.4 6.4 4.7 1.3

55-64 7.9 4.2 6.1 3.6 4.7 2.6 2.5 0.1

65-74 4.0 3.1 2.8 3.5 3.8 -1.6 1.9 0.0

75-96 5.9 3.8 3.8 1.8 3.3 -2.7 .0.4 -0.3

Ethnic-Baca:
White, Other Origin 0.0 0.5 0.0 -0.9 -0.2 0.8 -0.6 0.2

itisb Isles White -3.0 -2.8 0.4 1.1 .4.4 1.4 2.3 1.3

turope White -0.9 -0.8 0.4 0.8 -0.3 0.4 3.2 -1.1

pe White 11.4 11.8 8.8 9.0 3.5 2.0 16.1 -0.5

nic 1.3 -0.6 -2.6 1.6 1.0 -2.9 -5.9 2.6

Black (ex. Hispanic) -0.2 -1.1 -1.6 0.1 1.2 -4.5 -2.6 -1.7

Other %aces 5.6 1.1 -2.4 .6.6 1.4 -4.2 -12.4 .2.2

White (unknown origin) -3.7 .2.1 0.3 2.8 1.5 1.0 2.5 .1.3

Sex:
Male -1.6 -0.7 .0.4 -1.9 0.1 .2.1 -.02 .0.3

Female

tduostion:

1.4 0.6 0.4 1.7 -0.1 1.9 4..01 0.3

Wade school .11.8 -4.2 .6.1 .11.4 .4.3 .4.7 -.17 -3.0

Some high school -5.5 .2.7 -4.3 -10.8 -1.3 4.1 -.13 .1.6

High school graduate -1.1 .2.4 -1.3 .2.2 -1.2 -3.2 -.03 .0.5

Sane college 4.4 2.5 1.1 7.1 1.0 0.3 ..06 1.1

College graduate 7.0 5.7 7.8 8.2 4.4 1.9 ..15 1.4

Graduate school 10.3 8.1 8.5 14.9 5.5 12.9 ,..24 4.6
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Plays

Latching plays en television is more common among those with higher

income and education levels. 'Those under 24 years and those over 65 years

are least likely tc watch. Whites of British Isles and especially East

European ancestry are mere- -while Hispanics, blacks and "ether" races are

lesslikely than the average to watch. Vales are slightly less likely

than females to watch television plays.

The rates for listening to plays on radio exhibit little variation

across the background variables. Those earning $50,000 cr more, the older

aged groups, "ether" races and whites cf unknown origin, are less likely

than the average tc listen to plays on the radio. The strongest associa-

tion is with educationthese with higher education are more likely to

listen tc plays on the radio.

Eallct

These with higher income or education levels are more likely tc watch

ballet on television. Watching also rises with age, peaking with these

aged 5S-E4. Whites cf East European descent and "ether" races are more

.likely than the average to watch, while blacks are the least likely. Women

are markedly more likely than men to watch ballet on television. These

trends are maintained after adjustment for other factors.

Art

Latching art-related programs on television is more common among these

with higher income and educational levels. The viewing of these programs

has a curvilinear relation with age, peaking with these aged 45-54. Amcng

the etnnic-racial groups, whites of British Isles cr East European descent

are the most - -while Fispanics and whites of unknown origins are the least-

-likely to watch these programs.
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4) DIMENSIONS CF ART PARTICIPATION VIA THE MASS MEDIA

The analysis above reveals that certain subgroups (e.g., ethnic

groups) are more likely to follow a particular art through all three media

forms (television, radio and recordings). Either of tow assumptions can be

drawn from this finding. First, it is reasonable to assume that it is the

same people within the subgroup who are following their favorite arts

through all possible media. However, it is equally plausible that people

may nave a preferred (cr more readily available) medium through which they

paticipate in their favorite at forms. Thus, for instance, some whites of

East European descent might listen to classical music via the radio and

others via the television, and the overlap between the two groups might be

minimal. A factor analysis of participation in the arts via the three mass

media indicates the ways in which participation in the various art forms

through each of three mass media forms tend to to grouped.

The results of the factor analysis are shown in Table 6.5 and reveal

four clusters. The composition of these clusters consisting of strongly

correlated media variables will be discussed below. In addition, the first

and second clusters are graphically displayed in Diagram 6.1. The first

cluster (cr factor) lies along the horizontal axis, and is composed of

those variables grouped farthest to the right on this axis with strong

intercorrelations. The second cluster is similarly identifiable along the

vertical axis.

The first cluster consists of those who tend to purstie a range of arts

through television. This cluster shows a relatively strong association

among watching art exhibits, plays, ballet, opera, musicals, and classical

music on television. (These are indicated with an asterick.) Television

3="-
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viewing of jazz performances is weakly associated with this cluster. It

should be noted that the number of hours spent watching television shows

almost no relationship to tnis cluster focusing on television viewing of

the arts.

A second cluster reveals the participation of jazz enthusiasts, who

tend tc follow jazz performances on all three media, television, radio, and

recordings.

A third cluster identifies a group that primarily follows the arts

through radio broadcasts. This group listens to operas, musicals, and

classical music en the radio as well as to recordings of operas.

A fourth cluster consists mostly of listeners to recordings of opera,

classical music and musicals and to classical music ontre radio. This

cluster focuses primcrily on those who follow the arts through recordings.

Factor analysis suggests that individuals follow the arts through

the media do indeed fall into certain patterns. Moreover, these patterns

seem tc Le centered more on tne particular types of media than on a partic-

ular art form through all possible media. Each of the media has a cluster

associated with it. Those who participate in one art form through televi-

sion are more likely to participate in the whole range of arts on televi-

sion ratner than through the other media. Similarly, though for a narrower

range of art forms, (opera, classical music, and musicals), those who

listen to one of these arts on either the radio or recordings are more

likely to listen to the other two music forms on the same, rather than dif-

ferent, media. Thus, those who participate in opera, classical and music

and musicals through the media tend to concentrate on one medium.

The ma.:or exception to the relative dominance of media over art form

is jazz wnere clearly the art form is more important than a particular

356
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medium. Jazz enthusiasts tend to use all three media to pursue this art

form. Other exceptions (but with weaker associations) relate to overlpa

between recordings and radio: those who use radio for several arts tend

also to listen to opera recordings who people who use recordings also

listen to cias3ical music en the radio.
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Table 6.5: Factor Analysis of Media Use Variables:

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

TV Hours .037 -.035 -.067 -.184

TV Jazz I.355 1.526 .052 -.037

Radio Jazz .106 4.664 .142 .103

Recordings Jazz .123 '1.758 .021 .204

TV Classical '1.652 .118 .148 .226

Radio Classical .235 .232 .358 4.365

Recordings Class. .396 .199 .123 4.662

TV Opera 4.553 -.003 .298 .127

Radio Opera .164 .049 11.737 .239

Recording Opera .291 -.013 '1.352
41.443

TV Musicals 4.600 .115 .167 .C10

Radio Musicals .17C .077 4.507 .165

Recording Musicals .287 .061 .210 14.403

TV Play 4.554- .234 .100 .C73

Radio Play .151 .130 .2U1 .091

TV Ballet 4.578 .110 .161 .178

TV Art Displays 4.523 .21E .078 .0e2

' Indicates variables within each factor
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Diagram 6.1: Plot of Rotated
HORIZONTAL FACTOR

Factors of Arts Participation via the Media.
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5)EACKGROUND CIFFERENCES: ARTS BY MEDIUM AND MEDIA EY ART FCRM

a_
The factor analysis demonstrates that arts participation via the media

tends to be patterned--usually more strongly organized around media than

around a particular art form. The next step is to examine the social

characteristics of respondents who are involved in sets of media and arts

combinations. This analysis covers both types of patterns, those organized

by media and those organized by art form.

Art; through Each Yedium

Crganization of arts by media will be treated first. Table 6.6 show;

tne relationship of ten background factors tc the average number of art

forms followed via a particular medium. For example, the television index

measures whether a respondent has watched television performances of either

jazz, classical music, operas, musicals, plays, ballets, or art presenta-

Liens in tne preceding 12 months. For example, respondents from households

earning ever $50,000 watch at presentations more than the average; 2.6 (the

grand mean of 1.4 plus the deviation cf +1.2). It should be noted that the

indices are based on varying numbers of at forms since not all forms are

caused by all media. Table 6.7 presents the same associations between par-

ticipation via the media and each background factor,' adjusted for the

effects of all other background variables.

Index of Participation in All Arts Through All the Media

The college educated, professionals,

and higher income persons tend to follow more art forms through more

types cf media. In contrast, laborers, operatives, persons without a high

school diploma, persons over 75 years of age, persons with household

3



Table 6.6: Indices of "Core" Arts Participation Across M833 Media:
By Selected Background Factors (Unadjusted)
(Deviation Above and Below Grand Mean on Ftch Index)

All
Medin TV Radio Recordings

AVERAGE INDEX SCORE 2.6 1.4 0.5 0.6

Income:
Under $10,000 -1.0 -0.6 -0.1 -0.3
$10,000 - $14,999 -0.8 -0.5 -0.1 -0.2
$15,000 - $19,999 -0.5 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1
$20.000 $29.999 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0
$30.000 $49,999 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2
$50,000 and over 2.0 1.2 0.3 0.4
Not applicable 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

SMSA:

Central city of SMSA 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1
SMSA, not cemtral city 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1
Not in SMSA .4.8 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2

Aye:

18 - 24 years -0.4 -0.4 0.0 -0.1
25 - 34 years 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
35 - 44 years 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
45 - 54 years 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1
55 - 64 years 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1
65 - 74 years -0.4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2
75 - 96 years -1.1 -0.5 -0.3 -0.4

Marital:
Married -0.1 0.0 0,0 0.0
Widowed -0.5 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2
Divorced 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2
Separated -0.5 -0.4 0.0 -0.1
Never married 0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.2

Ethnic-Race: -----------
White, other origin ,

0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
White, British Isles ,

1 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1
White, W. Europe 1

0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0
----...-,White, E. Europe ..- -----; 1.4 0.8 0.3 0.3

Hispanic -0.4 -0.2 0.0 -0.2
Black (exclude Hispanic) -0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.0
Other races 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1
White, unknown origin -0.9 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3

Sex:
Male -0.1 .0.1 0.0 0.0
Female 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
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Education:
Grade School -1.7 -0.9 -0.3 .0.4

Attended High School -1.2 -0.7 -0.2 -0.3
High School Graduate -0.5 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1

Attended College 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1

College Graduate 1.8 0.8 0.4 0.5

Attended Grad School 2.9 1.4 0.7 0.8

Work Hours:
None -0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

1 - 29 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

30 -39 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1

40 hours 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
41 - 49 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1

50 or more 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

Work:
Professional 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.6
Managerial 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.2

Sales, Clerical 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1

Craftsman -0.5 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1

Operatives -1.0 -0.6 -0.1 -0.2

Laborers -1.1 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3

Service Workers -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1

Not Working 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

Keeping House -0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

Student 0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.2

Retired -0.6 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2

I of Children:
None 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

One, 6 - 11 years -0.1 0.0 . -0.1 -0.1

Two+, 6 - 11 years -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.1

One under 6 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1

One, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.0

Two+, 0 - 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.5 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1

Two+, 0 - 5/No+, 6 - 11 -1.0 -0.5 -0.3 -0.2

All media index is a count
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incomes under VO,OCC, people with several children and infants are groups

which participate in the fewest arts though the fewest channels of media.

In general, the adjustment for the impact of other factors changes

little in terms of the predicted participation for the above groups. The

rates for operatives and laborers are, however, somewhat higher if the

suppressing influence of other factors (e.g. education and income) is sta-

tistically removed. On the other hand, the association between income and

participation is weakened when all factors, such as education, are con-

trolled.

Index of Television Participation in the Arts

Eetter educated, wealthier, professionals

are also the most likely tc follow a variety of

art forms on television.

When other background factors are held constant, the higher rates of

television participation for better educated persons is basically

uncranged, but the rates for professionals and higher income persons are

substantially reduced. Thus, education is a strong explanatory factor,

while the influence of income and professional status is strongly dependent

upon the impact of associated factors, such as educational achievement.

Index of Radio Participation in the Arts

Professionals, college graduates,

members of "ether" races, residents of central cities, and those in house-

holds earning $50,000 and over tend to use the radio to participate in a

broader range of the arts. In contrast, these living outside of SMSA's,

those over 75 years of age, widows, whites of unknown national origins,
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Table 6.7: Indices of "Core" Arts Participation Across Mass Media After
Adjustment By Selected Background Factors, (Deviations Above
and Below Average Index Score)

All
Media TV Radio Recordings

AVERAGE INDEX SCORE 2.6 1.4 0.5 0.6

Income:
Under $10,000 -0.6 -0.4 .0.1 -0.2
$10,000 - $14,999 -0.3 -0.3 0.0 -0.1
$15,000 $19,999 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.0
$20,000 - $29.999 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
$30,000 - $49.999 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1
S50,000 and over 0.8 0.6 0.1 0.1
Not applicable 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1

SMSA:

Central city of SMSA 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1
SMSA, not central city 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Not in SMSA -0.5 -0.2 .0.1 -0.1

Age:

18.- 24 years -0.6 -0.4 -0.1 -0.1
25 - 34 years -0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.0
35 . 44 years .0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
45 - 54 years 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2
55 - 64 years 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.1
65 - 74 years 0.2 0.2 0.0 .0.1
75 - 96 years -0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.2

Marital:
Married -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
Widowed 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Divorced 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2
Separated -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Never married 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2

Ettnic-Race:
White, other origin -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
White, British Isles -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
White, W. Europe -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
WhIte, E. Europe - 1.1 0.6 0.2 0.2
Hispanic 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
Black (exclude Hispanic) 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1
Other races -0.3 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
White, unknown origin -0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

Sex:
Male -0.1 .0.1 0.0 0.0
Female 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
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Education:
Grade School -1.6 -1.0 -0.3 -0.3
Attended High School -1.1 -0.7 -0.2 -0.3
High School Graduate -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1
Attended College 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.1
College Graduate 1.6 0.8 0.4 0.5
Attended Grad School 2.4 1.2 0.6 0.7

Work Hours:
None 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
1 - 29 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
30 - 39 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
40 hours -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
41 - 49 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
50 or more 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0

Q4k
ofessional 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1

Managerial -0.2 -0.1 .0.1 -0.1
Sales, Clerical -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
Craftsman -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Operatives -0.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.1
Laborers -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
Service Workers -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
Not Working 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0
Keeping House 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Student 0.0 .0.1 0.0 0.1
Retired 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

0 of Children:
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, C - 11 years 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
One, under 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.2 0.1 -0.2 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.0
Two+, 0 - 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
Two+, 0 - 5/nio+, 6 - 11 -0.6 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1

All media index is a count



"ether" races, tncse without a high school diploma, laborers, those having

one infant and one child, those having two or more of each are markedly

less likely to participate in a range of arts through radio.

The belch average rates for older people, widows, "other" races,

whites cf unknown national origins, and laborers are largely attributable

to the influence of ether factors such as differential education and occu-

pational status. However, the low rates for the less educated and those

with each one infant and one child or two or more of each tend to be

independent of the effects of the other background factors.

Index of Arts Participation through Recordings

People of some backgrounds are more likely to use records and tapes to

listen co a broader range of music (jazz, classical music, opera, or musi-

cals). In particular, better educated and wealthier individuals tend to

listen tc a variety of nusic through recordings. Ethnic, age, occupational

categories a well as number of children also show sharp differences in

terms of ats through recordings.

Then ether factors are equalized, the differences among income and age

groups become mere modest - -a change suggesting that other background f: -

tors play an important part in explaining differences in listening patterns

within these groups. The strong influence of education is, however,

independent of the impact of the other background factors; in fact educa-

tion may explain some of the differences within other variables before

adjustment.

In sum, certain social characteristics are associated with following

greate variety of art forms through each of the media. Whether via telev-

ision, radio, cr recordings; college educated persons, higher level white
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collar workers,
and divorced persons fel-

low more types'of art forms. Education is generally the strongest explana-

tory factor; education differences are maintained after adjustment for

other factors. In other cases (e.g. income and occupation) the decrease in

variation after adjustment may be due to removing the impact of education,

which is oksely associated with those variables.

3f
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The Media and Each Art Form

The second line of analysis of multiple arts-media use is to focus on

each art form, examining the media used to follow it. Table 6.8 shows the

relationship cf selected background factors to the average number of media

(television, radio, and recordings) used by respc-dents, to pursue their

interest in a specific art form. For example, members of households earn-

ing over $50,000 use an average of 0.8 (0.6+0.2) media to follow jazz com-

pared to an average of C.5 media for members of households earning less

than $10,000. Table 6.S presents the same relationships after adjusting

for the influence cf other factors. The major predictors and explanatory

factors will be highlighted below.

(Eallet and art displays are not treated in this analysis because they

are carried by only one medium.)

Index of redia Usage for Jazz

People of certain backgrounds tend to follow jazz through multiple

media - television, radio and recordings. Fetter educated persons, stu-

dents and blacks are especially likely to pursue jazz through several media

while older people, widows and those with several children are noticeably

less likely than average to do so.

A considerable portion of the higher rates for low income people and

students and the lower than average rates for widows and elderly are attri-

butable to other factors. However, even after adjustment for other fac-

tors, shapr distinctions by age, marital status, ethnic background and

number of children are maintained.

Index of Media Usage for Classical Music



Table 6.8: Indices of Media Exposure for Each Arts Form (Unadjusted)
(Above and Below Average Index of Number of Media Used)

AVERAGE INDEX SCORE

Income:
Under $10,000
$10,000 . $14,999
$15,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $49.999
$50,000 and over
Not applicable

SMSA:

Central city of SMSA
SMSA, not central city
Not in SMSA

Age:
18 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 . 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 - 74 years
75 - 96 years

Marital:
Married
Widowed

Divorced
Separated
Never married

Ethnic-Race: ----
White, other origin
White, British Isles
White, W. Europe
White, E. Europe
Hispanic
Black (exclude Hispanic)
Other races
White, unknown origin

Sex:

Male
Female

Non-
Musical Musicals!'

Jazz Classical Opera Plays Operettas
4.M.I.MO

0.6 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.3

-0.1 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
-0.1 -0.2 -0.1 .0.1 -.0.1

-0.1 40.1 .0.1 .0.1 -0.1
0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.4
0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1

0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

-0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0

-0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

-0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0
-0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1
-0.5 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

-0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.3 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2
0.3 0.1 -0.1 0,0 0.0

-0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1

-0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2
0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
0.4 -0.2 -0.1 .0.1 -0.1
0.1 0.2 0.1 .0.1 0.0

-0.3 -0.3 -0.1 .0.1 0.0

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Education:
Grade School -0.4 -0.4 -0.2
Attended High School -0.2 -0.3 -0.1
High School Graduate -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
Attended College 0.1 0.1 0.0
College Graduate 0.3 0.6 0.2
Attended Grad School 0.5 0.9 0.3

Work Hours:
None -0.1 -0.1 0.0

- 29 0.1 0.1 0.0
30 - 39 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 hours 0.1 0.0 0.0
41 . 49 0.1 0.0 0.0
50 or more 0.1 0.2 0.0

Work:
Professional 0.3 0.6 0.3
Managerial 0.2 0.2 0.0
Sales, Clerical 0.1 0.0 0.0
Craftsman -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
Operatives -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
Laborers -0.1 -0.3 -0.1
Service Workers 0.0 -0.2 -0.1
Not Working 0.1 -0.1 0.0
Keeping House -0.2 0.0 0.0
Student 0.5 -0.1 0.0
Retired -0.3 -0.1 0.1

0 of Children:
None 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years -0.1 0.0 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.0 0.0 -0.1
One under 5 0.2 -0.2 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.2 0.0 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.1 0.1 0.1

Two+, 0 - 5 0.0 0.0 -0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.0 -0.2 -0.1
Two+, 0- 5/Twc+, 6- 11 -0.4 -0.1 4.1

All media index is a count
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-0.2 -0.2
-0.2 -0.2
0.0 -0.1
0.1 0.1

0.2 0.3

0.3 0.4

0.0 0.0
o.o 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.2 0.3
0.1 0.1

0.0 0.0
-0.1 -0.1

-0.1 -0.2
-0.2 -0.2
.0.1 -0.1

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -0.1

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -0.1

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

.-0.1 0.0
-0.1 -0.2



Better educated, wealthy persons and upper level white collar workers

a. Tore likely tc follow classical music through multiple media (televi-

sioA, radio, recordings). There is also variation among people with dif-

ferent marital status, ethnicity and number of children. Age differences

are slight with somewhat lower usage among the youngest and oldest groups.

Fowever, much of the within-group variation ar..ong categories of

income, marital status, number cf children and ethnicity ca. ae attricutld

tc ether factors. Once again, the effect of educaion is independent of

other ba.,grcund factors, and may, in fact, explain some of the variations

before adjustment.

Index cf Media Usage for Opera

Eetter educated nerscns, the affluent, whites

and professionals tend more than others to follow opera through several

media (television, radio and recordings).

The high rates for wealth ier people and professions are largely attri-

buz:able tc ether fartor3 (see adjusted figure in Table 6.9), probably edu-

cation which is closely associat with both income and occupation. In

contrast, the influence cf education is independent of the other background

indicating that it is a strong explanatory factor.

index of Media Usage for Musicals and Operettas

Col .iege graduates, wealthier individuals, professionals, and whites

. are most likely to listen to musicals or operettas

tr:-,-..gm more media (televiaio Jio, recordings).

Adjustment for the impact L : ether factors suggests that the use of

nxre types cf me ta to follow musicals or operettas by high income indivi-

duals and professionals is explainable to a consideraole extent by other
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Table 6.9: Indices of Media Exposure for Each Arts Form for Selected
Background Factors (Unadjusted for Background Factors:
Above and Below Average Index of Number of Media Used)

AVERAGE INDEX SCORE

Income:
Under $10,000
$10,000 - $14.999
$15,000 - $19,599
$20,000 - 329,999
S30,000 - $49,999
$50,000 and over
Not applicable

SMSA:
Central city of SMSA
SMSA, not central city
Not in SMSA

Age:
18 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 - 74 years
75 - 96 years

Musicals/
Jazz Classical Opera Flays Operettas

41.4aamamla .011Wa ..014101.4111=

0.6 0.7 0.3 0.3

-0.2 -01. -0.1 -0.1
-0.1 4.1 -0.1 0.0
-0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
- 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

0.0 -0.2 -0.1
0.2 -0.1 -0.1

-0.1 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 0.1

0.0 0.2 0.1

- 0.1 0.1 0.0
-0.3 0.0 0.0

.0.1

0.0
0.0
0.1

0.0

0.0
0.0

01.111.

0.3

-0 1

-00
0.0
0.0
0.1

0.2
0.1

0.1

0.0
-0.1

-0.1
-0.1

0.0
0.1
0.1

0.0
0.0

Marital:
Married -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
Widowed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Divorced 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1
Separated 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Never married 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0 0

Ethnic-Race: 011.1aamaleaaMeal.1...

White, other origin
White, British Isles
White, W. Europe
White, E. Europe MO !Maw

Hispanic
Black (exclude Hispanic)
Other races
White, unknown origin

Sex:
Male
Female

- 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
0.5 -0.1 0.0 -0.1

- 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2
- 0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.0

0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

1 1 rt
ti

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.2

0.0
0.0

-0.1

0.1

0.0
0.0

a



Education:
Grade School -0.3 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2
Attended High School -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2
High School Graduate -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Attended College 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
College Graduate 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3
Attended Grad School 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.3

Work Hours;
None 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 - 29 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
30 - 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 hours 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
41 - 49 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0
50 or more 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Work:
Professional 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Managerial 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sales, Clerical 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 '...0 -0.1
Craftsman -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Operatives -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Laborers -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Service Workers 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Not Working 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
Keeping House 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Student 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
Retired 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 of Children:
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, under 6 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.1 0.1 0.1 C.1 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 -0.5 0.0 -0.1 0.3 -0.1

All media index is a count
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factors such as education. The higher rates for college graduates a.id

whites are independent of the influence of the

other background factors.

Index of Media Usage for Plays

Better educated., a high income, professional groups, aid whites

tend to follow plays on several media (television

and radio).

When other factors are controlled, higher educational level and status

as a white . remain strong predictors of follow-

ing plays through television and radio. The differences among occupational

and income groups, however, are noticeably diminished when the influence cf

the other background variables are statistically removed.

Throughout, we see that education is the best predictor of arts 'Parti-

cipation through several media. Income and occupation are also good pred-

ictors but their impact is weakened when other background factors are ccl-

trolled. The association between multiple media participation and educaicn

is maintained after adjustment for other background variables indicating

that education is a strong explanatory factor.
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6)ATTENDANCE AT ART EVENTS AND PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS THROUGH THE MASS
111/1 MEDIA

We are interested in determining whether people who participate in the

ats through the mass media also are more likely to attend art events and to

read literature. Table 6.10 presents the data relevant to this hypothesis:

correlations between participation via attendance and via the M833 media.

The correlations are all positive except for a weak negative assocaion

between attendance and hours of watching television. Thus, using the media

to follow any of the art forms is associated with attending performances of

all of the ats; howevu., television viewing is weakly associated with a

lesser tendency tc attend art performances. In other words, watching

television in general may be an alternative to attending arts events, but

using the media to follow the arts tends to be supplementary to attending

arts events. The stronger predictors of participation in each type cf art

performances wil? be discussed below. (Correlation of C.20-0.29 will be

referred to as moderate; correlations of C.30C.39 as substantial; correla

tions of C.4CC.49 as strong.)

Jazz Performances

Not surprisingly, the best predictors of attending jazz performances

are those media variables involved in following jazz. Following jazz via

records, via radio, and via television (in that order of strength) are sub

stantial to moderate predictors.

Classical Music Concerts

Listening to classical music through recordings or radio are important

predictors of attending classical music performances, while following music
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through television constitutes a moderate predictor cf attendance. Otner

arts via the media provide moderate aid in predicting attendance at clas1;i-

cal music performances. (Jazz via any medium and plays through radio are

exceptions to this.)

Opera

Among the media variables, the test, predictors of opera attendance

are following opera through either recordings, radio, or television. Few-

ever, tnese are of only moderate strength in predicting attendance.

Vusicals

Attenaance at musicals is best predicted by watching musicals, plays,

classical music, ballet on television as well as listening to recordings

cf musicals cr classical music. Each of these media variables provides

moderate improvement in predicting the attendance at musicals.

Plays

Almo:,t none cf the media variables is a useful predictor of attendance

at plays. Listening to cllssical MU3iC recordings and watching play3 cn

*.elevision are, however, moderate predictors of attendance. On the other

rand, listening to plays on the radio has little predictive ability.

Ballet

The attendance cf ballet performances is moderately related to listen-

ing to clas5ir:21 music recordings and to watching ballet on television.

Art Museums and Galleries

,klmost all the art forms through the media, including vie.ming art

shows cr television, are moderatc, predictors of visits to art museums and
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galleries. Furthermore, these visi*.s have a substantial relationship tc

listening to classical music on recordings or radio.

Reading Literature

Following any of the arts on television (except for jazz) has a

moderate to substantial association with reading literature. In addition,

listening to classical music via radio on recordings or to jazz on records

also relates moderately to reading literature.
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Table 6.10: Correlations between Media Activities and Participatic- ii
the "Core" Arts.

Classical
Jazz Music Cpera Musical Play Ballet

Art

Mus. Read

TV Hours -.037 -.124 -.047 -.093 -.104 -.077 -.132 -.095
TV Jazz .26C .170 .C62 .151 .115 .102 .208. .1cc

Radio Jazz .322 .152 .053 .111 .143 .098 .203 .177
Recording Jazz .351 .141 .013 .152 .155 .132 .229 .213

TV Clas. Music .108 .293 .156 .223 .167 .151 .283 .280

Radio Clas. Music .153 .307 .144 .197 .200 .160 .302 .229
Reccrding Clas. Music .179 -343 .149 .216 .206 .210 .343 .289

TV Opera .C53 260 .205 .157 .147 .102 .216 .177
Radio Cpera .100 .265 .233 .133 .168 .134 .223 .141

Recording Cpera .035 .268 .234 .144 .141 .158 .186 .154

TV Musical .110 .240 .122 .255 .183 .118 .231 .2143

Radio Musical .045 .207 .163 .087 .117 .096 .214 .11:4

Recording Musical .102 .251 .163 .219 .176 .183 .289 .194.;

TV Play .141 .228 ..132 .257 .233 .161 .2e2 .77,c(

Radio Play .086 .133 .115 .084 .132 .091 .176 .10E

TV Ballet .166 .271 .158 .219 .178 .224 .273 .217

TV Art Display ---;133- -.200 -.125 .110
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7) INDICES OF MEDIA USE AND ARTS PARTICIPATION

Individually, each of the arts media variables has a positive relation-

ship, often of moderate strength, with attending arts performances or read-

ing literature. Nevertheless, another dimension of following the arts via

the media may have opposing relationships with attendance or reading

literature. The alternatives can be described as follows: if a person

uses mcre channels of media to participate, he/she may be less likely to

attend live performances as the media become a substitute for attendance.

Alternatively, if a person follows an art form through several media,

ne /sr. ,ay be more likely to attend live performances as media participa-

tion may reflect or stimulate enthusiasm for the art. form. In other words,

do people use more forms cf r.edia tc substitute for attendance at the arts,

or do people who use more media channels attend more frequently?

The data in Table 6.11 suggest that people who follow the arts through

several media are generally more likely to attend live art events, as well.

Thus, the tendency is tc supplement, art attendance with media participation

rather than to substitute the media for attendance. The only exception to

this tendency are musicals, these who follow musicals through the three

media (television, radio and recordings) are less likely to attend live

musicals than these wile use only two media. Apparently, there is some sub

stitution cf media participation for atendance. however, it should be

noted that the attendance rate for these following musicals through all

three media is about twice the average rate.

Finally, Table 6.12 presents these relationships after controlling for

the effects of selected background factors. The extent to which the varia-

tion predicted by a media-art variable is the consequence of associated

background variables can be ascertained by comparing Tables 6.11 and 6.12.

For example, if education were associated with both greater media usage and
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arts attendance, then the relationship between attendance and r".E.:211-;

migrt be explainable largely in terms of educaticn.

A comparison of the two Tables suggests that the predictive strength

of media usage is somewhat diminished by holding background factors con

stant, cut the general trends persist. (The only exception concerns musi

cals, as explained above: using two media is a better predictor cf atten

dance than is using all three media.) We cam. conclude that typically

attendance at the arts and reading literature is at least partially

explainatic ty treader media usage tc follow the arts.
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Attendance at each Art by Number of Pedia
Used to Fellow the Same Art Form (Except for Attendance
Index* and Reading Literature). Percentage of
Respondents Above or Pelew the Grand Few, for
Participation in the Arts.

Classical
Jazz Music

Attendance

Play
Art

Pallet Museum
Attend.

Index

Read

Lit.Cpera Musicals

Grand Mean* 10.2% 12.1: 2.3% 19.3% 11.5% 4.2% 22.3% .23% 57.4,

Nurter cf
Ned is Used

fc- Each Art:
C -7.4 -6.c, -1.5 -7.7 -5.1 -2.1 -7.0 -.62 -23 .c
1 3.? 1.5 3.3 19.3 12.7 10.3 23.4 -.29 5.3
2 20.4 1(.4 7.5 34.1 21.2 NA NA -.13 4.4
3 34.4 36.1 25.2 22.7 NA NA NA .04 10,1
4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .37 1f.3
5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .69 29.2
f NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .62 2E.5
7 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .84 25.3
E

c
)

%A

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

;A

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1.16

2.C3
30.2

32.9
1C tA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.73 -:,

.
4

__,
11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.11 34.2
12 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.C3 32.4.
ii: NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.02 37.0
14 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.98 29.4.r
I) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.17 42.6
1( NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.17 42.f

The attendance index is an average of the number of types cf arts
performances attended in the previous 12 months.

I *

These activities are attending a performance
cf jazz, classical music, an cpera, a musical, a play, or ballet or
visiting an art museum/gallery.

These grand means differ slightly from those pr.sented in Chapter 3
due tc sampling error and the calculation of these means from _a smaller
sample.
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Tatle 6.12: Attendance at each Art by Number of Media Used to Fellew
the Same Art (Except for Attendance Index* and Reading
Literature), Adjusted for Background Variables**
Percentage of Respondents Above or below the Grand Wean
for Participation in the Arts.

Attendance

Classical Art
Jazz music Opera Musicals Play Pallet Museum

Grand Mean*** 1C.2: 12.1: 2.3% 19.3% 11.5% 4.2% 22.3

Number of
Media Used
for Each Art:

ttend.
Index

.83

Per'

Lit.

57.41

0 -6.4 -6.9 -1.4 -5.5 -3.3 -1.6 -5.0 -,44 -18.c
1 2.4 1.1 2.8 14.1 8.0 8.2 16.5 -.25 4.7
2 16.9 12.E 6.5 24.0 15.(.1 NA NA -.17 2.0
3 31.5 28.6 23.7 12.8 NA NA NA -.01 8.1
4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .26 12.0
5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .54 24.0
6 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .44 21.11

7 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .63 21.1
E NA NA NA NA NA NA NA .89 22.5
9 ',A NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.f3 22.3

1C NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.21 22.2
11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.65 22.6
12 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.(4 22.2
1: NA NA NA NA NA NA %A 1.38 25.2
14 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.41 1(;.c

15 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.02 38.5
- NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.02 23.1

The attendance index is an average of the number of types of arts
attended in the past year. These activities are attending a perfermance
of jazz, classical music, an opera, a musical, a play, or ballet or
visiting an art mu%eum/gallery.

11141 The Eackground factors are income, age, SMSA, ethnicity, number of
children, gender and occupation, marital status, education, and
number of work hours per week.

**, These grand means differ slightly from those presented in Chapter
due to sampling error and the calculation of these means from a
smaller sample.
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SOlARY

Analysis cf the responses to the questions about arts participation

through the media has provided the following conclusions. The mass media

reach a wider arts audience, typically twice as large, as do live perfor-

mances; media reach approximately the same size audience as art museums and

galleries fcr those interested in the visual arts. Except for jazz, telev-

ision provides each cf the art forms a far greater audience than do ram .c

or recordings. Among the performing arts, plays via television capture the

the largest audiences, followed by classical music, and by jazz, via either

television, radio, or recordings.

H1F,her levels of education and income are generally the strongest

background predictors of using a mass medium to follow an art. In addi-

tion, ethnic differences are salient--whites of East European ancestry are

more likely to use media to follow most of the arts, while blacks have tne

highest rate cf media usage for jazz.

A fiictcr analysis indicates that patterns of art participation via the

media tend tc be more strongly organized around types of media than types

cf art. An exception is jazz wnere participation through one medium 13

strongly correlated with listening to it via the other two media.

People who use more types of media per art form or follow more arts

per medium tend tc share certain social characteristics: college educa-

tion; higher income households; professional occupation; ethnic status as a

white cf Eastern European.descent (except for jazz).

Finally, participation in an art form via one medium or multiple media

tends tc be positively associated with attendance at live performances and

art museums and with reading literaure. To sum up, participation through
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the media /a not an alternative to direct partioihation; rather the "ledia

tend to supplement participation through attendance at live art events.



Chapter 7

q0CIALIZATION INTC THE ARTS

In this study, we are also concerned with the ways in which people ac

quire an interest in the arts. It is reasonable to assume that parental

encouragement as well as lessons and classes in childhood and adolescence

orm the basis for appreciation of and participation the arts in adult

hood. The survey included a series of questions relating tc early sociali

zaticn into the arts. The objective of the analysis is to examine the

linkage between such socialization experiences and arts participation later

in life.

This chapter presents the socialization questions and the tabulations

of respondents' answers (Table 7.1), aggregated for the four months (Febru

ary, August, November, and December) in which the questions were asked.

The subsequent analysis was directed toward the following issues:

1) What proportion of the public recalls early socializatien
experiences related to the arts?

2) Dc people cf different backgrounds (e.g., race, gender,
etc.) vary in their reported socialization experiences
in the arts?

3) Do the background factors which best predict socialization
experiences also provide the explanation?

4) Do arts socialization experiences tend to fall into patterns?
For example, if respondents report having had acting lessons,
are they also likely to have had other types of lessons?

5) Do people of different backgrounds tend to have experienced
more art classes/lessons or introduction to a range of arts
by household members? Do the variables that provide the best
predictions also the major provide explanatory factors?

6) Are some of these scciali.ation experiences better predictors
than others of attending art events later in life? For
example, is visiting an art museum as an adult associated



with frequent visits to art museums with parents or with art
classes?

7) Is there an association between the range of socialization
experiences and attending art events? If so, is a greater
range of socialization experiences a good explanation for
attendance at art events in adulthood?
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11111
1) SOCIALIZATION QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

The socialization questions asked whether respondents had ever take,

lessons or classes in music, the visual arts, acting or theater, ballet,

creative writing, craftarts, art appreciation or history, or music appre

ciation. If the answer to any of these was affirmative, the respondent was

then asked et what age he/she attended such classes? Unlike other ques

tions in the survey, multiple responses were possible, but the analysis

will u3 only the earliest ace at which lessons were started as this

represents the first socialization experience in the arts.

A series of questions related to parental influence on the

respondent's earliest introduction tc the arts. Cne question focused on

adults in the househOld who listened tc classical music or opera in the

home, thus introducing the respondent tc these arts. Two other questions

inquired about early experiences of being taken either to art exhibits,

plays, dance or classical music performances. A final question in this

series focused en general encouragement to read.

The last group of questions asked about the educational level of the

respondent's mother and father. Parents' education levels may be associat

ed with the type and range of socializaton experiences available to the

child.0

The questions and the number responses for each category are shown

in Table 7.1. For question 36a, for instance, 2,652 of the 5,683 respon

dents reported that they had at some time taken a music lesson or class;

1,334 had taken these lessons before the age of twelve; 64 had taken les

sons during el age periods. Question 37 refers to experience in the home

while growing up. Thus, in response to 37a, 465 respondents recalled that
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their parents often listened to classical music or opera while LIC respcn.,

dents gave uncodeable answers. In response to Question 38a, dealing with

fathers' education, 1,073 respondents reported their father's educational

achievement as 7th grade or less, 1,323 as 12th grade, while 1,131 respon-

dents did not knew and 69 gave uncodeable responses.
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2) POPULATION ESTIMATES CF SCCIALIZATIO EXPERIENCES

The responses from the sample in Table 7.1 are generalized in Table

7.2 (after weitilttlg to improve representativeness) to the adult population

of the U.S. Table 7.2a presents the population percentages, while Table

7.2b expresses the absolute numbers estimated to give each response. For

instance, 47% of: the population has had music lessons, and 23% had music

lessona before they were 12 years old. Music lessons are by far the most

common socializing experience into the arts. Lessons in the visual arts

and craft -arts are also relatively common, experienced by about a quarter

to three-tenths of the population. About a fifth cf the population had

lessons or classes in creative writing, art appreciation or history, and

music appreciation.

Acting cr

A much lower percentage, less than 10:, had lessons ii

As children, only a small percentage (5-10%) cf respondents were fre-

quently exposed to classical music, opera, art museums, plays, or dance, by

household members, and approximately two-thirds were never exposed tc the

arts. If these types cf parent mediated experiences are relatively -are,

ancth' type is quite commonmost adult respondents remember teing En-

ccuraged tc read for reading's own sake.

3 o
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Table 7.2a: Population Estimates for Art Socialization Experiences:
Percentages of the Adult Population Exposed to Various Types
of Art Socialization Experiences.

Lessens or classes:
Ever

First Lessons cr Class at Age :

Less than 12-17yrs. 18-24yrs. 25 yrs.
12 yrs. er more

Music (voice or instrument) 47.1% 23.4% 31.27 8.4% 4.6%
Visual arts (sculpture,

painting, etc.)
24.0 3.0 13.2 9.3 6.0

Acting or theatre 9.3 0.9 6.1 3.3 0.9
pallet 7.2 4.8 1.8 1.2 c.9
Creative writing 16.0 0.9 7.8 10.2 3.0
Pottery, leatmerwork,

weaving, etc.
31.2 3.3 16.5 7.5 9.6

Art appreciation or
art history

19.5 0.9 6.6 12.6 2.1

FU3iC appreciation 20.4 2.1 9.9 10,2 1.8

Parent Yediated Often occasionally Never

Listen tc classical muslc/cpera 8.11 21.9% 65.6°'
Taken tc art museums/galleries 4.5 28.8 66.3
Taken to plays/dance/

classical music
5.1 26.1 68.4

EnccuraEed reading 36.1 26.6 32.7
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Table 7.2b: Population Estimates for Art Socialization Experiences:
Number of Adults in U.S. Population (in Thousands)

Lessons cr classes:
Ever

First Lessons or Class at Age :

Less than 12 -17yrs 18.24yrs
12 yrs.

25 yrs.
or more

Music (voicm or instrument) 77,760 38,494 51,465 13,926 7,P03
Visual arts (sculpture,

painting, etc.)
39.534 4,782 21,690 15,210 10,119

Acting cr theatre 15,159 1,656 10,128 5,451 1,562

Ballet 11,814 8,085 3,165 2,199 1,347
Creative writing 29,673 1,266 12,675 16,614 4,968
Pottery, leatherwork,
weaving, etc.

51,579 5,583 26,943 12,480 15,E24

Art appreciation or
art history

32,112 1,338 10,932 20,592 3,51C

Music appreciation 33,792 3,591 16,227 16,884 2,754

Parent rediated Cften Occasionally Never

Listen to classical music/cpera 13,278 35.937' 114,612
Taken to art museums/galleries 7,506 47,175 109,259
Taken to plays/dance/

classical music
8,211 43,140 112,557

Encouraged reading 62,829 47,388 52,931
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We can compare these distributions with those for the nation es a

whole (Table 7.2d) . We find the same relative distribution (e.g. the modal

category is high school graduate for both the survey and the nation). Pow.

ever, the general level of education is higher for Ole U.S. population.

For example, over 36: of American males and around 29% of females had at

least some college; in contrast, respondents reported 21 and 14% of their

fathers and mothers had some college education. This disparity is not

surprising as the national figures are based on 1982 data, while respon-

dents' parents would have completed their schooling several decades ear-

lier. Educational achievement, in terms of grades completed, has been ris-

ing and this general trend accounts for at least part of the differences

between Tables 7.2c and 7.2d. The relatively large group of Don't Knew

responses en the survey probably also contributes to the disparity between

the twc sets of figures.
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Table 7.2c: Education Levels of Respondents' Parents: Percentage of

Respondents Reporting Particular Levels of Education for

Eact Parent.

Father Mother

Highest grade of education:

7th grade or less 1E.9: 16.2%

8th grade 12.f 12.3

9 -11th grade 9.9 11.1

12th grade 21.3 30.E

College (not complete) 5.7 6.9

Completed college 10.5 6.6

Don't know parents' education 20.1 15.6

4at1e 7.2C: Educational Levels for Men and Women in the 1982*

Highest Grade of Education: Males Females

7th grade cr less 8.9% 8.31

8th grade 6.9 7.3

9 -11th grade 12.5 14.0

12th grade 37.1 41.4

College (not complete) 15.7 14.9

Completed college 21.9 14.4

* Statistical Atstracts, Washington D.C.: Bureau of the Census, 1984,
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3) BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES IN SOCIALIZATION EXPERIENCES

Socialization into the arts tends to differ for people with varyinE

social backgrounds. Tables 7.3a and 7.3b present the association between

several background variables-- income, age, ethnicity/race, gender and

education--and socialization experiences. Tables 7.4a and 7.4b show the

same associations between socialization experiences and each variable,

after adjusting for all the ether background variables. For example, those

with higher incomes are more likely to have had music lessons (Table 7.3a).'

However, after adjustment for other factors (Table 7.4a), the income varia-

tion is considerably reduced, indicating that much of the influence of in-

come may be due tc other associated factors (e.g. education). Following is

a discussion of each socialization experience highlighting the mejor back-

ground differences.

Music Lessons

Respondent.; with at least some college education are much more likel;*

to have taken music lessons at some time. Young adults, females, whites

(except of unknown national origins), and '..he more affluent are also more

likely than average to nave taken music lessons. Euch of variation for in-

come and age, however, is attributable to the impact of other background

factors, most likely education.
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Visual Art Lesso-,s

These -ith at least some college education are more likely to have

taken art as are young adults and those earning more than $20,000. In ad-

dition, whites of Eritish Isles decent and unknown origins are somewhat

r: ere likely than the average to take these lessons. However, much cf the

predictability by income is due to associated factors, such as education.

Acting or Theater Classes

These with higher level of education are considerably more likely than

the average to have taken acting cr theater classes. Those earning at

least .420,00C, young adults, and to a lesser extent, females and whites of

Eritish and "ether" countries are also somewhat more likely than average tc

have taken such classes.

Eallet Lessons

The strongest cf the five predictors are gender and education-- fe-

males and those with at least some college education are the most likely to

hive taken lessons cr classes in ballet. Those with higher incomes and

young adults also are more likely than average to have taken ballet lessons

cr classes. Cn the other hand, Eispanics, blacks, and whites of unknown

national origins are the ethnic-racial groups least likely to have had bal-

let training.

Creative riting Lessons

Younger adults and those with higher education levels are much more

likely than the average to have taken creative writing lessons or classes.

Whites (except of unknown national origins) also tend have taken creative

writing courses. While the more affluent also tend more than the average
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to rave had such training, this trend disappears if other background fac

tors are held equal. Probably education accounts at least partially for

the original (unadjusted) association.

Crafts Lessons

Those with higher levels cf education and younger adults are more

likely to have taken lessons or classes in pottery, leatherwork, weaving,

woodworking, or any other craft. arts. Respondents with higher incomes are

also more likely to have attended such lessons, but this trend is largely

attributable to other factors, such as education. Whites of "other" coun

tries and cf Eastern Europe have a greater than average likelihood to have

taken craft lessons, while Hispanics and whites of unknown national _rigins

are markedly less likely tc have taken such lessons.

Art AppreciaJcn or Art History Course

Educational level is a strong predictor of experience with art appre

ciation cr art history courses; a perscn with post graduate training is

about six times as likely as a high school graduate to have taken such a

class. Excluding the youngest age group, the likelihood of having ever

taken sucr courses declines with age, but increases with income. ruck of

the variation due to age and income is attributable to the influence of

other factors, probably education. Whites of British or Eastern European

background and "other" races are more likely than the average tc have taken

such classes, but the relatively high participation of "other" races dimin

ishes when other factors are controlled.

Music Appreciation Classes

As in the case of art appreciation and art history courses, higher
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educational levels are strongly associated with attendance at music appre7

ciation classes. Whites of British and Eastern European origins as well as

blacks are the ethnic-racial groups most likely to have taken surh classes.

Those avid 25-54 as well as the more affluent are also more likely than the

average to have taken a music appreciation class, but the diffe:ences by

age and income are largely the result of associated factors such es educa-

tion.

Intrduction tc Clas:ical rusic cr Opera

Those earning $5C,C00 or mere are much more li!;ely to have had parents

who often listened t' classical music or opera. The likelihood also rises,

but more gradually, ling these with in used education. People aged 45-

64 and females al !ewhat more likely than the average to have had

parents who were frequent listeners. (Unless families with children of

different sexes actually have different. listening patterns, the higher rate

for females may be a function of selertive memory -possibly males are more

likely to report "ccr'asionally" :or 1»eriencet whi.,11 females rc,:all as

"often") .

Introduction to Art museums or Galleries

The better-educated are more likely to have had parents who often took

them to art museums or galleries. Age and income are relatively weak pred-

ictors, and are even weaker after adjustment for the imoact of other fac-

tors. Whites of Eastern European dr ;cent and "other" races :,re somewhat

more likely than the average to have had parents who frequently took them

to art museums cr galleries. Females are slightly more likely than males

to have had parents who often took them to art displays.



Table 7.3b: Socialization Through Parental Introduction Or Encouragement Of Selected
Arts: Percentage of Respondents Above or Below the Average Rate Who
reported Parental Introduction or Encouragement.

GRAND MEAN

INCOME

Home Listening
Classical
Opera

8.2%

Taken to
Art MUSCUMS
Galleries

4.6%

Taken
Pl4ys
Dance

5.0%

to Encouraged
Reading
Books

38.7%

Under $1 0,000 -0.9 -0.3 -0.3 -7.8
$10,000 - 14,999 -1.7 -1.5
$15,000 - 19,999 -0.8 -1.3 -0.1 -3.0
$20,000 - 29,999 -1.5 0.2 0.0 0.9
$30, 000 - 49,999 1.2 1.0 -0.3 6.3
$50,000 and above 8.8 2.1 3.7 18.1
Na-Ref 0.6 1.2 2.1 -2.4

SMSA
Cent City Of Smsa 0.6 1.2 0.5 -0.1
Smsa, Not Cent City 2.0 0.6 0.6 3.8
Not In Smsa -2.8 -1.7 .1.2 -4.5

AGE
18 - 24 yrs -1.4 1.0 0.3 3.7
25 - 34 yrs -0.5 -0.2 -1.2 5.3
35 - 44 yrs -1.3 0.5 -0.0 -0.7
45 . 54 yrs 2.1 0.2 -0.3 -3.1

4- wrs 2.0 -0.0 0.4 -2.2
65 - 74 yrs 0.5 -1.2 2.3 -6.3
75 - 96 yrs -0.4 -2.8 0.5 -8.9

MARITAL
Married -0.5 -0.8 -0.3 -0.5
Widowed 3.9 0.7 2.4 -6.5
Divorced 1.1 0.5 -1.8 -0.9
Separated -3.8 -1.0 -2.2 -6.1
Never Married 0.1 2.1 0.7 5.0

ETHRAC
White Other Origin 0.5 0.0 0.5 2.0
White British Isles 1.8 0.1 1.2 3.0
White W. Europe 0.8 0.1 0.2
White E. Europe 1.2 6.2 1.2 8.6
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Hispanic
Black.-ex. Hispanic
Other Races
White Unkn Origins

SEX
Male
Female

EDUC

Grade School
Attended Hs
Hs Grad
Attended College
College Grad
Attended Grad School

WORMS
None
1 to 29
30 to 39
40 hrs
41 to 49 hrs
50 or more

WORK
Professional
Managerial
Sales, Clerical
Craftsman
Operatives
Laborers
Service Workers
Not Working
Keeping House
Student
Retired

mcnumw
Na Children
One 6-11 yrs
Two or. 6-11 yrs
One Under 6
One 0-5, One 6-11
One 0-5, Two or+ 6-11
Two or. 0-5
Two or. 0-5, One 6-11
Two or. 0-5, or. 6-11

-1.4 -2.8 -2.1 -16.1
-0.4 -1.3 -5.2

1.3 1.9 1.4 -2.0
.4.9 -3.9 .3.1 -10.3

-1.8 -1.2 -2.2 -5.8
1.6 1.1 1.9 5.0

-5.0 -3.8 .3.4 -27.0
-3.0 -3.3 .2.8 -17.5
-1.6 .1.3 -1.5 -3.9
3.1 2.2 2.6 12.6
4.3 5.2 4.2 21.3
6.5 4.7 4.5 26.3

0.7 -0.3 0.6 -2.1
0.1' -0.5 0.5 4.2
-0.3 -0.0 -0.4 -0.7
-0.9 0.3 -0.7 -1.5
1.6 0.2 0.6 5.6

0.9 -1.4 5.2

3.3 2.6 2.7 16.2
1.1 1.4 0.4 7.5
0.7 1.6 0.5 7.9

-2.2 -2.2 -2'.6 -10.8

-3.3 -3.1 -2.9 -15.3
-2.8 -1.6 .3.1 -13.9
-2.2 -0.3 -0.8 -0.3
0.3 -0.6 -0.7 1.3
1.3 0.2 1.7 -3.6
3.0 4.5 2.4 21.4

-1.9 -2.8 -1.3 -9.0

0.8 0.6 0.8 -0.3
0.8 -0.8 .2.4 0.6

-1.1 -1.8 -2.3 4.7
-2.1 -1.7 -2.1 -2.5
.3.1 .3.4 .1.1 3.6
-6.5 -3.3 -4.1 -11.9

.0.4 -1.8 6.5
-1.9 -2.0 -1.2

-3.8 -2.3 -1.2 3.1
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Introduction tc Plays, Dance, cr Classical NU3iC Performances

Those with at least some college education and those earning at least

$50,000, most commonly had parents who often took them to performances cf

plays, dance, classical MU3iC. Females and these aged 68-74 are somewhat

more likely, while whites of Eastern European origin and "other" races are

slightly mere likely than average tc have had such socialization experi-

ences.

Encouragement to Read

Those with higher levels of education are much more likely to report

that their parents frequently encouraged them to read books. Females, in-

dividuals in the higher income brackets, young adults, and whites (except

of unknown national origin) are also mere likely to recall that their

parents often encouraged them to read. However, after adjustment for other

beckgrcund variables, age and income variations are considerably small, in-

dicating that other factors (most likely education) accounts for a consid-

eriible portion of the initial differences.
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Table 7.4b: Socialization Through Parental Introduction Or Encouragement Of
Selected Art: Percentage Of Respondents Above And Below Average
Who Reported Parental Introduction Or Encouragement

Home Listening
Classical
Opera

Taken to
Art. Museums

Galleries

Taken to
Plays
Dance

Encouraged
Reading
Books

GRAND MEAN = 8.2% 4.6% 5.0% 3E.7%

INCOME
Under $10,000 0.8 0.5 0.4 -1.0
$10,000 - 14,999 0.9 -0.3 -0.6 -1.1
$15,000 - 19,999 0.4 -0.4 0.8 0.9
$20,000 - 29,999 -1.4 0.3 0.3 0.1
$30,000 - 49,999 -0.5 -0.2 -1.5 0.1
$50,000 and above 5.3 -0.5 1.2 7.7
Na-Ref 0.1 0.8 1.8 -3.1

SMSA
Cent City Of Smsa 0.8 2.0 0.4 0.8
Smsa, Not Cent City 1.3 0.1 0.3 0.9
Not In Smsa -2.2 -0.9 -0.7 -1.6

AGE
18 - 24 yrs - -2.2 0.4 -0.6 0.5
25 - 34 yrs -0.5 -0.3 -1.7 -0.2
35 - 44 yrat -1.4 0.9 0.2 -4.2
45 - 54 irs. 2.3 0.4 -0.3 -1.6
55 - 64 yrs 2.6 0.2 0.7 3.0
65 -74 yrs 1.3 -0.7 3.5 3.2
75 - 96 yrs -0.6 -2.8 1.5 3.3

MARITAL
Married -0.5 -0.5 0.2 -0.0
Widowed 4.2 2.1 0.3 -0.4
Divorced -0.1 -0.4 -2.8 -2.7
Separated -2.6 -0.9 -1.9 -1.5
Never Married 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.2

ETHRAC
White OthiriOritin 0.4 0.3 0.8
White Britt,* Isles 0.8 -0.5 0.3 -0.4



White W. Europe 0.6 0.3 -1.0 0.6

White E. Europe 0.1 5.6 0.4 7.5

Hispanic 1.2 .1.5 -0.7 -6.8

Black--ex. Hispanic -3.6 -0.0 -0.2 -0.4

Other Races 0.1 0.7 1.2 -8.1
White Unkn Origin -3.1 -2.2 4.0 -3.2

SEX
Male -2.1 -1.5 -2.6 -8.7
Female 1.8 1.3 2.3 7.6

EDUC
Grade School -6.4 -3.6 -4.9 45.4
Attended Hs -3.7 -3.4 -3.6 -17.1

Hs Grad -1.5 -1.4 -1.6 .14.3
Atteded College 3.7 2.0 3.3 11.9

College Grad 4.6 5.5 4.9 20.9
Attended Grad School 7.3 5.3 5.8 27.6

WORKHRS
None 1.2 -0.1 0.5 -2.3
1 to 29 -0.6 .1.2 .0.4 0.8

30 to 39 -2.2 -0.7 -1.0 -2.3

40 hrs -1.1 0.4 -0.3 0.2

41 to 49 hrs 1.2 -0.1 0.9 5.4

50 or more -0.9 1.0 -0.8 6.4

WORK
Professional 0.1 -1.1 0,3 -1.6

Managerial -0.0 -0.2 0.6 -0.2

Sales, Clerical 0.0 0.3 4.5 0.3

Craftsman 1.8 .0.2 1.5 .1.4

Operatives 1.3 -0.8 0.9 -5.0

Laborers 1.8 0.8 0.8

Service Workers -0.6 -0.0 -0.1 -0.0

Not Working 0.9 0.2 -0.0 8.5

Keeping House -1.1 0.5 -0.5 .2.7

Student 0.1 0.9 -0.6 14.0

Retired -1.8 0.1 -1.4 4.9

NCHILDRN
No Children 0.4 0.6 0.7 -0.3

One 6-11 yrs 1.8 -0.7 -2.1 2.4

Two or+ 6-11 yrs 0.2 -1.6 .2.0 6.0

One under 6 -1.1 -1.7 -1.8 -3.8

One 0-5, One 6-11 -2.0 "2.8 -0.5 4.3

One 0-5, Two or. 6-11 -5.6 -3.0 .9.4

TWO Or. 0-5 -2.6 .1.7 2.3
Two or. 0-5, One 6-11 .4.1 -1.6 .1.5 -0.1

Two or.. 00-5, Two or. 6-11 -3.3 -2.2 .0.7 7.0
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4) DIMENSIONS OF ART SOCIALIZATION EXPERIENCES

Socialization experiences tend to cluster into distinct patterns.

That is, certain groups of socialization experiences can be predicted if a

single experience is known. A factor analysis of socialization experiences

reveals two such clusters. (A third cluster is not relevant for our

present analyses since it shows thiAt educational levels of res)pondentsi

mothers tend to be but does net include any art socialization experiences.)

The variables encompassed ty these two clusters can be either read

from Table 7.5 cr from Diagram 7.1. The variables which are highly corre-

lated with the hypctnetical factor (marked with an asterisk) are interpret-

ed as being part of the cluster. The same relationship can be seen in the

diagram. Those variables which are most strongly correlated with the first

and second factor are farther to the right of the horizontal axis, and

farther up on t.le vertical axis, respectively.

The first cluster tightly groups certain lessons or classes: those in

music appreciation, art appreciation /history, creative writing, and visual

arts (visual arts is obscured in the diagram by creative writing). To E

lesser extent, lessens cr classes in craft-arts, music, and theater also

fall into this cluster. However, lessons in ballet and parental-mediated

experiences are not part of this cluster. Thus, the factor analysis sug-

gests that, within this cluster, persons who have had one type of arts

class are also more likely to have several other arts classes.

The second cluster groups childhood socialization experiences in the

arts that were provided by household members. Parental introduction to the

arts by through often listening to classical music or opera in the home,

taking the child to art museums, and taking the child to performances of

11`)6



plays, dance cr classical music, tend tc be associated events. Tc a leaver

extent, parents' encouragement cf reading for its own sake is also associ

ated with this cluster. In terms of the types of arts socialization ex

periences provided by parents, the respondents who had experienced on type

of parentalmediated arts socialization also tended to have had others.
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Table 7.5: Dimensions of Art Socialization Experiences: Varimax Rotated

Factor Matrix.

Factor 1

Music Class
*.440

Visual Arts Class 11.564

Theater Class 11.40C

Ballet Class .249

Creative Writing Class ..S76

Craft -art Class *.443

Art Apprec./Eistory 1/.661

Music Apprec. Class +6.607

Clas. Music/Cpera (Home) .151

Art Museums Visits .217

Art Performances .200

Encouraged Reading .261

Factor 2 Factor 3

.259 .150

. 132 .127

. 164 .080

.232 .111

. 13E .137

. 13e .085

. 168 .081

. 191 .056

41.603 .123

11.647 .162

sacs .111

41.432 .145
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D14gram 7.1: Plot of First and Second Factors cf Art Socialization Experiences
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5) BACKGRCUND DIFFERENCES IN A RANCE OF ART SOCIALIZATION EXPERIENCES

People differ in the variety cf art lessons and classes in which they

were involved in childhood as well as in the variety of art forms t which

they were exposed by members of the household. The question arist., to

whether these differences in the range of socialization experiences show a

pattern in terms of a person's social background, For example, dr persons

cf particular ethnic backgrounds tend to have a broader range of such sc

cialization experiences?

The factor analysis above suggests that art social,zation experiences

tend tc form patterns organized around either parental action cr classes.

Thus, the following analysis addresses the question of .1cial backgrounds

by examining twc indices: the first is based on the number of reported art

lessons and classes, and the second en the number of arts activities en

couraged cr introduced early in the respondent's life. The data fcr this

analysis can be examined in Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 below. The latter

table presents figures adjusted for other background variables.

Index of Art Lessons and Classes

This scale is based on each respondent's reported experience in

classes or lessons fcr eight types of art forms: music (voice or instru

ment), visual arts, acting cr theater, ballet, creative writing, a craft

art, art appreciation/historyond music appreciation. The national aver

age, indicated by the grand mean, is quite low (less than two types of

classes cr lessons) , but certain social characteristics fall considerably

above and below this average.

getter educated persons, high income persons, younger adults, and



Table 7.6: Indices of Art Socialization Experiences by Selected Background
Factors: Above or Below the Grand Mean of Number of Socialization
Experiences.

Lessons &
Classes in

Arts

Parents
the Introduce

Arts

GRAND MEAN 1.8 0.6

Income:
Under $10,000 -0.5 -0.1
$10,000 - $14,999 -0.7 .0.1
$15,000 - $19,999 -0.2 -0.1
$20,000 - $29,999 0.0 0.0
$30,000 $49,999 0.6 0.1
$50,000 and over 0.8 0.3
Not applicable -0.2 0.0

SMSA:
Central city of SMSA 0.0 0.0
SMSA, not central city 0.2 0.1
Not in SMSA -0.3 -0.1

Age:
18 - 24 years 0.7 0.0
25 - 34 years 0.5 0.0
35 - 44 years 0.1 0.0
45 - 54 years -0.3 0.0
55 - 64 Years -0.7 0.0
65 74 years -0.8 -0.1
75 96 Years -1.1 -0.1

Marital:
Married -0.1 0.0
Widowed -0.9 0.0
Divorced 0.2 0.0
Separated -0.4 -0.1
Never married 0.6 0.1

Ethnic-Race:
White, other origin 0.2 0.0
White, British Isles 0.2 0.1
White, W. Europe -0.1 0.0
White, E. Europe 0.1 0,2
Hispanic -0.8 -0.2
Black (exclude Hispanic) -0.3 -0.1
Other races -0.3 0.0
White, unknown origins -0.8 -0.2

Sex:
Male -0.1 -0,1
Female 0.1 0.1
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Education:
Grade School -1.6 -0.4
Attended High School -1.1 -0.3
High School Graduate -0.4 -0.1
Attended College 0.8 0.2
College Graduate 1.7 0.4
Attended Grad School 2.0 C.4

Work Hours:
None -0.3 0.0
1 - 29 0.4 0.0
30 - 39 0.2 0.0
40 hours 0.0 0.0
41 - 49 0.4 0.1
50 or more 0.4 0.0

Work:

Professional 1.5 0.3
Managerial 0.6. 0.1
Sales, Clerical 0.344. 0.1
Craftsman .0.4 g -0.2
Operatives -0.8 -0.3
Laborers -0.4 -0.2
Service Workers -0.1 0.0
Not Working 0.0 0.0
Keeping House -0.5 0.0
Student 0.9 0.3
Retired -1.0 -0.2

# of Children:
None 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years -0.3 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.1 0.0
One, under 6 0.2 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.0 -0.3
Two+, 0 - 5 0.7 0.0
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 -11 0.4 -0.1
Two., 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.0 0.0
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higher status white-collar workers report having experienced mere types of

art classes and le3sc Sharp distinctions in participation are also evi-

dent within marita' thnic, and number of children categories.

After adjustment for the impact of the other factors (Table 7.7), the

variation in the range of classes drops considerably within income, St'SA,

older age, marital status, work hours, occupation, and number of children

groups. These factors are then better predictors than explanatory factors.

(However, note that some subgroups such as "other" race, younger adults,

and Hispanics remain lcw or decrease relative tc the average.) Although the

variation in range of classes predicted by education drops somewhat as

well, education is clearly the strongest explanatory factor among the ten

and may account for the lesser impact of other variables after adjustment.

Index cf the Range of Art3 Introduced cr Encouraged in Childhood

Tnis seccnd scale is based on a count of the number cf types of arts

experiences which household members often provided while the respondents

were growing up. The four types of arts experiences are listening to clas-

sical music or opera at home, going to art museums or galleries, attending

performances of plays, dance or classical music, and, finally, encourage-

ment of reading of literature.

Most of the factors show little variation from the average in terms. of

arts experience provided by household members. However, the better-

educated and more affluent are clearly more likely than average to have had

such experience. Cccupation, ethnicity and number of children also show

some differences.

tshen ether tors are equal, income loses much of its predictive

ability, while education continues to be strcnly associated with early arts
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Table 7.7: Indices of Art Socialization Experiences by Selected Background
Factors, Adjusted for Background Factors: Above or Below the
Grand Mean of Number of Experiences.

Lessons &
Classes in the

Arts

Parents
Introduce

Arts

GRAND MEAN 1.8 0.6

Income:

Under $10,000 0.0 0.0
$10,000 - $149999 -0.2 0.0
$15,000 - $19,999 0.1 0.0
$20,000 - $29,999 0.0 0.0
$30,000 - $49,999 0.1 0.0
$50,000 and over 0.1 0.1
Not applicable -0.2 0.0

SMSA:

Central city of SMSA 0.1 0.0
SMSA, not central city 0.1 0.0
Not in SMSA -0.1 .0,1

Age:
18 - 24 years 0.6 0.0
25 - 34 years 0.2 0.0
35 - 44 years .0.1 0.0
45 - 54 years -0.2 0.0
55 - 64 years -0.4 0.1
65 - 74 years -0.3 0.1
75 - 96 years -0.6 0.0

Marital:
Married 0.0 0.0
Widowed 0.0 0.1
Divorced 0.2 -0.1
Separated -0.1 -0.1
Never married 0.0 0.0

Ethnic-Race:
White, other origin 0.1 0.0
White, British Isles 0.1 0.0
White, W. Europe -0.1 0.0
White, E. Europe 0.1 0.1
Hispanic -0.4 -0.1
Black (exclude Hispanic) -0.1 0.0
Other races -0.7 -0.1
White, unknown origin -0.4 -0.1

Sex:
Male -0.3 -0.2
Female 0.2 0.1
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Education:
Grade School -1.1
Attended High School -1.0 -0.3
High School Graduate -0.4 .0.1
Attended College 0.6 0.2
College Graduate 1.5 0.4
Attended Grad School 1.9 0.5

Work Hours:
None 0.1 0.0
1 - 29 0.1 0.0
30 - 39 -0.1 -0.1
40 hours -0,2 0.0
41 . 49 .0.1 0.1
50 or more 0.0 0.1

Work:

Professional 0.3 0.0
Managerial 0.2 0.0
Sales, Clerical 0.0 0.0
Craftsman 0.1 0.0
Operatives -0.1 0.0
Laborers 0.1 0.0
Service Workers 0.0 0.0
Not Working 0.1 0.1
Keeping House -0.3 0.0
Student -0.2 0.1
Retired -0.2 0.0

4 of Children:
None 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years -0.3 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.1 0.0
One, under 6 -0.2 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.2 0.0
One, 0 - 5/TWo+, 6 - 11 0.0 0.2
Two+, 0 - 5 0.2 0.0
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 a. 11 0.2 -0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/TWo+, 6 - 11 0.0 0.0
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introduction in the household. Ethnic differences (with one exception) as

well as differences between white collar and manual occupations largely

disappear. In addition to education, gender becomes one of the best expla-

natory factors for the range of arts socialization experiences in child-

hood. Males are below age with regard to both art lessons and

parental-mediated introductions to the arts, while females tend to be some-

what above average (Table 7.7). Gender difficul!ies are actually greeter

after adjustment for other factors, indicating that other associated vari-

ables suppressed the unadjusted variation.
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6) ART SOCIALIZATI0N EXPERIENCES AND PARTICIPATING IN THE "CCRE" ARTS

Cne consequence of art socialization experiences might be a greater

tendency to participate in the arts as an adult. Possibly, the more criti-

cal factor for adult participation in the arts may be the cumulative ef-

fects of a range cf arts socialization experiences rather than a single

type of experience. The following analysis examines each of these possi-

bilities.

If art socialization experiences do influence art participation by

adults, we would expect a correlation between these two events. That is, we

should be able to predict adult participation in a type of art from a

knowledge of socialization in that type of art during childhood. For exam-

ple, if a person often visited art museums as a child, and it is assumed

that this leads to greater adult attendance at art museums, then we would

expect a strong correlation between recollections of attendance and his/her

recent attendance at art museums. In addition, childhood socialization in

other types of arts may also predict adult participation in a particular

art form.

Table 7.^ presents the correlations between arts socialization experi-

ences and adult participation in the arts. (Correlations in the range cf

0.40 and above will be referreu to as strong; correlations of 0.30-0.39 as

substantial; correlations of 0.20-0.29 as moderate; correlations of less

than 0.20 as weak.)

Jazz Performances

Lessons or classes in the visual arts or creative writing are moderate

predictors of attending Jazz performances. The other art socialization ex-

periences are weak predictors of such attendance.
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Classical Vusic Performances

Saving, taken a lesson or class in the visual arts, creative writing,
Ni

art appreciaticn/history, or .music appreciation, provides a moderate Fred-

ictor of attending classical music performances as an adult.

Cpera Performances

While each of the art socialization experiences is positively related

to attending operas as an adult, none of the socialization experiences

treated in this study provide more than a weak predictor.

Music4s'etr Operettas

Lessons and classes in either creative writing, art

appreciation /history, cr music appreciation are moderately associated witr

adult attendance at musicals or cperettas.

Eallet

Taking ballet classes as a child is a moderate predictor of attending

ballet perfcrmances as an adult.

Art Fuseums or Galleries

Nurercus art socialization experiences aid in predicting visits to art

museums or galleries as an adult. The predictors of moderate strength are

lessons or classes in music, theater, creative writing, a craft-art, and

music appreciation as well as parental encouragement of reading. In addi-

tion, two types cf lessons and classes--in the visual arts or art

appreciation/history--are substantial predictors of visiting art museums

and galleries. Such classes apparently do succeed in transmitting an ap-

preciation cf the visual arts. In contrast, being taken to art museums by

househcld members as a child seems generally to have only a weak influence
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el adult museum attendance.

Reading Literature

Numerous art socialization experiences are also moderate predictors of

reading literature as an adult, but the only substantial predictor is the

childhood experience of encouragement by household members to read books.

In brief, art socialization experiences provide numerous moderate, and

a few substantial, predictors of adult participation in arts, with the not-

able exception of opera. However, one of the mcst striking findings is the

minimal effect of parental exposure of children tc the arts and adult art

participation. Classes and lessons (particularly those in art

appreciation/history, music appreciation, and creative writing) seer to

have a greater influence cn this behavior than early art experiences medi-

ated by household members. The notable exception, which constitutes the

highest correlation in Table 7.8, is the effect of parental encouragement

of reading. This early encouragement seems to have a substantial effect on

both reading and, to a lesser degree, art museum attendance as an adult.
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Tatle 7.6: Ccrrelaticns cf Art Socialization Experiences and Adult

Participaticn in the Core Arts: Pearson's r.

Classical

Jazz Music Opera Musical Play Ballet

Art

Mus. Read

Music Lessons .16C .199 .060 .189 .164 .096 .243 .295

Art Lessons .205 .201 .073 .192 .171 .138 .304 .2,4

Acting Lessens .152 .106 .062 .191 .162 .119 .205 .179

Ballet Lessons .155 .153 .066 .167 .149 .265 .1E7 .167

Creative Uriting .216 .204 .C81 .212 .214 .140 .292 .247

Arts-Crafts .13C .14f .049 .153 .141 .082 .240 .223

Art Aprec./Histcry .1F1 .225 .116 .221 .242 .144 .320 .26C

Music Appreciation .174 .223 .092 .230 .200 .177 .276 .264

Parental Guidance:
Home: Clas./Opera .06S .136 .095 .075 .080 .C73 .115 .ile

Art Visits .C94 .08E .CE5 .093 .089 .105 .145 .120

Plays .C52 .116 .053 .093 .082 .119 .101 .116

Encouraged Feading .117 .1E4 .C4C .163 .171 .111 .215 .342

Mcther's Educaticn -.001 .C37 .01E .020 .016 .025 .014 -.020
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7) INDICES OF SOCIALIZATION AND ARTS PARTICIPATION

We have seen that respondents recalling certain socialization experi-

ences are mere likely to participate as adults in some of the arts. Con-

ceivably, a wider number of such experiences might have a cumulative ef-

fect. In other words, these who have had a greater variety cf art sociali-

zation experiences may be mere active participants in the arts, that is,

participate in a wider range of arts.

Table 7.9 Mews the relationship between an index of adult participa-

ticn in the arts and two indices of art socialization experiences

(lessens /class and parental guidance) as well as the education level cf the

respondent's mcther. The arts participation index represents a count of

the variety cf the seven arts events attended in the previous 12 months.

Similarly, the arts education index is a ccunt of the types cf classes cr

lessens taken amcng eight catevries--music, visual arts, theater, ballet,

creative writing, craft-art, art appreciation/history, or music apprecia-

tion. The parental arts guidance index is a count of four types cf arts

experience mediated by hcusehcld members: listening to classical music or

cpers at home; going tc art museums cr galleries; going to plays, dances,

or classical music; and encouraging the reading of books. Finally, assum-

ing that a mothers with varying education levels provide different types cf

arts socialization experiences not directly measured by the four csteecries

of parental art guidance, the relationship between the respondent's

mother's educational level and the adult participation index is provided.

Examination of the table suggests that each of these variables has a

positive relationship with attending a range of arts events. In other

words, a greater variety of arts attendance can be predicted among groups

who have had a wider range cf art lessens/classes, mere types of parental

introduction to the arts, or a mother with a high level cf education. The



Tatle 7.9: Index of Attending Seven Arts Events by Number of Types of Art
Classes or Lessons, Number of Types of Parental Introduction tc
the Arts, Mother's Educa' : Above or Below the Grand Pean of
Arts Attended in the Pre. JUS Twelve rOnthi.

Attendance Index
GRAND MEAN 0.e

Number cf classes
-0.6

2 0.0

3 0.3
4 C.E

1.0
6 1.4
7 1.9

8 2.4

Parental guidance
0 0.3
1 0.3
2 0.7

3 1.1
4 1.1

Mctrer's education
11tH grade cr less
High school graduate
Score college
College graduate
Dc net knew

0.2
0.1

o.e
1.0

-0.5

4 "



index of art classes or lessons is, however, a much stronger predictor cf

the variation in the breadth of adult arts participation than is the index

of parental guidance cr the level cf the mother's education.

Table 7.10 also presents the same relationships after adjustment for

the influences of associated background variables. Comparison of the vari

ations predicted by the twc indices and mother's education, before end

after adjustment, suggests the degree tc which the variations are attritut

able to the influence cf other factors. In each case, the range of varia

tion drops considerably after adjustment, indicating that other factors ac

count for a large part of the differences in rates predicted by the three

indices. However, the basic relationships are unchanged: the index of art

classes and lessons remains a relatively strong explanatory factor for et

ending a range cf arts events, wherees the index for parental art guidance

and mother's educction are quite weak as explanatory factors.
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Table 7.10: Index cf Attending Seven Arts Events by Number cf Types
of Art Classes or Lessons, Number of Types of Parental
Introduction to the Arts, Mother's Education, Adjusted
fcr Eackground Factors: Above or Below the Grand Mean of
Number of Arts Attended in the Previous Twelve Months.

Attendance Index
GPI MEAL = 0.8

Number of classes

1 .0.2
2 -0.0
3 0.2
4 0.5
5

1.0
7 1.3
E 1.8

Parental guidance
0 .0.1
1 0.1

0.1

3 0.4
4 0.3

Mctner's education
11th grade cr less .0.0
High school graduate .C.0
Scree college 0.2
College graduate 0.2
Dc not know .0.1
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SUMMARY

The extent of the public's early experience with socialization into

the arts varies considerably with art forms. Almost one out of two Ameri-

cal adults has at sometime had a class or lesson in voice or a musical in-

strument, while less than one out of ten has had a class in ballet. Ap-

proximately two-thirds cf the adult population report never having been

taken by their parents tc art museums, plays, dance performances or classi-

cal music concert, nor having listened to classical music cr opera in their

parents' home. However, two-thirds recall being encouraged to read books

cften cr occasionally.

Marked differences in art socialization experiences are observed among

adults with varying social characteristics. Adults with higher levels cf

education or income are more likely tc have had almost every type cf so-

li, cialization experience. In addition, there are clear differences by age,

gender and ethnicity evident in the rates of reported experiences. These

results suggest differential socialization among generational groups; for

males as compared tc females, and fcr members of different ethnic subcul-

tures. Income end education differences may, again, be related to distinct

subcultural backgrounds, which persist into adult life.

Art socialization experiences tend to form clusters. Respondents, who

grew up in families that frequently went to art museums, for example, were

also more likely to be exposed to other art forms and encouraged to read

books by their parents. Similarly, those respondents who had taken some

types of art classes or lessons were likely to have taken others as well.

Moreover, respondents of particular social backgrounds were more likely to

have -4d either parental guidance or classes in a variety of the arts.
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Once again, better-educated and wealthier adults tend to report a broader

range of experiences.

In comparison to the experiences mediated by one's family of origin,

formal instruction through an art cliSi or lesson tends to he a better

predictor of adult participation xn the arts. Nevertheless, family en-

couragement of reading books apparently ingrains the habit in many people

since it is substantially related to reading literature as an adult. More-

over, a wider range of arts socialization experiences, particularly classes

cr lessens, is associated with adult arts participation.
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Chapter 8

PUBLIC INTEREST IN INCREASED ARTS PARTICIPATION

Attendance at arts events and performances is not the only reflection

of interest in the arts. Rather, people who are interested may be

discouraged from attendance or indeed, unable to attend because of certain

obstables or barriers. These barriers, for example, may include unavaila

bility of transportation or of tickets, as well as cost factors. Presum

ably, if some of these barriers could be eliminated or lessened, then the

potential audience for the arts could participate more fully.

In the earlier chapters we have implicitly described cert'tn obstacles

to attendance by describing differential participation in the arts among

people with different social backgrounds. For example, in most cases, low

educational achievement and lower income are associated with lower partici

pation in the arts. In this chapter, we approach the issue of barriers to

participation from the respondents' viewpoint, i.e. the analysis focuses on

obstacles perceived by the responde,t.

This chapter discusses the barrier questions and the tabulations of

the respondents' answers, aggregated for the four months (June, July, No

vember, and December) in which these questions were inclUded in the SPA

survey. These tabulations are then analyzed to answer the following ques

tions:

1) Now widespread is the adult public's interest in attending arts
events?

2) Among those who are interested in attending more often, which
factors are perceived as the chief obstacles or barriers?
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3) What kind of people are interested in arts performances and events?
Do they tend to share certain social characteristics?
Do the same social factors that correlate with expressed interest
continue to hold up after other factors are taken into account?

4) Does interest in attending specific art events tend to group
into clusters? For example, do respondents who wish to attend
opera more frequently also went to attend more jazz or classical
music performances?

5) In terms of background characteristics, what type of person manifests
increased interest in participating in a broad range of arts forms?
Do the factors that predict increased interest hold up after other
factors are taken into account?

6) Is there an association between interest in attending either a single
or a broad range of art forms and actual current attendance? That
is, do people interested in participating in the arts actually
attend more types of events in the previous 12 months?

1) EARRIER QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

The barrier questions were designed to identify the extent of arts in

terest and the major factors that inhibit people from participating in the

arts as much as they would like. Thus, the first question asked about the

respondents' interest in increased attendance at various art forms. For

those who reported such interest, an openended followup question covered

reasons for not attending more often. The precoded categories included the

following types of problems:

External -- Tickets unavailable or too expensive; locally
unavailable or too far away; transportation
problems; babysitter problems

Personal -- Feel uncomfortable at performance; fear of crime;
no companion; lack of time

Physical ., HandiCapped; age; health

Aesthetic Poor quality of performance; prefer television

Motivation -- Procrastination

An "other" category was used if the response did not fit into one of the
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precoded categories. These survey questions are shown in Table'8.1.

Table 8.1 also includes the number of respondents who reported an in-

terest in attending more arts performance. For the first set of queries

in question 13a, the column of figures represent the number of respondents

who desired to attend more art events. For example, of the 5,481 respon-

dents, 999 said they would like to attend more jazz performances, and 1,691

said they would like to visit art galleries or museums more often. (The

column does not sum to the total number of respondents because multiple

answers were possible.) In total, 3,458 respondents indicated an interest

in greater attendance at at least one art form, leaving 2,023 respondents

not interested in increasing their frequency of attendance. Each respon-

dent who indicated an interest in greater participation in an art form was

asked why he/she did not attend more often.

Columns 1-7 of follow-up question 13b show the number of respondents

who identified each reason for not attending as much as they would like.

Thus, of the 999 respondents wanting to attend more jazz performances, 24

cited "tickets being sold out," 313 cited "cost," and 220 reported "unavai-

lability" as a reason for non-attendance. (Again the total within each

column is larger than the number of respondents since multiple answers were

possible.)

Population Estimates of Interest in Increased Arts Participation

After weighting to correct for any disproportional representation in

the sample by age, gender, or race, the responses to the questionnaire can

be used to estimate the extent of increased interest among the U.S. adult

population. These estimates, both in percentages and in numbers, are found

4 ;.
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Table 8.2: Population Estimates of Desire to Attend Arts Events More Often:
Percentages and Numbers in U.S. Adult Population

Interest in Percentage Attending
Percents Attending More in Last 12 Months

Desiring More (in millions) (from Chapter 3)

Jazz
Classical Music
Operas
Musical Plays, Operettas
Nonmusical Plays
Ballet
Art Museums

None of these

le% 30 million adults
18 30 million adults
7 12 million adults

33 54 million adults
25 40 million adults
12 19 million adults
31 51 million adults

37 51 million adults

* Column does not total 100% due to the interest in
increased attendance of multiple art forms.

431
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in Table 8.2. In addition, for purposes of comparison, Table 8.2 includes

the estimates of actual attendance at these arts performances.

It is apparent that a sizeable potential audience for the arts does

exist. Roughly one-third of the respondents expressed an interest in at-

tending musicals and art museums more often. While the potential audience

with increased interests in the other arts is smaller only opera falls

below 10% of the adult population even that percentage that translates

into 12 million American adults.

A comparison of those wanting to attend more often with those who ac-

tually attend is informative. Whether indicated by actual attendance or by
MP

unfulfilled interests, the same types of art events are the most popular.

Furthermore, a significantly larger group desire to attend more often than

have actually attended in the previous 12 months. About twice as many peo-

ple want to attend more ballets, plays, musicals and opera than recently

attended. (The proportion who want greater attendance may include many

people who have recently attended, as we shall see.)
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2) REASONS FOR NOT ATTENDING AS OFTEN AS INTERESTED

The distribution of perceived barriers to increased attendance, as

shown in Table 8.3, is quite similar for each art form. The factors cited

as obstables most often are lack of time and cost. Other commonly per-

ceived barriers include availability of tickets, distance and procrastina-

tion.

On the other hand, the perception of barriers for art museums is quite

different. In this case, the most commonly cited problems are availability

of art exhibits and distance. Although the relative ranking of these bar-

riers is higher than for the other arts, the rates are very similar. For

example, 23% cite availability as a major barrier to art museum visits;

this compares to a range of 20-27% citing this as an obstacle to attendance

at the other art forms. However, there is a significant difference in much

lower reports of cost as a barrier to art museum attendance (10% compared

to 31-39% for the other arts forms). Table 8.3a shows the same responses

separately for those who attended that type of arts performance and those

who did not attend. In general, the proportions are higher for the attend-

ing group (because more of them wanted to attend more) than for non-

attenders, but the patterns of response are quite similar in that lack of

time and cost factors tent to predominate.
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Table 8.

-

Perceived Barriers to Attending Art Performances Mentioned
by Those Wanting to Attend Each Art Form More Often:

Percentages of those Reporting Each Type of Barrier

Classical
Jazz Music

(9,925) (9.945)

Operas

(4,060)

Musicals

(17,860)

Non -Mus.

Plays Ballet

(13,455) (6,414)

Art
Museums

(16,840)

Tickets 2.4% .4% .7% 1.7% 1.0% .9% 0.0%
Cost 31.3 31.4 37.3 33.6 31.3 32.0 10.0
Availability 22.0 20.5 24.1 20.5 20.1 26.4 23.1
Uncomfortable 1.5 .6 0.5 .6 .6 .9 .3
No escorts 6.4 7.7 9.0 8.1 8.2 11.2 6.0
Childcare 7.0 7.1 5.2 7.5 7.9 7.7 5.5
Handicap 9.0 1.2 2.6 1.4 1.5 2.6 1.1
Age/health 3.0 6.3 8.0 4.7 3.8 5.5 4.6
Too far 13.3 15.5 17.2 15.6 15.0 15.0 18.4
Transport 7.7 8.9 8.3 7.9 6.2 8.0 7.0
Crime 1.9 3.1 4.0 3.2 2.4 2.9 2.1
Poor quality 2.7 1.7 1.9 3.0 3.9 1.7 1.4
Prefer TV 1.9 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.5 .8
No time 39.1 39.4 29.0 36.8 39.3 31.8 15.6
Procrastination 9.7 10.7 9.2 9.2 11.6 10.4 12;4
Other 4.6 6.2 3.8 3.7 4.9 4.1 3.7

Note: The figures are calculated with weighted data from the SPA '82
Survey. The columns do not total 100% because a respondent could give
more than one answer. "Other" includes such reasons as lack of
knowledge about events; don't go out at night; work.. related;
performance times; moved or in transit; and prefer other activities;
but excludes "don't know".
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BEST Catly AtifftilASLE

Table 8.3a; Proportion of Attegder ono lionmAttencier citing various

0
barriers to Greater Attendance

Jan Classical

Attofters Mon-Attenders Atteneers Mon-Attonders

Opens
AttenderS lio-Attooderil

Tickets Solo Out 2.0 .2 .* .1 .S C

Cost 20.9 4.3 17.7 .2 18.0 2.0

Oat available 15.0 3.0 10.t 3.0 13.2* 1.t

Fool Uncomfortable .3 .3 .7 .1 0 0

im One to Go With 3.6 .9 4.2 .9 4.7 .t

loblostLer/Calle Care 3.0 1.1 3.2 1.1 13 II

Problem
Nandicap 0 .2 .1 .: n .7

Ago/health .7 .5 1.2 1.2 2.8 .8

Toe far to go t.7 2.0 8.1. 2.1 0.4 1.?

Transportation/traffic 5.2 1.0 4. 1.1 3.9 .6
Perks% Problems
Crux .3 .4 .8 .S 2.9 .?

Poor 'polity 2.5 .3 1.9 .1 1.6 .1

Prefer to beton TV .7 .1 .t .? 0 .1

Don't nave time 2j.3 5.5 21.9 5.3 10.6 2.1

Procrastination/ 4.0 1.5 5.2 1.5 3.4 3
Is motivation
CUNT barriers .2 .1 1.0 1 1.3 0

Lack of knowlmege of
events

.0, .2 1.0 .i C 0

Don't go out at nignt 0 .1 .4 .1 .7 .1

Mork related 1.0 .2 .9 .2 0 .1

Poor performing* time 0 0 .2 .1 .1 0

Tickets Sold Out
Cost

t Available

1111[1(

1 UncOmfortible
One to Go kiln
loitter/Cbt14 Care

Problem
Mondicap
AgelMailh
Too Far to Go
Transporttion/Traffic
Parking Problems
Crime
Poor Quality
Prefer to Watch TV
ow' Nave tine
Procrastination/
No motivation
Other barriers
Lack of Knowledge
cf eeeete
Don't go owt at nip&
Work related
Poor performance time

P LICA!. PLAY

Atteneer Mon-Attenaers

MON nUt1CAL
STACK PLAY

Attenders Sion.ilttoPiders Attenders

BALLET

MonwAttenders

APT MU8E016

Menders Ilan.Atteneeos

13 .3 1.1' .1 1.0 .1 .0 .0

25.9 7.9 20.2 b.0 22.0 7.1 5.0 2.t

15.0 4.9 13.3 3.P 15.t 2.1 13.5 5.'
.1 .7 .3 .1 1.1 .1 .1 .1

4.3 2.2 2.4 1.P e.1 1.1 3.1 1.2

4.3 2.1 3.6 1.7 3.5 .8 2.5 1.6

.3 .5 .3 .3 1.0 .3 .3 .3

1.2 1.0. 1.6 .9 .5 .7 1.0 1.3

10,6 3.8 9.0 2.9 6.0 1.6 In.2 4.3

5.1 7.0 3.6 1.3 4.2 .1 3.6 1.7

2.0 .0 1.2 .5 .S .3 1.3 41

3.2 .3 3.2 .7 1.4 .2 1.3 .2

.9 ., .5 .3 .0 .2 .1 .3

25.7 9.0 2.6 7.6 15.7 3. 30.1 9.5

6.7 2.6 6.0 2.3 1.6 to 7.5 2.7

.5 .0 1.2 .2 1.4 .1 .0 .1

.3 .3 1.1 .1 .0 .2 .4 .2

.3 .1 .0 .1 .4 .0 .1 .0

.1 .41 .9 .3 .6 .1 . .7

.0 .0 .2 .0 .5 .0 3 1
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3) DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCES IN INCREASED INTEREST IN ARTS PARTICIPATION

The interest in attending more arts performances or exhibits differs

among various demographic groups. Table 8.4 presents these differences by

income, age, ethnicityrace, gender and education; Table 8.5 shows the same

associations for each factor after adjustment for other background factors.

The major differences revealed by analysis of demographic subgroups are:

Jazz

Black, younger, more educated and, to a lesser extent, affluent inei

viduals and men, are generally more likely to express interest in attend

ing more jazz performances. However, the highest income individuals (those

in households earning $50,000 or more) are somewhat less interested than

lower income groups in attending more live jazz performances.

Classical Music

The better educated are particularly likely to be interested in more

classical music attendance. Those aged 25-54, females and the affluent

also report greater desires to attend more often. When other factors are

held constant, differences between income groups decrease, while older

groups (over 35) are higher than average in their interest in attending

more often.

Opera

Better educated persons and, to a lesser extent, older and higher in

come individuals, and females, are more likely to want to attend more

operas. When other factors are held constant, the impact of age and educa

tion is even stronger.
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Table 8.4: Demographic Correlates of Interest in Increased Arts Participation

TOTAL SAMPLE

Age:
18.24

25.34
35.44
45.54

55.64
65.74
75-96

Education:
0 Grade school
Attended high school
Graduated high school
Attended college
Graduated college
Attended vaduate school

Income:
Under $10,000
$io,noo . $14.999
$15,000 - $19,999
Not ascertained
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $49.999
$50,000 and over

SMSA:
Central City
Other SMSA
Not SMSA

Attended .Performance:
Yes
No

Jazz Classical Opera Musicals Plays Ballet
Art

Museums

18.4 18.6 7.8 32.8 24,7 11.9 31.0

27.0 12.5 2.9 28.1 22.9 12.0 32.4

25.7 19.3 6.1 35.0 29.6 12.7 40.1
17.4 22.3 6.7 35.5 27.7 12.3 31.9
16.4 23.3 5.0 37.3 27.5 13.1 32.9
10.6 18.5 5.9 33.6 22.0 10.0 36.5
8.0 15.7 5.7 36.3 16.9 10.0 40.0
4.6 16.0 3.6 40.7 14,0 11.5 43.9

6.7 9.0 3.6 11,4 6.5 4.4 12.4
12.1 10.1 5.0 18.0 11.7 5.7 21.8
17.7 14.5 6.5 30.2 20.8 9.8 28.8
23.2 22.8 9.9 44.6 ?4.9 16.8 38.8
d6.9 28.6 10.3 48.3 40.2 18.5 44.1

26.3 44.7 17.9 52.4 47.6 30.0 48.0

15.1 12.1 6.2 17.8 12.7 8.3 21.0
14.9 15.2 7.2 23.2 15.0 9.6 25.8
15.3 16.2 5.6 28.6 19.9 7.9 29.0
12.8 18.7 7.2 30.9 21.3 11.6 25.4
17.2 17.4 7.9 32.4 25.8 11.7 32.1

23.7 24,6 9.3 44.8 34.1 16.7 37.9
21.4 24.3 11.3 47.8 43.7 16.4 39.8

23.0 19.2 7.8 32.9 24.2 13.7 30.8
19.6 21.0 9.8 38.5 28.1 13.5 31.0

13.1 15.0 5.3 25.7 20.9 8.4 31.1

14.4 13.9 6.9 25.0 19.9 10.4 27 5
56.2 53.2 44.5 68.0 61.0 53.4 57.4
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Musical Plays or Operettas

The better educated, higher income persons, and females are particu-

larly likely to want to attend musical plays or operettas more often. Much

of the higher rate of demand among the high income group and the lower rate

among the older age groups is attributable to the impact of other back-

ground factors most likely education which is associated positively with

income and negatively with age.

Non-Musical Plays

The desire to attend plays more often tends to be greater among the

more educated, the affluent, whites, those aged 25-64, and females. Much

of the variation by income and age is a result of the influence of associ-

ated variables, again probably education.

Ballet

Those desiring to attend ballet more frequently are found dispropor-

tionately among the more educated, females, and the high income .groups.

When other factors are controlled older (rather than younger) individuals

express greater interest in attending more frequently, while the highest

income groups are less likely than average to express such an interest in

ballet. Education is probably the explanatory factor for these changes

after adjustment.

Art Galleries or Museums

The desire to visit art galleries or museums more frequently is most

common among those with higher education, higher income and in the 25-34

age groups. Females are somewhat more likely than males to want greater
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11111

Table 8.5: MCA-Adjusted Correlates of Interest in Increased Participation

TOTAL SAMPLE

Age:

18-24
25-34
35.44
45-54

55-64
65.74

75-96

Education:
Grade school
Attended high school
Graduated high school
Attended college
Graduated college
Attended graduate school

Income:
11111 Under $10,000

$10,000 - $14,999
$15,000 - $19.999
Not ascertained
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $49,999
$50,000 and over

SMSA:
Central City
Other SMSA
Not SMSA

Attended Performance:
Yes
No

Art
Jazz Classical Opera Musicals Plays Ballet Museums

18.4 18.6 7.8 32.8 24.7 11.9 31.0

22.2 12.9 2.7 27.8 22.3 11.4 31.4
24.4 17.9 5.2 31.6 26.7 10.9 26.8
18.9 20.8 8.7 32.9 25.0 10.8 29.1
16.7 23.3 10.9 36.9 27.2 13.6 30.7
12.8 19.4 10.6 35.4 19.0 11.8 28.3
11.9 17.4 10.3 34.9 21.9 13.1 26.5
8.5 21.3 13.5 35.1 21.9 14.7 25.9

14.0 11.3 1.7 17.7 13.9 6.4 22.6
12.3 4.7 22.5 15.8 7.0 27.5

18.3 16.0 6.9 31.5 21.8 9.8 29.7
19.5 21.9 10.3 41.8 32.5 16.2 34.9
22.7 24.9 10.5 42.1 34.5 16.8 36.9
21.4 37,0 17.1 44.1 37.9 31.8 38.2

16.5 16.4 8.1 26.7 19.8 10.0 26.5
17.1 19.4 8.5 31.1 22.0 11.7 31.3
16.1. 19.2. 7.1 32.6 22.9 9.1 30.9
13.6 17.9 6.5 30.8 21.4 11.9 25.8
19.9 18.3 7.2 32.3 25.7 11.5 32.0
21.7 20.9 7.7 37.6 28.3 14.3 33.6
17.1 14.1 7.1 31.8 30.2 11.5 29.4

20.8 19.2 7.8 34.2 27.7 14.1 30.6
18.6 19.7 9.2 35.2 32.4 11.7 28.9
20.7 16.6 5.9 28.3 23.5 9.8 33.9

15.0 14.8 7.0 26.8 21.0 10.6 24.4
50.4 46.8 41.4 59.7 52.3 46.3 53.5
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art museum attenda^ce. On the other hand, blacks are notably less in-

terested than whites in more visits. Most of the difference in unfulfilled

wishes by income and age is attributed La the influence of other factors,

again, most likely the variable of education.

4 lo
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4) DIMENSIONS OF INTEREST IN INCREASED ARTS PARTICIPATION

The results of a factor analysis, presented in Table 8.6, does not re,

veal separate dimensions or clusters of interests in greater attendance Rt,

art events. Rather, most of the arts events are interrelated in terms of

interest in greater participation. The interest in increased attendance at

live jazz performances correlates notably less well on this dimension than

interest in the other six arts forms.
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Table 8.6: Dimension of Interest in Tncreased Arts Participation
(Results of Factor Matrix Using Principal Factor with Iterations.)

Factor 1

Jazz .281

Classical Music .596

Opera .500

Musicals .528

Plays .512

Ballet ..Y9

Art Museums .453
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5) BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES IN RANGE OF INTERESTS IN INCREASED ARTS PARTICI-

PATION

Respondents with certain background characteristics are more likely

than others to be interested in a wider range of arts participation. This

analysis is based on a count of the number of arts events (jazz, classical

music, operas, musicals, plays, ballets and art displays) which respondents

indicated they would like to attend more often. Scores on this index of

increased interest thus range from 0 (interest in none) to 7 (interest in

all seven). Table 8.7 shows these data for people with different back-

ground characteristics. Table 8.8 shows the same associations (between

different categories of individuals and overall interest in greater atten-

dance) for each background factor, after the influence of the other factors

has been statistically removed.

From Table 8.7, it is evident that the better educated, the more

affluent,and white collar workers are most interested in a wider range of

arts attendance. Notable variations are also evident among groups differ-

ing in marital status, number of children, age and gender. In general,

those groups who actually attend a wider range of arts events (see Table

8.4) are also more likely to express a desire to attend J range of events

more often. In other words, recent participation in a wide range of art

forms is associated with even greater demand.

When other background factors are controlled (Table 8.8), a consider-

able portion of the variotion among sub-groups disappears. However, educa-

tion and gender remain strong explanatory factors (probably accounting for

some of the initial variation among other variables) and some differences

persist within age, income, marital and ethnic groups.
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Table 8.7: Index of Interest in Increased Arts Participation by Background
Factors (Above or Below the Grand Mean of Index of Increased
Arts Participation)

GRAND MEAN ON INTEREST INDEX* 1.4

Income:
Under $10,000 -0.5
$10,000 - $14,999 -0.3
$15,000 - $19,999 -0.2
$20,000 - $29,999 0.0
$30,000 - $49,999 0.5
$50,000 and over 0.6
Not applicable -0.2

SMSA:
Central city of SMSA 0.1
SMSA, not central city 0.2
Not in SMSA -0.3

Age:
18 - 24 years -0.1
25 - 34 years 0.2
35 - 44 years .6 0.1
45 - 54 years 0.1
55 - 64 years -0.2
65 - 74 years -0.3
75 - 96 years -0.4

Marital:
Married 0.0
Widowed -0.4
Divorced 0.4
Separated -0.2
Never married 0.2

Ethnic-Race:
White, other origin 0.1
White, British Isles 0.1

White, W. Europe 0.0
White, E. Europe 0.5
Hispanic -0.3
Black (exclude Hispanic) -0.4
Other races -0.4
White, unknown origin -0.6

Sex:

Male -0.3
Female 0.2

Education:
Grade School -0.9
Attended High School -0.6

444
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High School Graduate
Attended College
College Graduate
Attended Grad School

-0.2
0.5
0.7
1.1

Work Hours:
None -0.1
1 - 29 0.3
30 - 39 0.2
40 hours 0.0
41 - 49 .0.1
50 or more 0.1

Work:

Professional 0.8
Managerial 0.4
Sales, Clerical 0.4
Craftsman -0.5
Operatives -0.5
Laborers -0.6
Service Workers -0.1
Not Working -0.1
Keeping House -0.1
Student -0.1
Retired -0.5

4' of Children:
None 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.1
One, under 6 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.2
One, 0- 5/TWo+, 6- 11 0.2
Two+, 0 - 5 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.0
Two+, 0- 5/Two+, 6- 11 -0.1

'Index is based on a count
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Table 8.8: Index of Interest in Increased Arts Participation -- Adjusted
for Background Factors (Above or Below the Grand Mean of Index
of Increased Interest)

GRAND MEAN ON INTEREST INDEX' 1.4

Income:
Under $10,000
$10,000 - $14,999
$15,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $49,999
$50,000 and over

-0.3
-0.1
-0.1
0.0

0.2
0.1

Not applicable -0.1

SMSA:
Central city of SMSA
SMSA, not central city
Not in SMSA

Age:
18 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 - 74 years
75 - 96 years

0.1
0.1

-0.1

-0.2
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0

Marital:
Married -0.1
Widowed -0.1
Divorced 0.3
Separated -0.1
Never married 0.2

Ethnic-Race:
White, other origin 0.0
White, British Isles 0.0

-white,

W. Europe 0.1
1,11hite, E. Europe 0.4

Hispanic -0.1
Black (exclude Hispanic) -0.1
Other races -0.7
White, unknown origin -0.4

Sex:
Male
Female

Education:
Gradi School
Attended High School

-0.3
0.3
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High School Graduate
Attended College
College Graduate
Attended Grad School

Work Hours:
None

-0.2
0.4
0.6
1.0

0.0
1 . 39 0.1
30 39 0.1
40 hours -0.1
41 . 49 -0.1
50 or more 0.0

Work:

Professional 0.1
Managerial 0.2
Sales, Clerical 0.2
Craftsman -0.1
Operatives -0.1
Laborers -0.1
Service Workers -0.1
Not Working 0.1
Keeping House -0.2
Student -0.3
Retired

of Children:

0.0

None 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years -.0.1

Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.1
One, under 6 -0.1
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.2
One, 0 - 5/TWo+, 6 - 11 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.1
Two+, 0 - 5/Two+, 6 - 11 0.1

'Ind ice is based on a count ,.
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6) PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS AND INTEREST IN INCREASED PARTICIPATION

The relationship between interests and attendance can be interpreted

in either of two ways, depending on which variable is considered causal.

Does increased interest lead to greater arts attendance, or does greater

attendance further stimulate interest in participating? It is likely that

there is a reciprocal effect so that both questions can be answered in the

affirmative. Table 8.9 presents the correlations between the desire to at-

tend more art events and actual attendance. (Correlations of 0.30-0.2c

will be referred to as substantial; correlations of 0.20-0.29 as moderate;

those under .20 as weak.)

The correlations are all positive, with the best predictor of actual

attendance at a particular arts event being the expressed interest in at-

tending that type of event more often. For example, while desire to attend

ballet more often is associated (.231) with attending ballet performances,

it is only weakly associated (at most .125) with attendance at other types

of arts events. Similarly, interests in attending more jazz and musical

theatre performances are substantially associated (.305 and .319 respec-

tively) with actually attending these performances. Interests in attending

classical music performances, plays, ballet or art museums/galleries are

all moderately associated with a greater likelihood of actual attendance at

each of these events, respectively.

Some interest and attendance patterns cross arts events. For example,

interest in greater classical music attendance is moderately related to re-

cent visits to art museums. Interest in more plays and musicals shows a

similar association with attendance at art museums.

Thus, actual attendance at art events is associated with heightened
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Table 8.9: Correlations of Interest in Increased Participation and
Actual Participation (Pearson's r)

Classical Art
Jazz Music Opera Musical Play Ballet Mus. Read

Interest in:

More Jazz .305 .086 .002 .074 .061 .033 .122 .127
More Classical .078 .298 .096 .192 .162 .118 .237 .196
More Opera .056 .150 .181 .117 .100 .125 .127 .116
More Musicals .063 .185 .068 .319 .203 .095 .216 .277
More Plays .101 .177 .056 .207 .280 .090 .241 .267
More Ballet .094 .177 .105 .163 .126 .231 .189 .183
More Art Museums .068 .137 .034 .103 .087 .064 .270 .229
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interest in attending that type of event (and in some cases, other types of

art forms as well). However, it is possible that those wanting to partici-

pate would attend more often, were it not for the perceived barriers to at-

tendance described in Section 2.

Table 8.9 also shows positive correlations across the art forms. That

is, wanting to attend one type of arts event is positively associated with

actual attendance at other types of arts events in all cases. We also can

determine, then, how much more individuals with varying interests in at-

tending a greater range of art events may actually participate. In other

words, how well does the number of art forms a respondent is interested in

attending predict attendance in the arts?

Tables 8.10 and 8.11 present the data relevant to this relationship.

'Table 8.10 shows the proportions of attenders of each art form across the

index of interest in increased participation (in terms of deviation from

the grand mean). Table 8.11 shows the same relationships after holding

constant 11 background variables: income, age, SMSA, region,

race/ethnicity, gender, occupation, number of children, marital status,

education and number of work hours per week. The Table 8.11 data indicate

whether any of the background variables explain the (unadjusted) associa-

tions found in Table 8.10.

Table 8.10 shows that there is an association between interest in in-

creased participation and actual attendance at arts events. Generally, the

higher on the scale of unfulfilled wishes, the greater the actual atten-

dance (or reading). This also holds true for the general index of arts

participation Smown in the last column of Tables 8.10 and 8.11. However,

these associations are not perfectly linear, since in most cases those

highest in interest (index score :7) do not show the most frequent atten-
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Table 8.10: Attendance Rates for the Arts by Index of the Number of
Art Forms Respondents Want to Attend More Often

Clasiical
Jazz Music Opera Musicals Plays Ballet

Art

Museum Read Index

GRAND MEAN = 9.6% 11.8% 2.2% 18.2% 11.6% 3.6% 22.2% 0.79 0.83

Unfulfilled Wishes
Scale:

0 -5.7 -9.0 -1.6 -13.7 -8.8 -2.7 -16.7 -22.7 -0.58
1 -0.3 -3.4 -0.6 -2.3 -2.5 -1.7 -1.5 1. -0.12
2 -0.2 0.4 0.2 6.9 3.8 0.4 4.8 14.4 0. it)
3 6.1 12.4 0.5 17.4 10.0 3.4 20.1 24.1 0.7C
4 13.4 23.2 4.0 22.5 17.3 5.7 29.5 27.6 1.15
5 10.6 25.6 7.6 29.0 22.4 15.8 39.1 28.7 1.50
6 9.3 31.8 8.4 27.1 21.3 15.1 37.1 31.0 1.50
7 26.7 22.8 4.0 18.9 20.2 2.2 22.2 22.9 1.17
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dance -- at either particular art forms or in general. When background

factors are held constant, the relationships tend to be weaker but the

overall non-linear pattern persists. Increased interest predicts more at-

tendance, then, only up to a point; beyond that point, the more interest,

the lower the participation. Those may be people who are really most con-

strained in their ability to attend arts events.

We can conclude that background variables such as age, education and

income explain some of the observed association between desires to attend

and actual attendance, but not most of it.

4) ;2
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Table 8.11: Attendance Rates for the Arts by Index the Number of
Art Forms Respondents Want to Attend More Often
Adjusted for the Influence of Other Factors

Classical
Jazz Music Opera

Art
Musicals Plays Ballet Museum Read Index

GRAND MEAN 9.6% 11.8% 2.2% 18.2% 11.6% 3.6% 22.2%* 56.4% 0.83%

Unfulfilled Wishes
Scale:

0 -4.0 -6.2 -1.2 -9.8 -5.8 -1.5 -12.1 -14,9 -0.41
1 -0.6 -2.4 -0.3 -1.2 -1.5 -1.4 -0.6 1.4 -0.08
2 -1.1 -1.0 -0.0 4.7 2.3 -0.3 2.0 8.9 0.06
3 4,4 9.1 -0.0 12.9 6.5 2.0 15.1 16.8 C.50
4 11.4 16.1 3.1 15.5 12.0 3.6 22.4 18.0 ,0.86
5 8.5 18.8 6.5 20.8 15.3 13.5 30.0 17.1 1.13
6 8.4 23.5 6.8 16.7 13.8 12.0 26.7 16.9 1.08
7 24.0 16.5 3.0 9.8 12.7 0,4 13.3 12.9 0.79

* The factors held constant are: income, age, SMSA, region, race/
ethnicity, gend,.., cw.cupation, number of children, marital status, -
education an,' work hours per week.
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SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have analyzed the association between interest in

attending arts events more frequently and perceived obstacles to such at-

tendance. Several conclusions have emerged.

First, a sizable potential audience does exist: roughly twice the

sine of the present audience for each art forms. Second, lack of time and

Cost are the reasons cited most often as obstacles to attendance at art

performances; for visiting art museums and galleries, the major barriers

appear to be availability and distance.

In terms of background characteristics, the better educated and more

affluent express greater interest in increased arts participation. There

are also differences among age, ethnic fnd gender sub-groups for some of

the art forms. Factor analysis identifies a single cluster of art forms

(classical music, ballet, musicals, play opera and museum attendance) in

terms of interest in attending more often.

Typically, interest in greater attendance at one art form is related

to actual attendance of that art form; however, there is some association

between interest in one form and attendance at a different art form. Fi-

nally, the proader the range of increased interests, the greater the likel-

ihood of attending any or all of the art forms. However, people who ex-

press a greater range of interests in increased participation across art

forms seem to attend less than those more in the middle of the interest in-

dex.

4 5,1



Chapter 9

MUSIC PREFERENCES AND ARTS ATTENDANCE

Preferences for certain types of music are a reflection of a general

cultural orientation, so we should expect relationships between arts parti-

cipation and musical preferences. One indicator of musical preferences are

the "core" questions in the survey on attendance of live musical perfor-

mance. However, these questions are incomplete indicators of musical

preferences for two reasons: first, they do not cover all types of music

(they relate only to jazz, classical, opera and musicals); second, they

concentrate on live performances. To cover musical preferences comprehen-

sively, a series of direct questions asked respondents what types of music

they liked to listen to (Table 9.1).

This chapter presents the musical preference questions and the distri-

bution of responses to them. Further analysis of this information ad-

dresses the following questions:

1) What are the most liked types of music?
Estimates of the size of the audience who at
least likes each type of music can be estimated
from the distribution of responses in the sample.

2) How do musical tastes differ among groups
with different backgrounds? For example,
are males more likely than females to
prefer country and western music? Are the
best social correlates of musical tastes also
the best explanatory factors?

3) Along what dimension do musical preferences tend
to cluster? For example, do people enjoy listening
to jazz, or rock music, also tend to enjoy certain
other types of music?

4) Do people of certain social backgrounds like a

broader range of music? For example, are persons
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of certain backgrounds more likely to prefer
"serious" music such as classical, opera, etc.?

5) Are music preferences useful predictors of
attendance at arts performances?

6) Do people who enjoy more types of music, or more
varieties of a single dimension or type of music,
also tend to participate in the arts?

a
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1) MUSIC PREFERENCE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

The music preference questions differentiated among the 13 tvpe3 of

music listed in Table 9.1. After the respondents were asked if they

enjoyed listening to each of these types of music, they were asked to

specify additional types of music to which they liked to listen. Those

respondents who indicated more than one additional musical preference were

asked their most preferred music. (This question provides an indicator of

the most enthusiastic listeners fo: each type of music.)

These survey questions and the responses of the 5,617 respondents who

answered them are found in Table 9.1. The first column of figures shows

the number of respondents who liked to listen to the respective types of

music (respondents could give multiple responses.); for instance, 3,277

said they enjoyed listening to countrywestern music. The second column of

figures gives the numbers of respondents who liked the respective types of

music best. Classical or chamber music, for example, was the favorite

listening music for 377 respondents.
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Population Estimates of Music Preferences

After weighting the gender, race, and age categories to correct any

disproportional representations in the sample, the responses to the musical

preference questions can be generalized as population estimates. These

estimates, calculated as both percentages and numbers, are shown respec-

tively in Table 9.2a and Table 9.2b. These estimates reflect, then, the

portion and number of U.S. adults who enjoy, or enjoy best, each of the

thirteen types of music.

1t



Table 9.2a: Population Estimate of Music Preferences and Types of Music
Liked and Liked Best: Percentages of U.S. Adult Population.

Liked Liked Best

Classical or Chamber 28% 7%
Opera 10 0.6
Broadway Musicals or Show Tunes 23 2

Jazz 26 3

Soul, Rhythm or Blues 27 5

Big Band . 32 6

Country-wester.n
.

58 23
Bluegrass 25 1

Rock 35 15

Mood, Easy Listening 48 14

Folk 25 1

Barbershop 14 0.3
Hymns, Gospel 36 11

Others 2 0.6

(Liked all types mentioned) (2)

(More than one type) (78)

(No one type liked best) NA

NA = Not Applicable

(NA)

(NA)

9

100%
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Table 9.2b: Population Estimate of Music Preferences
and Types of Music Liked Best (in millions) of American Adults

Liked Liked Best

Classical or Cnamber 45 11
Opera 16 1

Broadway Musicals or Show Tunes 38 4
Jazz 43 5
Soul, Rhythm or Blues 44 7
Big Band 53 9
Countrywestern 96 38
Bluegrass 40 1

Rock 58 24
Mood, Easy Listening 79 22
Folk 41 2
Barbershop 24 1

Hymns, Gospel 59 18
Others 3 1

Liked all types mentioned 3 (NA)

More Loan one type
No one type liked best

NA = Not Applicable

461
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As can be ascertained from the tables, almost all American adults

enjoy listening to at least one of these types of music. Most adults, in

fact, enjoy at least two types. Country-western and mood music are by far

the most popular choices, while about a third or more like to listen to

rock, hymns and gospel music, and big band. Barbershop and opera are the

least popular.

The rankings for best liked music are very similar. Country-western,

rock, mood, and hymns and gospel music are also the most frequent favor-

ites. Cn the other hand, despite sizable portions of the adult population

who do enjoy them, bluegrass and folk are the favorites of relatively few

adults.

4 E;
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2) BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES IN MUSIC PREFERENCES

People belonging to different demographic sub-groups are morl or less

likely to prefer a particular type of music. Table 9.3 presents income,

age, ethnicity-race, gender, and education categories as correlates of

music preference. Table 9.4 shows the same data for each variable after

controlling for the effects of other variables. The major differences

among sub-categ_ ies of these background variables are as follows:

Classical or Chamber Music

Listening to classical or chamber music is enjoyed particularly by the

more educated, the more affluent, "other" races, whites, and the middle-

aged. In addition, females are somewhat more likely than males to enjoy

this type of music. When other factors are controlled, Hispanics are more

likely than the average to like classical or chamber music, and older per-

sons are also more likely to enjoy classical music. Other factors also

account for much of the variation by income, most likely education.

Cpera

Enjoyment of opera is especially common among those with highest

incomes, higher education, and the older age groups. This music preference

is also slightly greater among females.

Operettas, Broadway Musicals, or Show Tunes

These with higher incomes, more education, middle aged, and female are

more likely to en j.4 listening to operettas, broadway musicals, or show

tunes. When the impact of other factors is statistically controlled, much

of the variation by income is reduced (probably due to controlling on edu-

cation), and older individuals in general are more likely to enjoy these
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types of music.

Jazz

Preference for listening to jazz is found particularly among higher

income, higher education, young and black respondents. Much of the varia

tion by age is attributable to the influence of other variables, such as

education.

Soul Music, Blues, or Rhythm and Blues

Enjoyment of soul music, blues, or rhythm and blues is notably higher

among blacks. It is also found, to a lesser degree among the highest and

lowest income brackets, the young, and the better educated.

Big Band Music

Cider (but not the oldest) age groups, higher income groups, and

better educated persons are more likely to express a preference for big

band music. When the effects of other factors are held constant, older

individuals are actually more likely than the average to enjoy listening to

big band music, and the variations by income are considerably reduced; edu

cation is probably the major explanatory variable.

CountryWestern Music

Persons with middle incomes, of middle age, of less (but not least)

education, and whites are more likely to enjoy countrywestern music. When

adjusted for other factors, the relationship between education and liking

countrywestern music is consistently negative.

Bluegrass Music

Liking bluegrass is more prevalent among those with higher incomes,

4G5
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the better educated, younger (but not youngest) adults, whites and males.

On the other liand, a preference for bluegrass is much less common among

blacks, Hispanics, "other" races, and those over 75 years old. When other

factors are held constant, lower income individuals are more likely than

those with higher incomes to enjoy bluegrass (probably due to removing the

impact of education).

Rock Music

Enjoyment of rock music is strongly correlated by age -- adults under

25 are about ten times as likely as those over 55 to enjoy rock. The col-

lege educated, except those who attended graduate school, are also notice-

ably more likely than average to like rock. Those of middle incomes,

Hispanics, and .1ales are also somewhac more likely to prefer rock music.

Mood or Easy Listening Music

setter educated, wealthier, middle-aged, white, and female respondents

are more likely than the average to enjoy mood or easy listening music.

Yuen of tt.e variation by i .ome is attributable to the influence of other

factors such as education.

Folk Music

Folk music is appreciated more by those with higher incomes, better

educated, whites, and middle-aged groups. When other factors are con-

trolled, income variations decrease (probably due to removing the influence

of education), and y individuals are consistently less like-y than

older individuals to enj, -olk music,

Bar.)ershop Yusic

People over the age of 45, and those with household incomes over

467
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$50,000 are most likely to enjoy barbershop music. If other factors are

controlled, the variation predicted.by income declines, but the variation

predicted by age and education increases.

Hymns or Gospel Music

slacks, older persons, lower income individuals, the le s educated,

and women are more likely to enjoy listening to hymns or gospel music.

After adjusting for the impact of other factors, education accounts for

little variation in preference for this type of music.
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3) DIMENSIONS AND CLUSTERS OF MUSIG PREFERENCES

Since audiences for a particular type of music tend also to enjoy cer

tain other types of music, it is likely that music preferences form around

dimensions or clusters. These dimensions imply that when a person's

preference for one type of music is known, then he or she probably prefers

other types of music as well. Table 9.5 shows the three dimensions of

music preference indicated by a factor analysis of musical preferences.

The highest correlations under each factor indicate a clustering of the

associated musical preferences (in terms of an under'.ying hypothetical fac

tor).

This factor analysis generated three dimensions of music preferences.

Major types of music on each dimension are marked by an asterisk.

The first dimension includes classical/chamber music, opera, show

tunes, and big band music. Basically, this dimension clusters music having

its roots in the more European classical tradition.

The second dimension clusters counts ; western, bluegrass, and to a

lesser extent folk and barbershop music prefec!.nces. In contrast to the

first dimension, this group derives from white American folk traditions.

Preferences for jazz, blues, and rock music define the third dimen

sion. This dimension represents types of music that have their roots in

the folk traditions of black Amzricans.

In other words, a person who enjoys a type of music telonging to one

of these traditions is likely to enjoy the other music types within that

tradition and less likely to enjoy music belonging to the other two tradi

tions. (Folk and barbershop are at the fringes of both cluster 1 and clus

ter 2.)
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Table 9.5: Dimensions of Music Preferences: (Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix)

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Classical Music 11.616 .022 .097
Opera '1.533 -.003 -.006
Show Tunes 41.649 .113 .107
Jazz .324 .029 41.592
Soul/Blues .220 .117 '.573
Big Band .266 .118
Country-Western -.089 '.527 .006
Bluegrass .104 '.586 .228
Rock -.111 -.008 .496
Mood/Easy Listening .374 .182 .139
Folk .403 11.492 .164
Barbershop .420 41.439 -.018
Hymns/Gospel .221 .322 -.098
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This factor analysis has generated the three dimensions of music

preference shown in Figure 9.1. Several interpretations of the dimensions

that structure this space are possible (as noted in Chapter 2, no informa-

tion about the phenomena under investigation are put into the factor

analysis program; it simply generates the structure of the space from the

numbers (correlations) fed into it). The first (horizontal) dimension con-

trasts classical, opera and operetta-musicals on the right, with country-

western music on the left; this could reflect a "complex vs. simple" music

distinction, except that other simple forms of music (folk, hymns, etc.)

are not located on the left side of the picture. More likely, it is

reflective of the social characteristics of the audience for these types of

music, with the classical forms of music on the right preferred by older

and better educated audiences -- while rock and country audiences are rela-

tively younger and less educated. Both age and education factors, there-

fore, are' involved within this dimension.

The second (vertical) dimension contrasts co,,ntry and bluegrass music

at the top (with opera, rock, jazz and classical music further away from

the top), suggesting, a rural-urban distinction. This is further supported

by the co'itrast between folk and barbershop near the top, and soul music

and operetta at the other end.

The third dimension contrasts "upbeat" (rock, soul and jazz) music

from the rest. It suggests an age dimension.

It is not necessary, however, to have the dimensions clearly labelled

to gain insight into the structure of music preferences in Figure 9.1,

One can also examine the clustered patterns of the types of music, in terms

of those forms of music that are close to each other spatially (such as

bluegrass and country-western, soul music and jazz; or classical music,

47j
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operettas/musicals and opera; or folk and barbershop). There are 78 pair-

ings of music preferences represented in Figure 9.1 and the diagram makes

it possible to envision all these pairings in relation to each other in a

single graphic portrayal.

More simplified dimensions were afforded by a multidimensional

analysis utilizing the ratio-scale properties of these preference data;

these properties were reflected in a new distance measure of perceived

(musical) similarity based on log-linear analysis and Euclidian geometry

(Figure 9.2). While the dimensions are simplified to two, it is clear that

the basic clusterings in Figure 9.1 are maintained: classical vs. country,

country-bluegrass vs. rock, soul and jazz.

Moreover, the structure of music preferences found in Figure 9.1 does

not hold within all segments of the public. Separate factor analyses of

the MU3iC preference data for nine d ifferent age and education categories

are presented in Figure 9.3. They indicate that the basic pattern

represented in Figure 9.1 is found in only two categories: the middle-

aged/low education (group 4) and the older/less educated (group 7). Among

all the younger age groups (numbers 1,2 and 3), the horizontal dimension

contrasts the high-low music categories with country and rock music

together, and the vertical dimensional separates easy listening and big

band music from the other forms. And in the remaining four groups (numbers

5,6,8 and 9), it is the country-bluegrass pairing above that defines the

dimensions, with the more classical forms of music defining the second

dimension.

The analyses in Figures 9.1 and 9.3 indicate significant differences

in mu:ic preference by factors other than social class and the "high cul-

ture vs. popular culture" distinction. In particular, significant differ-
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ences in preference are found across age cohorts as noted in Table 9.3. In

addition, the music based on the classical tradition (classical-chamber

music and opera) tends to be more distinctive from others, than are rock

music and country-western music from each other.

The reasons that these differential clusterings occur in these partic-

ular age-education groups is a topic requiring further analysis and study.

The clusters do make clear, however, that not all population groups share

the space in Figures 9.1 and 9.2, and that, as these young people age, we

may find some dramatic restructuring of patterns of music preferences in

the years ahead.
1
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4) BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES AND PREFERENCES ON DIMENSIONS

Thus far, our analysis has established that respondents with particu-

lar background characteristics are likely to prefer certain types of music.

Furthermore, preferences for different forms of music tend to be associated

with each other. The analysis now turns to the dimension of preferences;

specifically, do individuals of particular social backgrounds teli more

than others to have a wider range of preferences in music along the dimen-

sion discussed in the previous section.

Table 9.6 presents data pn indices of preferences broken down by ten

background variables. Three indices of preference are discussed: the fist

is an index of the number of preferences for all thirteen types of music;

the second is an index of the number of preferences among the four more

"serious" types (classical, opera, jazz and show tunes) suggested as the

first dimension in Figure 9.1; the third is an index of the number of

preferences among the the remaining nine types of music.

Table 9.7 presents the relationships between these three indices and

each background variable after adjustment to hold the otoer nine background

factors constant.

Index of Preferences for All Types of Music

The average person expresses a preference for approximately four of the

thirteen types of music. Respondents of certain social backgrounds report

more or fewer preferences than average. For example, college graduates,

those in households earning over $50,000, and professionals report about

five musical preferences on the average. In addition, certain ethnic

groups and marital status groups provide some sharp differences.

When other factors are controlled, considerable variation still exists
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Table 9.6: Music Preference by Background Factors

Prefer Other

GRAND MEAN

Income:

All
Music

3.9%

Prefer
Classic,

Opera,
Tunes,
Jazz

0.9%

Than
Classic,
Opera,
Tunes,
Jazz

3.0%

Prefer
Classic,
Opera,

or

Jazz

0.65

Under $10,000 -0.6 -0,3 -0.3 -0.2
$10,000 - $14,999 -0.5 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1
$15,000 - $19,999 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
$20,000 - $29,999 -0 1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
$30,000 - $49,999 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1
$50,000 and ever 1.5 0.8 0.7 0.7
Not applicable 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SMSA:
Central city of SMSA 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.1
SMSA, not cent-a1 city 0.1 0,1 0.0 0.1
Not in SMSA -0.1 -0,2 0.1 -0.1

Age:

18 - 24 years -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3
25 - 34 years 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1
35 - 44 years 0.2 0,1 0.2 0.1
45 - 54 years 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2
55 - 64 years 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2
65 - 74 years -'.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
75 - 96 years -1.1 -0.2 -0.9 0.0

Marital:
Married 0 ^ 0.0 0.0 0.0
Widowed -0.4 -0.1 4.3 0.1
Divorced 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.2
Separated -0.6 -0.3 -0.4 -0.3
Never married -0.1 0.0 -0.1 - -0.1

Ethnic-Race:
White, other origin 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
White, British Isles 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1
Whiter W. Europe 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
White, E. Europe 0.4 0.4 0.0 0. 4

Hispanic -0.9 -0.1 -0.7 -0.1
Black (exclude Hispanic) -0.8 -0.1 -0.7 -0.3
Other races -0.6 0.1 -0.8 0.1
White, unknown origin -0.6 -0.5 -0.1 -0.3

Sex:
Male -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

A
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Female 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Education:
Grade School -1.5 -0.6 -1.0 -0.4
Attended High Schoo_ -0.7 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3
High School Graduate -0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.1
Attended College 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.1
College Graduate 1.0 0.6 0.5 04
.Attended Grad School 1.4 , 0.9 0.6 0.7

Work Hours:
None -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 0.0
1 - 29 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
30 - 39 .0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
40 hours 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
41 - 49 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.1
50 or more 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.1

Work:

Professional 1.3 0.6 0.7 0.5
Managerial 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.2
Sales, Clerical 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1
Craftsman -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2
Operatives -0.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.3
Laborers -0.8 -0.4 -0.4 . -0.3
Service Workers -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
Not Working -0.4 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1
Keeping House -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 0.0
Student .-0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1
Retired

f of Children:

-0.5 -0.1 -0.4 0.0

None 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0
Two+, 6 - 11 years 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
One, under 6 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2
One, 0 - 5/TWQ., 6 - 11 -0.4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
Two+, 0 - 5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2
Two+, 0 -.5/One, 6 - 11 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1
Two+, 0 --5/Two4, 6 - 11 0.2 -0.1 0.3 -0.1
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among education, income, age, marital, and ethnic groups. After adjust-

ment, gender differences increase but variations among occupational

categories decrease. (Education and income are likely to be the major

"other" factors.)

Index of Preference for "Serious" Music Forms

The average person reports a preference for about one type of music

among the classical, opera, show tunes, and jazz categories. However,

better educated persons, wealthier persons, and professionals tend to

express a greater range of preference for these music forms.

Education remains the strongest predictor among the ten factors after

controlling for the influence of other variables. While the variation

drops markedly between income groups, income is still a relatively strong

explanatory factor. Other factors, possibly diffcential income and educa-

tion, reduce most of the variation among ethnic and occupational groups.

Index of Preference for Other Types of Music

The average person reports preference to listen to about three of the

nine additional types of music: soul/blues/rhythm and blues, big band,

country-western, bluegrass, ro;k, mood/easy listening, folk, barbershop, or

hymns/gospel. Higher income persons, better educated persons, upper-level

white collar workers, those working longer hours, and divorced persons are

most likely to prefer a wider range of these types of music.

Most of the variation by marital status, occupation, acid number of

children is attributable to the impact of other factors. The variation

within income and ethnic groups are also substantially reduced by holding

other factors constant, but clear Jistinctions remain. Better educated

persons and older- persons tend to prefer more of these types of music after
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Table 9.7: Music Preference Adjusted for Background Factors

GRAND MEAN

Income:

All
Music

3.9%

Prefer
Classic,
Opera,
Tunes,
Jazz

0.9%

Prefer Other
Than
Classic,
Opera,
Tunes,
Jazz

3.0%

Prefer
Classic,
Opera,

or
Jazz

0.6%

Under $10,000 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
$10,000 - $14,999 -0.1 0.0 .0.1 0.0
$15,J00 - $19,999 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$20,000 - $299999 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
$30,000 - $49,999 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
$50,000 and over 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.3
Not applicable -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

SMSA:

Central city of SMSA 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
SMSA, not central city -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Not in SMSA 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -0.1

Age:
18 - 24 years -0.6 -0.3 -0.3
25 - 34 years -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2
35 - 44 years 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
45 - 54 years 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2
55 - 64 years 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3
65 - 74 years 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2
75 - 96 years -0.2 0.1 0.2

Marital:
Married -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Widowed -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Divorced 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.1
Separated -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
Never married 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1

Ethnic-Race:
White, other origin 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
White, British Isles 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
White, W. Europe U.I 0.0 0.1 0.0
White, E. Europe 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.2
Hispanic -0.5 0.0 -0.5 0.0
Black (exclude' Hispanic) -0.5 0.0 -0.5 -0.2
Other races -0.9 -0.1 -0.9 -0.1
White, unVnown origin -0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.1

Sex:
Male -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
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Female 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Education:
Grade School -1.4 .0.6 -0.8 -0.5
Attended High School -0.7 -0.4 -0.3 .0.3
High School Graduate -0.1 .0.1 0.0 .0.1
Attended College 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2
College Graduate 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.4
Attended Grad School 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.6

Work Hours:
gone 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
1 - 29 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0
30 - 39 -0.4 -0.1 -0.3 0.0
40 hours -0.3 0.0 -0.2 0.0
41 - 49 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
50 or more 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0

Work:
Professional 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.1
Managerial 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.0
Sales, Clerical 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
Craftsman 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Operatives 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
Laborers -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
Service Workers 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
Not Working -0,3 0.0 -0.3 0.1
Keeping House -0.5 -0.1 -C 4 0.0
Student -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0
Retired -0.3 0.0 -0.3 0.1

0 of Children:
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 6 - 11 years 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Two., 6 - 11 years 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1

One, under 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
One, 0 - 5 /Two., 6 - 11 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Two., 0 - 5 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Two., 0 - 5/One, 6 - 11 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Two., 0 - 5/Two, 6 - 11 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.1
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adjusting for the influence of other factors. Age and education may also

account for some of the initial variations in background factors (before

adjustment).
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5) ARTS PARTICIPATION AND MUSIC PREFERENCE

Music preferences can be considered another element of life-style

which may predict arts-related behavior. Enjoyment of a particular form of

music may reflect a way of life, possibly including attendance at one or

more of the arts events.

The correlations, which are presented in Table 9.8 indicate the

strength and direction of the relationship between music preferences and

attendance at one of the arts events. Correlations of 0.30 - 0.39 will be

termed substantial; correlations of 0.20 - 0.29 moderate; correlations of

less than 0.20 weak.

Not surprisingly, those respondents who claimed a musical preference

for either of the four "serious;" types of music are more likely to attend

performances of thoie music forms. A listening preference for jazz or

classical music has a substantial relationship with attending, respec-

tively, jazz or classical music performances. Similarly, those preferring

to listen to show tunes or operas are also more likely to atten perfor-

mances of those same types of usic.

Generally, preference for the other nine types of music have only weak

positive relationships with participation in the arts. The music prefer-

ences which serve as moderate correlates of arts attendance are as follows:

a preferer e for blues and attending jazz performances; a preference for

opera or show tunes and attending classical music concerts; a preference

for classical music or show tunes and attending plays and art museums; and

a preference for classical music, show tunes or mood music and reading

literature. Thus, while music preferences ran predict participation in the

arts, the best predictors are preferences for the four more "serious" music
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Table 9.8: Correlations between Listening Preferences for Thirteen Types
of Music and Attendance of Selected Arts Performances and
Reading Literature

Enjoy Listening:

Arts Participation

Classical
Jazz Music

Classical Music .114 1.305 I
Opera .061 .235
Show Tunes .124 .249
Jazz 0181 .146
Rhythm and Blues .214 .087
Big Bands .087 .145
Country-Western -.067 -.074
Bluegrass .049 .054
Rock .131 .007
Easy Listening .055 .109
Folk .057 .148

Barbershop .023 .115
Hymns/Gospel -.009 .047

Opera Musical Play Ballet

Art

TarierIFOL__ Read

Museum Literature

.128 .186 .203 .169 .291 .249
.131 .154 .127 .163 .133

.132 1.2591 .233 .167 .249 .261

.057 .121 .140 .091 .198 .176

.030 .088 .100 .084 .142 .124

.059 .120 .123 .060 .175 .184
-.063 -.055 -.052 -.027 -.055 -.017
.005 .016 .049 .024 .060 .057

-.015 .025 .052 .053 .094 .117
.024 .143 .101 .063 .146 .270
.048 .123 .140 .099 .180 .173
.043 .079 .073 .031 .068 .101

.001 -.012 -.027 -.014 -.002 -.011
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forms. Of the other nine forms, only blues and mood music are associated

with arts attendance (or reading literature). In fact, two popular forms

of music -- countrywestern and hymns/gospel -- have a negative association

with attending several types of arts performances.

At the same time, preferences for classical music and for show tunes

correlate rather well with participation in most of nonmusical arts forms

-- such as attending stage plays, visiting art galleries and museums and

reading novels, short stories, poetry and plays. And the implications of

these rather low correl pions in Table 9.8 can be seen in different per

spective in Table 9.8a, which shows the different "odds ratios" between

music preference and arts participation. Thus the 6.0 figure in Table 9.8a

indicates that respondents who like classical music are six times more

likely to have attended a classical music performance than respondents who

do not say they like classical music. Many of the ratios in Table 9.8a are

greater than 2.0, meaning that these music perferences are associated with

more than twice the rates of arts particpation among individuals without

such music preferencs.
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Table 9.8a: Odds-Ratios Relations Between Music Prefersnces and Arts Participation

Classical

Opera
Showtunes
Jazz
Blues
Big band
Country
Bluegrass
Rock
Mood music

rbershop
WM

Attend
JAM

2.5
1.9

7.3

CLIJ
3.7

1.8

.8
1.5

2.5

1.5
1.7 .

1.3
.9

Classical

1651
3.5
4.0
2.4
1.7

7.3
.7

1.5

1.2
2.1
2.6
2.1
1.3

(*Ora

5.5
03.6A
5.6
3.1

1.8
2.6

.5

1.3

.9
1.6

2.2
2.2
1.0

Musical Play Ballet Art MASCO Beading

2.4 3.. 5.4 3.7 2.2
2 2.6 3.6 2.3 2.0

311 3.8 5.,1 2.8 2.6
1.7 2.3 2.3 2.0 1.7
1.6 1.9 2.1 1.8 1.5
1.8 2.1 1.8 1.9 1.6

.8 .7 .7 .8 1.0

1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.2

1.1 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.4

2.2 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.9

2.0 2.4 2.7 2.1 1. 7

1.7
1.0

1.8

.9

1.6
.9

1.5
1.0

1.7
1.0
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The strength of the relationships between musical preferences for

jazz, classical music, opera, and show tunes and attending performances of

the respective art forms is represented in still another fashion in Table

9.9. This table highlights the four relationships in Tables 9.8 and 9.8a

that most directly focus on music preference and behavior, by presenting

the percentage of those who expressed a music preference and also attended

a live performance of the same type of music. In each case, those who

reported enjoying a particular type of music are at least three times more

likely than those not expressing such a preference to attend a performance.

As one would expect, a particular listening preference is strongly associ-

ated with attending a performance of that type of music.

Table 9.10 shows the same relationship after the effects of ten of the

respondents' background chacteristics have bien statistically controlled.

(The ten background variables are income, age, SMSA location, ethnicity,

number of children, gender, occupation, marital status, education, and work

hours.) While some of the variation in attendance is attributable to the

influence of these background factors, most of the variation in musical

preference remains clearly independent of these characteristics. A prefer-

ence for a particular music form continues to be associated with attendance

of performances of the same type of music.
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Table 9.9: Preference for Jazz, Classical Music, Opera, and Show
Tunes and Attendance of Performance of The Same Music:
(Percentage Attending the Same Type of Music)

Attend Performances of

Classical
Jazz Music Opera Musicals

Preference for
(Same Music):

No 4% 5% 1% 12%
Yes 27% 31% 15% 40%
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Table 9.10: Preference for Jazz, Classical Music, Opera and Show Tunes
by Attendance at lrformance of The Same Music Adjusted
for Background Factors : (Percentage of Respondents
Reporting Musical Preference and Attending Performance of
that Music)

Jazz Classical Opera Musicals

Preference for
(Same Music):

No 5% 7% 1% 15%
Yes 24% 26% 14% 32%

Background factors are income, age, SMSA, ethnicity and race, number
of children, sex and employment status, marital status, education,
and number of work hours.
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6) INDICE., OF MUSIC PREFERENCE AND ARTS PARTICIPATION

The correlations between each of the thirteen musical preferences and

participation in the arts suggest that preferences for more "serious" music

(jazz,. opera, classical music, and show tunes) are the best correlates of

participation. We can expect that the number of preferences for "serious"

music may also be a strong predictor of participation in the arts. In

other words, the more of these music preferences reported by a respondent,

the stronger the relationship with participation in the arts.

Tables 9.11 and 9.12 present the data relevant to this hypothesis.

The extent of "serious" musical preferences is represented by an index of

the number of preferences for jazz, opera, classical music and show tunes.

A second index provides a contrast with an index of preferences for the

nine other types of music. Table 9.11 shows the associations between these

two indices and participation in the arts.

Table 9.12 shows the same associations after the influence of back

ground characteristics has been statistically removed. The first table

reveals the strength of the indices as correlates, while the second table

suggests the strength of the indices as predictors independent of back

ground factors.

In every case in Table 9.11, the index of "serious" listening prefer

ences (for jazz, opera, classical music, and show tunes) has a relatively

strong, positive relationship with participating in the arts. That is,

respondents who prefer to listen to more of these types of music are also

much mere likely to participate in the arts. Moreover, this index gen

erally correlates more clearly with arts participation than does the index

of other music preferences.
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:Table 9.11: Arts Pcrticipation by Two Indices of Music Preference
(Percentage of Respondents Above or Below the Grand Mean
Who Report Attending a Performance or Art Exhibit or
Reading Literature in the Previous 12 Months)

Classical
Jazz Music Opera Musical Play Ballet

Art
Gallery/
Museum

Read : Attendance
Literature: Index**.

GRAND MEAN 9.8% 12.3% 2.4% 18.5% 11.4% 4.2% 22.5% 57.2% 0.8

Classical/
Opera/Jazz
Show Tunes

0 .6.6 -8.9 -1.9 -9.3 -6.9 -3.0 -13.3 -14.3 -0.5
1 2.5 -1.5 -1.1 2.5 1.0 -0.7 5.1 7.7 0.1

2 8.8 15.6 2.0 12.8 8.9 4.9 19.2 19.7 0.7

3 13.6 24.7 5.0 23.1 18.4 8.0 26.7 28.0 1.2

4 19.4 32.4 17.5 23.5 23.8 13.7 33.8 25.9 1.6

*Other Music
Preferences:

0 -3.1 -2.9 0.9 -7.1 -4.8 -1.6 -10.3 -15.8 -C.3

1 -5.3 -6.1 -0.7 -8.0 -5.1 -1.6 -11.0 -15.4 -0.4

2 -1.1 -2.7 -0.7 -1,4 -2.0 -1.2 -4.5 -3.6 -0.1

3 -1.2 -0.6 -0.8 -0.2 0.1 -0.6 1.7 4.0 -0.0

4 3.1 2.7 -0.7 3.9 2.5 1.7 7.7 8.4 0.2

5 3.5 2.9 1.9 8.0 2.6 3.0 7.9 9.0 0.3

6 4.5 5.1 0.9 7.0 4.0 1.9 10.3 14.0 0.3

7 9.5 15.3 2.2 9.7 12.6 2.9 14.0 20.4 0.7

8 9.1 16.3 3.5 10.5 15.3 1.8 22.7 22.0 0.8

9 12,4 16.7 4.7 16.7 8.1 7.1 18.0 17.3 C.E

Notes:e0ther Music Preferences" is an index based on preferences for
eitner soul/blues, big band, country-western, bluegrass, rock,
mood, folk, barbershop, or hymns/gospel.

""Attendance Index" is based on a count of recent attendances of
the seven arts events.
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Table 9.12 indicates that when backgroLid factors are controlled, the

variation is reduced -- sometimes by as much as half; however, the rela

tionship between a greater number of preferences for art music forms and

participation in the arts remains strong and positive. This index of

preferences for "serious". music is thus a useful predictor of arts atten

dance, independent of the effects of background characteristics.

On the other hand, when background variables are held constant, the

relationship between tie second index (number of preferences for nonart

music forms) and participation in the arts largely disappears and, in fact,

usually reverses direction. Consequently, a greater number of other music

preferences does not predict higher rates of art participation, but often

Aesser arts participation once background factors are controlled.
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Table 9.12: Arts Participation by Two Indices of Music Preference --
Adjusted for Background Factors':
(Percentage of Respondents Above or Below the Grand Mean Who
Report Attending a Performance or Art Exhibit or ;leading

Literature in the Previous 12 Months)

Classical
Jazz Music Opera

GRAND MEAN 9.8% 12.3% 2.4%

Classical/Jazz/
Opera/Show Tunes

Musical

18.5%

Play

11.4%

Ballet

4.2%

Art
Gallery/
Museum

22.5%

:lead IkttendwIce
Literature !Index

57.2% : 0.E
1

0 -4.9 -8.9 -1,8 -5.4
.3.9 -8.5 -7.7 1.0.3

1 1.2 -1.5 -1.1 1.2 0.5 -1.1 3.3 4.7 o.o

2 6.7 15.6 1.8 7.3 4.4 3.6 12.7 10.6 0.5

3 11.2 24.7 4.7 14.2 11.1 5.8 16.4 14.5 : 0.8
4 16.1 32.0 17.6 14.1 114.7 11.8 21.2 11.7 : 1.2

Other Music
Preferences:

0 1.1 -2.. ,zl -1.4 -0.1 0.3 -2.? -3.4 : 0.0

1 -1.9 -6.1 1.0 -2.0 -0.6 0.7 -2.9 -5.9 1-0.1

2 0.1 -2.7 0.2 1.5 0.2 -0.1 -1.1 -0.9 : 0.0

3 -0.7 -0.6 -0.3 -0.0 0.2 -0.5 1.9 2.9 ; 0.0

4 1.4 2.7 -1.3 0.5 .0.1 0.7 3.5 3.7 : 0.0

5 1.0 2.9 1.0 3.2 -0 e 1.5 1.6 0.2 : 0.1

6 -0.3 5.1 -1.1 -0.5 -1 7 -0.3 0.2 3.3 : -0.1

7 8 15.3 -1.8 -0.9 , ,4 -1.3 G.4 7.7 ; 0.1

8 0.1 16.3 -3.5 -5.1 .7 -5.2 3.0 u,2 -0.1

9 1.4 16.7 -4.0 2.3 -4.3 -1.1 -1.6 .1.3 -0.1

Notes:e0ther Music Preferences" is an index based on prefereiles for
either soul/blues, big band, country-western, bluegrass, rock,
mood, folk, barbershop, or hymns/gospel.
"Attendance Index" is based on a count of recent attendances of
the seven arts events.

Background factors are income, age, SMSA, ethnicity and race, number
of children, gender and occupation, marital status, education,
and number of work hours.
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111/1

SUMMARY

The focus in this chapter has been on music preference as an indicator

of general cultural orientation. The analysis has provided several find

ings aboJt the extent and nature of musical preferences among U.S. adults.

The extent of preferences among thirteen types of music varies greatly,

ranging from an estimated 96 million adults enjoying countrywestern music

to about 16 million enjoying opera. Moreover, the extent of preference for

particular music forms differs by social background factors, particularly

education, age, and income. For example, rock music is most likely to be

preferred among tnc college educated, the young, members of middle income

households, and males; on the other hand, hymns/gospel music tend to be

preferred by the less educated, older persons, members of lower income

111/1

households and females:

Music preferences tend to cluster along three dimension?, which can be

categorized as deriving from traditions of either classical European

("serious" music such as classical opera, jazz or operettas /musicals) ,

wnite American folk, or black American folk. Tho3e persons with a college

education, a hwer household income, or a professional occupation tend to

enjoy more types of music in general, including both the four "serious"

types and the nine other forms included in the study.

While preference for the four "serious" music forms tends to predict

higher arts participation, so does preference for the other nine types of

music. However, after other background and music preference features are

controlled, preferences for these other nine forms of music are poor pred-

ictors of participation in the arts.
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Chapter 10

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The 1982 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPA'82) was the

largest single survey of American's cultural activities and attitudes ever

conducted. This national survey interviewed more than 17,000 respondents

across the country and took the full 12 months of the calendar year 19C2 to

complete.

The SPA '82 data were collected by the United States Bureau of the

Census to ensure that they met rigorous scientific standards of sample

design, respondent cooperation and interview standardization. This also

ensured that arts participation data could be projected to the national po

pulation with unprecedented confidence.

Further methodological details on the sampling and interview pro

cedures are given at the end of this project overview and in Chapter 2 of

the main report.

SOME GENERAL FINDINGS

Attendance at Live Arts Performances: Extensive data were collected o' the

public's reported attendance at seven (7) types of live arts performances

aid events. Almost 40% of all SPA '82 respondents reported having attended

at least one of these seven types of live arts performance in the previous

12 months.

Considerable variation in annual participation rates was found across

the seven types of arts performances. They ranged from 3 to 4% annual at



tendance rates for opera and ballet to 22% for visiting an art gallery or

museum. Some 10% of survey respondents reported attending a live jazz per-

formance in the previous year and 13% a live classical music performance.

Some 19% went to a live musical stage play and 12% attended a non-musical

stage play.

In addition, more than 3% of the sample, representing almost 5 million

American adults, reported that they themselves had appeared in a public

performance of one of these types of arts events in the previous year.

Audience Characteristics: The segmentation of the population attending

these seven types of arts events followed a fairly regular pattern. Thus,

attendance at live arts events was:

. Mainly related to a person's socio-economic background,
particularly in terms of education, but also in terms
of occupation and income;

. Higher among women than among men, being particularly
high among unmarried women with no children;

. Higher among middle-aged and younger adults than among
older people;

. Lower among rural residents than among people living in urban
or suburban areas; lower also among residents of the South
than other regions;

. Slightly higher among unmarried adults than among married
people -- and slightly higher among adults with no children
living in their household (than among adults with children
in the household);

. Lower among respondents who were not in the labor force
(full-time homemakers, retired, unemployed, etc.) vs.
those who were employed in a paid job;

. Higher among white respondents than among blacks or other
racial groups.

Many of these population sub-group differences, however, did not hold up

after other factors were controlled statistically. In particular, the
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differences by income, by age, by urbanicity, by region, by employment

status and by race were considerably reduced or eliminated after control

for other factors -- especially after control for the respondent's gender

and educational background. Considerable caution, therefore, needs to be

exercised in considering these other demographic factors as determinants or

predictors of arts participation.

Other Arts Activities: The SPA '82 data also provided baseline information

on several other arts-related activities. For example:

. Over half of respondents in the survey (56%) reported they had
read a novel, short story, poem or play in the previous 12
months; an even larger proportion (84%) said they had read
any book or magazine over that period.

. A fifth of respondents (2C %) reporting reading poetry or
listening to a poetry reading.

. Some 39% of respondents said they had attended an art or
craft fair in the previous year.

. Some 37: of respondents reported visiting an historic site for
its historic or design value.

In addition, substantial proportions of respondents (representing

between 10 and 18 million American adults) reported participating in more

direct forms of arts activities. Some 11% reported making photographs,

movies or video tapes as an artistic activity; 10% reported painting, draw-

ing, sculpting or printmaking; and 7% reported having done creative writing

in the form of stories, poems, plays, and the like. In addition, 11% of

respondents said they had taken a lesson in some arts-related activity

(e.g. literature, music) in the previous 12 months, and over 3% reported

doing some form of "backstage" work (lighting, sets, promotion) in connec-

tion with a live arts performance.

It might be thought that participation in these other arts-related
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activities might take time away from or otherwise interfere with attendance

at the seven types of arts events noted stove. However, the SPA survey

found exactly the opposite situation. The more particular individuals par-

ticipate in these other arts-related activities (e.g. painting, taking les-

sons, visiting historic sites, making photographs), the more they attended

arts performances and events.

This principle, referred to as "the more, the more", is found

throughout the topic areas examined in the SPA '82 study. The more-more

pattern is thus a recurrent and dominant theme in this report, applying to

the survey questfons related to mass media usage for arts-related content,

questions related to prior lessons or other "socialization" experiences in

music or the arts, to questions related to preference for more serious

types of music and to questions related to expressed interest in attending

more arts performances and events. The principle applies to many non-arts

activities as well: the more active and extensive a person's leisure

activities and interests are, the mere likely that person is to attend arts

events and performances.

Before examining these other SPA '82 survey topic areas in more

detail, we turn first to a brief review of answers from the survey to ten

main policy questions that the study was designed to address.

TEN POLICY QUESTIONS

Ten major policy questions that the National Endowment for the Arts

would be addressing from SPA '82 were identified in advance of its being

conducted. As described and elaborated upon in the detailed memorandum of

January 26, 19E3 from the Endowment's Research Division, these ten ques-

tions are as follows:
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1) How large is the current audience for individual arts and for the

arts as a whole? As noted above, almost 40% of the SPA '82 sample

reported that they had attended one of the seven arts events

described in the survey's "core" questions -- the questions which

were asked of all respondents in the survey. More detailed infor-

mation is provided in Table 1, which first shows the overall

estimated participation rate for each of the main arts-related

activities in the survey. The third column in Table 1 shows the

projected number of American adults represented by these percen-

tages. These are based on the U.S. population of nearly 165 mil-

lion adults in 1982.

Follow-up questions identified some slight differences in

frequency of participation among those people who attended these

seven activities. For example, among respondents who reported

going to art galleries/museums and to live jazz music performances

in the previous month, the average estimated number of such atten-

dances were 1.7 per month; among those who attended live perfor-

mances of ballet and musical theatre, the average estimated number

of performances attended was 1.3 per month. How these translate

to yearly attendance figures is not clear from the present data,

but they do indicate that the proportions in Table 1 may need some

further adjustment before they can be considered reflective of the

overall number of person attendance across the year.

The third column of Table 1 shows the important sampling

error bounds or confidence limits to be taken into account in

using these estimates. Thus, the 10% estimate for jazz is subject

to +1- 1% confidence interval, meaning that the 10% figure is sub-
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Table 1: Arts Participation by Adults (18 Years and Older)
in the 12 Months Preceding the Interview

Estimated 95%
Participation Error Estimated Number
Rates Factor of Participants

(+/) (in Millions)

Attended:*

Jazz Performances
Classical Music Performances

10%

13%

1%
1%

16 million
21

Opera Performances 3% 0.4% 5
Musical Plays or Operettas 19% 1% 31

Plays (nonmusical) 12% 1% 20
Ballet Performances 4% 0.4% 7

Visited:

Art Museums or Galleries 22% 1% 3

Historic Parks, Monuments, Buildings
or Neighborhoods for Historic or

37% 2% 61

Design Value
Art or Craft Fair or Festival 39% 2% 64

Performed Before the Public:
(professional and amateur)

Played Classical Music 0.8% 0.1% 1.4

Played Jazz Music 0.8% 0.1% 1.3
Danced in Ballet Performance 0.1% 0.03% 0.2
Acted in Nonmusical Role 0.8% 0.1% 1.3

Sang in Musical Play or Operetta 0.9% 0.1% 1.5

Sang in Opera 0.1% 0.1% 0.1

Read:

Books and Magazines 84% 1% 138
Novels, Short Stores, Poetry

or Plays
56% 1% 93

Read ,r Listened to Poetry 20% 1% 33

*
At least once in the last 12 months
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ject to being as much as a percentage point above or br'ow this

figure due to the sampling error inherent in a survey of this

size. That means that we can be 95% confident that the true pro-

portion of the population reporting participation at live jazz

performances is between 9% and 11%.

In general, people who attend one of these types of arts per-

formances are more likely to attend each of the others. Thus, the

attendance rate for classical music performance among people who

attend opera is 3%, while the attendance rate at classical music

performances for non-goers is much less, only 11%. That means

that opera-goers are 5.6 times more likely to attend classical

concerts as are non-goers.

Ratios of roughly this magnitude were found across all pair-

ings of the seven core questions of arts participation (jazi with

ballet, musicals with stage plays, etc.). They obviously indicate

considerable overlap across arts audiences rather than a pattern

of segmentation of the arts audience into jazz fans, opera buffs,

etc. The magnitude of these ratios is a further example of the

more-more principle.
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2) For the performing arts, what is the relationship between atten-

dance at live performances and participation via television,

radio, and recordings? Consistent again with the more-more prin-

ciple, respondents who report watching or listening to arts-

related content in mass media programs are also more likely to

attend live arts performances. The full data are shown in Tatle

2, and indicate for example, that 28% of respondents who reported

watching a jazz program on television attended a live jazz perfor-

mance, compared to only a 6% attendance rate at live jazz perfor-

mances among people who said they had not seen a TV jazz program.

Approximately the same ratios held for listening to jazz on the

radio (32% attendance among jazz radio listeners vs. 8% among

non - listeners) and on recordings (32% vs. 4%).

The more media used, the greater likelihood of attendance:

thus the attendance rate for live jazz performances rose to 44%

among respondents who listened to jazz music on all three media

(TV, radio and recordings).

Far higher proportions of respondents followed arts-related con-

tent in the mass media than who attended parallel arts perfor-

mances in person. Thus, compared to the 10% who attended a live

jazz performance, 32% of respondents said they had listened to

jazz music on television, radio or recordings; roughly equivalent

proportions of the sample had heard jazz music on television

(18%), on radio (18%) or on records or tapes (20%).

Roughly the same proportion had heard classical music on each

of the three media: television (25%), radio (20%) and recordings
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Table 2: Differences in Arts Participation by Med'. Exposure

a) Attended live performances of

Jazz

TOTAL SAMPLE 10%

Attendance among those who:

Watched on TV 28%

Listened to on radio 32%

Listened to on recordings 32%

Classical Opera Musicals

13% 3% 19%

30% 10% 41%

33% 15% 37%

351 14% 42%

Non-Musical
Plays Ballet

Art

Gallery/
Museum

12% 4% 22%

25% 15% 46%

31% NA NA

NA NA NA

'Appropriately matched arts activity (e.g., Watched jazz on TV; Listened to !opera on
radio)

IV
This figure represents the 28% attendance rate at live jazz performances among those who watch
a jazz program on television

NA: Media question not asked
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(22%). Some 38% had heard classical music on at least one of

these three media.

However, television was the predominant medium for the other

five art forms, moreso for theatre and ballet than for opera; for

opera, the media usage figures were TV (12%), radio (7%) and

recordings (8%), with a total of 18% hearing opera on at least one

of these three media. For musical show tunes, the figures were

20% for television and 37% for all three media.
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2) Does the extent and nature of arts participation vary with

geographic region and with community type and size? Two major

geographical factors were examined in SPA '82: whether the.

respondent lived in a generally urban, suburban or rural area and

whether that location was in the Northeast, North Central, west or

South region of the country. (Census Bureau regulations on

respondent confidentiality severely restricted the extent of geo

graphic analysis that could be performed on the data.)

Arts Participation Index: In order to examine these (and

other) analytic questions in rr" ! detail, a simple index of arts

participation was constructed for each respondent. Cn this index,

each respondent was given one point for each separate type of arts

performance attended, or if they had read a novel, short story,

etc. Thus, a person who attended opera erd ballet performances

was given a score of two; a person who atttended opera, ballet,

and classical music concerts and read a novel, short story, poem

or play was given a score of four.

Thus, those 65% of respondents who had participated in at

least one arts event in the previous year received scores of 1

through 8 depending on the number of separate events *hey

attended. The remaining 35% of nonattenders received a score of

zero (0) on the index.

The average overall score on the index was 1.39, as indicated

by the horizontal line in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows the differ

ences on the index first by SMSA and then by region. The shaded

bars show straightforward unadjusted differences. The dots show
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these same differences after adjustment for the ten mein factors

we related to arts participation; these include age, education,

income, race, occupation, family status and work hours.

SMSA Areas: Residents of central cities were more likely than

average to participate in the arts, reporting about half again as

much arts participation on the index as people who lived in more

rural (nonSMSA) areas. However, residents of more suburban loca

tions in metropolitan areas reported about as high a participation

level as those in the central cities; this again was probably in

large part because of the greater presence of more educated and

younger adults living in the suburbs.

After control for these and other factors that distinguish

urban, surban and rural respondents, the participation levels for

these (mainly) suburban respondents was reduced to about average

for the entire sample. However, the participaion rate for rural

respondents rose significantly. After adjustment, then, rural

participation rates were only about 25% lower than for residents

of central cities, and not the 50% lower prior to adjustment.

This controlled analysis thus suggests that the greater

access to arts performances for the city residents may be a factor

in their greater participation. However, surburban residents do

not participate more than average once other factors are taken

into account.

Urbanrural differences were proportionately greater for bal

let and opera than for attending classical music, which was more

similar across urban, surburban and rural residents.
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Region: Residents of Northeast region were higher on the

index of arts participation than residents in the Northcentral or

Western regions. Lowest participation is reported in the South,

at about a 20% lower rate than in the Northeast.

These regional differences again reflect differences in edu-

cation, age, race, etc. across regions. Once these regional

differeues in background fac.Jrs are taken into account, these

regional differences virtually disappear. The Northeast remains

the most active region, but less than 1% higher than among

residents of the Northcentral region and less than 7% higher than

for the West and South.

A more detailed analysis of locational factors divided the

country into the 24 separate areas by region and by specific large

cities in each region. As expected, people living in the larger

cities--New York, San Francisco, Washington-Baltimore, Boston and

Chicago- -had the highest proportions of active arts participants;

relatively high participation levels were also reported in the

smaller cities in the Western states as Jell.

Once again, after controls for demographic differences across

these locations, only the much higher figures for New York City

and for smaller cities in the West remain. While specific areas

that were high on particular arts forms are discussed in a later

section, it can be noted here that New York City residents but

not its suburban residents) were substantially above average in

attendance for most forms of arts events -- with the exceptions of

jazz and classical music concerts.

After adjustment, highest attendance at classical music per-
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formances was reported in smaller Western cities, while highest

attendance at jazz performances was reported by Detroit area

residents. After the other factors were taken into account, par

ticipation scores for the other cities noted above were consider

ably r.! ,ced. (It should be noted that these analyses were lim

ited by small sample sizes, involving less than 300 people in some

areas.)
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) What is the relationship between an individual's social, economic

and demographic charateristics and the individual's participation

in the arts? The major predictors of virtually all forms of arts

participation are those related to the respondent's socio-economic

background, in terms of education, occupation and income.

As show in the shaded bars of Figure 2, scores on the parti-

cipation index (described under Policy Question 3) are related

consistently to all three factors. The progression of increases

tends to be slightly sharper for education than for occupation or

income, but it is clear that each socio-economic factor is associ- .

ated with higher attendance or participation for all art forms.

However, these three socio-economic background measures are

highly related to one other. People with more years of education

are more likely to be employed in jobs with professional and

managerial responsibilities, which in turn areore likely to pro-

vide them with higher incomes. The progressively higher shaded

bars in Figure 2 could, then, either be independent of one

another - -or could be dependent on the prominence of education, of

income or of occupational background on the other two factors.

The dots in Figure 2 show the results of a multiple regres-

sion program which examines that issue statistically. They show

that education emerges as the main independent predictor of the

three. Both income and occupation decline notably as independent

predictors once education is taken into account. This statistical

analysis suggests that the differences in attendance levels by

income and occupation can be linked to the higher levels of income

and occupation of people with more years of formal education. In
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other words, it is not their higher income 211: se that explains

why affluent people attend more arts performances; according to

this analysis, it is generally because more affluent people have

more years of education.

The same pattern is found for occupational differences. How-

ever, there are important occupational differences within the

occupational categories of Figure 2 that are maintained after MCA

control. For example, respondents in more "people-oriented" jobs

are more likely to be arts participants than those in "data-

oriented" or "thing-oriented" jobs. In the case of professional

occupations, then, employees in technical and engineering fields

are less likely to participate in the arts than are teachers,

lawyers or people who work in the social sciences and humanities.

The adjusted differences (shown by the dots in Figure 2) it

will be remembered, have also been adjusted for other background"-------__

factors related to the person's age, sex and race and to the

person's family and work situation. These are the factors exam

ined under the next policy question.
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5) What effect does family background have on participation in the

arts? Arts participation is usually thought to be influenced by

family and household characteristics. Three major variables that

come to mind in this regard are whether the person is married or

not, has children or not or is employed in a job with longer work

hours. These variables are examined in Figure 3, both before

adjustment (shaded bars) and after adjustment (dots) for other

factors.

Marital status: As shown in Figure 3, never married and

divorced individuals report the most active arts participation on

the index. Widowed and separated individuals are least active, at

a rate of about 40% below that of the divorced or never married.

Married people are only slightly below average in participation.

However, marital status categories are strongly related to

other factors, particularly age. After control for those factors,

few of these differences by marital status are maintained. Par

ried people remain slightly below average in participation, but

less than 10% below the average for the four unmarried groups.

Marital status or se, then, shows little effect on participations

Children: Having younger and mor, rhildren in the household

is associated with less arts participuL, ;,e,ted. But the

differences are not pronounced. Presence of children un,er the

age of f is a more important factor than the number of children,

but even people with 2 or more children under 6 years of age

report only about 20% less participation on the index than those

with no children. These differences tend to hold up after sta.
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tistical control and lead to the conclusion that presence of

younger children a household does have some inhibiting influ

ence on arts attendance, but not as large an influence as might be

expected.

Work hours: In general, it can be seen that people who report

longer work hours do report much less arts participation. For

example, people working over 50 hours per week actually attend

more arts events than people who do not work at all. This differ

ence is, of course, highly related to age and education--since so

many elderly people (who are also less educated) do not work;

unemployed people also have less formal education.

Once these factors are controlled, people who do not work

emerge as more active arts participants. Ho'wever, people with

longest working hours are still very close to average in their

arts participation.

In general, then, none of these family and household factors

is strongly related to arts participation. This suggests that if

people are interested or involved in the arts, they will find some

way to fit it into their schedule.
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Other major demographic factors that are more related to arts

participation include gender, age and race. Difference in arts

participation patterns by these factors, as shown in Figure 4,

indicate that higher arts participation is associated with being

female, being middle-aged and being white . However, since each

of these factors is affected by other factors (especially again by

differences in the person's level of education), their effect also

needs to be examined in the context of these other factors.

Gender: Women report about 25% more participation on the arts

participation index than do men. As the data in Figure 4 indi-

cate, this figure increases slightly after other factors are taken

into account. In particular, it would appear that once one takes

into account their differing education and occupational back-

grounds, women participate even more than men of equivalent back-

ground.

More detailed analysis also reveals that women who are unmar-

ried are particularly more likely to attend arts events -- both in

relation to unmarried men and in relation to married women.

Ail: In general, reported participation is highest among

middle-aged people and lowest among older people; participation by

18-24 year olds is slightly lower than for middle-aged groups.

These unadjusted figures indicate that attendance begins to

decline at age 45, and drops to two-thirds of its peak level among

65-74 year olds and to half of that level past age 75.

The adjusted figures tell a somewhat different story. They

indicate fairly constant levels of attudance for all age groups
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up to age 75, including those aged 65-74. Attendance among even

this most elderly group (aged 75+) drops to only about 20% below

average, once one takes into account their education, occupation,

etc. backgrounds.

Race: Whites report half again as much participation as

blacks on the arts participation index, and 20% more than other

racial groups. However, this picture is changed somewhat after

adjustment. Taking their different educational levels, rural

locations, etc. into account, black participation is lower, but

only about 20% lower on the index. The rate for other racial

groups (mainly Asian) is over 50% 1AP'itira1 "that for whites, once

other factors are controlled.

The analyses also revealed that a person's early family back

ground, as well as their current family background, has an effect

on arts participation. These early background factors include the

educational background of one's parents, parental artsrelated

behavior and lessons or classes related to the arts. These fac

tors are examined under Policy Question 10 below.
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6) Are there patterns of n:J1-Lrts activities which are associated

with arts activities? Among the potential barriers to arts parti-

cipation are the other activities that can compete for a persons's

leisure time. A series of 14 such leisure activity or life-style

questions were included in SPA '82; they dealt with such general

leisurz activities as sports or doi-4 home repairs.

It can be seen in Table 3 that far larger proportions of the

sample reported engaging in most of these general activities than

was the case for the core arts questions. For example, 84%

reported reading any book or magazine in the previous 12 months,

65% playing cards or other games, 631 going to the movies, 60%

gardening and 60S doing repairs and home improvements. Responses

to these questions, therefore, indicate a considerable mount. of

leisure activity unrelated to the arts in the public which could

be seen to compete with the arts for a person's leisure time.

Responses to this set of leisure activities were used to con-

struct an overall index of leisure participation. One point was

given for each separate activity in which the respondent engaged..

In the case of the 14 general leisure activities, respondents

averaged 6.6 activities, with 5% listing none, 18% one to three,

33% four to seven, 37% eight to eleven and 7% twelve or more.

As shown in Table 4, rather than interfering with arts parti-

cipation, attendance at arts performances rose steadily for people

who reported more leisure time activities. In each case, the pro-

portions participating in an arts activity at least doubles from

the least active groups to the most a..tive groups, and are up to

20 times higher among the most active group as for the least
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Table 3: Proportions Participating in 14 General Leisure Activities

(in Prior 12 Months)

Read books or magazines 84%

Play card games, hoard games, etc. 65%

Go out to movies 63%

Work with indoor plants or any gardening 60%

Make repairs or improvements to home/auto 60%

Jog, lift weights, walk, exercise program 51%

Go to amusement park, theme park, etc. 49%

Go to sports event 48%

Participate in sports activity; softball, etc. 39%

Camping, biking, canoeing, etc. 36%

Visit zoo, arboretum or botanical garden 32%

Prepare special gourmet meals for pleasure 29%

Do volunteer or charity work 28%

Work on stamp, coin, etc. collection 15%
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active group.

Again, these ratios decrease somewhat after control for other

factors, particularly for education and age -which are major pred-

ictors of participation in general leisure activities as well as

arts activities.

At an individual activity level, all 14 activities were asso-

ciated with more arts attendance. The four general recreational

activities that were somewhat more closely associated with atten-

dance at arts performances were reading books and magazines,

attending movies, visiting zoos, arboretums, etc. and preparing

gourmet meals.

Movie-going was particularly strongly related to attending

jazz, musical, play -nd ballet performances; volunteer work to

attending operas and musicals; and preparing gourmet meals to bal-

let attendance. In general, however, there did not seem enough

individual variation in the pattern of correlations among these

general leisure activities to suggest any more specific "life-

style" factors (such as at-home vs. away-from-home activities)

that predicted higher arts participation. The simple more-more

principle provides a more appropriate description of the relation

between arts participation and leisure activities.
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Table 4: Proportion Attending Live Arts Performance by Number
of General Leisure Activities

Attended Live Performance of

Number of General Stage Art

Leisure Activities Jazz Classical Opera Musical Play Ballet Gallery

None 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

1.4 3% 3 1 3 3 0 4

5-7 6% 8 2 17 9 2 17

8-10 13% 14 3 25 15 3 31

11.14 25% 26 3 35 24 10 49

Entry indicates 1% of those respondents reporting no leisure activities
attended a live jazz performance (vs. 25% attendance rate among those
reporting 11-14 leisure activities).
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7) Shat are the extent and nature of unsatisfied demand for arts

individually and as a whole? Respondents in SPA '82 were asked

whether they would prefer to attend more arts events than they had

in the previous 12 months. The question was asked for each of the

seven core arts activities, and it was asked of respondents

whether they had attended or not attended such an event in the

previous year.

As shown in Table 5, the proportion of respondents wanting to

attend more events was larger than the actual proportion of

attenders for each type of arts event. For example, in contrast

to the 10% who had attended live jazz performances, more than 18%

of respondents wanted to go to (more) jazz performances. It would

appear that latent demand for jazz, as for other art forms,

extends far beyond what people now attend. This latent demand for

ballet performances is particularly high in relation to current

levels. In contrast to the fewer than 5% of respondents who

attended a ballet performance in the previous year, for example,

almost 12% of the sample said they wanted to attend.

Cverall, about a third of the sample (32%) seemed definitely

not interested in the arts: they had neither attended any of the

seven types of arts events nor said they wanted to attend any such

arts event. Nearly the same proportion of the sample (29%) said

they wanted to attend, but did not attend any of the arts events.

The remainder of the sample were arts attenders--the 34% who had

attended and wanted to attend more, and that 5% who had attended

but were'not interested in attending more.

In all arts forms, it can be seen at the right hand side of
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Table 5: Proportion Saying They Want to Attend More Arts Events

Arts Activity
Want to

Attend More

Jazz 18%

Classical Music 18%

Opera 7%

Musicals/Operetta 33%

NonMusical Stage Play 25%

pallet 12%

Art Gallery/Museum 31%

Attenders NonAttenders
Attended Want to Want to
Last Year Attend More Attend More

(From Table 1)

OW
(13%)

( 3% )

( 19%)

( 12% )

4%)

1 22% )

52?

55% 14%

53% 14%

45% 7%

70% 25%

55% 20%

.54% 10%

58% 23%
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Table 5 that proportionally higher numbers of current attenders

want to attend more arts events than do current non-attenders. In

fact, except for opera, majorities of those who currently attend

want to attend more; in comparison no more than a quarter of those

who did not attend want to attend more for any activity. This is

of course a further example of "the more, the more" phenomenon.

At the same time, greater absolute numbers of current non-

attenders want to attend than not attend. Put in other words,

arts planners have a greater per person receptivity to develop an

expanded audience for any art form by contacting attenders; tut,

there are greater numbers of non-attenders who want to attend

(although again less than a quarter of those people say they want

to attend). This may present something of a parodox about dif-

ferent marketing strategies for the two groups.

The two sets of questions (attendance and preference for more

attendance) generate four types of individuals for each art form:

1) Those who had attended and did not want to attend more
2) Those who had attended and did want to attend more
3) Those who had not attended but did want to attend (more)
4) Those who had not attended and did not want to attend (more)

These groupings can be recombined to show a further paradox

regarding which arts forms have greatest potential for increased

audience. In terms of absolute numbers of people who may want to

attend more, these figures show the following unmet audience

potentials:

Musicals/operettas 25 million people (want to attend more)
Non-musical plays 21 million people
Art galleries 15 million people
Jazz 15 million people
Pallet 14 million people
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Classical
Opera

11 million people
9 million people

These numbers are obtained by subtracting the estimated numbers

who say they want to attend (more) from the estimated numbers who

currently attend.

However, summing these figures as ratios of the numbers who

want to attend divided by the numbers of those who do attend,

creates virtually the opposite pattern:

Opera 3.5 (times as many want to attend than do attend)
Pallet 3.4
Jazz 3.9
Classical 3.8
Musicals 2.8
Plays 2.8

Museums 2.5

Ballet and opera, then, show the greatest potential in terms

of proportionate growth. But these numbers are also largely a

function of the present lower levels of attendance for ballet and

opera. At the same time, this higher potential for ballet and

opera is reflected in several other proportions: of those who

want to attend in relation to those who do attend, of those who

want to attend among those who do not attend in relation to those

who attend who want to attend more and of those who want to attend

in relation to all non-attenders.



e) What reasons do those who they would like to attend arts

activities more often give for not doing so? Respondents who said

they wanted to attend more arts events also gave reasons why they

did not attend more. The pattern of response to this "arts bar-

rier" question results were remarkably similar -- both across

attendees and non-attendees and across the seven arts forms. The

major barrier respondents perceived for not attending more was a

personal one--described as "lack of time"; such responses stand in

contrast to findings in Figure 3 regarding the factors that mainly

restrict the free time people they seem to have available.

The second and third most important barriers were cost fac-

tors and accessability factors. The latter factor was a particu-

larly important reason for not attending arts museums more often.

Ctner barriers mentioned with some frequency for all arts activi-

ties were the performances being too far away, problems finding

sorneoie to go with and lack of sufficient personal motivation.
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I) How is amateur participation related to attendance?

As noted in Table 1 and the introductory text, about a tenth of

S'A respondents said they had made photographs as an artistic

activity, or had done painting or sculpting or had done creative

writing. Moreover, more than a third said they had gone to an art

or crafts fair or had visited an historic site. An index of such

amateur and other arts-related leisure activities was constructed

for 12 such questions in SPA '82, and the scores were arranged 5

into the five categories in Table 6 from zero activities (17% of

the sample) to 5 to 12 such activities (32% of the sample).

As noed in the introductory remarks in connection with the

more-more ,;rinciple, Table 6 shows scores on the arts participa-

tion index being considerably higher among respondents reporting

more of thes amateur or spectator arts activities. Respondents

reporting 5 to 12 such activities were up to five times more

likely to participate in the seven types of arts activities as was

the rest of the s4. ple.

Certain of these amateur and other arts activities were

related to attendance at arts performances at a higher level than

other activities. For example, respondents who did creative writ-

ing or created visual arts works were particularly more likely to

attend jazz and ballet performances. Those who did "backstage"

work at arts performances were particularly more likely to attend

ballet and stage plays. Visiting science museums, historic sites

and art/craft fairs was highly related to visiting art galleries

and museums; they were also highly related to attending ballet and

classical music performances.
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1110 able 6: Proportion of Attenders of Live Arts Performance by Number o! Cultural Activiti

Attended Live Performance of

Number of Cultural Stage Art

Activities Jazz Classical Opera Musicals lay Ballet Gallery

0 4% 3 1 8 4 0 7

1 10 11 2 18 11 3 20

2 10 15 3 25 15 4 30

3-4 2( :1 3 28 20 6 44

5-12 3C 35 5 48 30 8 68
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In general, the more active, participatory arts-related

activities (such as painting or creative writing) were more

related to the arts particpation index than "spectator" activities

(visiting science museums or historic sites). Nonetheless, the

general more-more principle continues to be a most useful way of

predicting general arts participation.
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10) How does formal instruction and training in the arts and early

exposure while growing a effect late participation? We have used

the umbrella term "socialization" to describe the various ways in

which people become exposed to the arts across the life cycle.

The SPA '82 project examined socialization experiences at various

other times in people's lives besides the previous year: whether

through arts or lessons, through appreciation classes, or through

parental example or encouragement.

The most common forms of arts socialization reported in the

survey were through music lessons (47%) and parental encourrgement

of independent reading (67%). In addition, nearly a third of the

sample (31%) reported having taken lessons in some craft (such as

pottery or weaving) at some time in their life, and nearly a quar-

ter (24%) reported taking a class in one of the visual arts; one

in five (20%) reported having taken art appreciation classes.

Also, to a third of respondents said their parents had taken

them to art museums or to live classical arts performances, and

almost a third said their parents at least occasionally listened

to classical music or opera when they (the respondents) were grow-

ing up. In all, only 17% of the sample said they had experienced

none of these forms of arts socialization.

There are some distinct age differences concerning when when

these socialization experiences occurred for this sample of

adults. Almost half of those who took music lessons (and about a

quarter of the entire sample) reported taking music lessons before

they were 12 years old; this pattern of early socialization was

also the case for almost three-quarters of the respondents who had



Table 7: Proportion Attending Live Arts Performanceipby Socialization Experiences
or Parental Influence

Socialization
Experience

Stage Art
Jazz Classical Opera Musicals fax Ballet Gallery

None 4 4 1 7 5 1 8

One or more 13 19 4 25 20 7 36

a

Respondents who reported having taken appropriate arts - related class or
lessons, or having parents who encouraged arts participation

5
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t?6,n ballet lessons. Most of those who took lessons in the

visual and other arts forms (acting, writing, crafts), however,

took their first lessons when they were between the ages of 12 and

17; 31% of all respondents also reported taking music lessons dur

ing this period in their lives.

The peak years for art and music appreciation classes, how

ever, were "the college years" between the ages of 18 an c4. At

least one respondent in ten reported having taken such a class at

that point in their lives, and roughly one in ten also reported

taking lessons in music, visual arts media, creative writing and

crafts activities. Except for the slight increase in crafts

activities, reported participation levels in all classes ano les

sons dropped dramatically past age 25. It would appear that most

arts learning and training experiences are largely confined to the

periods in their lives when people are under the age'of 25.

Consistent once again with the moremore principle, people

who report more socialization experience also report higher atten

dance at related arts events. As reflected in Table 7, respon

dents who had taken music lessons, who had music appreciation

classes, or who had parents who listened to classical music were

about three times more likely to report attending a live jazz per

formance or a live classical music performance as were respondents

who reported not having grown up with such experiences; they were

also more likely to attend operas and musical theater. The shar

pest differences are found for ballet: those who report having

had ballet lessons were up to 7 times more likely to attend a bal

let perfomance as those who had not.
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People who had taken both music lessons and music apprecia-

tion classes are more likely to attend live classical music per-

formances than are people who have taken only one or the other.

But while it is clear that prior socialization experience

relates to present attendance at related a. ts events, Table 7 may

provide a misleading picture of the nature and extent of that

relationship. First, it may be the case that people who attend

current arts performances are better able to recall their sociali-

zation experiences than those who do not attend; they may also be

more tempted to exaggerate their early arts exposure. Secondly,

both socialization and attendance are related to common demo

graphic factors, like education and age.

Whe'z these factors are controlled statistically, the differ-

ences between socialized respondents and non-socialized respon-

dtsts diminish considerably-- generally to about half the differen-

tials shown in Table 7. Thus, like exposure to the mass media,

people reporting various arts socialization experiences (usually

in their teen-aged years) appear to be half again as likely to

report attending a related ar4,s event as those who have not had

such socialization experiences--other factors being equal.

53?
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SPECIFIC ARTS AUDIENCES:

Tables 8 and 9 provide a more detailed examination of the audience

composition for specific live performing arts (such as jazz or classical

music performances) than the index scores analyzed above. These detailed

data are shown in Table 8 for the unadjusted data and in Table 9 for the

attendance figures after adjustment for education and other demographic

factors.

On the whole, the pattern of relationships in Tables 8 and 9 generally

repeat the major differences already discussed in the introductory remarks

and Policy Questions 4 and 5. These include the predominance of education

as a predictor, the role education plays in reducing or explaining the

differences in other background factors, the lack of large differences by

most background factors, etc.

Thus, Tables 8 and 9 focus the SPA results on a specific arts activity

basis. They also highlight certain exceptions to these general patterns

and call attention to some important differences in activity patterns, such

as:

1) The strong age effect for attending jazz performances, which
younger people are far more likely to attend. To some extent,
this cancels out the generally lower than average attendance r .es
for these younger age groups for most of the other six arts forms.

2) The larger differences between women and men in attending ballet
and reading literature than for other arts activities.

3) The higher attendance rates at jazz performances by blacks.

4) The consistent jump in income differences for the $50,000 and over
group across activities.

Several other similiar exceptions can be found in Tables 8 and 9.

We next turn to a closer examination of these attendance activities in

the context of other related questions to each art form in the survey.
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THE JAll AUDIENCE

The individual items in each question series tell us a good deal about

the audience for jazz music in America. More than. a quarter of the public

(26%) say they like jazz music, and 3% claim it to be their favorite.

Nearly one American in ten say they went to a live jazz performance. More-

over, 18% saw a jazz music performance on television and another 13%

listened to jazz on radio or on records (but didn't see a TV performance).

This meant that more people (30%) attended to a jazz performance on the

media than who said they liked jazz music (26%).

There is a sizeable unmet demand for jazz music. Some 18% of respon-

dents overall, and 56% of jazz music attendees, say they would like to at-

tend more jazz performances. As for the other core arts questions, lack of

time, money and access are (in that order) the main reasons why both atten-

dees and non-attendees say they do not attend more jazz performances.

Questions about affinity towards jazz music share some common audience

characteristics. People who are attracted to jazz are disproportionately

younger and better educated. They are also more likely to be black and to

be male. They are more likely to live in urban areas of the country and in

the North Central and West regions of the country; although the sample

sizes are small, it would appear that they are more likely to be found in

Detroit and San Francisco areas and in smaller Western cities.

As was the case with the other core arts questions, attending jazz

performances was related to media exposure to jazz music, to socialization

experiences (with classical music), and to participation in other recrea-



tional activities (particularly movie attendance and creative writing).

Attending jazz performances is seven times higher among those who said they

liked jazz than among those who did not say they liked jazz music, and was

also related to liking show tunes, soul/blues music and rock music. In

terms of preference among other types of music (independent of attendance),

liking jazz music was positively related tio liking all forms of music,

eftept country/western; iL was most strongly related to liking soul music

and rock music.

A cumulative picture of the4azz audience would start with those 1% of

respondents who performed such music in public. The next tier would show

additional 9% who attended a live jazz performance, but who do not play in

a public performance. The third tier is comprised of that 12% who neither

played nor attended, but who would like to have attended. The fourth tier

is composed of that 13% who neither played, attended, nor wanted to attend

more, but who attended to a jazz performance via one of the mass media.

Finally, the top tier would show that 4% who do not share any of these

behavioral affinities to jazz, but who still say they like jazz music The

remaining 61% share none of these affinities toward jazz music.



THE CLASSICAL MUSIC AUDIENCE

The individual items in each question series also tell us a good deal

about the American audience for classical music. Like jazz, more than a

quarter of the public (27%) say they like classical music; but 7% claim

classical music to be their favorite (vs. only 3% for jazz). Same 13% of

Americans say they went to a live classical music performance. Moreover,

25% saw a classical music performance on television and another 13%

listened to classical music on radio or on records (but didn't see a TV

performance). Like jazz, this meant that more people (38%) attended to a

classical music performance on the media than who said they liked classical

music (27%).

There is also a sizeable unmet demand for classical music. Some 19%

of respondents overall, and 53% of classical music attendees, say they

would like to attend more classical music performances. As with the other

core arts questions, lack of time, money and access are (in that order) the

main reasons why both attendees and non-attendees say they do not attend

more classical music performances.

Questions about affinity towards classical music also share some com-

mon audience characteristics. People who are attracted to classical music

are disproportionately better educated and middle aged. They are slightly

more likely to be white and to be female. They are more likely to live in

urban and suburban areas of the country and in the Western regions of the

country; although the sample sizes are small, it would appear that they are

more likely to be found in smaller Western cities.

As was the case with the other core arts questions, attending classi-
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cal music performances was related to media exposure to classical music, to

socialization experiences (with classical music), and to participation in

other recreational activities (particularly visiting science museums and

doing volunteer work). Attending classical music performances is six times

higher among those who said they liked classical music than among those who

did not say they liked classical music, it was also related to liking big

band, show tunes and opera music. In terms of preference among other types

of music (independent of attendance), liking classical music was positively

related to liking all forms of music, except country /western; it was most

strongly related to liking opera music and show tunes.

A cumulative picture of the classical music audience would first show

that 1% of respondents who performed such music in public. The next tier

would show that additional 12% who only attended a live classical music

performance (but who do not play). The third tier is comprised of that

additional 11% who neither play or attend, but who would like to attend.

The fourth tier is composed of that 17% who neither play, attend, nor want

to attend more, but who attended to a classical music performance via the

mass media. Finally, the top tier would show that 4% who do not share any

of these behavioral affinities to classical music, but who still say they

like classical music. The remaining 56% of the sample shows none of these

affinities toward classical music.
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11111 THE OPERA AUDIENCE

A tenth of the public (10%) say they like opera music, and 1% claim it

to be their favorite. Just over 3% say they went to a live opera perfor

mance and 12% saw an opera performance on television; and another 6%

listened to opera on radio or on records (but didn't see a TV performance).

Again, more people attended to an opera performance on the media (18%)

than who said they liked opera music (12%).

There is a sizeable unmet demand for opera music particularly in

relation to its present audience size. Some 8% of respondents overall, and

45% of opera attendees, say they would like to attend more opera perfor

mances. As with the other core arts questions, lack of time, money and

access are (in that order) the main reasons why both attendees and non

attendees say they do not attend more opera performances.

Questions about affinity towards opera share some common audience

characteristics. People who are attracted to opera are disproportionately

better educated and middle aged. They are also slightly more likely to be

white and to be female. They are slightly more likely to live in urban and

suburban areas of the country and in the Northeastern and Western regions

of the country; although the sample sizes are small, it would appear that

they are more likely to be found in the New York and San Francisco areas

and in the larger cities in Texas (e.g. Houston, Dallas).

As was the case with the other core arts questions, attending opera

performances was related to media exposure to opera music, to socialization

experiences (with classical music), and to participation in other recrea

tional activities (particularly visiting science museums and poetry read-
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ings). Attending opera performances is fourteen times higher among those

who said they liked opera than those who did not say they liked opera

music, and was also related to liking show tunes and classical music. In

terms of preference among other types of music (independent of attendance),

liking opera music was positively related to liking all forms of music,

except country/western; it was most strongly related to liking show tunes

and classical music.

A cumulative picture of the opera audience would first show that The

next tier would show that additional 3% who only attended a live opera per

formance (but who do not perform). The third tier is comprised of that 7%

who neither perform nor attend, but who would like to attend. The fourth

tier is composed of that 11% who neither perform, attend, nor want to

attend more, but who attended to an opera performance via the mass media.

Finally, the top tier shows that 1% who do not share any of these

behavioral affinities to opera, but who still say they like opera. The

remaining 78% shows none of these affinities toward opera music.



THE AUDIENCE FOR MUSICAL THEATRE (BROADWAY MUSICALS,SHOW TUNES AND OPERET-

TAS)

Although more respondents reported attending a musical stage play or

operetta (19%) in the previous year than attended either jazz, classical or

opera performances, less than a quarter of the public (23%) said they liked

show tunes, and only 2% claimed them to be their favorite type of music.

Some 20% saw a stage musical performance on television and another 17%

listened to show tunes on radio or on records (but didn't see a TV perfor-

mance) . This meant that only a few more people attended to a Broadway-type

musical performance (37%) on the media than who reported going to a live

performance (19%).

There is a sizeable.unmet demand for musicals' and show tune music.

Some 32% of respondents overall, and 70% of those who attended musical per-

formances, say they would like to attend more performances of musicals. As

with the other core arts questions, lack of time, money and access are (in

that order) the main reasons why both attendees and non-attendees say they

do not attend more performances of staged musicals.

Questions about affinity toward musicals and show tune music share

some common audience characteristics. People who are attracted to show

tune music are disproportionately better educated and younger middle aged.

They are also more likely to be white and be female. They are more likely

to live in urban and surburban areas of the country and in the Northeastern

region of the country; although the sample sizes are small, it would appear

that they are more likely to be found in the New York City, Philadelphia

and Washington/Baltimore areas.
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As was the case with the other core arts questions, attending perfor-

mances of musicals/operettas was related to media exposure to musicals and

show tune music, to socialization experiences (with theatre attendance),

and to participation in other recreational activities (particularly movie

attendance and visiting historical sites). Attending stage musical perfor-

maces is three times higher among respondents who said they liked show

tunes than those who did not say they Ttked show tunes, and was alfte

related to liking classical music, mood music, opera and folk music. In

terms of preference among other types of music (independent of attendance),

liking show tunes was positively related to liking all forms of music,

including country/western; it was strongly related to liking opera, classi-

cal music, as well as big band, mood, barbershop and folk music.

A cumulative picture of the audience for musical theatre would first

who that 1% of respondents who perform in a live public performance. The

next tier would show that additional 18% who only attended a live musical

theatre performance (but wno do not perform). The third tier is comprised

of that 20% who neither play nor attend, but who would like to attend. The

fourth tier is composed of that 3% who neither perform, attend, nor want to

attend more, but who attended performance of musical theatre via the mass

media. Finally, tne top tier would show that 3% who do not share any of

these behavioral affinities to musical theatre, but who still say they like

show tune' music. The remaining 51% share none of these affinities toward

musical theatre and show tunes.
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11111 THE AUDIENCE FOR (NON-MUSICAL) STAGE PLAYS

Nearly one respondent in eight said they went to a live non-musical

play performance. Almost twice as many (26%) saw a performance of a stage

play on television and another 1% listened to radio play performances.

In terms of the unmet demand for attending stage plays, a quarter of

respondents overall, and 55% of stage play attendees, say they would like

to attend more theatre performances. As with the other core arts ques-

tions, lack of time, money and access are (in that order) the main reasons

why both attendees and non-attendees say they do not attend more perfor-

mances of non-musical stage plays.

People who are attracted to stage plays are disproportionately better

educated and younger to middle aged. They are also more likely to be white

and to be female. They are more likely to live in urban and suburban areas

of the country and in the Northeastern region of the country; although the

sample sizes are small, it would appear that they are more likely to be

found in the New York City and Washington-Baltimore areas.

As was the case with the other core arts questions, attending live

stage play performances was related to media exposure to stage plays, to

socialization experiences (with the theatre), and to participation in other

recreational activities (particularly movie attendance, visiting historical

areas and doing "backstage" work in the theatre). Attending stage play

performances is much higher among those who said they liked all kinds of

music, except country/western and religious music.

A cumulative picture of the (non-musical) theatre audience would first
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show that 1% who perform such music in public. The next tier would show

that additional 11% who only attended a live play performance (but who do

not perform). The third tier is comprised of that additional 18% who nei-

ther perform nor attend, but who would like to attend. The fourth tier

would show that additional 12% who neither perform, attend, nor want to

attend more (non-musical) stage plays, but who attended to a stage perfor-

mance on TV or on the radio. The remaining 38% of the sample shares none

of these affinities toward non-musical stage plays.
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THE BALLET AUDIENCE

Just over 4% of respondents said they had gone to a live ballet per-

formance in the previous year. Some 16% had seen a ballet performance on

television, meaning that four times as many people had attended a ballet

performance on TV than had attended a live ballet performance.

There is a sizeable unmet demand for ballet in relation to current

attendance figures, with almost 12% of respondents overall, and 56% of bal-

let attendees, saying they would like to attend more ballet performances.

As with the other core arts questions, lack of time, money and access were

(in that order) the main reasons why both attendees and non-attendees said

they did not attend more ballet performances.

These various questions about ballet share some common audience

characteristics. People who are attracted to the ballet are dispropor-

tionately better educated and in the 35-44 age group. Ballet patrons are

also far more likely to be white and to be female. They are more likely to

live in urban and suburban areas of the country and in the Northeast and

Western regions of the country; although the sample sizes are small, it

would appear that they are more likely to be found in the New York City

area, and to a lesser extent in the San Francisco and Washington-Baltimore

areas.

As was the case with the other core arts questions, attending ballet

performances was related to TV exposure, to socialization experiences (with

theater and with music), and to participation in other recreational activi-

ties (particularly movie attendance, visiting art fairs and historic

places, and "backstage" work at theatre and music perfIrmsnces). Attending
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ballet performances is considerably higher among those who said they like

all types of music (except country/western music and hymns) and was espe-

cially related to liking show tunes, opera and classical music.

A cumulative picture of the ballet audience would start with that

additional 4% who only attended a live ballet performance (but who do not

perform). The third tier is comprised of that 9% who neither perform not

attend, but who would like to attend. The fourth tier would show that

additional 9% who neither perform, attend, nor want to attend more ballet,

but who did see a ballet performance on television. The remaining 78% cf

the and ience shares none of these affinities toward ballet.
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1111/ ART GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS

410

More respondents (22%) reported going to an art gallery or art museum

in the previous year than attending any of the preceding six types of per-

forming arts events. Unlike most of the performing arts, this proportion

of people attending art galleries and museums was almost as large a propor-

tion as watched a program dealing with such visual arts works-on television

(23%).

Moreover, some 31% of the sample said they would like to attend art

galleries and museums more often, and that figure rose to 58% among those

who had attended. Nonetheless, this (31%) represents the smallest ratio of

those wanting to attend to those who had attended (22%) of any of the seven

core arts questions.

People who attend art galleries and museums are disporportionately

better educated and young-to-middle aged. They are also more likey to be

white than black, to live in urban and suburban areas and to live in the

West. Although the sample sizes are small, they are more likely to be

found in the Washington-Baltimore, Boston, San Francisco and New York City

areas.

As with other core activity questions, attending arts galleries and

museums was related to watching TV programs in the visual arts, to sociali-

zation experiences with the visual arts (e.g. taking art appreciation

classes) and to participation in other recreational activities (partiou-

ldrly visiting science and history museums and sites). Visiting art gal-

leries and museums was related to liking all forms of music (except again

country/western music), but particularly to liking classical music and show
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tunes.

While no direct question on personal display of art works was asked to

be comparable to the performaning arts questions, over 10% of respondents

said they had done Fame painting, drawing, sculpting or printmaking act

tivities in the previous year and 11% said they made photographs, movies or

videotapes as an artistic activity.



READING

Over 56% cf respiindents reported reading some novel, short story, poe

try or play in the previous 12 months, In response to a more focused Tier

row question on the readings of poetry, some 20% said they had either read

or listened to a reading of poetry. In response to a much broader ques

tion, some 84% said they read au book or magazine in the previous year.

In general, readers of this type of literature were much more likely

to be better educated and to be younger. They were also more likely to be

white and to be female, and slightly more likely to live in suburban areas

and in the Western part of the country. Although the sample sizes were

small, respondents in the New York City and Boston areas and in smaller

cities in the West reported most reading.
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METHODOLOGY

Data Collection: Respondents in the survey were part of a larger continu-

ously rotating panel of respondents who are interviewed every six months

over a three year period. These individuals lived in households selected

by the U.S. Census Bureau to be randomly representative of the total U.S.

adult populationu 18 years of age and older. Census Bureau population

counts were used to draw the sample in such a way that all individuals liv-

ing in households in the United States had a known and equal chance of

selection.

All individuals aged 18 and over in these selected households were

eligible to be included in the survey. Less than 10% of all eligible indi-

viduals in these selected households could not be interviewed. The final

data were weighted slightly to ensure that the final sample was completely

representative of the 1982 U.S. population in terms of age, race and

gender.

About three-quarters of these interviews were conducted face-to-face

in the respondent's home, with the remainder being conducted by telephone

for respondents who were not at home at the time of the interviewer's

visit. No effective differences were generally found between these in-home

and the telephone interviews. The SPA interview took about 5 minutes to

complete for the first ten months of 1982 (i.e. January through October);

they took about 20 minutes to complete for the longer interviews conducted

in November and December, which included all the "non-core" questions in

the survey.

The interview began with the survey's "core" questions, which referred

to participation during the previous 12 months,rwpgh in the first January
0,)i)



Table A1s Monthly Schedule of Questions for 1982 Survey

Questions
Vo....1.0 Om ea*

1982 Core Recreation, Music; Cultural Mass Media
Month Demographics Activities Barriers Socialization LifeStyle Facilities Participation Participation
01. 41M, /ONNI, 0.011,41.11.10RONMAMMIWOM.m. 010.iiMi ......11...

January X X

February X X

March X X

April X X

May X X

June X X

July X X

August X X

September X X

October X - X

November X X

December X X

SURVEY MONTHS 12 12
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x

x

x
Nam OWN 111.0

x

x

x

x

x

x x x x x

x x x x x
aMmilm01111.0 .10 MOD 111110~

4 4 4 3 3
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1982 survey month then referred to participation during the 1981 calendar

year; in the final month, December 1982, the previous 12 months referred to

the period December 1981 through November 1982.

Data Analysis: The complete questionnaires were returned to the Census

Bureau in Suitland, Maryland, where they were edited for final keying onto

a computer tape. These coded survey answers were then merged with the

coded data on each respondent's background (e.g. age, education, race)

obtained in the panel part of the Census Eureau survey.

These background data were weighted to reflect U.S. population charac-

teristics. Tabulated numbers of respondents giving each survey answer were

then percentagized as a function of the 164+ million people age 1e and

older living in the United StAtes in 1982. If it was estimated, for exam-

ple, that if 100 million (weighted) respondents gave a particular answer to

a question, then the estimated percentage of the entire population having

that characteristic was approximately 100/164 or 61%.

The same procedures were followed to estimate comparable percentages

across subgroups of the population. If the (weighted) number of females in

the population giving an answer was 55 million, and there are 84 million

females in the population, then (55/84 r.) 65% of females are estimated to

have the characteristic; if 45 million of the 80 million males had the

characteristic, then the comparable percentage was 56S. That indicates a

nine percentage point higher incidence for females (65%) than for males

(56%). Such a difference would be statistically significant at the 95%

confidence level--indicating that this difference would occur purely by

chance less than 1 out of 20

Such percentage difference figures are reported throughout the report.
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In order to simplify the number of such comparisons, several statisical

shortcut procedures were employed: correlation coefficients, oddsratios

and probability estimates. The data were also subjected to factor analyses

and cluster analyses to identify basic underlying dimensions of activity

participation and preferences. These were used to construct indices of

various characteristics: single numbers that index or summarize each

respondent's overall attendance at arts performances or overall exposure to

the arts through the mass media.

In addition, special tabulations were produced by a computer program

called Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA). The advantage of MCA is

that it can produce estimates of the participation of population subgroups

that are "purified" or adjusted for the statistical effects of other fac

tors. These adjusted figures are preferable to simple percentage differ

ences, which can be misleading if they are largely a function of other

varidLles that predict participation (like education or age).
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DATA COLLECTION

The Demographic Surveys Division of the Bureau of the Census has been

conducting periodic surveys of households throughout the United States to

inquire about personal experiences. Since July 1972, this national sample

consists of a panel of 72,000 households visited twice a year for three

years, with new units replacing expired ones at the end of that period.

Interviewing takes place each month at approximately 10,000 households, of

which about one-seventh were inclLded in the Survey of Public Participation

in the Arts (SPA). Thus, one-seventh of the roughly 14,000 households in

this larger survey (or about 2,000) were assigned households from which

1500 households were interviewed after elimination of Type A, E, and C

loninterviews (described in Chapter 2).
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I. SAMPLE

Design

The national sample for the larger survey includes persons living in

households and group quarters. Persons who are crews of vessels, in insti-

tutions or members of the armed forces living in military barracks are ex-

cluded from the survey. The sample design is a stratified multi-stage

cluster sample. The primary sampling units (PSU's) were formed from coun-

ties or groups of contiguous counties using every county in'the coterminous

United States, Alaska and Hawaii. These 1,931 PSU's are identical to those

formed for the Current Population Survey (CPS) conducted by the U.S. Bureau

of the Census.

Stratification

41111f

These 1,931 PSU's were grouped into 376 strata. One hundred and

ifty -six of the strata consist of only one PSU and these types of PSU's

are called self-representing (SR). The remaining 220 strata were formed by

combining PSU's with similar characteristics, such as geographic region,

population density, rate of growth in the 1960-1970 decade, proportion

nonwhite, principal industry, number of farms, retail sales per capita,

etc. These characteristics were selected because they showed a strong re-

lationship to crime victimization data. The strata were formed so that

their 1970 population sizes were approximately equal. From these 220 stra-

ta, one PSU was selected per stratum with probability proportionate to the

size of the PSU. These PSU's are called non-self representing (NSR). The

376 PSU's selected comprised the first stage of sampling.

The objective of the remaining stages of sampling was to obtain a

self-weighting probability sample of 72,000 households. Self-weighting

1110
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means that all sample units have the same initial probability of selection.

'2,000 households were divided into six groups of panels, each of which

were interviewed in a given month and later at six month intervals. This

sample yielded approximately 60,000 interviewed households in each six

month period. The remaining 12,000 sample households were not interviewed

because the occupants were not at home or were unavailable for other rea-

sons, i.e., the sample units were vieant, demolished, or oth.:. wise not axle

to be interviewed.

Rate -i.i Interval

The rate of sampling within each PSU was determined in such a way that

the overall sampling rate for each household is the same. Initially, the

overall sampling rate was approximately 985. This overall rate was modi-

fied over time so tnat the size of the sample was held relatively constant

despite the overall growth of the popuiion. The sample of households

within a PSU was selected in two stages. The first stage involved the

selection of enumeration districts (ED'Sl, geographic areas used for the

1970 Ceusus that are usually well-defined boundaries and contain on the

average, about 300 households. _,e ED's wre selected systematically from

a geographically srranged listing, so that tne sample ED's were spread over

the entire PSU. The ED's were selected with probabilities proportionate to

their 1970 population sizes.

The next stage involved the subdivision of each selected ED into seg-

ments or clusters of about four housing units and the selection of a sample

r..4 ;hese segments. When reos , the clusters were formed from the lis.

of addresses compiled during 1970 census. If the list of addresses was

incomplete or it ',curate, area sampling methods were used. The address

lists were used in about two-thirds of the ED's, t'lese being in primarily
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rban areas. Area sampling was then applied to the remaining ED'S.

Units built after the 1970 Census was conducted which were not includ-

el in the above sampling process were sampled primarily from a list of new

construction building permits issued from permit Isi-Ang offices in the

areas. The resulting sample of new construction units is a small part of

the total sample but increased as the decade progressed. In Nddition, un-

its I.E. zroup quarters such as dormitories or boarding houses known as "spe-

cial places" were also selected I. special place segments. These are also

a small part of the total sample.

Rotation

A rotation scheme is used for the national sample. 'The sample of

72,000 households was divided into six groups or rotations. Once the rota-

tion was fully cperetive, households in each rotation group were inter-

. iewed once every six months for three years. The initial interview served

the purpose of establishing a time frame for avoiding recording duplicative

reports on subsequent visits. Additional samples of 72,000 households _

selected in the above manner were assigned to six rotation groups for sub-

sequent rotation into the sample. One rotation group entered the sample

every six months and the corresponding rotation group from a previous UM-

pie was phased out.

The assignments of rotation group numbers and pa .el numbers to the

72,000 sample housing units were made to complete segments of housing units

with three objectives; 1) each rotation group should be , systematic one-

sixth sample of the 72,000 housing units as well as a one-sixth sample of

the sample interviewed each month; 2) each panel would provide a systematic

one-sixth sample of the 72,000 housing units; and 3) it would be possible
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to combine rotation groups and panels to form sub- samples for variance es-

timation purposes.



IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Coverage

The implementation of the sample in the field is concerned with locat-

ing units designated for the sample and identifying all persons living in

the sample unit. This is called the "coverage of the :survey." Sample un-

its are located in various types of segments, depending upon the type of ED

in which the segment is located. In the NCS national sample there are five

types of segments:

(1) "Address segments" consist of addresses selected from the

Decennial Census lists. Usually four housing units are designated

for interview in a particular NCS segment in any one month.

Interviewers list the units at an address the first time it is

visited for interview and update the listing at regular intervals.

1110
NCS sample lines are predesignated on the listing sheet. The

listirs is completed before any units are interviewed.

(2) "Area segments" consist of geographic areas designated within

area segment ED's. A map is provided on which the segment is

delineated by well-defined boundaries. Units in the segments

are prelisted and NCS sample units are selected prior to the

time of the interview, area segments are updated at regular

intervals prior to the interview visit.

(3) "Permit segments" consist of addresses selected from a sample

of building permits issued for new construction. These segments

represent new construction in areas covered by address segments.

(4) "Special place segments" consist of special places in the address

segment ED's which ran be identified from Census listings. These
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include housing units and other units such as boarding houses,

where unrelated persons share common facilities. These places

were called "group quarters" in the Census. In large special

places, units are prelisted and sampled prior to interview. All

special places are updated at regular intervals.

(5) "Cen-sup segments" consist of addresses which were inadequately

identified or unreported in the Census. These segments are

handled like address segments except that sample units may be

recycled for a later NCS sample.

There are a number of procedures designed to obtain complete and accu-

rate coverage. In address, permit, Cen-sup, and special place segments,

interviewers list units by observation, by canvassing the structure and/or

by inquiry. The listing is then verified or corrected by a knowledgeable

person such as a building manager. In area segments, the listing is done

by observation and inquiries are done only when the number or location of

units cannot be observed. The listing in area segments is supplemented by

coverage questions, which are asked during the first and fourth interviews

to identify extra units at sample addresses. An unbiased procedure is used

for allocating extra units to sample. Sometimes after the original list-

ing, two or more units may merge to form one unit. If the units involved

are not in the same general survey sample, an unbiased procedure is used to

allocate the merger to an appropriate sample.

For coverage of persons, a control card is filled out on the first in-

terview visit for each sample unit and this is updated on subsequent visits

by a series of probe questions. A list is made of all persons living or

staying in a unit, and through a series of questions, those who are con-
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sidered to be household members are identified.

Interviewers are unable to obtain interviews at 3 to 4 percent of the

occupied units in a sample in any given month. These are classified as

Type A noninterviews and a noninterview adjustment is applied so that units

are representative in the sample. In addition, some units selected for a

sample are vacant or otherwise not eligible for interview. Those units

which might be occupied in the future are revisited while the unit is in

sample. These are called Type B noninterviews. If the unit becomes occu-

pied, the household members are interviewed. Units which are demolished,

converted to non-residen" .al use or otherwise out of sample for the larger

survey are dropped from the sample. These are called Type C noninterviews.

Th.._ sample size is sufficiently large to compensate for Type B and C nonin-

terview.
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II. SAMPLING ERRORS

Estimation Procedure

The distribution of the sample usually differs somewhat from the dis-

tribution of the universe in terms of characteristics such as age, race,

sex, and residence. These characteristics are closely correlated with cer-

tain measurements made from the sample. Therefore, various stages of ratio

estimation are employed to bring the distribution of the sample into closer

agreement with the universe distribution, as known through independent aux-

iliary data, thus reducing the variability of the sample estimates. Two

stages of ratio estimation are employed to estimate personal characteris-

tics; and these two stages, plus a third stage, are employed. The ratio

estimation take's the form of multiplying the sample estimate of the charac-

teristic by the ratio of the best independent estimate of the total popula-

tion to the sample estimate Gf the total population.



1111iII. DATA COLLECTION

Questionnaire

Three basic forms are used to collect the required data for the na

tional sample for the larger survey. These forms are the survey Control

Card, the Basic Screen Questionnaire and the Incident Report.

The Control Card Is the Basic Record of each sample unit and consti

tutes a permanent record as long as it is in the sample. It contains the

address of each sample unit and the basic household data, such as the names

of all the persons living in the household, their age, sex, marital status

and education. In addition, such items as family income and tenure of the

unit are also included on the Control Card. The Control Card also serves

as a record of visits, telephone calls, interviews, noninterview reasons,

and the discovery of extra housing units. It is the rst form the inter

. iewer completes during an interview and is updated on each subsequent

visit.

The Basic Screen Questionnaire is used for all sample units to obtain

characteristics of the household members 12 years of age or older, as well

a! to screen for incidents of crime which have been committed against the

household and/or household members.

After nrimes have been reported in the Basic Screen Questionnaire, the

respondents are questioned about the details using the Incident Report.

One Incident Report is filled out for each incident reported except in cer

tain cases ending the last day of the month which precedes the moat. of the

intevview. The interviewer never asks about incidents that occurred during

the interview month or prior to that sixmonth reference period.

Method
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The interviewer's initial contact with a sample household is a person

al visit in which the maximum number of available household members 12

years or older are interviewed at the time of that visit. In order to save

time and money, interviewers are allowed to make telephone callbacks to ob

tain interviews with the remaining household members after the initial per

sonal interviews.

Questions pertaining to the entire household are asked only once. Al

most any adult is technically eligible to answer household questions.

These. Jestions include the Control Card items and Household Screen Ques

tions. The interviewer is instructed to interview the most knowledgeable

household member for these questions.

Household Respondent

The questions on the Basic Questionnaire which pertain to individuals

are asked as many times as there are eligible household members 12 years of

age or older. Information about each household member 14 years and over is

obtained by selfresponse (each individual responds for himself). Informa

tion about each household member aged 12 and 13 is obtained by a proxy in

terview (questions for these persons are asked of the household respondent

or some other knowledgeable household member). If a particular respondent

is physically or mentally unable to answer the individual questions or if

he/she is temporarily absent and not expected to return before the enumera

tion closeout date, a proxy interview is conducted.

Interview Sequence

in the general interview sequence for the large survey, interviewers

are required to: 1) complete a Control Card for the unit, 2) ask all ap

propriate personal characteristics and screen questions on the Basic Screen
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Questionnaire, 3) complete detailed reports on the Incident Report for the

household respondent in the Basic Screen Questionnaire, and 4) ask all ap

propriate personal characteristics and screen questions and complete the

incident reports, if any, for each subsequent eligible household member.

An entire interview must be completed for each household member before

proceeding with the next member.
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III. GENERAL DATA COLLECTION ORGANIZATION

Regional Offices

The Census Bureau has 12 permanent regional offices which serve all 50

states and the District of Columbia. Each Regional Office is staffed with

one supervisor and one clerk who work on the larger survey on a full-time

basis. The field staff consists of about 60 senior interviewers who assist

the supervisor in conducting observations and reinterviews, and about 500

interviewers. There are several standardized manuals, training guides and

control forms for purposes of operating the regional offices and training

the field personnel.

Interviewer Selection and Training

Potential interviewers are recruited and administered a written stan-

dard aptitude test of 35 questions. Twenty-three or more correct responses

is an acceptable score. Interviewers then complete the initial self-study

package on the larger survey and attend a two-day classroom training ses-

sion conducted by supervisors. Following classroom training, each inter-

viewer is observed during the first one or two days of actual interviewing.

Each new interviewer is again observed for one day during the second month

of interviewing. Observations are carried out by either the supervisor or

a senior interviewer. In addition to this basic training, all supervisors

and interviewers receive regular monthly instructions to reinforce previ-

ously learned concepts and techniques and to provide new material.

Enumeration and Checks

Each interviewer is assigned about 30 households to interview in vari-

ous segments which are as close as feasible to his/her residence. Enumera-
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tion is completed within the first two weeks of every month. The quality

of interviewing is maintained through: 1) direct observation of all inter-

viewers at least once a year; 2) office editing of completed work to ensure

that instructions have been followed, entries are consistent and required

items are complete; 3) verification of interviews by reinterview Five

percent of all households per month are designated for reinterview. The

reinterviewing process 1) provides data for evaluating the imrsct of errors

on variations in response; 2) measures how well individual interviewers

follow procedures, and 3) also measures errors in coverage of the sample

arising from incorrect listing, failure to conduct interviews at the

correct address, noninterview misclassifications, missed units or incorrect

application of definitions of housing units and household members.

Preparation for Interviewing

Each month interviewers receive Control Cards for each sample unit in

their assigned area from their regional office. Those cards with only a

completed heading indicate that the sample unit is to be interviewed for

the first time. This card i$ the basic record for each sample unit. The

front portion contains the address of the unit and basic household data

such as the names, ages, race, education, and other demographics of all

members living i.. the household if the household has been contacted before.

The back of this card serves as a record of visits and telephone calls and

other records such as incidents reported. The interviewers also receive

basic Screen Questionnaires which contain identification items, personal

characteristics, household screen items and individual screen items. In-

cident Report surveys are used to gather detailed information about activi-

ty in the household during the reference period. In addition, the inter-
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viewers are provided Information Card Booklets to be used in completing the

inte-views.

Before visiting a household in each enumeration period, an introduc-

tion letter is sent giving a brief description of the larger survey along

with a fact sheet which is updated periodically to reflect the most recent

survey findings. The introductory letter informs the household of the

interviewer's impending visit and provides information required by

Privacy Act of 1974. This information includes the statement that the

Bureau of the Census is conducting the survey for other federal agencies.

The letter explains the purpose of the survey, that the information provid-

ed will be used for statistical purposes only; and that participation is

voluntary although extremely important. "Thank you" letters are available

to send to households which show signs of refusing or seeming reluctance to

participate. These letters are always given to household respondents after

the last interview. All survey materials are available in Spanish.

Interview

The first step in the interview is the introduction in which the in-

terviewer introduces himself or herself, states that the U.S. Bureau of the

Census is conducting the survey and shows the respondent an identification

card. An explanation of the nature of the survey is given and it is veri-

fied that the respondent has received the introductory letter which pro-

vides information required by the Privacy Act. If the respondent requires

mo-e information, the interviewer explains why the particular respondent

was chosen and impresses upon the respondent that all information about in-

dividuals is held strictly confidential by law, i.e. the name and other in-

formation that would permit personal identification of the respondent as an

$
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individual is not available to persons other than those involved in the

survey; and the information from all respondents is combined to obtain sta

tistical totals for publication.

Each respondent is interviewed privately if possible to keep unauthor

ized persons from listening to an interview. Special arrangements can be

made if an interpreter is needed. Each question is asked exactly as in

structed, in the same order and with the sizre wording. The interviewers

observe the standard procedures for good .nterviewing and then record the

answers on the survey form. If any of the household members 14 years old

or older are not present at the time of the initial interview, callbacks to

interview the remaining members are made by telephone.
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V. and VI. SPA INTERVIEW PROCEDURES AND QUESTIONNAIRE

(Pertinent information noted in Chapter 2 Text)
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VII. DATA PROCESINC

Editing

After the field staff has completed data collection and enumeration

checks, the questionnaires are sent to the main office for preparation of

the data for computer processing. The clerical processing of the survey

data consists of two major operations, the clerical edit aad the keying of

the data to magnetic tape. The main purpose of the clerical edit is to lo-

cate and correct any interviewer errors and, when possible, correct areas

of respondent misunderstanding in an effort to improve the accuracy and

quality of the data. A statistical quality control plan is employed in

order to ensure an acceptable level of quality of the editing and coding

operation. Initially, each clerk's work is verified until it is shown that

the clerk is capable of performing acceptable work. After that, a random

111,
sample of the documents in each work unit is verified to ensure that the

quality of the work does not deteriorate.

Data Keying

The data are keyed on a key-to-disk device. For quality control pur-

poses, work units of approximately one hurired questionnaires each are

keyed. A statistical quality control plan is employed in order to ensure

an acceptable level of quality of keying. Each keyer's work is completely

verified.

Computer Processing

Upon completion of keying and verification, the data for each work

unit are ready for computer processing. With the receipt of the tape file

of keyed questionnaires, computer processing is initiated. This processing
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is divided into four stages. The first is a pre-edit or correction stage

in which significant interviewer and clerical errors are detected and

corrected. The secondary edit stage checks the data for plausibility and

conformity to questionnaire skip patterns. The third stage of table

preparation includes all weighting and recoding necessary to produce the

final tabulations. The fourth and final stage is the tabulation stage in

which the final tables are produced.
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APPENDIX B

A Comparison of Results of Data From
The Louis Harris Organization

and The SPA '82 Survey

John P. Robinson
University of Maryland
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In March of 1984 the Louis Harris Organization conducted a public

opinion study, "America and the Arts," for Philip Morris, Inc. The study,

which was released in October of 1984, included several questions on the

public's participation in certain arts activities. These figures diverged

significantly from the figures that came from a 1982 national study -- the

Arts-Related Trends Survey (ARTS'82) conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau

for the National Endowment for the Arts through the offices of the Survey

Research Center of the University of Maryland. This report examines these

divergences and offers several explanations for their occurence.

Table 1 describes the basic parameters of the two studies. It can be

seen first that ARTS '82 had over ten times the sample size (n=17,254) than

the Harris study (n=1504); ARTS '82 was also conducted across the full 12

months of the year (each month being a separate national sample of about

1500 respondents), rather than the single month of interviewing done in the

Harris survey. Most of the ARTS '82 data were collected by in-person in-

terviews conducted in the respondent's homes, rather than le completely

telephone mode used in the Harris study. The sampling frame for ARTS '82

included all households in the country; the Harris sample frame was by na-

ture restricted to households with telephones, and the sampling frame ap-

parently constructed cn a quota (by region and metropolitian area) sample

basis rather than being strictly random across exchanges. Nor is informa-

tion given on how individuals within the selected households were chosen in

the Harris study; in ARTS '82, all respondents in the household were eligi-

ble for selection.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, thm Harris study reports no

overall response rate figures. Their methodological report does not report

figures on how many telephone numbers were dialed, how many refusals were
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encountered, how may call-backs were attempted for no answers or busy sig-

nals, how many interviews were terminated in mid-course, or how many calls

were made per area (or the number of areas selected). In ARTS '82, a

response rate of over 85% was obtained for every month--a rate that has not

been matched by any commercial or academic survey research agency for a

cross-section of the American public. Occasionally academic survey organi-

zations, such as at the University of Michigan or the University of Chi-

cago, reach 80% of assigned households. Most commercial organizations, and

their survey sponsors, appear quite content with response rates of 50% or

less.

While it is not clear exactly how much of a difference each of these

factors makes in the divergent results that are obtained, we will ultimate-

ly need to return to a consVeration of external respondent selection pro-

cedures before making fir,a1 conclusions about how to resolve the diver-

gences that are observed. In this next section, however, we examine the

more readily available evidence of another influence of certain internal

sources of variation between the two surveys. These internal . actors in-

clude:

1) Context effects (due to the effects of preceding questions)

2) The time-frame employed in the question

3) The wording used to frame the question

4) Demographic weights

The distinction between external and internal sources of survey variation

are shown in Figure 1. To examine the above external (respondent selec-

tion) variables in more detail, we will make reference to additional stu-

dies:

1) Two recent national surveys of art participation conducted
by the Survey Research Center of the University of Maryland

2) A separate study of recreation behavior recently conducted by
the Census Bureau and earlier by another commercial survey firm.
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Figure 1: Distinction between External and Internal Source of Survey Variables

SURVEY PROCEDURES

External Sources

General sampling frame
Household eligibility
Mode of interviewing
(Telephone vs. face-to-face)

Time (field survey dates)

Internal Sources

Context effects (Proceeding
questions)

Question framing and specific
wording

Question time frame

Weighting of the data

DISCREPANT
RESPONSES
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1) Context Effects

For several years, the prevailing wisdom in the survey research com-

munity was that it did not make much difference where questions were placed

in a survey questionnaire or interview. Recently, several instances of the

possible skewing of results that can be introduced by preceding questions

have come to light (Schuman and Presser, 1982; Turner and Krauss, 1978).

They indicate that preceding questions can sometimes seriously affect the

responses that people give to later questions, particularly if some expec-

tation or mind-set is built into these preceeding survey questions. In the

case of arts-related behavior, for example, prior questions that imply that

respondents aught to be participating in such behavior, or that other peo-

ple are participating, or that identify the purpose (or the sponsoring

agency) of the study could well skew responses to the survey questions away

from responses that would be obtained if no such prior questions were

asked.

In the case of the Harris survey, no blatant context effects appear to

be present. There are no introductory statements about the purpose of the

survey or the sponsoring agency (although it is usually the case that in-

terviewers must be prepared to gi-e potential respondents some idea of the

nature and purpose of the study if they are to secure their cooperation,

and such lead-in interviewer instructions are not listed in the Harris re-

port.) However, as noted at the bottom of Table 1, there were several

questions about the arts and leisure that preceeded the arts-related parti-

cipation questions -- related to the importance of the arts to the economy

and the importance of creative activities generally to the respondent, to

whether there should be more arts-related programs in their area and to

whether the respondents themselves have engaged in various arts-related ac-
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Table 1: Differences in Basic Survey Samples
and Procedures

Harris (1984)

"Allis Harris and
Associates, Inc.

1504

Data Collection Agency

Sample Size

Survey dates

Survey method

Sample frame

Response rate

March 5March 15,1984
(Using same questions
asked in 1980 survey)

100% telephone

Random digit dial from
unknown (quota) frame

Unknown

Respondent selection Unknown
(Within sample household)

Data weighting

Preceding questions

ARTS '82
11111411MIMONWP4MP

U.S. Bureau of the
Census

17,254

Jan. 2Dec. 31,1982

75% personal,
25% telephone

Based on 1970's Census
Census

85-95%

All residents of
eligible households

By age, race and sex By age, sex, and race

Amount of leisure time None (Lead questions)

Access to leisure facilities
Importance of museums,

theatres to business
and economy

Should be more or less
(sports or arts) events
given in area

Importance of creative
actitivies

Reasons for not going to
arts activities

Do arts activities (See Table 4)
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tivities. There is the possibility, then, that these questions could

create a mind-set for respondents that reporting more attendance at arts

performances is what is expected in thr survey. The respondent might want

to report more arts activity, say, as a way of compensating for not being

active in the arts in the prior quarter, or as a way of being consistent

with their earlier statements of support for the arts (e.g. 83% of Harris

survey respondents said it was at least somewhat important for them to have

more creative activities in their community). Again these are not blatant

examples of a biasing context effect, but the possibility for some such ef

fect is very real.

In the case of ARTS '62, such a possible source of prior question bias

is not possible since these were the first questions asked of respondents.

However, the sponsoring agency of the survey was clearly identified to

respondents prior to that first question -- "The Census Bureau is collect

ing this information for the National Endowment for the Arts". This by it

self could bt a serious source of higher reporting since respondents now

know to which organizations to give possibly compliant responses. Whether

this would encourage higher responses than the Harris questions taken alone

or togetner is not clear, althoJgh results reported below (Table 7) indi

cate the ARTS'82 responses are not increased by the introduction. Nonethe-

less, for other arguments described below, context effects would not seem

to be as major a source of the discrepant figures between the Harris and

ARTS '82 studies as other factors discussed below.

2) Question Time-Frames

As shown in Table 2, the Harris survey asked several of the attendance

questions using a two-stage "filtered" approach. It first asked whether
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Table 2: Art Participation questions Employed in
Harris and ARTS '82 Surveys

Harris 1984

8a) Do you ever go to any live per
formances of plays, musical
comedies, pantomime, or other kinds
of theatre or not?

8g) (If Do Go) Approximately how many
times did you go to live theatre
performances in the past 12 months,
not counting any performances given
in connection with schools or
classes.

9) Popular music performances and (10a/b)
buy/listen to classical music.

10c) What about live performances of
classical or symphony music by
orchestra, chamber groups,
soloists, etc.-- do you ever go
to such classical music perfor
mances or not?

10d) (If Do Go) Approximately how many
times did yo go to live classical
music performances in the past 12
months, not counting performances
given by your children in connection
with schools or classes.

ARTS '82=.
5) (During the last 12 months),

did you go to a live performance
of a non.musical stage play? Do

not include grade school or high
school prodjctions.

4) During the last 12 months, did
you go to live musical stage play
or a operetta. Do not include
grade school or high school
productions.

NOT ASKED

2) During the last 12 months, did
you go to a live classical music
performance. This inludes choral
music and instrumental or vocal
recitals, as well as symphony and
Chamber music.

10e) What about live performances of
opera or musical theater do
you ever go to live opera or musi
cal theater performances, or not?

10f) (If Do Go) Approximately how many
times did you go to live perfor.
mantes of opera or musical theater
in the past 12 months, not counting
Performances given by your children
in connection with school or classes?

3)During the last 12 months, did you
go to a live opera?

4) During the last 12 months, did yo
go to a live musical stage play
or an operetta? Do not include
grade school or high school
productions.
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Harris ARTS '82
01 IMPIIM ImInmen

11a) And what about dance performances 0 During the last 12 months, did
do you ever go to live performances you go to a live ballet perfor.
of ballet or modern dance, or folk mance?
of ethnic dance, or not?

11b) Approximately how many times did you *SRC) In the last 12 months, did you
go to live performances of ballet go to any other type of live
or modern dance, or folk or ethnic dance performance, for example,
dance, in the past 12 months, not modern dance, ethnic or folk
counting performances given by dance, jazz dance, or tap dance
your children in connection with
school or classes?

13a) How many times, if any, did you 7) During the last 12 months, did
visit art museums that exhibit you visit an ART gallery or an
paintings, drawings, sculpture, APT museum?
etc., during the past 12 months?

13b) And how many times did you visit
science or natural history museums
during the la3t 12 months?

1?0 And how about history museums
which preserve objects from the
past -- including historic buildings

or sites - -how many times did you
visit history museums in the past
12 months?

588

24) During the last 12 months, did
you visit a science museum,
natural history museum, or the
like?

25) During the last 12 months, did
you visit an historic park or
monument, or tour buildings, or
neighborhoods for their historic
or design value?



Harri'
romem

6) Let me read you some activities
that some people do at least every
once in a while. Please tell me
whether you yourself do each of
these activities at least every
once in a while, or not.

1.Paint, draw, or engage in graphic
arts such as etching

2.Make pottery or ceramics

3.Sing in a choir or other choral
group.

4.100 needlepoint, weaving, or other
handwork.

5.Make sculpture or work with clay

6.Write stories or poems

7.Play a musical instrument

8.Work with a local theater group

9.Engage in photography

10.Dance ballet or modern dance

11.Dance folk or ethnic dance

ARTS '82
401.0.40.011.00,40.4.400

During the last 12 months...

35) Did you do any painting,
drawing, sculpture, or print-
making activities?

29) Did you work with pottery,
ceramics, jewelry, or do any
leatherwork, metalwork, or
or similar crafts?

SRC) Have you taken singing lessons
or done any singing for your
own pleasure?

30) Did you do any weaving, crochet-
ing, quilting, needlepoint,
sewing, or similar crafts?

35) Did you do any painting,
drawing, sculpture, or print-
making activities?

73) Did you work on any creative
writings such as stories, poems,
plays, and the like? Exclude
any writing done as part of a
course requirement.

SRC) Have you taken music lessons
or played musical instruments
for your own pleasure?

SRC) Have you taken any acting
lessons, or done any acting
for your own pleasure?

31) Did you make photographs, movies
or video tapes as an artistic
activity?

SRC) Have you taken any dance classes
or done any dancing for your
own pleasure - Ballet or
Modern Dance?

SRC) Have you taken any dance classes
or done any dancing for your
own pleasure - Folk/Ethnic
Dance?

'SRC = Question asked in Survey
Research Center follow-up
project and not in ARTS '82
(see text)
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the respondent ever went to any such performances, and then for each "yes"

response how many times the respondent had attended in the previous year.

The ALTS '82 question asked directly whether the respondent had gone in the

last year.

No solid survey evidence seems available to show that asking a long-

range "filter" question will effect response to a follow-up shorter range

question. However, it would not be surprising to find that having already

said that one had engaged in a (socially desirable) activity increased the

likelihood of also saying one has done that activity in the shorter run.

Thus, however noble the intent of the filter in sparing respondents the

burden of describing an activity in whcih they do not engage, the second

stage question may very well be affected by the process of being filtered

into the short-range questions and then feeling somehow inconsistent if one

says they have not done the activity in the short-run.

What is more problematic in the Harris data tabulations, however, is

that both responses are reported, but the first (longer time-frame) ques-

tion is the one featured in the Harris summary report as reflecting yearly

participation. The two sets of Harris figures are shown in the firz:c two

columns in Table 3, along with Harris results for the 1980 survey, which

are rather similar.

Thus, Harris found 67% of his 1984 respondents reporting they ever at-

tended the theater, but only 60% saying they had done so in the last year.

Similarly, 60% ever went to popular music performances, but only 53% last

Year; 35% ever went to opera or musical theater, but only 28% last year;

34% ever attended dance vs. 28% last year and 34% to classical concerts vs.

29% last year. In general, then, the "ever attended" Harris figures are 5

to 7 percentage points higher than the Harris proportions reporting atten-



Table 3: Percentages in the Harris and ARTS '82
Surveys Reporting Attendance

Harris 1984 (1980)

Movies

Live performances of plays,
musical comedies, pantomime,
other theater

Live popular music performaces
by popular singers, bands,
rock groups

Visits to art museums that exhibit
paintings, drawings, sculpture

Live performances of cpera or
musical theater

Live performances of ballet or
modern dance, folk or ethnic
dance

Live performances of classical or
symphonic music by orthestras,
chamber groups, soloists

Ever

Attend
Attended
last year
416.11=41.1MINIONI.

ARTS '82
---------
Attended
last year

NA 78(75) 63

67(65) 60(59) 23

60(53) 53(48) NA

NA 58(60) 22

35(25) 28(26) 20

34(25) 28(25) 13'

34(26) 29(26) 13

NA:Question Not Asked
*Dance question estimates from separate questions asked in a separate 1983 -84

survey by the Survey Research Center of the University of Maryland
(See Table 7)
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dance in the last year. Eut this again does not account for all of the

discrepancies with the ARTS '82 figures.

Moreover, it does not take into account the possibility that the

Harris filter may also be responsible for some of the higher yearly esti-

mate figures. And it can be seen in Table 3 that the Harris data for 1980

as well as 1984 are significantly higher than the ARTS'82 data, so that one

is looking at an across-time phenomenon And not one related to a mare; up-

surp.e in participatiJn.

1) Question-Wording Differences:

There are some significant differences in the question woroing in the

two surveys, "culerly regar, .ig which activities are combined in the

question defini.,, . As can be seen in Table 2, we find the following con

trasts in activity definitions:

Harris 1984 ARTS '62
01100.0001111.101g

1, Plays and rdusicals, pan OM:Nt 4. Fusicels and operettas
and other theatre 5. on-musical stag: plays

2. Art museums '.with examples) 7. Art muscims

3. Cpera or musical theatre 3. Opera
4. Poticals and operetta

4. Ballet, modern dance, folk/
ethnic

6. Ballet
Modern (separate SRC survey)
Folk/eamic (separate SRC survey)

5. Classical/symphony 2. Classical (includes choral music)
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Thus, the Earris survey questions combine plays and musicals, and they

combine opera and musical theatre (thus allowing attendance at a musical

the opportunity to be counted it two separate questions). The Harris dance

question a:so combines ballet, modern dance and folk/ethnic dance into a

single question, the three were asked separately in the ARTS'82 follow-up

survey. The ARTS'82 survey question, on the other hand, may produce higher

estimates on two items because they explicitly include (1) operetta with

musical theatre and (2) choral music with classical concerts.

One way of at least partially resolving these question discrepancies

is to total the figures for the two or three separate ARTS'82 items to make

them equivalent to Harris -- at Aast theoretically. Thus, we can combine

the ARTS '82 items on plays and musicals and on opera and musical theatre;

for the Harris item on ballet, modern dance and folk/ethnic dance, we can

accomplish this goal only by including parallel items included in the

University of Maryland follow-up national survey done in 1983 and 1984. In

these national surveys, also done by telephone, separate questions were in-

cluded on modern dance and on folk/ethnic dance performances.

ThF ..usult of *hese combinations is shown in the- second and third sets

of columns in Table 3. In Table 3, it can be seen that even with these

calibrations, the two surveys diverge widely. The direction of the differ-

ences is quite consistent -- with the Harris survey showing far higher fig-

ures. Thus, 60% of Harris' respondents report theatre attendance in the

previous year, compared to the 23% of ARTS '82 respondents who reported

that in the previous 12 months they nad either attended a musical or a

non-musical stage play (and subtracting out the proportion who did both and

vould otherwise be double counted). In the cases of museum visits, the

Harris data show 58%, which is more than twice as high as the 22% in the
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ARTS '82 survey. While 28% of Harris' respondents reported attending opera

or musical theatre, the equivalent figure for ARTS '82 is 20% (combined).

For dance, the Harris figure is 28%, the ARTS '82 (combined) figure 13% and

for classical concerts we find Harris at 29% and ARTS '82 at 13%.

These differences are well beyond not just the .01 but the .001 sta-

tistical significance level, and are thus not due to chance. They are not

due to recent surge in attendance, for it can be seen in the figures in

parentheses in Table 3 that Harris was reporting only slightly lower atten-

dance in his 198C arts survey. Thus, the higher Harris fugures are found

prior to the 1984 survey as well.

These considerably higher differences in reported participation levels

in the Harris data are not just confined to performance attendance data.

As shown in Table 4, the Harris figures for self -participation in various

arts forms are also markedly higher. It should be noted that there are

even more serious question-equivalence problems with these self-performance

activities than with the attendance data. Moreover, the Harris data use a

broader time frame, including activities done "at least every once in a

while", which may be perceived by most respondents as extending beyond the

one year time frame used in the ARTS '82 questions. (At the same time, the

differences in columns 1 and 2 of Table 3, suggest that the yearly and more

general time frames in Table k should only differ by about 10-20%.)

In summary, it would appear that question wording slid definition ler

se also du not seem to account for the large differences in reporting lev-

els in Tables 3 and 4. However, the question filter may have had some unk-

nown effect in the higher Harris figures. We turn now to a factor that

does seem to produce more of a difference.
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Table 4: Self Participation in Arts-Related Activities

Harris

Question: Let me read you some activities that some people do at least
every once in a while. Please tell me whether you yourself
do each of these activities at least every once in a while,
or not.

ARTS'82
Questions: See Table 2

Engage in photography

Do needlepoint, weaving, or
other handwork

Play a musical instrument 31

Paint, draw, or engage in graphic
arts such as etching 29 10

Write stories or poems 25 6

Sing in a choir or other choral
group 22 (10)

Dance ballet or modern dance 21 (7)

Dance folk or ethnic dance 17 (7)

Make pottery or ceramics 17 13

Make sculpture or work with clay 9 NOT ASKED

Work with a local theater group 7 3

Personally Participate in:

Harris 1984
IMOMO...11MIRMOW

47

44

ARTS '82*

11

32

(21)

* Time reference frame: previous 12 months
( ) SRC survey

5 dj
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4) Data WeightinE

Both the Harris and ARTS '82 were weighted to reflect population to-

tals. The Census Bureau weights reflected the 1982 Census population

counts; it is not clear what population frame of reference the Harris data

employ. However, as Table 5 shows, the two samples do not diverge much on

the factors for which the Harris data have been weighted -- namely age,

sex and race; no difference is greater than 3 percentage points. The two

samples are also relatively close on the factors of region, urbanic:.ty and

generally on income.

However, for level of education, the factor that the ARTS'82 data

clearly show makes the most difference in arts attendance, there is a seri-

ous departure. The Harris survey apparently interviewed only 49 respon-

dents with less than a high school degree, which Harris reports as

representing only 4% (actually 3.3%) of his sample. Yet the Census Bureau

puts the percentage with only a grade school degree at 12% and another 13%

with 9-11 years of education; both groups, then, constitute more than a

quarter of the population. With lesseducated respondents being so seri

ously underrepresented, it should not be surprising to find the Harris arts

participation figures being much higher.

Nonetheless, even this educational discrepancy does not account for

most of the differences in results. Table 6, arrays the educational level

differences within each survey, thus directly comparing the participation

rates of grade school educated, college-educated, etc. across each survey.

While the comparison is not exact because the Harris data are/or the ever

attend responses rather than for attending in the last year. We have seen

in Table 2 that these differences between Harris ever attend VS, yearly es-

timates are not great (being 5 to 7 percentage points). Yet, as Table 6
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Table 5: Demographic Coff?osition of the Si-ple

Harris 1984 ARTS '82M1
Number of Weighted %
Interviews of Total

Weighted %
of Total

Nationwide 1504 100 100%

Region

East 382 25 26
Midwest 390 26 27
South 450 30 29
West 282 19 19

Size of Place
Cities 468 32 27
Suburbs 663 44 41

Town/rural 373 24 31

Age
18-29 yrs 442 30 28
30-49 yrs 626 32 35
50-64 yrs 270 21 21

65 + yrs 160 16 16

Education
8th grade 49 4 12

9-11th grades not reported 13

High school graduate 676 47 38
Some college 392 25 19

College graduate 381 23 18

Sex
Men 718 46 47

Women 786 54 53

Race
White 1309 84 86
Black 124 1C 10
Hispanic . 71 6 4

Income
$7,500 or less 135 13

$7,501-$15,000 216 18

$15,001425,000 349 19

$25,001435,000 297 16

$35,001-$50,000 210 14

$50,001 and over 166 10
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Table 6: Cifferences in Attendance by Education
Levels: Harris'84 and ARTS '82

Theatre
Opera, Musical

Art Museums Theatre
Classical
Concerts
1.0.011114MHINIMININMMorpo

Harris'84 ARTS'82 Harris'84 ARTS'82 Harris'84 ARTS'82 Harris'84 APTS.'S

8th grade 42 7 27 5 19 6 9
...

High school graduate 54 16 46 16 22 14 22 2

Some college 77 32 70 33, 44 28 42 18

College graduate 88 50 72 49 55 43 57 34

*Harris question times four . ever attend
ARTS '82 attended last year
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shows, the Harris data estimates continue to be double or up to 49 percen-

tage points higher than the rates reported in ARTS '82 for the equivalent

educational categories.

Properly weighted Harris results by 1982 Census Bureau counts do

reduce Harris estimates and in the expected downward direction; for exam-

ple, after proper educational weighting, Harris' classical music attendance

moves from 34% to 28% and movie attendance from 78 to 67%.

While properly weighted Harris data do come closer to the ARTS '82

data, they remain significantly different from each other even after these

factors are taken into account.

Conclusions:

We have examined several factors that may account for the far higher

arts participation rate figures in the 1984 Harris study data. Three of

the factors that were reviewed did account for notable amounts of the

discrepancy:

1) The use of the "ever go" rather than "last 12 months"
time frame in the initial Harris question.

2) The inclusion of multiple activities (opera and musicals;
ballet and modern dance and folk/ethnic dance) in some
of the Harris questions.

3) The underrepresentation of respondents with less than a
high school degree in the Harris sample -- as well as the
failure generally to weigh the Harris data by the proportion
of respondents in various educational categories in the
population.

The possibility that the Harris figures might be higher because of question

context effects was also raised, but not thought to be as major a factor

as those listed above. The activity definitions in the wording of the

questions was not otherwise considered to be a major source of higher re-

porting levels.
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Thus, while a good portion of the variance in results can be elrlained

by these factors, most of it cannot be. The three factors noted above each

account for higher reporting levels of about 10-20% magnitude, while the

comparisons in Table 3 total up to 100% and beyond. As Table 6 shows, the

proportions in the Harris survey continue to be markedly higher for the

same educational ler4ls of respondents. Thus, there is some other major

factor at work leading to the discrepant figures.

One way of identifying such a factor is through a separate national

study using essentially the same methods as both the Harris and ARTS '82

surveys. Such a national survey was conducted by the Survey Research

Center of the University of Maryland in June of 1983 and in January of

1984. That survey used the same field data collection mode as the Harris

study the telephone. It used the same activity definitions as ARTS '82,

which as we have said, do correspond fairly closely to the Harris ques-

tions. The one factor that may have been different was the response rate

-- the Survey Research Center's study achieved a response rate of over 701.

It is perhaps for that reason that the attendance figures for both of

these follow-up surveys were generally within a few percentage points of

those from ARTS '82. The data are shown in Table 7. These convergences

hold true despite the relatively small sample size of these two SRC surveys

-- about 500 respondents each. We have, then, been able to obtain camper-

able results to ARTS '82 with a more recent sample done strictly by tele-

phone.

Thus, we are left with such external factor explanations as the

respondent selection procedures and response rates for the Harris survey.

As noted earlier, we expect that while no data are provided in the Harris

report on these factors, standards on such methodological matters are much
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more relaxed in c4,,mercial surveys. Surveys done with careful probability

methods and higher response rates are more expensive to conduct, and costs

must be kept to a minimum in most commercial surveys. Moreover, the

results from telephone and personal interviews usually match population

quotas well; and it may be argued that, if people who respond to these sur-

veys are seem little different from those who refuse or are hard to reach,

the extra cost for higher response rates would not be justified.

In this case, however, the behavior under study appears to be mL, h

more sensitive to relaxation in respondent selection procedures. It is not

unlikely that people who take part in these surveys are more interested in

the arts than those who do ilot take part, and are thus more likely to be

active in the arts, or to report being active, as well.

If so, this would not be the first case of far higher participation

figures from a commerical survey organization than those from an academic

agency or the Census Bureau. The data in Table 8 come from seven surveys

conducted between 1960 and 1982 on the public's recreational participation.

Clearly the most divergent data in Table 8 are from the 1977 survey-. one

conducted by (another) well-known commercial market-research firm. While

there is a general tendency for higher recreational participation in later

years, the figures for the 1982 survey (also conducted by the Census

Bureau) are again markedly lower than those from 1977, Analysts at the Na-

tional Park Service, which sponsored these recreational studies, are per-

suaded that it was not only the low response rate (under 50%) in the 1977

study, but some selective bias in allowing more active respondents into the

sample frame that was responsible.

For now, that selectivity factor appears to be the most plausible ex-

planation we have for the data divergences on arts participation. Higher
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reporting levels may be endemic to activity participation surveys done by

commercial survey firms. With their longer history and more careful atten-

tion to methodological detail, the Census Bureau figures should be a more

trustworthy source.

That does not mean that the Harris data do not provide valid insights

into the correlates of participation. Indeed, their relations of partici-

pation to demographic background factors (e.g. education, age) are gen-

erally similar to those from ARTS '82. It may also be the case that the

Harris data do provide valid perspective on trends in participation (i.e.

czrrelations with the factor of time). It would appear in this instance

the Harris surveys have asked the same questions c insistently across time;

whether their other field procedures have also remained constant is not

known. We will feel much more comfortable with tree Harris evidence on

trend data, however, if they can be replicated with data from the 1965 ARTS

survey -_ i.e. ARTS '85, which is at this moment, and for the rest of 1965,

being conducted by the Census Bureau.
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Table 7: Basic Comparisons of ARTS '82 Results with
Survey Research Center Results (see text)

% Attending Attended Last Year
Survey Research Center

Questions ARTS '82 University of Maryland

Jazz

Classical

Opera

Musicals

Plays

Ballet

Art Museum

Read novels, etc.

Any other music
performance

Other dance perfor-
mance

Modern dance

NA - Question Not Asked

MINIMINI.P.M1*

1982

10%

13

3

19

12

4

22

56

NA

NA

NA

June 83 Jan 84

9% 10%

11 16

3 2

16 21

11 11

6 93

7 7

27 32

55 53

NA 35

9 9

3 5

I
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Appendix: Original Harris Methodological Report

This fourth Americans and the Arts survey was conducted by telephone

among a nationwide cross section of 1,504 adults aged 18 and over from

March 5 through March 25, 1984.

Thee national sample was drawn to reflect, within 1%, the actual pro-

portio-:s of those living in the country in different regions and metropoli-

tan (an nonmetropolitan) areas. Multistage unclustered sampling was used

to select states (not including Alaska and Hawaii), then countries, and

then minor civil divisions with probability proportional to census esti-

mates of their respective adult populations.

For each of these Primary Sampling Units telephone exchanges and the

next two digits in the telephone numbers were chosen on a random basis.

Interviewers then added two randomly generated digits to complete a seven-

digit number. This process guaranteed the inclusion in the sample of indi-

viduals who had unlisted numbers as well as those whose telephones were not

yet listed.

For the purposes of analysis the data have been tabulated by key demo-

graphic subgroupings of the national population and by the size of place

and geographic region in which respondents live. The regions used are:

East: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Maryland, New Jersey, New Ynrk,
Pennsylvania, Washington, D.C., West Virginia, Delaware

Midwest: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota

South: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas

West: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, California, Oregon, Washington
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Weighting, as is f 11

two-stage procedure

-1 9-

in the processing of data, was carried out in a

first, weighting was carried out on the age, sex, and

race figures in order to bring them into line with their actual proportions

in the population. Then the sample was weighted on the basis of the latest

data about U.S. household income distribution. This was done to allow for

proper inclusion of low-income households, which may be underrepresented in

telephone surveys.

The following table indicates the number of interviews conducted

within each subgrouping and the weighted percentages of the total:
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Number of
Interviews

Weighted %
of Total

Nationwide 1504 100

Region

East 382 25
Midwest 390 26
South 450 30
West 282 19

Size of Place
Cities 468 32
Suburbs 663 44
Town/rural 373 24

Age
18-29 yrs 442 30
30-49 yrs 626 32
50-64 yrs 270 21
65 + yrs 160 16

Education
8th grade 49 4

High school graduate 676 47
Some college 392 25
College graduate 381 23

Sex
Men 718 46
Women 786 511

Race
White 1309 84
Black 124 10
Hispanic 71 6

Income
$7,500 or less 135 13
$7,501415,000 216 18
$15,001425,000 349 19
$25,001-$35,000 297 16
$35,001450,000 210 14
$50,001 and over 166 10

Note: Subgroups do not always add to 100% because
of rounding
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APPENDIX C

Census Occupation Codes and Reduced Chapter 4 Occupation Codes
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:hapter 4
Reduced GICISCS

Code jolt,

U.S. DEPARDIEST OF COMMERCE

Bureau of the 4insus

Washizirtas, D.C. 20233

2Miatt2ILMIatriaSIZZa

Pi. ;mom, .TECENICAL, AND EarLICa

12 004

17

[1::::i

003

005

Accountants
Architects

Engineers

Compdter spscialists
Cosputer progrsmmsrs
Computer systams analysts

Cowctar specialists, n.a.c.

006 AarotauticaI and astronautical engineers

010 Chemical anginsers

011 Civil engineers

01.2 Electrical and electronics amazes:*

013 Industrial engineers

I3 014 Mechanical enginsers

015 Metallurgical and matsrials enginears

020 Mintni enginsers

021 Petroleum enginsers

022 Sass engineers
Engineers, u.e.c.

024 Fern Management Advisors

1 0 025 Forestars and conservatioempsts

C26 Eons managemsnt advisors

Lawyers and judges

6 030 A2dges
031 Lawyer'

Librarians, archivists, and curators

3 032 Librarians

033
Archivists and curators

Aithematicei sincialista

034 Actuaries

035 HAthsmaticians

036 Statisticians
Lire sad physics .L scientists

Q42 Agricultural cientitts

043 Atmospheric and space scientists

4 444 Biological scisntista

045 Chsmists

051 Goologists

052 Merino scientists

053 Physicists and astronomers

054 Life and physical scientists, n.e.c.

1055 Operations and systems researchers and analysts

w
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..apte-
Reduced

Code

056

061
062
063
0e4

7 065
071
072

074
ari
076

080
081
082
083
OW,
085

11

14

10 086
05C

091
092
093

095
096

10

rtonssiosa., facartc,119 AND Tzsizm vcs="4-s-ccmtiragid

tin
?ersozva sze. labor re:La:is vortars

Physicisas, eatitts, said related ristitiorkars
fists
ClAomezrists

Milicissis, *radical szd oseopathic
is t

ecala"4
its

Iete....zart=s
Seelth stractitimaars,

usage.

Bagistsred scsrass, distitiaas,

eret=
=rags

Eslth
pi

lotectmogists and techmicisms
Climizal laboratory technolgists uond te&micisas

Ca asra sts

Esalth record technolocists sad teand.aszts
rectal =is:lists

Radicloe.c techaoloe.sts
cia technicieas

sts Lud, tacbzutiaas,
Clarsts7 assistapts

Religious vorkers,

sciartt.sts

Ecmc=istis
Pocal scieztists
Porchologists
Soe-clogists
titan and rtgioff, pla=ers
Social sauttLata, mAe.e.
d.al sad remiSo
So

latica vorkers

cial vozicsrs

?A=satica gcrkers
esn,ners el:11W End =i.7ere.t7

Atr..e*terie
earth, ame. tscace tatemers

gricatar teachers

tia'chers

Chemistry teachers
nysies teachsru
ltersaving

is
Mathematics teachers
Esalth specialties teachars

Mt:boll:4y teackors
BLISIZO1111 and oclensree teachars

Folios towbars
Eistal tegcloirs
Socioloo teachers

102
103
104

110
111

2 112
113
114
115
lib
127)

122.

and theravists

2

619
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Chapter .4
deduced CCU=

Code Code

18

19

18

19

8

19

20

19

18

19 245

203
205
210

215
216
"AD

221
222
223
224

MalaBS LSD AMCNISTRZORS, EXCEPT FIRM

Assessors, controllers, and treasurers; local Imblic

Bank *Mows and financial Alts
Buyers and thippars, farm products

Buyers, vtalesals and retail trade

Credit and collection managers

Funeral directors
Eealth administrators
Construction inspectors, public administration

Inspectors, except construction; public administration

Managers and superintandemts, buildimg

Office managers, n.e.c.
Officers, pilots, apd pursers; chip

Officials and administrators; public administratian, n.e.c.

Officials of lodges, societies, and unions

Postmasters and mail saparintandents

Farchasing agents and be ax's,

Railroad conductors
Restaurant, militarist and bar mszagers

Sales managers and depart=t heads, retail trade

Sales managers, except retail U.4e

School tors, college

School administrators, elementar7 and secomisr7

Mersgars and admiastrstOrs,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CeasesChap.
Reduced 2112...code

38 401
38 402
38 403
38 404
31 405
38 410
39 413.
38 412
31 413
33 415 (R)
39 416
38 420
38 421
38 422
38 423
38 424
31 425
38 426
35 430
39 431
38 433
38 434
31 435
38 436
38 440
38 441
38 442
38 443
38 444
38 445
38 446
38 450
38 452
31 453
38 454
38 455
38
38

39

456
463.
462

38 470
38 471
37 472
37 473 (S)
38 474
38 475
38 450

CS= ASD CND= WOBEEES

Automobile accessories installers

Bakers
BlaCksmiths
Boilermskers
Bookbinders
Brickmasons and stonemasons

Brickmasons and stansmazons apprentices

Bulldozer aperat ors

Cabinetmakers
Carpenters
Carpenter apprentices

Carpet installers
Cement and concrete finishers

Compositors and typesetters

Printing trade sgsmsatioes, except printing press

Crane, derrick, and hoist operators

Decorators and window' dressers

Dental lahmratory technicians

Electricians
Electrician apprentices

Electric power line and cable installers and repairers.

Eloctrotypers and stereotypers

Ingrevers, exc. photoengravers

ltoavating, grading, and road machine operators; exc.

Floor layers, =O. tile setters

Blmw.collarvorker
supervisors, rt. c.

Forge and hammer operators

Furniture end wood finishers

FUrriers
Glaziers
Heat treaters,

anneals:re, and tamperers

Inspectors, sczlers, and grsdAr2; gi=d 1==ber

I=Spectors, 12.8C

Jewelers and watchmakers

Job and die setters, metal

Locomotive engineers

LocamotiTe firemen

tMachinists
ippreCtialif

Mechanics and repairerli

Air conditining, heating, a

Aircraft
Automotime body, maims
Autamobil.

es

LeAmbileigmbilmic
apprentices

Data processing machine Me:WI

Fara iMplAnant

6

balldosar
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Chap. 4
Reduced
Code

56
56
53
53
53

COSMO

JAL
920
981
922
983
984 (Z)

992

PRIME EOM= MUMS

Child =re vorkers, to household
Cooks, private b)usehold
Bouseteepers, private old
lazoadorerst private household
Private sousehold olesuers sod servants

MEM pCT CLASSIFIABLE BT =COMICS

firmed Forces

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Chapter .4
Reduced

Code sAucs 2IS

Advertising agenu and sales =kers

Auctioneers
Demonstrators
Enckaters and peddlers

Insurance agents, brokers, and underwriters

Newspaper carriers and vendors

Real estate agents and brckers

Stock and bond sales agents

Sales workers and sales clerksoue.c.

Sales representatives, sanufacturimz icdustries

Sales representatives,
vholesals trade

Sales clerks, retail trade

Sales workers, except clerks, retail trade

Sales workers, services and ,coon

i3E.SI
CO?' PN tA..Pak_E.



Chap. 4

Rcd4gvd
L3c

1111/
25
25
24

25

25

244p

24

28
24

28
27
1,

27

28

29

29

29

29

29

29

27

24

25

26

26
2b

28

28

26

28

24

27

27

27

27

26
28
30
30

Census
Code

301
303
3C1 (P)
310
311
312
313
314
315
320
321
323
325
326
330
331
332
333
334

341
342
343
344
345
350
355
360
361
362
363
364

370
371
372 (Q)
374
375
376
381
382
383
3a4
385
390
391
392
3%4
395

CLEF ICLL 1ND.E:3721D WOREERS

Bank tellers
Billing clerks
Bookkeepers
OULU Or 1
Clerical assistants, social wslfare
Clarioal supervisor*,
Collectors, bill and account
Counter clerks, except food
Dispatchers and starters, vehicle
thumerators and interviewers
Estimators and investigator*, n,e.e.
EXpeditars and produstion controller*

Pile clerks
Insurance adjusters, examiners, and investigatcrs

Library' attendants.end assistants
Hail carriers, post office
Mail handlers, except post offics
Messeugeri and office helpers
Neter readers, utilities
Office machine operator*
Bookkeeping and billing marmrs operators
Calculating machine operators
Computer and peripheral equipment operators
Duplicating mactime operators
Eey' punch operators
Tabulating machine operators
Office machine operators, nme.c.

Payroll and timekeeping clerks
Postal clerks
Proofreaders
Beal estate appraisers

Receptionists
Secretaries

Secretaries, legal.
Secretaries, medical
Secretaries, nie.c.

Skipping and receiving clerks
Statistical clerks
Stenographer*
Stock clerks and storekeepers
Teacher aides, exc. school monitors
Telegraph messengers
Telegraph operators
Telephone operators
Ticket, station, and express agents

T714sta
Weighers
Hiscellansous clerical workers
lot specified clerical workers

615
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Chap. 4
Reduced
Code

38

38

39

38

38

34

39

38

38

31

31

38

39

39

38

38

39

38

38

38

39

38

31

38

38

39

38

39

39

38

38

Census

-Sliri-
=An AN: 7177.7a= =I=

481 Hem. equipment mechanics, incl. diesel

482 Household appliance and accessary imstallers and mechanics

1.23
Loon fixer'

424 Office =chine

485
Radio and television

h26
Railroad and oar shop

491
Mechanic, exc. auto, apprentices

492 Miscellameons
mechanics and repairer'

495 Sot specified mochaies and repairers

501 Millers; grain, flour, and feed

502 Millwrights

503 Madera, metal

504 Molder apprentices

505 Motion picture projectionists

506 :71ticians, and lens grinders and polisher*

510 Pei tars, construction ancimaiatfcciszes

511 Painter apprentices

512 Paperbangers

514 Pattern and =dal =scars, ex. paper

515 Photoengravers and lithographers

516
Piano and organ tuners and repairers

520 Plasterers

521 Plasterer apprentices

522 Plumbers and pipe fitters

523
Plumber and pipe fitter apOrectices

525 Power station operators

530 Printing press operators

531 Printing press apprentices

533 Rollers and finishers, metal

534 Roofers and alateri

535 Muurtzatal workers and tinsmiths

536 Shoetmetal apprentices

5i Shipfittars

51.2 Shoe repairers

543 Sign painters and letterers

545 Stationary engineers

546 Stone cutters and stone carver"

550
Structsrsi. =ital. workers

551 Tailors

552 Telephone installers and repairer'

554 Telephone line installers and repairer'

560 Tile setters

561 Tool and die makers

562 Tool and die maker apprentices

563 VPholsterers

571 Specified craft
apprentices, n4e.c.

572 Not specified apprentice*

575 Craft and kindred workers, m.o.*.

580 Former members of the Armed Forces

6
7
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4Ik
Reduced

Ca =US

Code

42

42

40
40
40
40
42

42

61
602 CT)
603
604
605
610
6.0
612
613
614
615
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
630
631
633
634
635
636
640
641
642
643
644
645

650
651
652
653
656
660
661
662
663
664
666
666

OPERA=VES, TICEPT TRANSPORT

Asbestos end insulation workers

Assemblers
Blasters
Bottling and canning operatives

Surveyor helpars
Chedkars, emsminers, and inspectors; manzufacturing

Clothing ironars and pre.isers

Cutting operatives, n.e.c.

Dressmakers, azcept factory

Drillers, earth
im= installers and lathsrs

Pyers
Filers, pcliahars, aandars, and buffers

nimmace tenders, smelters, and pourers, metal

Garage workers and gas statiacturingon attandants

Graders and sorters manuf

?rod= graders and
,

packers, except factor7 and farm

Beaters, metal
Lmmdry and dry clfraing operatives, n.s.c.

Meat cutters and butchers, exc. manufacturing

) Mt cutters and butchers, manufacturing

Meat wrappers, retail trade .

Metal platers
Milliners
Mine operatives; n.e.c.

Mixing operatives
Cilars and grimier', exc. auto

Packers End wrappers, except meat and ice
PaiwArs, manufactured articles

Photographic process vorkars

?recision =chime operatives

Drill press operatives

Grinding machine operatives

Laths and millingmachins operatives

Precisi= Lachine operatives, n.s.c.

Punch and stumping pros' operatives

Bivetsrs and fasts
Sailars and deckbands

Sawyers
Sewers and
Shoemaking
Solderers
Furnace tend

stitcher,
machine operatives

art and stokers, except metal

136k COM MAILABLE



Chap.4 Calms
Reduced .2241.
Code

OPERATIViS, ECM! VAANSPORT-Ccuticaed

Teztile operatives

41 670 Carding, 'Axis& acd cambia' &genitives

41 67i Emitters, loopers, sad toppers

41 672 VUOC.11, taist4rs, and via:tern

41 673 Weavers

41 674 Ueda* Opent&TOS, SAW:.
42 680 Welders and flame-octters

694

landing operatives,

Midbine operatives, eiscellmoomm specified

Whine operatives, not specified

Miscellscsous operatives

681
690
692

42 695 Not specified operatives

6 1



TILUMOPZ =MN= OPELITITES

/el
703
704
705
706
710
711
712

Boat operators
Bois drivers
Conductors and operators, =but tail transit

Delivery and :tuts worksrs

Tark lift end toy motor operatives

Dal vehicle operators, m4.c.

Parking attendants

Rcilrowl brake operators and couplers

45 713 Railroad witch operators

43 714 Taiioab drivers and chauffeurs

44 715 (U) Trnmk &livers

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Chap. 4 Census
Reduced Code
Code
46

46

WOMBS, EXCEPT rAmtt

74D Arizal caretakers, eso. tars

750 Carpenters' helpers

751 (v) Construction laborers, gm carpenters' helpers

752 Maws, bunters, and trappers
753 Freight and material handlers

754 Garbage collectors
735 Gardeners and groundikeepers, exc. farm

Ito tongsbore scrims and stevedores

761 limber cutting and to workers

762 Stock handlers
763 Tesmstars
764 Vehicle webers and' equipment cleaners

770 Mirthause laborers, spe.c.

7S0 Mlecollansous laborers
785 Jot specified laborers

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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9. 4 Ciamstis
Reduced
Code .2. Idit.

WHEELS AND FARM MANAGERS

47 801 (V) Tar: sere (=tars sad terisats)

47 802 Fa= =agars

TOM StIMGaSOBS

47 e. Fs= sup=rsore
48 822 Fa= Laborers, yap markers

48 823 Fa= laborers, unpaid fs=LI,T workers

48 824 rarm service laborers, self-employed

6 g1
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Chap 4 Census
SERVICE WORKERS, zrc. PRIV17Z rnuszsmar

Reduced Code
Code

Cleaning servic* workers

55 901 Lodging quarters cleaners, except private household

55 902 Building interior cleaners, n.e.c.

55 903 (1) Janitors and sextons

?bed service workalls

56 910 Bartenders

56 911 Waiters' assistant

56 912 Cooks, except privets household

52 913 Dishwashers

52 914 rood counter and to=tem writer=

49 925 (!) Waiters
52 916 Food service workers, n.e.c., except private household

51
51

51

56
51
51

56
54

54
54
56
54
54
56

54
56
54
54
54
54
56

Bealth service workers

921 Dental assistants

922 Reath aides, exc. nursing

923 Realth t-ainees

924 Ltiivas
925 Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants

925 Prartical nurses

Personal service workers

931 Flight attendants

932 Attendants, recreation and amusement

933 Attendants, personal service, n.e.c.

934 Beggars porters-and bellhops

935 Barbers

940 Boarding and lodging house keep:erg

941 Bootblacks

942 Child oar* workers, enc. private household

943 Elevator operators

944 Eairdressars and cosnstologiva

945
Personal service apprentices

950
Bousakeepers, exc. private household

952 School stars
953 Ushers, recreation end amusement

954 V4Ifire service. aides

Protective service workers

50 960 Crossing guards and bridge tenders

50 961 lire fighters

50 962 Ouards

50 963 Mkrshals and constables

50 964 Police end detedraels

50 965 Sheriffs and bailiffs

6 o 0
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